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ABSTRACT 

Adjusting to the Times: 

Kanagaki Robun, Gesaku Rhetoric, and the Production of Early Meiji Literature 

Charles Woolley 

 

This dissertation attempts a concomitant reexamination of two interrelated phenomena. 

Its primary undertaking is an analysis of mid-to-late nineteenth century gesaku commercial fiction 

production and its structural transformations during the first decades of the Meiji period, together 

with the imbrications of its narratological and rhetorical conventions with the language of 

reportage writing on the page of the Meiji newspaper. In conjunction with, and in order better to 

situate, the foregoing, its secondary task is to question the literary-historical emplotment of this 

period and its authors in the later 1920s, at the moment when Meiji literary history first emerges 

as an analytical object after the institutionalization of literature and journalism as discrete 

categories of discursive production. To such ends, this dissertation focuses on Kanagaki Robun 

(1829-1894), whose diverse career coincides what has come to be considered the transitional 

moment – and thereby recalcitrant to historiographical analysis not altogether fraught with 

ambivalence – intervening between the latter decades of the Tokugawa period and the ultimate 

establishment of Literature (bungaku) as an ideologically self-sufficient category of social value 



  

and discursive praxis by the first decades of the twentieth century. His survival in the annals of 

this later literary history proffers an occasion to reconsider the mechanisms involved in the 

arbitration of social, literary, and aesthetic value.     

Chapter I begins with a brief sketch of Robun’s early biography and career before the 

Restoration, through which we hope to delineate some sense of the social and literary-productive 

context undergirding his activity, specifically, and, more generally, the attitudes towards authorship, 

adaptation, and narration constituting the prevailing ethos of the time; here, we take a survey of 

several of Robun’s earlier works, written before his assumption of the “Kanagaki” penname and 

his first major success with Kokkei Fuji mōde (Ridiculous Pilgrimage to Mount Fuji, 1860-1), 

many of which are erotic parodies of well-known kabuki or Chinese vernacular narratives, and 

analyze the manner in which the author constructs his enunciative position therein, before 

momentarily considering how Robun, at this juncture in his career, was perceived by his peers. 

Then in conclusion, we anticipate both Robun’s later career, its ambivalent emplotment in literary 

history and the fraught evaluation of the early Meiji period in toto through a later retrospective on 

the part of literary critic Tsubouchi Shōyō as he looks back on the literary ecosystem of the early 

Meiji period and the ethical conflict, latent in his argument, between the ideological dominance of 

modern rubrics of literary value and incommensurate pleasures of reading as lived experience.  

Chapters II and III take as their focus Robun’s work in the comic hizakurige-mono genre 



  

pioneered by Jippensha Ikku’s Tōkaidōchū hizakurige (Along the Eastern Sea Road by Shank’s 

Mare, 1802-22), first with his success with Fuji mōde and subsequently, Seiyōdōchū hizakurige 

(Along the Western Sea Route by Shank’s Mare, 1872-4), a heavily intertextual updating of Ikku’s 

classic. Chapter II approaches Robun’s contributions to the genre through formal and 

narratological analysis, considering how the shift in topos, from domestic travel on foot, as in Ikku, 

to transpacific nautical travel via steamship, precipitates modulations in narrative structure, and 

weighs the ramifications of these intrageneric transformations. Chapter III shifts its focus to the 

intergeneric and intertextual, with attention to the modular configuration of its primary intertext in 

Ikku’s Tōkaidōchū hizakurige and the paratextual apparatus of hanrei, or the prefatory guidelines 

explicating a given text’s contents, provenance of sources, and editorial policies followed, etc. 

inherited from non-fictional and academic writing, and how these operate in Ikku and Robun as a 

space for conceptualizing social knowledge and the figure of the author.  

Chapters IV and V address the latter portion of Robun’s career, after the Meiji 

government’s promulgation of the Three Articles on Education and its efforts to conscript gesaku 

authors like Robun to assist in the education of the new subjects of the Meiji state. Here, we 

examine the simultaneous devaluation of and dependence upon popular fiction in Robun’s Bunmei 

kaika-inflected writing, before his relocation to the emergent newspaper industry, at which point 

we consider the sort of narrative and rhetoric prevalent in reportage writing in the 1870s and its 



  

phenotypical affinity with gesaku stylistics. Chapter IV concerns itself with a discussion of the 

political and economic factors precipitating Robun’s move away from gesaku production and his 

subsequent literary activity informed by his new role as a government official employed by 

Kanagawa Prefecture, before his move to the Yokohama mainichi shinbun (Yokohama Daily 

News). Chapter V then turns to the space of newspaper narrative and the emergence of tsuzuki-

mono or serialized narrative, and how their early status as neither consummately fiction nor non-

fiction adumbrates aspects of the epistemological economy of readerly desire and social 

knowledge, aspects subsequently concealed by the later ascendance of bungaku and the shōsetsu 

as the dominant lens through which socially valued discursive production comes to be apprehended, 

and the concomitant institutionalization of Journalism as Literature’s reciprocal in the early 

twentieth century. In the epilogue, we attempt to locate more precisely the coeval emergence of 

these ostensibly distinct and antagonistic categories in public discourse in the early 1900s, and the 

concomitant adjudication of the sociocultural value of early Meiji gesaku production and its 

affiliated figures, anticipating in turn the more rigorous synthesis of a systematized Meiji literary 

history in the years immediately following the 1923 Great Kantō Earthquake.                               
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Introduction 

 Looking Back on Before We Were Modern – Literature, Journalism and Retrospection 

  

If one should for a moment indulge in that heuristic game of mythopoetic origin-seeking, 

one could mark the advent of modern Japanese literary history with the foundation, in 1924, of the 

Meiji Bunka Kenkyūkai (Meiji Culture Research Society). Whether one should, under duress, 

choose to defend this event as being in fact the sine qua non, or necessary precondition, for the 

elaboration of a unified, phylogenetic narrative of Japanese literary history – and less as some real 

thing in itself than qua analytical object and institution – in great part hinges on how one should 

choose to approach, and whether to do so on grounds more or less semiotic or more or less 

pragmatic, the historical and discursive material available to us, as well as how we define our terms. 

Bracketing such theoretical concerns for the moment, however, it is nevertheless impossible to 

diminish the portent of the Society’s establishment for the inauguration of the Meiji period as a 

valid object of intellectual and scholarly inquiry, and the consequent interjection thereby of the 

period into the historical purview of the collective disciplines constituting the modern human 

sciences.      

 The specific material conditions giving issue to the Meiji Bunka Kenkyūkai were far from 

felicitous, however, but the sort of chiasmatic operation of cultural memory worked out through 
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them were uncontestably seismic in proportion. The Great Kantō Earthquake together with its 

attendant conflagrations had wrought material devastation of theretofore unprecedented scale to 

the capital of Tokyo and the surrounding prefectures in September of 1923, razing much of the city 

to the ground, killing over one hundred thousand and rendering even more homeless. Among those 

public sites lost to the tremors and flames were Asakusa’s twelve-story Ryōunkaku, the Imperial 

Theatre, the Nihonbashi Mitsukoshi, as well as many municipal and government buildings – in 

short, the architectural lynchpins of Meiji modernity and the indices of its historical and 

institutional continuity with the Taishō period.  

Yet this deformation of the social landscape did per force divulge, albeit retroactively, the 

sort of differential semiosis undergirding the synthesis of urban topography as a conceptual object 

intuited as phenomenologically coherent. This destabilization of the various focal loci coordinating 

civic life would either come to be invested with a positively-inflected, commemorative perdurance 

in the popular imagination as a function of their absence – one need think only of the synecdochical 

signifying function ascribed to Asakusa’s twelve-story tower and its concomitant iconography – 

or see an amnesiac double effacement by virtue of their reconstruction and reinscription on the 

surface of the urban text. To the latter, the swift restoration of the Imperial Theater or Nihonbashi 

Mitsukoshi (1924 and 1928, respectively) certainly assisted in suturing together the scattered 

fragments of the fractured sociospatial imaginary, and thus in maintaining the contours of a shared 
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narrative of undisturbed continuity.  

Nevertheless, suspended within – or rather, constituting – the seemingly aporetic ellipsis 

separating these two countervailing modes of translating the actuality of a transformed urban space 

into collective historical memory could only be the transitive qualificatory potential actuated by 

the simultaneous calculus of the comparative difference between the disjunctive urban topologies 

before and after the earthquake, on the one hand, and the correlative determination of the respective 

value of each term through an internal assessment of the synchronic emplotment of social value in 

each, this assessment itself corollary to a similarly recursive act of diachronic juxtaposition. In 

other words, the peculiarly albeit superficially bifurcated aspect characterizing the introjection of 

this event into cultural memory alternatively as cataclysmic rupture or elliptic non-event – needless 

to say, a schizoid diagnosis indicative more of the predication of the former on the socioeconomic 

processes of institutional autopoesis safeguarding the latter – was indicative not of any qualitative 

transformation in the underlying mechanisms governing the rendering-unto-consciousness of 

historically-inflected material, but rather a symptom of the stress to which these were ineluctably 

submitted when confronted with the exigency of properly metabolizing such a surfeit of the latter.  

Yet while it was arguably over the public symbols of civic life that, as mentioned in the 

foregoing, this historical memory found its most enduring articulation, the radical reconfiguration 

of the ground upon which such were erected, of the connective tissue supporting these organizing 
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nodes, certainly accounted for – indeed, serves as the precondition for – the greater part of the 

phenomenological depaysement experienced in the immediate aftermath of the quake, as well as 

in the iterative exercises in commemoration which would inform the aggregate calcification of that 

particular vision of historical distance which would, in turn, permit the reallocation of signifying 

potential to the Meiji and Taishō periods requisite for its reclassification in the collective 

consciousness as a discrete analytical object. Thus recalibrated, the Meiji period could all the more 

readily join the ranks of the Tokugawa as a topos destined for nostalgic recollection, on the one 

hand, and for ludic deformation, on the other – a double expropriation carried out in the sphere of 

popular literary production by various modern authors such as Nagai Kafū, Edogawa Ranpō, 

Tanizaki Jun’ichirō, or Shimazaki Toson.    

    If the Taishō period comes to be tethered more firmly to the antecedent Meiji in the 

scenography of cultural memory than to the Shōwa, such can be understood in part as a function 

of the material and infrastructural affinity concatenating the two. The wholesale destruction of the 

urban cityscape of Tokyo and its surroundings proffered the opportunity over the next seven years 

for a thoroughgoing renovation of the urban infrastructure – the widening of existing roads and 

vast elaboration of the arterial system to accommodate ever increasing automobile traffic, the 

extension of the sewage and gas systems to formerly agricultural lands that had been built over 

during earlier periods of hasty ad hoc sprawl, state-of-the-art tremor-resistant concrete construction, 
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the establishment of parks and other open green spaces as buffer zones to curtail the spread of fire, 

the reclamation and development of coastal areas with repurposed debris. Upon nominal 

completion in 1930, the reconstruction of the Imperial Capital had left in its wake a city in many 

ways radically different in aspect and organization from that which had greeted its citizens on the 

morning of September 1, 1923. And if this effectively registered as a clear aesthetic break, it did 

so as a function of the more far-reaching recalibration of the symbolic economy determining the 

coordinates of the new metropolis and its organs within the total topological imaginary.  

The Tokyo of the early Shōwa was in many ways a new city, but its birthing pains were 

altogether substantial: apart from the architectural and human devastation it suffered, the material 

toll extended to the textual record, as in addition to the incineration of warehouse and bookstore 

stock – both retail and resale – throughout the city1, university and public libraries saw much of 

their collections and archives, many of which housed unique and rare volumes, going up quite 

literally in smoke. Tokyo University’s main library alone lost nearly all of its 760,000 books, with 

several other institutions with more modest yet nevertheless important collections ceding over 

260,000 to the flames. The immediate response to this was of course a dramatic shortage of books 

and the elevation in status of any surviving exemplars to that of the rare, which had as its direct 

                                                   
1 1924 estimates place the number of books lost in the immediate aftermath of the earthquake at somewhere 

between six and eight million; more recent calculations have revised these figures to between fifteen and sixteen 

million (Mack 71).  
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consequence a massive exodus of reading material from outside the Kantō region, particularly 

from distributors in Osaka unaffected by the disaster, to fill this vacuum.  

A secondary, but arguably further-reaching, aftereffect of this particular situation was a 

compulsory recognition and renewed and altogether acute awareness of the constitutional fragility 

of the material substrate undergirding the shared perception of historical record as somehow 

ontologically stable or otherwise epistemologically limpid. It was certainly in no way merely 

coincidental that the Meiji Bunka Kenkyūkai was founded the following year in 1924. 

Spearheaded by political scientist and progressive Yoshino Sakuzō (1878-1933), the group 

attracted many other scholars and journalists who shared in his sense of intellectual and historical 

urgency in the wake of this discomfiting reminder, the first fruits of whose research came to be 

shared with a growing public with the inauguration of the organization’s first journal, Shinkyū jidai 

in February 1925. As the journal went through its successive iterations – relaunching in 1928 as 

Meiji bunka kenkyū and ultimately rechristened as Meiji bunka the following year – it attracted 

contributions from many sectors across a broad swath of historiographical interest: law and 

politics; publishing and journalism; sociology and literature. The academic institutionalization of 

many of these disparate yet intercalated fields had of course been underway since the Meiji period, 

an integral part of the total reformist enterprise of the new state and the political and diplomatic 

exigencies of adopting the organizational idiom of the ascendant Euro-American powers, but this 
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juncture marked a refocalization of the immediate historical past as a new analytical object, and 

per force demanded the coherent systematization of its experience and adjudication of its value. In 

this sense, the activities of the Meiji Bunka Kenkyūkai and its affiliates were in great part 

responsible for branding a particular historical vision of the Meiji period, one the perdurative 

potential of which, by virtue of its claims to temporal proximity in conjunction with its formative 

custodial role over much of the textual record, remains ineluctably imbricated in all recursive 

attempts at recasting Meiji history.  

It perhaps behooves one to recall that the first important multivolume collection devoted 

to framing Meiji literature within an explicitly historiographical framework, and which would 

moreover furnish the template for subsequent collections of similar kind in the decades to come, 

was the aptly-titled Gendai Nihon bungaku zenshū (Complete Collected Works of Current 

Japanese Literature, published by Kaizosha in sixty-three between 1926 and 1931) conceived by 

Meiji Bunka Kenkyūkai members Kimura Ki (1894-1979) and Yanagida Izumi (1894-1969) at the 

behest of Kaizōsha president Yamamoto Sanehiko, emerged from this crucible of collective 

enterprise. Of course, such a corporate endeavor could but result as the collation of variegated 

interests; certainly, the economic imperative of rehabilitating and restabilizing the publishing 

industry furnished the material preconditions for the project, as well as the specific form of 

marketing the latter took – the decision to set the retail price, for instance, of each volume at a 
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relatively affordable one yen ensured the deeper penetration of a broader socioeconomic 

demographic – but that this came to be articulated as a literary anthology of representative authors, 

texts, genres and schools (while the majority of volumes were reserved for particular authors, 

several were devoted to subcategories of literary production deemed important yet resisting author-

determined categorization, such as poetry, drama, children’s literature, historical fiction, or 

proletarian literature) was indicative of the growing currency of Literature as an analytical category 

and the negotiation of its denotative purview, on the one hand, and a reconsideration of 

contemporary textual production in the plurality of its forms as occupying a position on an 

internally variegated periodic continuum extending both back and forward in history. 

 As has been noted elsewhere, the particular organization of the collection and the selection 

of texts contained therein, while tending towards an increasingly prevalent notion of bungaku as 

reserved for narrative fiction and, to a lesser extent, poetry, nevertheless betrays the ongoing 

scholarly negotiation over its definition – the segregation of waka, kanshi, and drama, for instance, 

would seem to suggest their simultaneous demotion to an ancillary position within the literary 

sphere and their retention as crucial genres, while the preponderance not of serial fiction but critical 

essays and editorials in the Shinbun bungaku (Newspaper Literature) volume intimates an effort 

to retain, albeit in a highly circumscribed form, a definition of literature accommodating critical 

and analytical, not merely aesthetically expressive, modes of discourse (Mack 113). 
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The diagnostic ambivalence here is most clearly discerned in the sort of difficulty posed 

by the early decades of the Meiji period. As the first numbered volume in the series, Meiji kaikaki 

bungakushū 2  occupies itself with surveying material from the first decades of the period, 

beginning with satirical fiction of the likes of Kanagaki Robun’s (1829-1894) sociologically-

inflected Aguranabe (Sitting Around the Beef-Pot, 1871-1872) and Fukuzawa Yukichi’s (1835-

1901) didactic Katawa musume (The Deformed Girl, 1872) and proceeding through popular 

translation of fiction (Kawashima Chūnosuke’s [1853-1934)] adaptation of Jules Verne’s Around 

the World in Eighty Days, published in 1878 as Shinsetsu Hachijūnichikan sekai isshū [New 

Account: Around the World in Eighty Days]) and the political novel (among which figure Tōkai 

Sanshi’s [1853-1922] Kajin no kigū [Chance Encounters with Beautiful Women, 1885-88], 

Suehiro Tetchō’s [1849-1896] Setchūbai [Plum Blossoms Amid the Snow, 1886], Sudō Nansui’s 

[1857-1920] Ryokusadan [Tale of the Green Straw Raincoat, 1888]) before entering the domain of 

non-narrative enlightenment discourse pertaining to political organization and individual rights 

(Meirokusha-member Katō Hiroyuki’s [1836-1916] Shinsei tai’i [The Greater Meaning of True 

Governance, 1870]; Baba Tatsui’s [1850-88] Tenpu jinkenron [Argument for the Natural Rights of 

                                                   
2 Despite being numerically first in the series, the completion and subsequent publication of this volume were 

delayed until 1931, a fact again underscoring the qualitative divide established between the early decades of the 

period and the ascendant notion of a modern literature instantiated in the author-centric bias of the bulk of the 

anthology.   
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Man]; Nakamura Masanao’s [1832-91] influential translation of Samuel Smiles’ Self-Help, 

Saigoku risshihen [1870]) and finally turning to the quasi-sociological (Narushima Ryūhoku’s 

[1837-94] Ryūkyō shinshi [New Reports from the Willow Bridge, 1874] and Hattori Seiichi’s 

[1841-1908] Tōkyō shinhanjōki [Record of Tokyo’s New Prosperity, 1874-76]). The organization 

of the volume and selection of its contents of course unequivocally insinuate the categorical 

segregation of the 1870s from subsequent literary history, but this gesture of differential 

classification can be inferred, by virtue of the title given to the volume and the thematic elements 

shared across its constituent works, to be predicated on a subordination to the socio-historical 

rubric of bunmei kaika as operating as the primary determinant of its value.  

As discussed in the preceding, the internally variegated structure of the anthology as a 

whole lends itself to a symptomological reading, as a convergent space in which discursive 

ambivalences – in this case pertaining to classification, aesthetic value, etc. – are adumbrated 

through the contiguous alignment of differently configured rubrics, and in the particular case of 

texts produced during this specific period, in lieu of replicating the authorial, generic or medium-

specific disposition of the rest of the collection, the volume instead collects a smattering of the 

genres of textual production adhering to the anthology’s overarching yet nevertheless fractious 

classificatory regime, unified by their referential relationship to a posited historical period and its 

epochal identification. Discernable here, of course, is the concomitant endorsement of a 
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teleological model of social history in conjunction with the redeployment of the various genres of 

discursive production covalent with the notion of bungaku operative transversely throughout the 

collection, but the ostensible collusive grafting of the latter to the former in this manner betrays 

the textual material itself as recalcitrant to satisfactory subsumption within the field of letters as 

configured at this moment. Inchoate, literary yet not quite yet literature in this formulation, the 

discursive output of the early decades of the Meiji period finds itself tasked with buttressing 

modern Japanese literary history as its prehistory, thereby ambivalently admitted within the 

narrative of the modern while nevertheless asymptotically denied full integration.  

  One should recall that this model, while instantiated in terms more or less codified in the 

editorial attitude undergirding the Gendai Nihon bungaku zenshū, was neither merely a synthetic 

product of Kaizōsha’s editorial team nor restricted to the register of the literary, but was instead 

arguably a function of an incipient but comprehensive understanding of contemporary cultural 

history in toto. Perhaps, at this juncture, it would be illustrative to quote an anecdote recorded by 

Nozaki Sabun (1858-1935), active contributor to Shinkyū jidai and Meiji bunka, whose close ties 

to the early Meiji newspaper trade put him in contact with Kanagaki Robun, popular author of 

Aguranabe and many other gesaku apostates who turned to the ascendant medium of print 

journalism and its rising fortunes in the 1880s and 1890s. Writing in the 1920s, Sabun’s attitudes 

are, unsurprisingly, indelibly coloured by a thoroughly “modern” apprehension of aesthetics and 
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the literary arts. In praising “newspaper novelists” for their innovation and forthright dedication to 

their mission as a journalist, despite the ostensible derivativeness of in style, and lauding his refusal 

to make kanzen-chōaku or karmic causality the goal of his literary production, he nonetheless 

paints a rather dyspeptic image of the 1870s: 

 

当時の新聞小説記者をさして、一概に戯作者と侮蔑の意を以て迎へる人も

あるが、如何にも戯作者育ちの人が多かつたには相違ない。併し新聞記者となつ

てからは自身もその職責の軽からぬことを認識して時勢の推移といふ事には最も

注意を払つて居た。故に其の構想は京伝馬琴等が趣向の上に出でず、その筆致は

種彦春水の模倣に過ぎなかつたかも知れぬが、新しい材料を捉へ新しい思想を以

て読者を善導しようといふのは一般の傾向で、単に勧善懲悪や仏家の因果応報ば

かりを作物の目的としたのでは無かつた。けれども小説家にその人が乏しかつた

のみではなく、当時の読者も亦甚だ幼稚なものであつた。それは維新革命の騒ぎ

の為めにあらゆる芸術は破戒せられて未だ全く復旧せぬ時であるから、人心荒び

果てゝ小説を味はふほどの余裕もなく、寧ろそれを玩味する程の素質ある読者が

少なかつたのである。浅薄なる滑稽もの鄙稽なる人情本さては殺伐なる講談風の

読み本等が歓迎せられたのが第一の証拠で、大多数の読者は之を以て疲れた心を

慰め是以上を感受する能力に乏しかつたかも知れぬ。現に其頃の一例として、新

聞小説中の継子が継母に虐待される処を読んで、あまり可哀さうだから之を恵ん

で下さいと、若干金を其の本社へ持参した人もあつたなど、嘘のやうな事実もあ

つたから、こんな時代に臨んで仮令一大文豪が出顕して汗水を流した処で、それ

は全く縁の下の力持に終わつたかも知れぬ。兎に角当時の小説は読者の程度に準

じたもの、即ち国民文芸思想の反映であつたのではあるまいか。 

 

There are those people that greet newspaper novelists/journalists in general as 

gesakusha, with a feeling of derision, but it is true that there were many who had come 

from a gesakusha background. Neverthless, after becoming journalists, they recognized 

that the responsibilities of their profession were not trivial, and paid the greatest attention 

to the vagaries of the times. Thus, while their devices may have not been any better than 

those of Kyōden or Bakin, and their style, imitations of Tanehiko and Shunsui, the general 

trend was to lift up the readers by grasping new material and employing new thoughts and 

ideas, and not to make Confucian moral didacticism or Buddhist karmic causality the sole 
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goals of the narrative. However, not only were there few among the novelists of the time 

like this, but their readers were incredibly immature. The times were such that, due to the 

uproar surrounding the Restoration, all the arts had been destroyed and had still made no 

inroads towards recovery., and thus people’s hearts had gone entirely to seed, and there was 

no luxury provided for the appreciation of fiction; or rather, the number of readers with 

enough inherent sophistication to patronize it was too small. The greatest proof of this is 

in the enthusiastic reception granted shallow kokkeibon, lewd ninjōbon, and hyperviolent 

yomihon in the style of dangi recitation; the great majority of readers comforted their tired 

hearts with these, and were perhaps deficient in the capacity to get anything more out of 

their reading. In fact, one example from those days is the following: having read a passage 

in a novel carried in one of the newspapers in which a child is abused by her stepmother, a 

reader was moved to bring a small amount of money to the newspaper office, requesting 

that the money be conveyed to the child, her straits entirely too pitiable – unbelievable 

things like this in fact happened, so even if the greatest literary genius had emerged then 

and worked himself into a sweat, he would have ended up like “a strong-man under the 

veranda.”. In any case, the shōsetsu of the time corresponded to the level of their readers – 

in other words, was it not a reflection of the literary thought of the people?  (Watashi no 

mita Meiji bundan, 1927, p.50-1)3 

  

As Sabun makes clear elsewhere, his model of literary history construes the modern 

shōsetsu as a literary and aesthetic object to be a transhistorical rubric, and the production of such 

Art to be valuable a priori – a tautological formulation underscored and reinforced by the 

equivalence posited between an all-encompassing “national literary consciousness” (kokumin 

bungei shisō) and the aesthetic quality of individual works of fiction. This equation, of course, 

rearticulates, albeit within the narrower rubric of the Literary, the quintessentially modern 

metaphysics of the Nation-State, whereby the former is understood as the aggregate sum of the 

                                                   
3 This and all subsequent translations in this dissertation are the author’s own.  
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social, technical, and spiritual material falling within its purview, and thus both anticipates and 

retroactively confirms the hypostatic essence that serves to endow such material itself – here, the 

type and kind of literary work produced – with the very significance this essence rallies to the ends 

of its own justification. That this model is in the foregoing calibrated to conform to a recapitulative 

ontogenetic narrative of civilizational development, where the diagnosis of the former 

unsurprisingly rests on the presumed synecdochical homology between the social whole and its 

parts (in other words, that there is an isomorphic or syllogistic correspondence between the 

sophistication of literary production, the intellectual capacity of the people, and the level of 

civilizational attainment of the Nation) is not particularly surprising.  

Of greater concern, perhaps, for the student of literary history is that by virtue of the static 

structural reciprocity it posits, any theoretical apprehension of the diachronic negotiations between 

actors as they apparently transition between the synthetic poles of producer and consumer (indeed, 

as discrete categories, such are little more than an expedient fiction) within an internally variegated 

and multiply stratified literary discursive environment is condemned to occupy a position of 

conceptual impossibility – otherwise put, accounting for and understanding the processes 

undergirding observable historical changes in the overall structure of literary discourse are 

foreclosed. Sabun’s hypothetical “literary genius,” as a sort of impossible heuristic figure, 

incidentally adumbrates the unresolved tension effected by the juxtaposition of two competing 
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modern logics – that of the brand of deterministic historicity elaborated in the foregoing, on the 

one hand, and that of a transhistorical universalism, on the other, here implied through the figure 

of the ichidai bungō, who somehow transcends the horizons of discursive possibility ostensibly 

circumscribing his productive context to labour, albeit in vain, until the advent of an historical age 

receptive to and properly equipped to appraise his works and their immanent value.  

Should one wish to adopt a staunch relativist stance, one could very well identify such an 

ideological configuration as evincing a kind of teleological “historical chauvinism,” whereby the 

past is acritically construed as incomplete, flawed, or otherwise inferior with regards to the present. 

Nevertheless, to cast such aspersions would, besides offering little in the way of critical insight, 

do little other than to expose one moreover to accusations of the same type. More instructive for 

our purposes would be the cohabitation within this discrete enunciation of what proves ultimately 

to be a hybrid, chimeric discursive structure. As mentioned in the foregoing, the deterministic 

model, presupposing as it does isomorphy between all constituent nodes and the structural whole, 

by virtue of its near-crystalline structural integrity, can be apprehended as but a synoptic totality 

from which the vectorial dimension of temporality has been of necessity suspended; the temporal 

ceases to be a function of differential relations, but rather an identificatory notation indexing the 

structure with which it is associated. By contrast, the transhistorical model, taken in isolation, 

eschews the explanatory, albeit recursive and hermetic, apparatus, itself a function of structurality, 
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in favour of a rubric that dispenses of historicity altogether in its liquidation of the temporal 

specificity that impedes the epistemological and adjudicative mastery over the past. The apparent 

logical conundrums obviously prompted by the collusion of these two modes – indeed, if the forms 

of discursive production feasible at any given juncture are restricted by sociological factors which 

of necessity sequester the past from the present, how can works of diachronically stable value 

emerge, or be recognized? – notwithstanding, their mutual imbrication is nonetheless 

indispensable for subtending the epistemic sovereignty of the modern subject.                                  

Apart from Sabun’s valuative frame of reference, however, one would like to direct the 

reader’s attention to the tragi-comic example of the deplorably “infantile” level of readers in the 

early Meiji period. Sabun imputes to this misguided reader a category mistake, a result of cognitive 

ineptitude rendering the discrete, self-evident shōsetsu somehow inextricable from the truth-

quotient of the newspaper medium. However foolish this putative catachrestic misapprehension 

may appear within the discursive economy of the late 1920s, or how inflexible the dichotomization 

between the categories of aesthetic and informatic discursive production – the shōsetsu as elevated 

object of aesthetic contemplation, in contradistinction to the inferior yet contiguous status assigned 

to entertainment or genre fiction, and the report or editorial, defined by its referential value to the 

material and social world – may seem, the slippage between these ostensibly discrete registers 

demonstrated by the naïve reading practices of an unsophisticated public would, particularly when 
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read in conjunction with Sabun’s tendentious identification of the informational content and its 

deployment towards the putative cultivation of his readership in Robun’s work as the source of its 

value4 , suggest a much more fraught, embroiled engagement among the various domains of 

socially referential discursive production. How is social knowledge transmitted and metabolized? 

What governs the hermeneutics of reading and adjudicating value? How is the erotic or 

desiderative economy of pleasure implicated in the production and circulation of text? Certainly, 

Sabun’s speculation posits certain material preconditions for fostering an environment hospitable 

to the emergence of proper literature, but it is revealing that the relationship between text and 

reader is articulated in either case through the lexicon of pleasure, whether as a soothing palliative 

for “tired hearts” or gustatory sensation, but, moreover, in the former case, pragmatic function is 

negatively underscored through its correlative position with a devalued mode of textual reception 

and engagement. Although here not rendered explicit, a metaphysics of socially disinterested 

aesthetic reception, purified of illocutionary function, certainly informs Sabun’s understanding of 

the art object, but the theoretical tenability of such exposes itself to more than mere idle suspicion 

upon reconsideration of the predication of the aesthetic on the mechanics of pleasure production.                    

 The subtle reconfiguration of this constellation begins to see its first salient expression 

                                                   
4 That a substitution of one set of governing social technologies for another – in this case, supplantion of the regime 

of Confucian and Buddhist ethical causality by that of abstract Knowledge – is at play in this formulation does not 

appear to be registered by Sabun.       
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in the immediate postwar period, spearheaded by a second wave of literary historians, and made 

manifest in their reassessment of the early modern literary canon as such. Dissatisfaction with the 

state of the field can be keenly felt in scholar Okitsu Kaname (1924-99)’s comments in the first of 

two volumes devoted to early Meiji period fiction in the Meiji bungaku zenshū (Chikuma Shobō, 

1966). The dearth of systematic research into the textual production of this period Okitsu attributes 

precisely to the period’s failure to adhere to the normative periodization: 

 

幕末から明治開化期にかけての文学については、従来研究されるところ

がまことにすくなかった。 

それは、近世文学研究家の側からも、近代文学研究家の側からも、いず

れからも敬遠された形になってしまってきたためだった。ということは、近世文

学の研究家は、元禄文学、天明文学、文化、文政期の文学など、ピークの追及に

のみ急であり、近代文学の研究家もまた、「小説神髄」、あるいは「浮雲」以後に

焦点をあわせることにもっぱらであって、幕末から明治開化期にかけては、研究

上の盲点、暗い谷間となってしまったからである。 

 

Until this point, there has been indeed very little research about the literature 

produced between the bakumatsu period and the early Meiji.  

That is because, both on the side of scholars of early modern literature, as well 

as those of modern literature, this period has been cautiously avoided. That is to say, 

scholars of early modern literature have been concerned with pursuing the literary peaks 

– the literature of the Genroku or Tenmei, or Bunka and Bunsei periods, whereas schoalrs 

of modern literature have put their entire focus on the literary output after Shōsetsu shinzui 

or Ukigumo, leaving the period between the bakumatsu and early Meiji periods a blind 

spot in terms of research, a dark valley.  (MBZ5 vol.1, p.435) 

 

However, as Okitsu continues, it becomes increasingly apparent that informing this sense 

                                                   
5 Volumes in the Meiji bungaku zenshū will herefore be abbreviated MBZ. 
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of lack is an ethos skewed less towards the literary than the historiographical axis, insofar as the 

meagre aesthetic merit of the gesaku collected in the volume remains its defining feature; rather, 

the imperative of elaborating a total cartography of literary history is paramount, regardless of the 

less than favourable estimation of its constituent works: 

 

こんな状態であってみれば、この時期の文学を全体的に把握して系統づ

け、文学史的に位置づける作業がほとんどなされなかったのも当然だった。［…］ 

文学的に価値の低いこの時期の作品を丹念に保管しておいた図書館や、

これをあつかう古書肆などあるはずがなかった。おまけに太平洋戦争下の空襲

によって、柳田泉、本間久雄博士のコレクションもすべて灰燼に帰してしまった。

したがってわたしもこの時期の文学研究にあたっては、早大図書館はもちろん

のこと、東大の明治新聞雑誌文庫、旧上野図書館、京大の潁原退蔵文庫、天理大

学図書館等々、文字通り東奔西走せねばならなかった。しかし、先年、わたしは

わたしなりに、曲りなりにもこの時期の文学を系統づけて、『転換期の文学―江

戸から明治へ』という著書をまとめることができたし、また、最近になって、柳

田泉博士の『明治初期の文学思想』も刊行され、この時期の文学の思想的背景も

あきらかにされた。この時期の文学研究も今後ようやく軌道に乗って行くこと

だろう。 

 

In this state of affairs, it is only natural that work of grasping the literature of this 

period in its totality, systematizing it, and situating it within literary history had barely 

been done at all.  

There was no way there would be libraries that would have carefully preserved 

the works of this period, low in literary value as they are, or used book sellers dealing in 

them. Moreover, due to the air raids during the Pacific War, Yanagida Izumi and Honma 

Hisao’s collections were reduced to ash. Thus, when I began research into the literature 

of this period, I very literally had no option but to “rush east and run left,” of course from 

the Waseda University library, but also Tokyo University’s Meiji Newspaper and 

Magazine Collection, the old Ueno Library, Kyoto University’s Ebara Taizō Collection, 

the Tenri University Library, among many others. However, last year, I was finally able 

to, in my own way and despite difficulty, put together a volume entitled Literature of 

Transition – From Edo to Meiji, and recently, Yanagida Izumi’s Literary Thought of the 
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Early Meiji Period has seen publication, which has made clear the intellectual backdrop 

of the literature of this period. Research into the literature of this period will perhaps now 

finally get on track.  (MBZ vol.1, p.435)  

 

While the exigencies of ensuring the completeness of a systematic and regulated model 

of literary history here clearly form the fundamental motivation for action, one can in addition 

discern the reciprocal interdependence between the category of the Literary which, as Okitsu 

admits obliquely, is an aesthetically qualified rubric, and that of the Historical or Historiographical, 

here configured as immanently value-generating, or, as can be extrapolated, fundamentally ethical6 

(e.g. social value is located a priori in both the endeavor and its product). Here, inasmuch as the 

ethical takes the aesthetic as its object, the transitive syntactic relationship between the two, and 

the necessity of their distinction, is self-evident. As an analytical category, the Literary demands 

an internal hierarchization determined by the adjudication of differential “literary value” 

(bungakuteki kachi). As Okitsu’s recuperative exercise vis-à-vis gesaku intimates, the intensional 

value – or what phenotypical traits determine what qualifies for admission within the set of 

                                                   
6 Here, the ethical designates an evaluative framework, and not a relative position within such – as tends to be its 

customary use as a qualifier of arbitration (e.g. that particular actions be deemed either “ethical” or “unethical” is 

indicative of the exercise of ethical judgement, an adjudication of value along the axis of ethics; the denial or 

withholding of ethical capital still very much takes as its premise the Ethical as its governing rubric). That 

Historiography – as an analytical or ideological category and not a discrete, instantiated practice – can be understood 

as ethical means that, insofar as it presumes a field of activity in which the synthesis of social value becomes possible, 

it is reciprocally implicated as both a productive site in its own right and as an agent amenable to deployment in the 

interests of negotiating production beyond its immediate purview.         
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Literature – is not inflexible, but as the system is internally stratified (e.g. works can be either of 

“high” or “low” literary merit, etc.), organizing this vertical axis is the degree of deviation from 

an abstract plenitude of literary value, functioning for all possible terms as the quantification of 

their relative literariness, into which then subsequently are factored other formal criteria (although 

the valence of these is arguably greater in the subsidiary classification of genre and style). 

 Thus, arbitrating the outermost limits of the extensional field – the constitution of which 

is predicated on epistemological qua hermeneutic processes – is a quantitative calculus of such 

identifiable literary value; and since the mechanisms by which the intensional properties of the 

Literary are subject both to iterative reassessment and contestation, the lowest common 

denominator for what can be qualified as Literature is likewise subject to vacillation. The totality 

of this process, of course, is a function of the peculiar axiological structure of the literary field, 

and the way in aesthetic and social value find themselves at once posited as distinct yet 

nevertheless codependent within it7, but in the final analysis, the dichotomization of the aesthetic 

                                                   
7  This disjointed axiological structure of the literary field, insofar as the categorical distinctions informing its 

discursive articulation belie their real imbrication, emerges in three movements: first, the ostensible subordination 

of the aesthetic to the ethical (i.e. the exigencies of an asymptotic historiographical enterprise tirelessly broadening 

the extensional field of the Literary through the adjunction of textual material of increasing aesthetic poverty), which 

suggests the second, or the corollary segregation of the aesthetic and the ethical as distinct (aesthetic value as an 

abstract quantifier retains its adjudicative function as it pertains to discrete exemplars, but is encoded in the idiom 

of the private, experiential and sensuous, whereas ethical value as social knowledge production is intuited as public, 

procedural, and generative, its total output serving more as corroborating evidence of the intrinstic worth of its 
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and ethical here would seem to be untenable, and not merely due to the structural homology 

between the two (that is, the quantitive dimension undergirding both), but rather due to their 

refractory interdependence as mutual exegetical mechanisms. In this sense, the attitude evinced by 

Okitsu here is nourished by what ultimately betrays itself as a false dichotomy.  

This, of course, is not to argue that Okitsu – or rather, should one instead take him 

                                                   

means); yet, the tacitly elided albeit necessarily reciprocal arrangement accounting for the selection of the subject 

by its object – in other words, that the aesthetic rubric of the Literary demands historiographical treatment and 

makes itself amenable to such, or that the aesthetic presents itself to the historiographical impulse and galvanizes it 

– gestures towards an ineluctable affinity perforce conjoining the ethical and aesthetic registers. Indeed, from an 

axiological perspective, both registers are ultimately fungible, devolving upon axia – worth or value – as their unifying 

substrate.  

Insofar as both have as their prerequisite the capacity for liquidation, the putative autonomy of their 

respective object-fields notwithstanding, both find themselves submitted en fin de compte to the same cognitive 

apparatus whereby quantitative judgement is effected. All the more telling, of course, is the manner in which this 

predisposition to quantification necessitates the bilateral transference of quality; and this precisely as an inevitable 

ramification of the intransigence of pure, abstract value when confronted with the prospect of articulation in the 

absence of any mediating idiom. Of all analytical propositions, that the Good is good, or the Beautiful, beautiful, are 

not merely examples par excellence of tautological truism, but moreover constitute a semantic null set, forming as 

they do a closed circuit of self-referential (non)signification. Obviating this critical cul-de-sac requires, it would follow, 

that, should the Good or the Beautiful be posited as analytical objects themselves, they be expressed in terms other 

than their own. The deployment of the alternative idiom – for instance, describing the Beautiful in terms of its moral 

worth, or the Good as pleasurable – establishes what at first glance presents itself as a metaphorical isomorphism 

between the Aesthetic and the Ethical. However, the common phylogenetic origins of both in the axial domain, or as 

reciprocal bifurcations of the former, suggests that their relation is less strictly analogical than metonymic, even if 

the contiguity subtending it hinges on a process of translation through the interstitial, prediscursive no-man’s-land 

of abstract equivalence. While from a pragmatic perspective it would be feasible to maintain that the relationship 

delineated here is overdetermined primarily by virtue of aggregate lexical conditioning, the structure of the semiotic 

matrix here – whether apprehended as an etiological substrate or necessary cause, or instead a synthetic retroactive 

construction – is in either case neglected. 
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synecdochically, the discursive environment in which he is incribed – is culpable of dire 

intellectual paresse or careless catachrestic misattribution; neither would one wish to suggest that 

Aesthesis can be fully subsumed by Ethos, or vice versa, or that they two for the sake of heuristic 

expediency should or even can be conflated. Rather, at stake here is the possibility of ideological 

critique, insofar as the channels of meaning-making mobilized by Okitsu, in the interests of 

sustaining their own internal coherency, form at the level of discourse the appearance of a smooth, 

hermetically self-sufficient system – albeit one precariously teetering on the lintel of its own 

binomial, quasi-tautological logic.  

To recapitulate, what is particularly suggestive within the perimeters of the valuative 

structure to which Okitsu subscribes is precisely the manner in which its stability relies on a 

recursive movement that nevertheless stringently insists upon the ostensible dissociation on the 

level of rhetoric of its codependent terms. The theoretical untenability of either as discrete or 

independent is, however, of lesser importance than what their reciprocal function bodes for the 

diachronic transformation of the literary “lay of the land,” so to speak. For even as Okitsu admits 

the lackluster “literary” value of early Meiji gesaku, its concatenation to the axis of literary-

historical research, to a self-evident Good, perforce effects its readmission to the sphere of 

Literature. By serving as evidence, the artefact fulfills its sociological function as part of the larger 

exegetical apparatus; but the modality of that particular apparatus, by the same token, determines 
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the possible valences of the object. In this manner, Okitsu assists in the recuperation of gesaku as 

a literary genre of, if not aesthetic, then at the very least historical, significance, and by that same 

gesture, in the revision of what constitutes the lowest common denominator of literary value 

requisite for inclusion within the scope of the broader literary field.  

Nevertheless, this more capacious vision of the Literary is not altogether distinct, in terms 

of its internal ideological organization, from that articulated three decades earlier by Nozaki Sabun 

– a state of affairs itself indicative of a shared, perdurative configuration. It may prove instructive 

to recall at this juncture Nozaki’s comments, quoted in the foregoing, vis-à-vis the general state of 

affairs during the early Meiji period. Indeed, Okitsu not only cites Sabun’s retrospective Watashi 

no mita Meiji bundan as one of the precious few sources of information, anecdotal though it may 

be, regarding the literary environment of the early Meiji period, but also supplies a lengthy excerpt 

corresponding to its third chapter in the appendix, itself an amended transcript of a talk given to 

the Meiji Bunka Kenkyūkai (Meiji shoki ni okeru gesakusha [Gesaku authors in the early Meiji 

period], Watashi no mita Meiji bundan, p.124-142; MBZ vol.2, p.406-412) as part of the 

paratextual apparatus of the second volume of the series, delegating to it and the recollections of 

Tsubouchi Shōyō immediately preceding (Shinkyū katoki no kaisō [Recollections of the 

Transitional Period Between the New and Old], MBZ vol. 2, p.399-406) the onus of elaborating 

the sociocultural context of the period. Therein, the early decades of the Meiji period are, as is to 
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be expected, described as properly literarily derelict, with an altogether baleful eye fixed on the 

unfavourable locus occupied by gesaku production and its authors – in fact, while Sabun 

acknowledges in his opening remarks that he was solicited to speak on the subject by fellow 

members of the Meiji Bunka Kenkyūkai, his later inclusion of the transcript in the 1927 Watashi 

no mita Meiji bundan is framed in rather apologetic terms, as a supplement to the two preceding 

chapters dealing with the early Meiji newspaper: 

 

前項に於て明治初期の小新聞記者に戯作者が多かつた事を述べたから、

それに因んで私が曾て明治文化研究会に於て此の演題を以て講話をした筆記録

を、更に処々書き改めて茲に揚げその後談に充てる事とした。但し似依つた問題

ゆゑ往々前説と重複する所があるのは宜しく諒とせられんことを請うて置く   

 

Since, in the preceding pages, I talked about how there were many gesakusha 

among the journalists working for the koshinbun, due to their relation I have included here 

as a follow-up the transcription, amended here and there, of a talk I gave in the past at the 

Meiji Bunka Kenkyūkai on that subject. However, since the topic is similar, I humbly 

request the understanding that there will be many places that overlap with the previous 

chapters.  (Watashi no mita Meiji bundan, p.124) 

 

That Sabun relegates, in terms of the organizational logic of his retrospective, to the order 

of supplement his discussion the position of gesakusha in the early Meiji is not entirely surprising, 

for reasons not only logistical/biographical – after all, Sabun’s involvement with the 

reterritorialized community of gesaku authors was primarily a function of his professional 

relationship with Kanagaki Robun after the latter’s turn to the newspaper medium – but also 
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discursive/valuative. The migration of human and technical capital from fiction production to 

newspaper publishing in the early decades of Meiji was precipitated by multiple factors, but a not 

insignificant aftereffect was the redistribution of value and its durative reallocation to the 

newspaper medium as a conceptual object and social organ. Certainly, Sabun’s bundan and its men 

of letters weigh heavily towards those with a strong degree of involvement in the news trade, but 

as Okitsu’s selection of the chapter for inclusion in the Meiji bungaku zenshū suggests, such a 

mode of circumscription reflects but one possible valence of the actors implicated. Nevertheless, 

the value that can be spoken with regards to the Meiji gesakusha is predicated on the telos of their 

ultimate realignment with a properly modern notion of the Literary, albeit a realignment the precise 

contours of which have at this point yet to be determined in full – this being the task left for 

Yanagida Izumi, Okitsu et al. to take up, indispensable as it will prove to the literary-

historiographical project. Some sense of such can be gleaned from Sabun’s ad hoc lesson in 

philology, which opens his discussion: 

 

一體戯作者といふ名称はいつの頃から起こつたものでせうか。私はこれ

は安永天明頃に盛んに発行された黄表紙とか洒落本とかいふ滑稽がかつた読み

物の類を、他のまじめな著述物から区別して戯作と呼んだのが始まりで、戯作の

著者だから其儘戯作者と呼んだのであるが、夫れが洒落や戯作から遠ざかつて

所謂勧懲主義の読み本草双紙が出るやうになつても其の著者がやはり元の戯作

者であるから、因襲に由て依然之を戯作者と呼び来つたのでせう。然るに言葉の

泉や其他の字彙にはこの戯作といふ文字を「たわむれに著作する事」と解釈して

あるのは甚だ不十分な説明で、私は寧ろ戯作とは今云ふ小説、戯作者とは小説家

の事だと解釈するのが適当であらうと思ひます。 
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さて、此の戯作者が当時の社会に於ける地位はどんなものであつたかを

考へて見ると、夫れは太だ低級なもので既に戯作者といふ名称から見ても之を

貶し之を卑しめたやうな意味が含まれて居る。亦作者自身もその位置の低いの

に甘んじ謙遜か卑下か知らぬが、自ら無学を標榜して自家の短処を臆面なく吹

聴して居る人が多い。［…］自ら軽んじ自ら卑しむるのも亦甚だしい…が、併し

それは時勢の然らしむる所で何とも致し方がない。当時学者と云へば漢学者に

限つたやうな時代であるから、獨り戯作者のみならず、狂言作者然り、狂歌師然

り、俳諧師然り、浮世絵師亦然りで、夫れは順押しに化政度となり天保嘉永とな

り、其人は変つても戯作者たる価値には何等の変化もなくずるずると明治の新

時代に入つたのであります。 

  

Precisely just when did the appellation of gesakusha first appear? In my opinion, I 

think that its beginnings go back to the An’ei and Tenmei periods, when kibyōshi and 

sharebon and other reading material of a silly, frivolous sort were published in great 

quantities, and in order to distinguish them from more sober writings, they were dubbed 

gesaku, and since they were the authors of gesaku, they were just called gesakusha; 

however, even when these works moved away from puns or farce and the didactic 

yomihon and kusazōshi began to appear, the authors were still the same gesakusha, so 

they continued to be called by that name as before. However, the explanation one finds in 

Kotoba no izumi and other lexicons that interpret this term to mean “to write without 

seriousness” is quite insufficient, and I believe it would be more appropriate to understand 

gesaku to correspond to what we call the shōsetsu or novel, and gesakusha, a shōsetsuka 

or novelist.     

So, when one thinks of what the status of these gesakusha was like in the society of 

the time, it was extremely low, and as one can see that the term itself contains a sense of 

derision and contempt. The authors themselves were complacent with the baseness of 

their station, and I don’t know if it was out of humility or self-deprecation, but there were 

many who would proclaim their lack of education and unflinchingly advertise their own 

shortcomings […]. The extent to which they would make light of and demean themselves 

was also extreme…. However, that was a result of the times and nothing could be done 

about it. Since that period was the sort where to be a scholar was restricted to being a 

Confucian scholar, so not only gesakusha, but kyōgen authors, kyōka poets, haikai poets, 

and even ukiyoe artists were as such; as the eras succeeded each other, from the Bunka 

[1804-1818] and Bunsei [1818-1830], then to Tenpo [1830-1844] and Kaei [1844-1854], 

even as the people themselves changed, there was no change in the value of the gesakusha, 

and that’s how things dragged on until the Meiji period.  (MBZ vol.2, p.406-7) 
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In delineating the etymologies of the terms gesaku and gesakusha, Sabun posits a 

conceptual equivalence between gesaku and the modern novel, or shōsetsu, and by extension, their 

authors; despite this formal categorical equivalence, specific written genres such as kibyōshi and 

sharebon, defined by their ridiculousness (kokkei-gakatta), are by virtue of their subject matter and 

tone distinct from the later yomihon and kusazoshi, whereas these, in turn, are negatively inflected 

by their constitutional application of an ostensibly moralistic, pseudo-didactic “Encourage the 

Good and Chastise the Bad” (kanzen-chōaku)narratological structure. But what relation do these 

genres have with the modern novel? If one should take Sabun at the letter of his argument, vagaries 

of nomenclature notwithstanding, gesaku and shōsetsu should be functionally identical, but the 

apparent homology between the two is undermined by the structural discrepancies evident in 

Sabun’s comments on the pair’s analogically derived terms– gesakusha and shōsetsuka. As Sabun 

relates, the sociocultural coordinates of the gesakusha are noteworthy not for their similarity, but 

rather for their puzzling difference, from those occupied by the modern novelist – indeed, the 

ineluctable confrontation with this manifestation of difference forms the very premise of Sabun’s 

talk. 

 If, as per Sabun’s example, the pre-Meiji gesakusha designated a category itself 

functionally and ideologically distinct from its modern instantiation, and this difference itself 
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emerges as a function of divergent “spirits of the age,” so to speak, it follows that the relative 

coordinates – and by extrapolation, their pragmatic functionality – of all other social categories 

would witness a concomitant displacement. Indeed, Sabun’s rhetoric here, and his citation of other 

modes of commercial, discursive and technically skilled labour – dramaturgy, satire, visual art, etc. 

– retrospectively vindicated as culturally and aesthetically worthwhile are an expression of a 

recognition of this historical difference, and the sort of cognitive shock attendant to it. Gesaku and 

gesakusha, however, present a distinct conceptual challenge, one which necessitates the 

deployment of other modes (kyōgen, ukiyoe, etc.), the cachet and putative constitutional continuity 

of which are vouchsafed within the prevailing axiological framework, in order to facilitate its 

neutralization as one mode of many historically devalued due to staid, inflexible, and restrictive 

definitions of Art. This challenge, of course, is posed by the double asymmetry between the 

gesakusha and shōsetsuka as social actors, on the one hand, and the aesthetic and formal 

stipulations of gesaku and shōsetsu, on the other; whereas the kyōgen-sakusha or ukiyoe-shi, 

although undergoing valuative and practical recalibration during the early decades of the Meiji 

period, more readily perform the illusion of diachronic stability by virtue of the reclamation and 

interpolation of their objects into a narrative of aesthetic and formal tradition, the attempt to 

identify the gesakusha as the ur-form of the shōsetsuka is stymied by how the gulf separating their 

respective sociocultural coordinates is compounded by the plural incompatibilities between their 
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relative encodings both diachronically and synchronically, and thus rendered nigh-intraversable. 

While such difference in the former is on its own not insurmountable, as clear from the similar 

shift demonstrated by those of the kyōgen-sakusha et al., that the latter ensures that there is no 

ideologically sanctioned receptive space in the present for the gesakusha’s output clinches the deal.                     

The tenuity of this posited literary-historical lineage theoretically conjoining the Meiji 

gesakusha to the later shōsetsuka becomes all the more apparent as Sabun recounts the final hours 

of the former after their exodus to the more promising and economically stable enclave of the 

ascendant koshinbun: 

 

サテ當時の戯作者が一躍して小新聞記者となつた時、新聞記者たる責任

を自覺し社會の木鐸、文明の先導者たる使命を全うし、又その小説の筆を執るに

當つてこれを純文學の價値あるものに仕上て自分の地位を高めんとの希望を以

て之に向つたかといふに、残念ながらそんな立派な抱負はなく、唯單に筆を執る

職掌の戯作者が生活上同じ筆を執る新聞記者に轉職したといふ丈けに止まり、

畢竟名は新聞記者でもその實質は依然たる元の戯作者であつて、つまり明治の

戯作者中には一人だも馬琴だけの心懸けある者を見出すことが出来なかつた。

勿論之れは小新聞記者自身ばかりの罪ではなく、世間でも新聞屋さん抔と称へ

てやはり昔日の戯作者に對するぐらゐの心持で待遇し左のみ尊敬の意は拂つて

居なかつたのである。それが一年たち二年たち人から教へられながら其の責任

の輕からぬのを覺つたには相違ないが、古い天窓の先輩は泰西の文學を咀嚼す

るだけの準備に乏しく、唯文明の皮相のみを受賈するぐらゐに止まつて世と共

に推移ることを知らず、小説の脚色にしても勧善懲悪の舊套脱する事を得なか

つたのである。[…]唯順送りに押されて行くうち何時の間にか後から詰掛けて来

た新人の爲めに突落され、斯くして明治二十年後に戯作者は全然世間から葬り

去られて、茲に時勢の風潮に伴ふ新陳代謝が完全に行はれたのでありませう。 

 

So, if one should ask if, when these gesakusha made the leap and became 

koshinbun journalists, they, cognizant of the responsibility incumbent on them in their 
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status as journalists, fulfilled their mission to be the instructors of society and leaders on 

the way to civilization, or, when they took up their pens to write [newspaper] shōsetsu, 

they approached their work with the hope of improving their status by producing pure 

literature of value, the answer is that, unfortunately, they did not have such honourable 

ambitions; rather, it was merely a question of switching from one profession to another, 

from being a pen-wielding gesakusha to a pen-wielding journalist – the same thing at the 

level of livelihood. Ultimately, though they were journalists in name, in essence they were 

still the same gesakusha as before; in other words, among all the gesakusha of the Meiji 

period, one could not find one with the same sort of ambition as Bakin. Of course, this 

wasn’t entirely the gesakusha’s fault alone, as society at large, calling them ‘newspaper-

ers” and whatnot, and treated them with the same sort of feeling they had the gesakusha 

of yesterday, and did not pay them much respect. After a year or two, and learning as 

much from other people, they without a doubt came to realize that their responsibilities 

were indeed in no way trivial, but the senior among them, with their old-fashioned 

mindsets, were poorly equipped to digest Western literature, only dealt in superficial terms 

with civilization, and did not know how to change with the times; the structure and style 

of their shōsetsu as well were unable to shed the old mantle of “Praise the Good and 

Chastise Evil.” […] While being swept along by the day-to-day, at some point they were 

overtaken and struck down by the young blood that had come up behind them, and after 

Meiji 20 [1887], the gesakusha had been left completely buried and abandoned by society; 

one could say that this signaled the complete metabolic turn-over accompanying changes 

in the times.  (MBZ vol.2, p.416)    

    

Sabun attributes the extinction of the gesakusha to a fatal inability to adjust to the times – or, rather, 

an inability to be anything other than gesakusha. Despite becoming shinbun kisha, they evince an 

attitude and compositional style capacity analogous to those marking their work as gesakusha, and 

fail to embody fully either the socially-minded ethos that is taken to be the precondition for the 

consummate journalist or the artistic vocation behooving a modern shōsetsuka. In a sense, Sabun’s 

position, anticipating as it does a fully maturated newspaper industry and modern bundan, 
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intimates that the migration of gesakusha into the ranks of the newspaper has as one ramification 

a sort of retardation of both the Japanese newspaper industry and the emergence of pure literature 

– despite, of course, the niggling fact that the former, at the very least, is shouldered entirely by 

human capital of gesaku extraction. But of equal importance in this account is, of course, the real 

institutional and social rupture it finally betrays, despite efforts of literary-historical suturing, 

between the gesakusha and the modern shōsetsuka, on the one hand, and the murky prehistory of 

the newspaper it describes, a newspaper before Journalism – since these are, after all, but 

gesakusha in journalists’ clothing.  

 Beyond this rupture, however, another problematic is adumbrated in the foregoing: the 

nature of the relationship between gesaku – here understood not merely in terms of human capital 

or discrete texts, but also in terms of a socio-technical apparatus – and the early newspaper. Indeed, 

while Sabun marks the third decade of Meiji as sounding the death knell for the gesakusha – not 

merely at the level of the individual, but moreover at that of viable social type and performative 

identity – the newspaper, while infused with the “young blood” of those fully nourished by the 

ideological environment of the early Meiji period and moulded by its civic life, nevertheless 

endures – and, as its institutional history narrates, ultimately sees what could be considered the 

victory of the popular koshinbun over their elite ōshinbun counterparts, in the acquiescence of the 

latter to the exigencies of reaching a broader demographic during the politically-charged 1880s. 
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Certainly, one cannot overlook the political expediency of addressing the people “in their own 

language,” so to speak – and this certainly was a primary motivation for the reforms carried out on 

the pages of the ōshinbun during this later period – but from whom was such a language learned? 

What furnished the template for this modulated emulation? If the ōshinbun took their cues from 

the model furnished by the successful koshinbun, then it should follow that such a model would 

be constituted by the sociolinguistic and narratological devices, together with the particular topoi 

construed as being of interest to a posited popular readership, instantiated on the koshinbun page 

by those discursive technicians thereby employed.  

If Sabun’s account of these gesakusha-masquerading-as-journalists is taken at face value, 

one must per force acknowledge a gradual displacement in posture vis-à-vis the social identity of 

the Journalist, one conterminous with the immanently valuated figure that is the self-evident norm 

of Sabun’s retrospective. Yet, as the contours of Sabun’s own career would suggest, the “metabolic 

turn-over” of institutional life, in keeping with the biological metaphor, nevertheless hinges on the 

replication of established organs and their function, despite the introduction of newly sourced 

biomaterial – or, in this case, human capital. Rather than a parasitic usurpation, apprenticeship and 

modulated emulation characterizes the internal metabolism of the industry, as Sabun’s own 

experience testifies. And, while those gesakusha-in-journalists’ clothing may not have 

(proleptically, of course) fulfilled to the satisfaction of their successors their responsibilities to the 
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discipline, it was nevertheless under their tutelage that the subsequent generation of journalists 

learned their trade, if not their attitude towards it. 

 If, then, Journalism in Japan – not merely as an institution or industry, but as an ethos and 

locus of social value – can trace its formal and technical genealogy back to the discursive-

productive apparatus of early Meiji gesaku authorship, while modern literary history 

concomitantly stakes a claim, albeit in terms fraught with ambivalence, to the same, what does this 

augur for the putatively discrete categories of Literature and Journalism? It would seem that, 

considering Sabun and Okitsu’s commentary, the two prove more tightly interlaced than either 

would of necessity admit – in terms of the phylogeny of their technical and narrative apparatus, as 

well as the axiology informing how both argue their right to social capital. 

 But how to retrace the processes that eventually culminate in this sort of modern 

disciplinary and ideological paradigm, one which, as we have attempted to delineate in the 

foregoing discussion, permits – but also implicitly fixes to an extent the conceptual horizons of – 

the iterative generation of literary history? Certainly, between the Taishō and late Shōwa periods, 

we have seen a shift in the outermost limits of what is permissible as object for literary-historical 

inquiry – that is, to be considered literature – but such as not seen a congruent reformulation of 

what is, in fact, Literary; similarly, the stylistic and rhetorical conventions of journalistic writing 

have, as any cursory comparison can demonstrate, undergone transformation since the late 19th 
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and early 20th centuries, but the demand for such recursive intra-institutional reformation is 

nevertheless prompted by the ongoing dialogue with a posited ideal of the Journalistic that itself 

has not undergone much in the way of qualitative change.  

 It will be our goal, in the chapters that follow, to attempt a reassessment of those erstwhile 

1870s, less from the perspective of literary history en soi than from that of a consideration of the 

discursive mechanisms and their pragmatic functionality informing narrative textual production 

during this period, in order to arrive at a better understanding, on the one hand, of what has escaped 

convenient classification as anything other than a problematic antitype to dominant modern 

notions of literature and authorship, and, on the other, the conceptual challenges posed by the same 

to disciplinary and institutional history. To these ends, this study focuses on the career of Kanagaki 

Robun and a selection of his textual production from the pre-Restoration era through the late 1870s. 

Robun’s early popular successes in the late 1860s and early 1870s, together with his continued 

involvement in the newspaper trade and his consequent endurance as a visible public figure, 

ensured his early canonization from the late Taishō period as the representative Meiji-period 

gesakusha – a status that has but been bolstered by the continued excavation of material by literary 

studies – and, more recently, with the interdisciplinary outlook of media and communication 

studies, interest in the author as an early “media man.” It is our desire, however, to forego a simple 

reinscription of Robun within the conventional frameworks of literary and media history, as we 
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hope some tacit critical appraisal, provisional though it may be, of these frameworks themselves 

can nevertheless be managed. 

 Chapter I furnishes a biographical sketch of Robun’s early life and elements of the 

discursive and social space in which as a young gesakusha the author participated, before 

considering the mechanics of adaptation and social performativity informing Robun’s early works, 

written under the pennames of Dontei Robun and Bobo Sanjin, before his first major pre-

Restoration success with Kokkei Fuji mōde (1860-1). At this juncture, we anticipate the author’s 

later perdurance – certainly not guaranteed at this point – as a representative figure of early Meiji 

literary history through the lens furnished by eminent literary figure Tsubouchi Shōyō’s Taishō-

period reminiscences. Chapters II examines the hybrid genre of the hizakurige-mono, pioneered 

by Jippensha Ikku’s Tōkaidōchū hizakurige, Robun’s response in the form of his Seiyōdōchū 

hizakurige (1872-4), taking it as an occasion to consider the intersections among narrative 

production and transformations in the textual and informatic environment of the early Meiji period, 

before proceeding to Chapter III’s discussion of gesaku authorship in the Meiji period and its 

imbrication with the paratextual apparatus of hanrei as a function of the intertextual constitution 

of the genre, on the one hand, and as a means of articulating the intellectual and critical posture of 

the author. Chapter IV follows Robun’s fortunes in the wake of the destabilization of the realm of 

commercial narrative production effected by the dissolution of the publishers’ guilds and the new 
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professional and discursive-productive opportunities emerging in the first decade of the Meiji 

period. First, the seemingly paradoxical position of the former gesakusha, whose technical 

expertise comes to be simultaneously valued for its potential deployment as political expedient 

and instrument of promulgating bunmei kaika discourse, while nevertheless retaining its 

coordinates as a devalued category in the register of dominant popular discourse, is discussed, 

before addressing Robun’s involvement with the newspaper and reportage writing, with attention 

to the rhetorical and narratological particularities of gesaku production as they nourish the 

newspaper page and otherwise “socially valuable” modes of textual production. Chapter V returns 

to the matter of social knowledge and value production, focusing on early newspaper serial 

narratives which, in later literary history, are identified as the direct antecedents to serial novels or 

rensai shōsetsu; here, we seek to problematize this linear vector, hypostatizing as it does an 

unambiguous demarcation between fact and fiction within the domain of social knowledge 

production, by considering the implication of such narrative in the economy of readerly pleasure. 

Finally, in the epilogue, we turn to the first wave of retrospective commemoration of Robun, his 

career, and the incipient attempts made therein at working through the discomfiting relationship 

between early Meiji literature and its modern instantiation as bungaku which, at this juncture, finds 

its reciprocal and adversary in jānarizumu as a discrete, ethically-invested analytical category.   
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Chapter I 

Learning to Adapt: Early Career in Context  

 

I.i Growing up an Edokko: Robun’s Early Life 

 

        Of those authors caught betwixt and between the analytical and historiographical 

categories employed to partition the topography of literary history into recognizable and 

manageable zones, Kanagaki Robun (real name Nozaki Bunzō, 1829-1894, Figure 1) is, within the 

perimeters of the Japanese literary canon, perhaps both one better known and, as a result, the 

coordinates of whose career prove fraught with greater ambivalence. Born the first son to Nozaki 

Sakichi, originally of agrarian extraction but who had relocated in the early years of Bunsei (1818-

30) from Sagami province in modern day Kanagawa prefecture to the Kyōbashi district of Edo and 

gone into business as a fish monger, Bunzō, due to financial difficulties faced by his father’s 

business, was sent out at the age of eight into apprenticeship at the Tobaya, a liquor purveyor 

located in nearby Shinbashi; according to the author’s later reminiscences, it was during this period 

that he was initially drawn into the world of contemporary popular comic fiction, saving up his 

spending money in order to purchase works by then-popular authors such as Santō Kyōden (1761-

1816), Shikitei Sanba (1776-1822), and Jippensha Ikku (1765-1831) and pouring over them during 

the evening hours. This penchant for amassing such objects of fancy and distraction allegedly 
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earned the young Robun the revered reputation amongst his young peers of having the largest 

private library as well as being himself a storehouse of knowledge, despite – or perhaps more likely 

due to – its provenance. The repercussions of this early but, from the vantage point of Bakhtin’s 

biographical entelechy, clearly formative foray into the literary realm were, however, to see 

significant amplification as his position as peripheral consumer-participant underwent several 

degrees of modulation in his early adolescence8.   

     Through the auspices of Hosoki Kōi (1822-1870), infamously erstwhile son of wealthy 

sake merchant and kyōka poet Hosoki Tōjirō (Tōkōen Hinakame, d.1856), the young Robun was 

introduced into the vibrant scenography of Edo’s cultural sphere and its intercalated social and 

economic networks of poets and authors, professional entertainers and performers, teahouse 

owners and pawnbrokers. Kōi’s father’s assets had provided by no modest means the fiscal 

resources for his son’s education, but to Tōjirō’s chagrin Kōi’s proclivities did not find satiation in 

basic Confucian learning nor calligraphy, nor in a merely dilettantish pursuit of haikai or kyōka, 

but rather took him deep into the ludic realm of extravagant patronage – of poets, actors, artists 

and wrestlers – and profligate entertainments in the pleasure quarters, acquiring for himself the 

                                                   
8  Information pertaining to Robun’s early biography is drawn primarily from Robun’s autobiographical notes, 

reproduced and partially annotated by Nozaki Sabun and reproduced in Sabun’s Watashi no mita Meiji bundan, 

p.198-216, together with Nozaki Sabun’s biographical account, published as Kana hogo (1895) and reproduced in 

volume 2 of the expanded 2007 edition of Sabun’s Watashi no mita Meiji bundan from Heibonsha, p. 246-321. . 
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moniker “Ima Kibun” or “Latter-day Kibun,” in reference to the the near-legendary playboy 

Kinokuniya Bunzaemon (d. 1734). Over the course of his tenure as Edo’s preeminent tsūjin, Kōi 

mingled freely and widely with the likes of Kawatake Mokuami (1816-1893), Ichikawa Danjūrō 

IX (1838-1903), Ryūkatei Tanekazu (1807-1858) and innumerable others; before attaining the 

heights of his later notoriety, however, Kōi’s already not insubstantial debts, accumulated from 

lengthy sojourns in the pleasure quarters, had led to a falling out with his father and seen him 

entrusted to relations affiliated with the Tobaya in 1841, whereby he came to make the young 

Robun’s acquaintance and subsequently took the boy with a developing interest in fiction and 

comic poetry under his wing.  

       This social education interpolated Robun into Edo’s productive sociocultural matrix of 

poets, authors and playwrights, and it was again through Kōi’s connections and his encouragement 

that Robun came to study at the age of fourteen under Hanagasa Bunkyō (1785-1860), playwright 

for the kabuki stage and fiction author (gesakusha); in the fourth year of Kōka (1847), Robun, who 

had heretofore gone by the gegō Wadō Chinkai he adopted upon entering Bunkyō’s tutelage, 

formally published his debut work Seidan Aoto no kireaji (Philosophical Dialogues: The Keenness 

of the Blue Grindstone, Figure 2),9 after which he soon adopted the new penname of Hanabusa 

                                                   
9 Some disagreement between Sabun’s account in Kana hogo and the textual record can be found on this note; 

while Sabun’s account gives the date of Robun’s first publication under the Hanabusa moniker as the first year of 
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Robun, nodding to his indebtedness to Bunkyō and solidifying the genealogical rapport linking 

them via none-too-subtle etymological references10. As Robun’s new penname averred, however, 

the still young Robun could count himself a published author, but his status was arguably still not 

firmly established; Robun continued to circulate among the circles of authors, gradually gaining 

recognition sufficient to attempt to establish himself officially. To such promotional ends, Robun 

took it upon himself to issue a volume formally announcing his change of name and reintroducing 

him to the literary establishment; the formalities of such a project involved soliciting testimonial 

recognition on the part of the author’s community of peers, which saw the young Robun to 

perambulate the perimeter of the capital, petitioning authors, poets, and entertainers for 

congratulatory verses, compiled in Na o kikeba kao mo akahon (When One Hears the Name, One’s 

Face Turns Red-Covered Book) which, after postponement due to unanticipated financial 

difficulties brought about by the sudden death of Robun’s father, finally saw publication and 

                                                   

Kōka (1844), no records for a work entitled Seidan Aotonoishibumi 政談青砥碑 from 1844 are readily located, 

while a slightly later work, dating from 1847, entitled Seidan Aoto no kireaji 清談青砥刃味, by Wadō Chinkai. One 

surmises a lapse in memory on Sabun’s part.    

10 Hanagasa Bunkyō’s birth name was Tōjō Rosuke 東条魯助, and the gō under which he produced his fiction works 

was Rokai 魯介, phonological pun on Rosuke, substituting 介 for 助, both read suke in the Japanese style when 

used in given names and court offices, and giving it its sinified phonetic value. “Hanabusa” of Hanabusa Robun 英

魯文, albeit condensed into a single logograph, is a permutation of Hanagasa 花笠, meaning “flowery tuft” in 

contrast to Hanagasa’s “flower-canopy,” while the derivation of the ro character requires little additional explication. 

It should be noted, however, that the selection of Bunkyō’s secondary gō, reserved for his gesaku production, 

reconfirms the identity of Robun’s production relative to Bunkyō’s.        
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distribution to its contributors in 1849. Nevertheless, Robun’s deepening commitment to this 

fraternization saw growing negligence regarding his duties at the Tobaya, ultimately resulting his 

departure and a period of peripatetic rootlessness until making the acquaintance of Toraya 

Kurakichi, publisher of kawaraban broadsheets, and subsequently the bookseller Shinagawaya 

Kyūsuke, who found use for Robun’s talents, commissioning broadsheet and manuscripts. Robun’s 

expeditious draftsmanship and his willingness – not dissimilar to that of a majority of authors, for 

whom the literary trade was but one mode of many to make ends meet – to work for a mere pittance 

were adequate motivation for the author’s new employers to encourage him to settle himself down, 

and in the summer of 1853, with financial backing from the Toraya and Shinagawaya, Robun took 

up residence in Yushima Tsumagoi-machi.  

With comparatively stable material foundation and a reliable stream of commissions, 

Robun now launched himself into a frenzy of productive activity, as much out of necessity as out 

of any romantic devotion to the so-called craft. As is well known, the remuneration to authors for 

their textual labour was on average significantly lower on a per-manuscript basis than that 

rewarded illustrators – one ryō one bu in contrast to two ryō two bu – and the notion of living 

comfortably off the proceeds from one’s intellectual labour without recourse to auxiliary sources 

of income was unheard of, and the keen interest taken in Robun by the Shinagawaya and Toraya 

was without question primarily driven by a simple economic calculus: Robun could quickly and 
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cheaply produce works that would far outperform their investment cost 11 . For Robun’s part, 

however, this required fervent self-application, as well as some secondary livelihood; with his 

young wife Yoshi, Robun opened an antiques dealership from his home, a business venture that 

would see multiple incarnations despite later moves and relocations in subsequent years.  

In light of the early biographical sketch constituting the foregoing, it perhaps behooves one 

to consider, if but momentarily, the ambivalent, vacillatory treatment within modern literary 

history of the kind of materialist sociology upon which literary activity of any kind is per force 

predicated, if but to anticipate some theoretical concerns to be touched upon at the conclusion of 

this chapter. Latent in this particular problematic are much broader concerns pertaining to the 

triangulation – and the metonymic operation of identity transference attendant to it – between the 

actor, the corporate labour or other productive processes to which he submits himself or is 

submitted, and the ultimate reification of that labour – a straightforward schematization, if one 

neglects to register the ineluctable emplotment of such within a larger crystalline lattice-structure, 

wherein the vertices of any given set relations may be mobilized to form another. The politics of 

identificatory allocation are, of course, bound up in the dialectical negotiation amongst the set of 

                                                   
11  According to Robun’s jiden reproduced in Nozaki Sabun’s Watashi no mita Meiji bundan, the expected 

remuneration for one of these cheaply reproduced kiritsukebon was two gold bu, or half of one ryō, less than half 

the figure Maeda Ai gives for the standard gōkan volume; advertisement posters, another source of revenue, fetched 

one shu, or an eighth of the two bu rate.  
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all possible geometric configurations – Robun as aspiring gesakusha; Robun as husband and 

father; Robun as chōnin merchant, etc., but also Robun as literary-historical touchstone, a node 

indispensable to the establishment of a Hegelian socio-literary historiography and that which in 

such has been sublated.  

 More narrowly within the sphere of literary discursive production, New Critical or 

consummately formalist approaches notwithstanding – and even in such cases, situated 

oppositionally as they are against prevailing interpretive convention either within the academy or 

at large, the argument is easily made for their status as fundamentally complementary or corrective 

– biography, or personal anecdote, as, if not the sole then nevertheless a crucial and at times 

absolute, interpretive clef de lecture, for this reason has been, and indeed remains in many sectors 

of popular discourse, dominant, mitigated only perhaps its corrective yet methodologically 

corollary mode, which seeks to decode the text according to a shared sociohistorical context in 

which the producer is implicated – sociologically-inflected modes along the lines of New 

Historicism, Cultural Studies, etc.. The shift from the individual to the social collective as 

explanatory locus (or diagnostic target, insofar as the text and its point of issue are conceived as 

embroiled in a reciprocal relationship) is, however, arguably more a ramification of the impetus to 

dismantle the sovereignty of the individual subject as somehow extra-historical, and reintegrate 

him within the structural semiotic economy of his specific moment – or, for better or worse, the 
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analyst’s reconstruction of the latter. In the final analysis, this has for its effect merely the 

rearticulation of textual genesis as a trinomial, rather than binomial, expression; the author qua 

individual subject – in this new configuration the mediating term, a product of specific contextual 

factors – can be elided via syllogism. Certainly, the range and type of critical insight rendered 

possible by this recalibration of terms should not be dismissed, but one should docket the manner 

in which these are nevertheless contingent on the syncopated coordination among the various 

domains of institutionalized knowledge production, and more crucially, on the mobilization of 

such to the ends of the recursive renegotiation of literary value, itself ever in need of an idiom of 

articulation.  

This literary-critical scenography, however, operates, as it must, on a kind of sociological 

taxonomy, one which selects and orders its objects through the ascription of a specific social 

identity. The institutionalization of literary history requires the institutionalization of the figure of 

the author as its sine qua non, as its fundamental productive unit, and it should not come as any 

surprise that the emergence within the discursive economy of the Author as a discrete, electively 

professed and positively inflected social category, should immediately precede. Nevertheless, as 

with any form of identity politics, the hypostatization of a set of praxes or socially configured 

attributes into an ontological totality has attendant to it the necessary obfuscation of both the 

contingency of such an identity, as well as the myriad counter-identities to be inscribed and read 
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on the same object. In this sense, within the purview of literary history, the social actor whose 

professional life and self-professed identity do not conform in their entirety to the contemporary 

model of an ideologically valorized notion of authorship and its implicit limits confronts the 

analyst with a certain conceptual challenge: What does one make of the extra-literary activities of 

the author? How does one quantify his “authorhood?” What are or should be the criteria for 

defining the actor’s primary social identity, and what are the critical ramifications of such? In the 

case of Robun, his contemporaries, and earlier Edo-period gesakusha, activity failing to fall within 

the rubric of properly Literary tends to be showcased as a kind of historical curiosity, as a marker 

of difference; this, of course, does little more than underscore the position of the historical past as 

critically supine vis-à-vis the present, yet in the same gesture intimates through the necessary 

admission of foreign material, the difficulty of its subjugation. In this sense, the sort of materialist 

sociology which serves as the structural substrate for a literary history that secures its own position 

through the subordination of the former finds its position to be altogether ambivalent: it can figure 

as a contextualizing “background” for the Text, or as the tangible manifestation of historical 

distance, but in either case it is relegated to the status of an exegetical mechanism whose target is 

outside itself and to which it is per force subsidiary.  

 In the interests of theoretically safeguarding some of the social multivalence of actors like 

Robun, we should like to acknowledge this particular problematic in the wake of our summary of 
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the logistical factors undergirding the sort of textual production in which he engaged, a discussion 

of which is forthcoming in the following section.                                                  

 

I.ii Performance Anxiety and Bedroom Eyes: Dontei Robun and Bobo Sanjin     

 

Recent research into this early period of Robun’s career has elucidated a fair portion of 

Robun’s activity, and in particular the variegated nature of his writing, before what has come to be 

considered his breakthrough work, Kokkei Fuji mōde (Ridiculous Pilgrimage to Mt. Fuji, 1860-1). 

As Nozaki Sabun, first making Robun’s acquaintance in 1876 but long being an admirer of his 

work, would recall somewhat laconically in his retrospectives on the Meiji literary field, Robun’s 

output before Fuji mōde comprised primarily gōkan, and most were not what one could consider 

humorous. The scant four or five titles Sabun cites, however, belie the breadth of his work – not 

perhaps to be valued from a more sentimental or romanticized outlook on the literary, but clearly 

of significance in assisting in and reproducing a distinctive literary-cultural configuration. Indeed, 

in an early retrospective immediately following Robun’s death published in the April 1895 issue 

of Waseda bungaku, Sabun concedes that the number of publications to be attributed to Robun 

easily numbers in the hundreds, and for the sake of manageability only lists in his appended 

bibliography better known and more critically acclaimed original works and collaborations 

(Kanagaki Robun-den). Among his output from this period one sees a host of adaptations of kabuki 
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and jōruri dramas (Figure 3)12, as well as of popular classics such as Sangokushi (Nukigaki 

Sangokushi, 1856) or Kyokutei Bakin’s Nansō Satomi Hakkenden (Eimei Hakkenden, 1854-6; later, 

the concluding volumes of Kanayomi Hakkenden, begun by Kyokutei Badō and Tamenaga 

Shunsui II). Much of Robun’s voluminous output from this period, including the aforementioned 

titles, can be categorized as belonging to the kiritsukebon format. In contrast to long, multivolume 

gōkan, which could be quite lavish, or similarly luxurious yomihon which, for their part could 

fetch anywhere from middling to rather high prices and, if not purchased and jealously guarded as 

part of one’s private collection, were often subject to rental through kashihonya lending libraries, 

these kiritsukebon were produced much more cheaply, with their prospective consumption and 

disposal in mind. Such kiritsukebon comprised a wide range of possible contents, from highly 

compressed digest versions of longer, popular works and plays, to transcripts or adaptations of oral 

performance genres (gunki kōshaku/kōdan); also produced in this format were ehon or erotic books 

which, due to official proscriptions against licentious material were for all intents and purposes 

illegal, but nevertheless in perennial demand (see Takagi, Robun no ehon).  

As surveys of exemplars from this early phase makes apparent, Robun, indeed acutely 

                                                   
12 Some examples, courtesy of Okitsu Kaname: Ima utsushi Denga jaya no eki「当写殿下茶屋駅」(1855) is an 

adaptation of Nakawa Kamesuke’s 奈河亀輔 Ada-uchi Tenga jaya no mura「敵討天下茶屋聚」; Naniwa-otoko 

Danshichi Kurobei 「浪花男団七黒兵衛」(1855) is similarly drawn from Natsu-matsuri Naniwa no kagami「夏祭

浪花鑑」, as Konpira Rishō denki「金比羅利生伝記」(1856) is from Konpira Rishōki「金比羅利生記」.  
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aware of the strategically commercial but ostensibly derivative status of many of the adaptations 

he produced, wrote variously under the explicitly self-deprecatory pennames Dontei Robun and 

Dontei Shujin throughout the 1850s, as though underscoring through the moniker’s allusion to 

incompetence personified what he frequently cited in his prefaces as the propensity for writers of 

his ilk to “lick the dregs” (kasu wo nameru/neburu) of respected literary producers 13 ; in 

contradistinction to this hyperbolically self-flagellatory persona, the synthesis of which one can 

tentatively consider necessitated by the sort of compulsory double displacement in the semiotic 

valence, configured differentially vis-à-vis variously emplotted categories of discursively and 

pragmatically encoded value, in Robun’s authorial status14, Robun’s distinct identity as the author 

of parodic erotica – cycling through a selection of pseudonyms, several of which making passing 

nods to his “Kanagaki” moniker or real address15 – exhibits a preoccupation with the ludic, 

                                                   
13 An illustrative example of this rhetoric can be found in the preface to Shaka on-ichidaiki (1857): ”Other authors 

with any sense would refuse such an offer, mortified by the thought of being derided for warming over dregs, since 

I am a blithering fool, illiterate and uneducated, and have never feared superfluity, I did not think at all of being the 

laughing stock of society and hastened to pick up my brush.” 『釋迦御一代記』「他の見識ある著述家なりせば。

糟粕の譏りを愧て。屡是を推辞べきに。余は元来蛇足に臆せぬ。文盲不学の白癡なれば。世の胡慮となる

を思はず。速に毫をとつて」(Takagi, Robun no ehon). 

14 That is, in his alienation from a posited, historically specific ideal of authorship by virtue of his position within that 

circumscribed sociocultural space, that space’s ambiguous coordinates within the broader symbolic regime, and the 

ambivalent discursive surplus which is the irreducible byproduct of the ongoing dialectical, synchronous engagement 

with and on both registers/grounds) 

15 Bobo Sanjin 慕々山人, Tsumagoi Inshi 妻恋隠士・妻恋淫士 Ategaki Bobun 当書慕文・当垣慕文, Daichinpō 

Anagaki shujin 大珍坊阿奈垣主人, etc.  
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deformative, and productive possibilities of the mode of travesty with regards to its intertexts. As 

Takagi Gen perspicaciously notes, Robun’s digest renditions of Bakin’s Hakkenden (Figure 3), 

while exceedingly faithful to Bakin’s original text and shying away from redaction wherever 

possible, elide not only many rhetorical flourishes or descriptive and explicative passages, but also 

all instances of the author’s characteristic self-interpolative excurses, reducing to monolingual 

narrative much of the polyphony of Bakin’s textual space; embodied here is what is ultimately an 

aporetic posture tacitly intimated through the irresolute coalition of obsequious deference vis-à-

vis the structural integrity of the original text, the formal and situational injunctions demanding its 

violation, and the ambiguous profile of the junctivity between abstract narrative, rhetorical and 

locutional specificity, and the plurality of enunciative loci together with their mechanisms of 

intratextual, extradiegetic manifestation.  

     The critical component of this redactive labour, the textual expression of which could 

only find articulation in the syntactic organization of text when delimited by the strictures of the 

hayawakari digest, however, can be seen to have found a productive outlet within the generic 

bounds of the erotic book: the sort of generic literacy cultivated through the process of reading, 

evaluation and selection – in brief, the sum total interpretive apparatus implicated in trans-generic, 

transmedial translation – could but be remobilized, first, in order to at the most basic level replicate 

the narratological contours of the genre so as to uphold, at the bare minimum, the anticipatory 
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contract between reader and author16 (i.e. an empirical demonstration of generic fluency as it 

pertains to erotica), and second, to furnish the dramaturgical mise-en-scene for the entirely 

predictable proceedings garishly decorating every page in four or five. Many of the literary and 

dramatic classics from which Dontei Robun derived his truncated editions served as topoi for Bobo 

Sanjin to modulate, tailoring them to the ehon’s generic specifications; moreover, the sort of 

cognitive dissonance necessarily triggered via this mode of manipulation was amenable to 

exploitation by precisely the brand of authorial interjection and critical exegesis suppressed in 

Dontei Robun’s writing – in other words, Bobo Sanjin could fully inhabit the critical reflexivity 

characteristic of the authorial voice of the full-fledged gesakusha (e.g. Bakin, Shunsui, or Ikku) 

that was denied to much of Dontei Robun’s production, and in doing so disquisition on method as 

well as the discrepancies in convention between source and target genres, engaging in internally 

striated and recursively ironizing meta-critique. An example of this sort of critical praxis can be 

                                                   
16 Although additional explication may be superfluous, the “use value” of such erotic fiction was predicated on its 

ability to titillate, but as with other illustrated genres, the burden of entertainment was distributed, be it evenly or 

otherwise, between text and narrative, which operated in tandem. As a premium was placed on the variety and 

explicitness of the sexual acts depicted in the illustrations, narrative bore the responsibility of framing and 

rationalizing the contents of the images, on the one hand, while on the other, was indispensable to the temporal 

sequencing, and thus the protraction via emplotment, of simultaneously the diegetic erotic encounter and that 

undertaken by the posited reader. This synergy between text and image was perhaps all the more crucial to the 

marketability and popularity of the erotic book, inasmuch as text was, for the publisher commissioning such work, 

significantly less costly than the illustrations, even when these were reproduced at the lower material quality 

common to such cheaply produced books, and thus granted a convenient means by which to maximize 

concomitantly cost effectiveness and practical efficacy.             
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found in the first volume of Nezumi-some haru no iroito (Mouse-dyed Coloured Thread of Spring, 

1857), whose tendency towards editorialization, its playful attitude towards the constraints of the 

genre of erotic fiction and the differential interpretive posture elicited by different media are of 

particular note in the following passage, as is the tacit problematization of authorial intentionality 

and its putative transparency, evident in the appeal to biographical accuracy/approximation as a 

rationalizing mechanism for the “improbable” and “digressive” multiplication of possible sexual 

partners (Figure 4): 

 

作者曰、鼡小紋東君新形には、お高が置忘れし金包を与之助か拾ひとり

て若菜屋へ届(けしは、序幕に出て新助が百両かたり奪れしと同日の事なれども、

本編には、新助がかたりにあひしより前の談とす。そも／＼狂言の筋を假、人名

を奪ふものから、趣向は大同小異あり。是、劇場の脚色と冊子譚とは、些用捨あ

るのみならず、況てかゝる艶史なれば、筋違、且餘談多し。假令ば、若菜屋に下

女ひとりは大家に似合ぬ無人なり。是は、ほかにも婢はあれども、無用なれば出

さぬも、舞臺の上のみ見せる雑劇なれば事すめど、冊子にかゝる手落があらば、

看官かならず打込んで作者が捧をくらふべし。ゆへに本編には、若菜屋に婢女三

人ありとして、殊にお半を出ししは、漫りに綴る蛇足にあらず。鼡小僧生涯の実

録に由らまく欲す。啻是二編の楔子のみ 

 

The author notes: in Nezumi komon haru no shinkata [the 1857 Kabuki play by 

Takegawa Mokuami], Yonosuke picks up the bundle of money O-Taka accidently leaves 

behind and delivers it to the Wakanaya in the first act, and then on the same day Shinsuke 

is swindled out of one hundred ryō; however, in this story, I have situated it before 

Shinsuke is defrauded. In any case, since this work borrows the plot from a play and steals 

the names of its characters, the devices employed are more or less similar, but do have 

some minor differences. With this, it is not simply that between dramaturgical emplotment 

and the printed narrative there are subtle cases of things that work in the one but not in 

the other, but also that in erotica of this type there tend to be improbable and forced turns 

of events as well as many digressions. For instance, that there would be only one maid at 
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the Wakanaya signals a degree of dereliction incommensurable with such a wealthy 

household. Here, although there are certainly other servant girls about, since they aren’t 

necessary [to the action] the play can make ends meet just by just showing the action that 

occurs on stage without going to the trouble of dragging them out; if such an omission 

were spotted in a book, however, the reader would undoubtedly trounce the author and he 

would take a good thrashing. For this reason, it is not for needless excess that I have made 

it so that the Wakanaya has three maids, and that I have given particular attention to O-

Han. It is my desire to keep matters in accord with the real accounts of Nezumi kozō’s 

life. This is only intended for laying the groundwork for the next chapter.  (Vol.1, part 2, 

p.7; typeset in Takagi, Robun no ehon) 

  

The thematics of synthetic hybridity and burlesque plasticity celebrated in the marginal, 

deterritorialized zone of erotic fiction were by no means unexplored in less bawdy – and more 

comfortably legal – genres, but the forceful denaturing and reacclimatization of narrative material, 

ever across those vague interstices demarcating ostensibly hypostatic textual categories, integral 

to the maintenance of its autopoietic stability, arguably made it as fertile a ground as any for such. 

Recent surveys contend that, measured in sheer volume alone, Robun’s contributions to this 

important organ of sociocultural and discursive dissemination and circulation were significant 

(Takagi, Dontei jidai no Robun), but it should also be kept in mind that Robun likewise drafted 

broadsheets throughout this period, as well as constituted one half of the team responsible for the 

harried drafting of 1855’s Ansei kenbunshi, a three-volume account of the events and immediate 

aftermath of the Ansei earthquakes. Neither the immediate commercial success of the latter, nor 

the countless reams of bearing one of Robun’s imprints was able to do much to ameliorate the 
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author’s global standing, however, as corroborates his long stint as Dontei and Bobo Sanjin; rather, 

it is not until after 1860 that statistical evidence suggests Robun’s output of kiritsukebon dwindled 

precipitously, despite the fact that the production of the cheap volumes was at that point 

approaching its zenith (Dontei jidai no Robun). What would seem to be this retreat of Dontei and 

Bobo Sanjin coincides with an increasing number of publications appearing under the Kanagaki 

Robun moniker17 in the wake of Fuji mōde’s success and the consequent enthusiasm on the part 

of publishers to commission from him works in more prestigious formats and genres, principally 

the popular gōkan. A sense of Robun’s professional trajectory as perceived by others within the 

milieu can be gleaned from Kōbunsha Kakei and Harunoya Ikkyū’s rather amusing Sandai-

banashi sakusha hyōbanki (1863), a ranked listing of rakugo entertainers, authors, playwrights, 

and amateurs working in the improvisational sandai-banashi subgenre pioneered by Sanshōtei 

Karaku I (1777-1833); adhering to the generic conventions of the hyōbanki, the text simulates a 

multipartisan exchange between stage managers, patrons and spectators over the relative merits of 

the ‘actors’ in question, emulating through a sort of transpositional mitate the space of the kabuki 

                                                   
17 It should be noted that while Robun employed the Kanagaki moniker before the publication of Fuji mōde, as early 

as 1859 but perhaps earlier still. This would have been in conjunction or alternation with Dontei. Several of 

pseudonyms attributed to Robun in use during the Ansei period would seem either to refer to or anticipate the 

Kanagaki name (Ategaki Bobun, Anagaki Shujin), but the challenges in accurately dating many of the erotic works 

from this period due to a lack of a publication information-bearing colophon makes ascertaining how early these 

instances are difficult.   
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stage and its economy of actors, patrons, and critics. Nestled in the category reserved for “True 

Villains,” the young author’s somewhat mixed abilities in this particular field are encapsulated in 

the epithet “At times turning out good and at times bad, a straight-line-dyed hand-towel” (時によ

つて出来不出来のある 一筋染の手拭):   

       

上上吉 仮名垣魯文 頭取『扨此所が白石咄しにかくれもなき好男子魯

文丈で厶り升』たのみ連『待つてゐた／＼、おゐらが連のひゐきやくしや、此せ

つはかた人の仲間入をされたから、白石すぢはぬいてもらひたい』梅園『さうだ

さうだ、おゐらもだいのひゐきやくしや、此人ゆへならどんな散財でもする気だ、

ナント頭取、魯文丈はどんな気でゐるか、おらがほうはその積り』見物『おうち

わの相談はあとにして、早く芸評々々』頭取『はじめの程は小音にて、お趣向の

すぢの聞とれず、実はあれでも作者かと存じたくらい、ならうよりなるゝのたと

へ、此頃はめつきりと御上達、ことに趣向はれいの頓才、毎度御手柄のほどがあ

らはれ升』やき連『イヤ／＼、頭取なんぼひゐき連のたのみでもそれではあんま

りほめすぎやう、全体此お人は、角力なら二番取から取あげて、幕のうちになつ

たやうなもの、そのお達者な腕まへなら、最う少し趣向にも、うまみがなふては

ならぬはづ、素人衆ならば冠たるもの、物かく業のお人には、今一トいきで厶り

ます』ひいき『イヤ／＼、夫は聞功者れんのお評なれど、筆と口とは大きなちが

ひ、さつする所、魯文丈の横書を見たならば、たくみな趣向もあらうけれど、皮

へかけてそのわりに行かぬのは、筆は業体、口は素人、魯文子近日御よこ書が拝

見致したい、ヤレおのぶさん／＼』  

 

Upper-Upper-Good   Kanagaki Robun:  The Manager: ‘So, here we have the 

very handsome Robun, unknown to none in these recent days for his [cheap adaptations 

of the jōruri play] Shiraishibanashi [Go-Taiheiki Shiraishibanashi, 1780]’ The 

Requesters: ‘We knew that was coming! This favoured actor of ours is now a member of 

the inner ranks, so we’d like you to forego any cheap jabs along those Shiraishi lines.’ 

Baien: ‘Yes, yes, he’s really one of my favourite actors; for him, I’d be willing to squander 

any sum! Hey Manager, tell me, what are Robun’s feelings on the matter? That’s what I 

want to know!’ The Onlookers: ‘Save the bedroom talk for later, and hurry up with the 

appraisal -- the artistic kind!’ Manager: ‘At first, his voice was weak, and you couldn’t 

make out the point of his story – it was such that one really doubted if he was really a 
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writer, going about like that. But as the saying goes, acclimation over climbing – recently 

he is much improved, and each and every time his devices give full display to the extent 

of the quick-wittedness for which he is known.’  The Jealous Patrons: ‘No, no! Manager, 

no matter how much his fans may have put you up to it, that’s just too much praise. First 

of all, if this individual were a wrestler, this is like ranking him in the top bracket after 

seeing his performance in an unranked practice match between wrestlers-in-training; if 

he’s as good as all that, there should be depth of flavour in his storytelling. Were he a rank 

amateur it would be one thing, but for an individual who makes a living by writing, it is 

just not up to snuff.’ His Patrons: ‘No, no! This is really Bunkōsha’s opinion, but there is 

a big difference between the pen and the tongue. From what you would think, looking at 

his track record [as an author], you would assume that his [oral] storytelling would be 

quite sophisticated, but the reason he doesn’t live up to such expectations is that the pen 

is his trade, but his tongue is amateur. How I look forward to his future accomplishments! 

Hey, O-Nobu, O-Nobu!  (Tokugawa bungei ruishū vol 12, p.87) 

 

Robun’s ascendant visibility – as well as the divergence in opinion vis-à-vis the young 

upstart’s output – can readily be gauged by the tenor of the foregoing; while Robun’s performance 

as an amateur rakugo performer leaves something to be desired, his rising status as an author of 

printed narrative mitigates to some degree the criticism levied against him by his detractors. The 

sort of ludic space of Robun’s appraisal dramatizes in a consummately auratic way the multilateral 

contestation of social capital, as inscribed on the body – here quite literally evoked through the 

metaphoric use of the figure of the actor – of the gesakusha, as conducted in the domain of public 

opinion – while, of course, satirizing the fervent investment of value in the culture of spectatorship 

and appreciation, held in common by the worlds of rakugo and kabuki, respectively. 

 

I.iii In the Interstices: Toward an Extraliterary Career 
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At this historical juncture, however, one would be hard pressed to imagine that, of those 

cultural producers figuring in this album, Robun’s name would be one of the few – in addition to 

the likes Sanyūtei Enchō, Kawatake Mokuami, or Jōno Denpei – to survive into the Meiji period 

and beyond; in this sense, there is something eerily prophetic in the aspirations evinced on the part 

of the younger Robun’s adepts, looking forward as they do to what sort of work (yokogaki) will 

spring from his pen. Robun’s early Meiji successes, those ultimately ensured admission to the 

nascent canon of modern literary history, have yet to be committed to the page, nor have the 

institutional reforms dissolving the closely-knit, internally regulated early modern publishing 

infrastructure been put into effect, precipitating as they would the subdivision and specialization 

of the individual sequences composing the total labour process and the concomitant redistribution 

of human capital across this recalibrated matrix.            

The specific logistics governing pre-Restoration commercial publishing being what they 

may, however, from the foregoing one can glean a sense of the cross-disciplinary involvement of 

urban cultural producers in a diverse range of fields within the intellectual milieu of the late Edo 

period. Furthermore, in the heteroglossic structure of the text itself is evidenced a scenography in 

which the interpermeation of genres and bilateral translation between media are posited as the 

generative preconditions for discursive production. Tsubouchi Shōyō would later diagnose this 
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particular configuration in a 1925 essay as the imbricate quadripartite structure of the Edo-period 

literary field18, or the locutive and topical interlinking of the spheres of the theatre (kabuki), the 

pleasure quarters (kyōsha), the graphic image (ukiyo-e), and the textual narrative (shōsetsu). Shōyō, 

speaking from a modern literary-historical perspective, identifies this cross-pollination between 

domains of discursive production to have been instrumental in the early development of kinsei 

literature, but, ultimately, to have resulted in its later stagnation, an unfortunate result of the 

intrasystemic value allotted to the intertextually-refractory mechanisms of adaptation and 

inflection, to the detrimental foreclosure of the cultivation of any ethos of innovation as a literary 

good in its own right19: 

 

本来、わが徳川期の民間文藝は、嘗て私が歌舞伎、浮世繪、小説の三角

関係と特称した、外国には類例のない、不思議な宿因に纏縛されつゝ進化し来つ

たものである。或意味に於ては、此三角関係が三者の発達上に有利であつたとも

いえるが、わが文藝をして遊戯本意の低級なものたらしめたのは、主にとして之

が爲だ。といふのは、此関係は、正當にいふと、更に狭斜といふ一網を加へて、

四角関係と見るべきもので、随つてわが徳川期の野生文藝は、其勃興の初めから、

其必然の結果として、ポオノグラフィーに傾くか、バッフンネリーに流れるか、

少なくとも此二つの者に幾分かづゝ感染せないわけにはゆかない宿命を有して

ゐた。つまり、題材も、趣味も、情調、連想も、理想も、感興も、主として狭斜

か劇場かに関係を持つてゐて、戯作（文學）と浮世繪（美術）とは、之を表現す

                                                   
18 See Shinkyū katoki no kaisō in Waseda bungaku, March 1925. 

19 Bakin, of course, being the notable, albeit partial, exception; while many of Bakin’s works, per Shōyō, can be 

situated within the dominant framework of adaptation, the author’s ability elevate his production beyond that of 

his peers. The greater portion of this essay is devoted to a rehabilitation of Bakin in the face of his dismissal on the 

part of late Meiji and Taishō period critics – a trend for which Shōyō perhaps feels some degree of culpability – as 

well as to understand the popularity of Bakin amongst his contemporaries.    
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る手段、様式に外ならなかつたのである。前にいつた如く、此四角関係は、或時

代までは、互ひに相裨けて其発達を促成した気味もあつたが、後には其纏脚式の

長距離競走が因襲の累ひを醸して、千篇一律の常套に墮し、化政度以来幾千たび

となく反覆して来た同じ趣向のパーミューテーションも、維新間際となつては、

もう全く行詰りとなつてしまつた。 

 

Originally, the literary arts of our Tokugawa period evolved while ensnared in an 

altogether strange destiny, what I dubbed in the past the triangular relationship, without 

equivalent abroad, between kabuki, ukiyo-e, and the shōsetsu. In a certain sense, one can 

say that this triangular relationship was advantageous for their respective development, 

but it is also the primary factor which made our literary arts something of low caliber, 

merely things concerned with play. That is, if one should be more precise, one must 

include the net of the pleasure quarters and see this triangular relationship as in fact a 

square one; for that reason, the wild, unkempt literary arts of the Tokugawa period, from 

their very inception were fated either to lean towards pornography or drift towards 

buffoonery, and in either case could but be contaminated by one or the other. In other 

words, the subject matter, tastes, affect, associations, ideals, interest – all either were 

related either to the pleasure quarters or the theatre, and gesaku (literature) and ukiyo-e 

(art) nothing but the method or style for articulating them. As I said before, this four-sided 

relationship, up until a point, was mutually beneficial, encouraging as they did each 

other’s development, but later, this three-legged long-distance race produced an 

accumulation of conventions, things fell into standardized monotony, and the countless 

permutations on the same themes after the Bunka and Bunsei periods had reached a total 

dead end by the advent of the Restoration.  (MBZ vol. 2, p.399-400) 

  

Before proceeding, it behooves one to register the implicit reductivism in the foregoing, 

establishing as it does a relationship of equivalence between the historical, generically 

circumscribed categories of gesaku and ukiyo-e with what are within Shōyō’s model the ostensibly 

more capacious transhistorical categories of Literature and Art; hereby eclipsed are, of course, 

other modes and genres of representational art not subject to mechanical reproduction or tied to 
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the commercial consumer economy, in the case of the latter, forms of textual production falling 

outside the rubric of narrative fiction. The deployment of this altogether narrow definition of 

Literature is in and of itself unsurprising, privileging as it does the modern notion of the novel, 

although of additional note is the implicit segregation of drama from the category of bungaku, 

perhaps suggestive of the calcification of the conceptual recentering of the category of the Literary 

around the axis of narrative fiction as its constitutive dominant, poetry and drama relegated to 

auxiliary or peripheral status. Such notwithstanding, Shōyō’s ahistorical concatenation of these 

categories within his quadripartite model and his diagnosis of such imbrication as detrimental to 

the development of a more advanced literature speak as well to a quintessentially romantic attitude 

– one of arguably greater ideological weight than real descriptive import – toward the putative 

sovereignty of what are implicitly posited as discrete spheres of cultural production; it is, of course, 

the “strange” subordination of literature and visual art to the theatre and the social sphere of fashion 

and erotic commerce that Shōyō designates as the historical culprit behind the arrested 

development of the popular arts in Japan.  

Still, as Shōyō writes at the moment at which Meiji literary history as an analytical object 

has begun to coalesce, he consequently is faced with the exigencies of recuperating its discursive 

context, together with those authors most amenable to realignment. While Shōyō preoccupies 

himself primarily with a protracted rehabilitation of Bakin, motivated at once by the need to 
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explain the literary-historical fact of Bakin’s superlative reputation amongst his contemporaries, 

particularly in light of what Shōyō disapprovingly cites as the casual dismissal, if not hostile 

repudiation, evinced by Taishō-period critics for the author, on the one hand, and the correlated 

defense of Bakin’s absolute position within the literary canon as a function of the aesthetic value 

of his output, on the other, it is worth noting that Shōyō cites Robun as a figure whose productive 

output, precisely due to its breadth and diversity, warrants reevaluation in the late Taishō:  

 

只聊か後のわが近世文学史家のために注意を呼んでおきたいのは、此過

渡期の代表作家中の主要者としての魯文と二世春水に関しての事である。明治

廿七年に六十五歳で死んだ魯文は、既に安政年間に名を成して、ともかく明治十

八九年頃まで活動を續け、種員張の草双紙をも書く、三馬、一九式の滑稽本をも

作る、馬琴風の讀み本をも間に合はせる、「安政見聞誌」のやうなものをも綴る、

其上「仮名讀」、「いろは」二新聞の創立者でもあり、「猫々奇聞」、「魯文珍報」、

「猫洒落誌」等の主筆者でもあり、「歌舞伎新報」の最も有力な記者でもあり、

劇評家でもあり、藝妓を猫、九代目を團洲、新史劇を活歴と命名した名附け親で

もあつて、たとひ低級の譏りは免れないとしても、其多方面な點に於て、又其巧

妙に此過渡期を泳ぎ抜き得た手際に於て、優に戯作文学系の第一人者たるの資

格がある。草双紙作者であつたゝめ、習慣的に通俗の秘訣を心得てゐたのでもあ

らうが、「太政官日誌」式の漢文讀み下し本位の七むづかしい文章が一般となつ

てゐた時文壇に傍訓付き、平仮名本位の新聞紙を発行して、暗に福沢の漢字節減

論に聲援を與へたと同時に、期せずしてゞはあるが、後の口語體新聞紙の先驅と

なつたなぞも、彼れの機才の一識である。「豈夫れ浩歎すべき也」なぞと叩き附

けて平氣でゐたやうな學殖ではあつたのだが、何でもかでも當意即妙、一氣呵成

に遣つてのけた其縦横の文才も決して馬鹿には出来なかつた。とにかく彼れの

諸著は、其全部に渉つて、改めて一讀過されべきであらう。さうして在来の月並

批判以外に出でゝ、新たに評価する必要があるであらう。斎藤緑雨は彼れの最晩

年の門人の一人であつたのだが、實は私の如きも、明治九年に初めて東京へ出た

當座には、人を介して彼れの弟子にならうか知らと、ふらゝゝと思つて見た事も

あつた。 
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However, that to which I would like to draw the attention of our future historians 

of modern literature would be the most important of the representative authors of this 

transitional period, Kanagaki Robun and Shunsui II. Robun, who died in Meiji 27 at the 

age of sixty-five, had already made a name for himself as early as the Ansei period and 

continued to be active through Meiji 18 or 19, writing kusazōshi in the style of Ryūkatei 

Tanekazu, making kokkeibon in the mode of Shikitei Sanba and Jippensha Ikku, and also 

slapped together Bakin-esque yomihon as well, and put together things like Ansei 

kenbunshi; furthermore, he was the founder of two newspapers, the Kanayomi and the 

Iroha, was the principal editor of Byōbyō kibun, Robun chinpō, Neko-jareshi, was the 

foremost contributor writer for Kabuki shinpō, was a theatre critic, was the one to first to 

use the nickname of ‘cat’ for geisha and ‘Danjū’ for the ninth generation [Ichikawa 

Danjūrō], and gave the name katsu-reki to the new historical [kabuki] dramas [pioneered 

by Ichikawa Danjūrō IX]; even if he cannot escape the accusation of being of low caliber, 

on the point of the multifaceted nature of his activity, as well as on that of his deftness in 

weathering through this transitional period, he merits being the foremost figure of gesaku-

type literature. Since he was a kusazōshi author, one can suppose he was of habit 

knowledgeable when it came to the keys of common  mores (tsūzoku), but at the moment 

when a difficult kanbun yomi-kudashi style, like that of the Daijōkan nisshi was the 

standard, he published hiragana-based newspapers with glosses, and at the same time that 

he gave tacit support to Fukuzawa Yukichi’s call reduce the total number of Chinese 

characters, he, unexpected though it was, also was the forerunner for the later vernacular 

(kōgotai) newspapers – all this can be attributed to his deft perspicuity. Although from the 

standpoint of his education, he was the sort content to critique things with little more than 

a cry of ‘Oh, how deplorable!’ but one nevertheless could not make light of his broad 

talent to adapt to any situation and quickly manage most anything. In any case, his work, 

across all fields, perhaps deserves a full re-reading. And, perhaps he requires reevaluation, 

one that moves beyond the typical appraisal he is given. Saitō Ryoku’u was one of his 

disciples in his final years, but even I, when I first arrived in Tokyo, thought of having 

someone introduce me and becoming his student.  (MBZ vol 2, p.405)                 

   

Noteworthy in the above is, first and foremost, the manner in which Robun’s survival 

within literary history is predicated precisely on what one could provisionally designate as the 

“extraliterary” dimension of his career. As literature, in Shōyō’s estimation, Robun, synecdoche 
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for the entirety of “gesaku-style literature,” cannot contest his remand to the lower echelon of value, 

and the domain in which he relishes in the greatest estimation is at best admitted to the realm of 

literary value in only the most qualified sense: “gesaku-type literature,” while nominally falling 

within the extensional purview of literature, is within this framework situated at no small remove 

from the origin of the Literary qua aesthetic rubric.  

Much to his credit, however, Shōyō’s position betrays a modicum of critical ambivalence, 

insofar as, arbitrating authority entrusted to a modern conception of Literature notwithstanding, he 

endeavours to relativize to some extent the former to the ends of rendering the literary-discursive 

ecosystem of the 1860s and 1870s intelligible to his contemporaries; methodologically speaking, 

although preserving a space of historical alterity for alternative – or, rather, extinct – systems of 

value, this does little to countermand the final arbitrative authority of the current paradigm. 

Suggestively, this apologia mounted in the interests of the conservation of the historical past is 

here buttressed not by scholarly, historiographically-inflected argument, but rather by the account 

of the author’s aesthetic education as an adolescent, and the readerly pleasure synthesized by his 

avaricious consumption of gesaku during his formative years. While Shōyō retrospectively 

dismisses his younger self as “uninformed and unopinionated, ignorant and juvenile” (muteiken 

no, mugaku na, yōchi na kanshōgan) – indeed, the only excuse for being able to derive enjoyment 

from an immature literature – this self-admonishment is mobilized in the interests of nevertheless 
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schematizing a hierarchy of differential value amongst texts:  

 

其頃は、親や兄の課した漢學書類は、すべて形式に讀む真似だけで濟ま

して、只戯作ばかりを讀み耽つてゐた。で、化政度から天保、弘化、嘉永までの

は、もう悉く讀み盡して、安政以後、元治、慶應の新著を漁つてゐた。が、全く

無定見の、無學な、幼稚な鑑賞眼にも是等末期の劣作のつまらなさ、物足りなさ

はつくゞゝと感ぜられた。といつて、元禄、享保のそれや天明、寛政の諸作の味

は、大甘物で慣らされた私には、雲丹、からすみの格で、まだどうも舌に合はな

い。で、黄表紙や八文字屋や近松や浮世草子は、ほんの片端を覗いてくらゐで中

止し、餘儀なく又、馬琴、三馬、一九、春水、種彦、種員らの作を何度もゝゝゝ

おさらひ式讀返しゝゝゝしてゐたが、さうするにつけて、もとより馬琴に心酔し

てゐた私は、いよゝゝ彼れの群を抜く偉大さを分明に意識した[…] 

 

At that time, I would only pretend to read through the kangaku books my parents 

or older brothers would press on me, and spent all my time reading gesaku. So, from after 

exhausting everything from the Bunka and Bunsei periods, to the Tenpo, Kōka, and Kaei, 

I went through the new publications post-Ansei, from the Genji and Keiō. However, even 

to my uninformed, unopinionated, ignorant and childish eyes, I strongly felt that these 

later, inferior works were boring and unsatisfying. That being said, those from the 

Genroku or Kyōhō, or the flavour of those works from the Tenmei and Kansei were, for 

me, having been accustomed to a diet of sweets, akin to salted sea urchin roe or salted and 

dried fish roe, and didn’t suit my palate. For that reason, I only took a passing glance at 

kibyōshi or the works from the Hachimonjiya, or Chikamatsu or ukiyozōshi before giving 

them up, and was forced to go back to reading and rereading over and over again Bakin, 

Sanba, Ikku, Tanehiko and Tanekazu; in doing so, however, though I had been obsessed 

with Bakin from the beginning, at last became cognizant of his superlative greatness. 

(MBZ vol.2, p.401) 

 

The coincident superimposition of such conflicting frameworks of aesthetic appreciation 

is perhaps most readily understood as symptomatic of Shōyō’s positioning astride that ideological 

rupture – or, rather, what manifests as such at the moment of its recognition through the act of 
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retrospection, but whose precise moment of fissuring nevertheless is not amenable to location – 

dividing the early and late Meiji periods; yet, what can but be apprehended as a space of irreducible 

difference is incontrovertibly invested with real value, or the anamnetic inscription of such as 

sensuous experience. The cultural logic securing the privileged status of the regimes of the modern, 

with its “detailed observation of life” (sei no kansatsu no seikoku), “accuracy and naturalness of 

characterization,” (byōsha no nyojitsu shizen), over the early-modern with its “wild imagination” 

(kūsō no hanpō) and “limitless complication of plot devices” (shukō no muzōjin ni shite, jiken, 

jinbutsu no iyoiyo dete iyoiyo ki-naru koto) is in this sense of a secondary order within the economy 

of the empirical, while still primary in terms of ideological gravity. Consequently, Shōyō finds 

himself at once rhetorically positioned with and against the very aesthetic rubric of which he is the 

delegate; for instance, a kind of laconic hostility vis-à-vis contemporary literary critics is certainly 

palpable in the following, but what follows – a description of the writerly process under the old 

regime – reads as almost anthropological in its astonished cataloguing of the aggregate techniques, 

foreign to a modern sensibility, of narrative-material manipulation: 

 

今の文學評家は最も賤み貶しめる事なのだが、化政度には寧ろ重要視さ

れたものは、前にいつた翻案、適用といふ一特技だ。古今の有名な物語や市井の

實話を勝手に潤色したり、補充したり、別の話と組み合せたり、時、處、人名を

變換して、別事件の如くに書き直したり、而もわざと原話の形跡を歴々とさせて、

其翻案ぶりの巧みさを競ふといふ遊戯的態度、それは維新前後までも續いたも

のだ。             
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Although the literary critics of today scorn and deride it most of all, what was 

inversely seen as important during the Bunsei and Bunka periods were special skills in 

adaptation and application, which I mentioned earlier. [Authors would] take famous tales 

from antiquity or true stories of recent events and elaborate upon them, embellish them, 

or combine them with other stories as they pleased, changing the time, place, and names 

to make it appear as a different event, but nevertheless leave visible traces of the original 

story here and there – this playful attitude, where [authors would] compete to display the 

skillfulness of their adaptations, continued even up until the period before and after the 

Restoration.  (MBZ vol.2, p.402)      

 

This is certainly not far off the mark from describing Robun at precisely this juncture – 

and indeed, one hardly has reason for surprise. Nevertheless, as we have seen earlier, redeeming 

Robun in Shōyō’s estimation is not his status as a literary author – in other words, the sort of 

perceptual presence, intuited as pseudo-ontic, brokered by the mutually galvanizing equation of 

the individual with the products of his discursive labour – but the positive valuation of his 

pragmatic capacity, his ability to adopt and adapt to variegated productive and performative 

protocols. Unlike a Bakin, who, for Shōyō, requires defense precisely due to his affinity with, yet 

asymptotic distance precluding him from admission as, the figure of the “modern” author, one 

capable of “transcending his times” (jishō wo chōetsu shite) by “demonstrating the deep artistic 

understanding that would have had him express his true essence” (jiko no tenshin wo hyōgen suru 

tei no geijutsu-teki kenshiki), Robun is apprehended not as a literary author, but rather as a set of 

mutable social functions. Indeed, within the space delimited by the axiological horizons of Shōyō’s 

moment, the most optimistic fate of any author under the old regime is either the sort reserved for 
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Bakin, or that for the likes of an Ihara Saikaku, Shikitei Sanba, or Tamenaga Shunsui, in whose 

prose are identified elements of morphological similarity – interest in the contemporary social 

world, the depiction of discrete social types through the representation of variegated sociolects, 

etc. – to those forming part of the modern literary apparatus, and thus can be ransomed as proleptic 

prefigurations, inchoate and incomplete though they may be, of literary modernity.  

Yet, what of those others? It would seem that they are destined to oblivion – at least until 

the proper collusion of circumstances within academe facilitates their progressive insertion within 

a hypertrophic literary history. Shōyō is correct – although now in a much more qualified sense, 

as familiarity with the period is increasingly the unique purview of specialists – in saying that, of 

his peers, “Robun, however, is still lucky, as most readers at least know his name” (けれども、魯

文はまだ仕合せなことに、大概の讀書人が其名ぐらゐは知つてゐる), but this resilience can, 

in the mid-1920s, be attributed to Robun’s altogether contingent and modular relationship with so-

called literary activity over the course of his career, assessed in toto; thereby insulated, the 

polyvalent Robun necessitates the tandem application of multiple, extraliterary rubrics in order to 

proceed with his evaluation. The historical irony – that in resisting classification as a literary figure, 

Robun succeeds, by the Taishō period, to have secured his place within modern literary history – 

should be apparent, but that it is redoubled ultimately in the secondary phase of canonization in 

the post-war period – that is to say, through the reinforcement of Robun’s identity as a literary 
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author as an aftereffect of the reappraisal of early Meiji gesaku as historically important – should 

not be overlooked. This, of course, speaks to a gradual reconfiguration of the literary-historical 

ground in the decades following the Second World War, in part urged on by the increasing 

remoteness of the nineteenth century and its texts, and in part by the territorial expansion of the 

total purview of the accumulative, archivalist tendencies of the Historiographical qua productive 

mechanism of social good, but one surmises that such does not proffer a complete account: the 

academic institutionalization of “extraliterary literary fields” – in particular journalism – have 

contributed to a redistribution of historiographical responsibility, one crucial ramification one can 

observe in the anatomization of figures such as Robun through the imposition of more stringent, 

disciplinarily specific compartmentalization. Robun-as-gesaku author and Robun-as-journalist 

have come to occupy adjacent yet sequestered nodes along two parallel, discrete histories. It will 

be in our interest to return to this problematic later, in order to reconsider the phylogeny of these 

ostensibly unrelated houses and see where Robun stands.  
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Chapter II  

In with the Old, Out with the New: The Productive Mechanisms of a Meiji Gesakusha  

 

II.i Robun and the Hizakurige-Mono: From Fuji to Seiyō, Edo to Tokyo 

 

    While the sudden rise in his popularity occasioned by Fuji mōde would see a congruent 

amelioration in Robun’s opportunities to write in more legitimate genres, it is perhaps not 

coincidental, in light of Robun’s work in the hybrid and burlesque mode of the erotic book, that 

this first notable credit to Robun’s fame as an author was in the similarly comical/satirical mode 

of the kokkeibon, and, moreover, was modeled on the hybrid genre of what can be heuristically 

dubbed for our purposes the hizakurige-mono. Jippensha Ikku’s early nineteenth century 

Tokaidōchū hizakurige (By Shanks’ Mare Along the Eastern Sea Road, eight chapters, 1802-1809; 

sequel, fifteen chapters, 1810-1822) is considered the progenitor and keystone of the genre, and 

the popularity of its good-for-nothing but nevertheless endearing protagonists Yajirōbei and 

Kitahachi (Figure 6) was sufficiently great to spawn similar works and pseudo-sequels both by 

Ikku and other authors. Ikku’s innovations, which as demonstrated by the way in which it came to 

serve as a template for emulation on the part of Robun and others ultimately coalesced into an 

autonomous genre in its own right, were themselves a concatenation of phenotypical elements 

culled from a host of textual sources – the pragmatic cartographical, encyclopedic orientation of 
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the dōchūki travel guide, first emerging in the early Edo period with Asai Ryōi’s Tōkaidō meisho 

no ki (Record of Famous Places Along the Eastern Sea Route, 1658) as a response to the new 

institutionalization of domestic travel and its increased accessibility under the aegis of the political 

stability ensured by the Tokugawa regime; the preoccupation with the depiction of vernacular 

verisimilitude pioneered by 18th century sharebon and the privileged position granted to it over 

expositional narrative; and the narratological archetypes of kyōgen, with its accent on buffoonery, 

farce, and the requisite humiliation of its protagonists. The runaway success of Tōkaidōchū 

hizakurige encouraged emulation, which in turn prompted its hypostatization as an analytical-cum-

conceptual object; Ikku’s own Enoshima miyage (Souvenirs from Enoshima, 1809-10), Roku 

Amida mōde (Pilgrimage to the Six Amidas,1811), Haigo Horinouchi mōde (Horinouchi 

Pilrgimage, 1815) among others hastened this process, but the conventionalization effected 

through stylistic imitation on the part of other authors (such as with Ryūtei Rijō’s (d.1841) Ōyama 

dōchū kurige shiriuma (By Mare to Ōyama on Horse’s Rump, 1817), Rijō and Tamenaga Shunsui’s 

Tōji miyage Hakonegusa (Current Souvenirs: Hakone-Grass) or Ōne Tsuchinari’s Kokkei Arima 

kikō (Ridiculous Arima Travelogue, 1827) or its reinforcement via inversion (as with Kanwatei 

Onitake’s (1760-1816) Kyūkanchō (Notebook of Old Sights, 1805-6), in which, in lieu of lower 

class urbanites travel through the provinces, a provincial pair consisting of a grandmother and 

grandson visit Edo) were arguably decisive in cementing in popular consciousness the hizakurige-
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mono as a discrete genre.  

Robun himself produced several shorter narratives in this vein before the publication of 

Fuji mōde (Nikkō dōchū hizakurige, Kōshū dōchū hizakurige, Enoshima kurige, and Hachiōji 

Santarō baba, 1857-8), but the singularly positive reception of this particular exemplar, evidenced 

by both the sustained length of the work as well as the increased visibility of its author in its wake, 

has tended to be attributed retrospectively to its reformulation of the genre’s narratological 

structure, and the relative novelty identified therein. Considering the sheer glut of works 

conforming to the parameters of the of the hizakurige-mono genre – some sense of which can be 

gleaned from the contents of the twenty-nine volumes included in Yumani Shobō’s recent 

Hizakurige-mono bungei shūsei (2010- ), which begins chronologically with Ikku and, tellingly, 

concludes with Robun’s Fuji mōde – Okitsu Kaname’s observation that Robun’s work could very 

well have been lost among its peers is, from the standpoint of pure probabilities, perhaps not far 

off the mark (“Kanagaki Robun: sakka-teki tenbō,” p.25), but as Nozaki Sabun, in reconstructing 

this moment in Robun’s career, relates, the reception of this work was within recent cultural 

memory ineluctably tethered to the establishment of Robun’s reputation amongst contemporary 

readers in the 1860s: 

 

『滑稽富士詣』十冊を発行するに至つて読者も始めて滑稽の才を認め、その軽妙

なる筆致を歓んで翁を呼ぶに今三馬を以てするに至つた。 
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With the publication of the ten volumes of Kokkei Fuji mōde, readers too for the first time 

recognized his talent for humour and enjoyed his deft and skillful style, and came to call 

Robun the “modern-day Sanba.”  (Watashi no mita Meiji bundan, p.202)  

 

One should note that Sabun’s memory of this period relies far more on inherited cultural 

memory and hearsay than any recollection of lived experience, as Fuji mōde would have begun 

publication when Sabun would have been but two years old; nevertheless, while the immediate 

factors informing the series’ success are best not reduced to some romantic, teleological narrative 

of belated awakening on the part of the reading public to Robun’s innate talents, certainly, Okitsu 

is correct in identifying as a discernable innovation the inflection in narratological structure to 

which Robun submits his topoi. More precisely, Fuji mōde dislodges the unilinear narrative vector 

anchored by a stable set of protagonists typical of the genre – the Yajirobei and Kitahachi (Figure 

6) of Ikku’s narrative, for instance, or their analogues – in favour of staging a series of 

spatiotemporally contiguous fragments or legs, each focusing on a different character, the 

sequential reading of which reconstructs the trajectory of pilgrimage (Figures 7-10). Although 

Okitsu cites, for instance, this reconfiguration, from sustained narrative to a loose coalition of 

vignettes, as a sly means of circumventing the particular compositional challenges presented by 

constructing a sustained narrative, thereby permitting Robun to showcase his strengths rather than 

betray his weaknesses as an author (p.25), its consequences for the text’s narrative capacity extend 

further. This reworking of the hizakurige-mono formula significantly expands the horizons of 
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typological caricature available to the author, inasmuch as it effectively multiplies the total 

permutations of intersocial contact and the attendant dynamism in their inflective potential 

actuated thereby, the corollary byproduct of which is a greater variety of possible situations to be 

staged. Likewise, by eschewing the fixity of a character-bound perspectival axis, Robun 

interpolates into the genre the sociographical and taxonomic impetus of that other kokkeibon staple, 

Shikitei Sanba’s Ukiyoburo (Floating-World Bathhouse, 1809-1813), the near-Aristotelian 

narratological logic of which formed the complementary reciprocal to Ikku’s Tōkaidōchū 

hizakurige, privileging as it does the unities of time and space in order to pursue its cross-sectional 

survey of contemporary society. Sanba’s text, roughly contemporaneous with Ikku’s, stages the 

fleeting encounters between various social types rendered possible by the liminality of the 

bathhouse’s public space during the course of a day, and shares with Ikku its preoccupation with 

the sensuous materiality of spoken language and the variegations in its morphological and lexical 

constitution across different social groups. While methodologically antipodal, the decentering 

Robun attempts in his narrative renders mobile and animate Ukiyoburo’s otherwise static space, 

and furthermore – inadvertently, perhaps, but certainly symptomatically – underscores the formal 

entanglement of these ostensibly independent bifurcations of the kokkeibon.   

Of comparable significance in determining the contents and receptive environment for 

Robun’s text, however, were the rather significant upheavals underway in the area surrounding the 
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capital in the wake of the ratification of the Ansei treaties with the United States, France, Great 

Britain, Russia, and the Netherlands in 1858, which dramatically multiplied the loci of and depth 

of foreign penetration from what had been its remote and stringently circumscribed focus in 

Nagasaki’s dejima to include Shimoda, Hakodate, Hyōgo, and Yokohama, as well as to open 

markets in Edo and Ōsaka to foreign trade20. As the preponderance of the term mōde in many of 

the titles heretofore cited makes amply clear, for the bulk of works penned in the hizakurige-mono 

mode, the quasi-devotional practice of religious pilgrimage served as the legitimating precondition 

for narrative; this was not particularly surprising, as while the late Edo period saw an explosion of 

interest in domestic tourism, for practical purposes access to travel tended to be restricted for most 

to established pilgrimage circuits, due in great part to the prevailing attitude on the part of the 

authorities that travel be reserved for utilitarian ends and the concomitant limitations, in the form 

of mandatory travel permits (sekisho tegata or ōrai tegata) to be issued by the traveller’s local 

village authority or temple, imposed on the movement of individuals between domains outside the 

sankin kōtai system of alternating attendance required of daimyō and their retinue. Pilgrimage, 

thus, furnished a conveniently defensible rationale for commoners of sufficient means to indulge 

                                                   
20 For information regarding early modern infrastructure and transportation, see Constantine Vaporis, Breaking 

Barriers: Travel and the State in Early Modern Japan (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994) and Laura Nenzi, 

Excursions in Identity: Travel and the Intersection of Place, Gender and Status in Tokugawa Japan (Honolulu: 

University of Hawai’I Press, 2008). 
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in recreational travel (monomi yusan or tabi yusan) beyond their immediate localities in the years 

before the dissolution of the domain system and its network of barriers and checkpoints with the 

institution of the prefectural system with the administrative reorganization embarked upon with 

the advent of the Meiji period. Nevertheless, pilgrimages to popular sites, such as Ise Shrine or the 

eighty-eight stages of the Shikoku tour, required not only proper endorsement, but necessary 

funding, and thus were not feasible for all; religious confraternities and village-backed delegations 

were crucial to extending such experiences to those otherwise unable, but such also served as a 

means of permitting recreational travel by proxy to those who remained at home, and such 

vicarious enjoyment was abetted by the discursive apparatus that served to mediate geographical 

and cultural alterity through text and image.  

The density of accreted religious and poetic valence associated with Mt. Fuji and its 

particular visual iconography ensured the mountain a particularly privileged position within this 

discursive and topographical imaginary, and its elevated status as destination and desideratum was 

evidenced, for instance, in the construction of mock-Fujis during the Edo period in Edo and 

elsewhere, permitting urban revelers to enjoy a simulated ascent to the mountain’s peak. For many 

– particularly affluent women of the chōnin class – prohibitions on the admission of women 

effectively relegated pilgrimage to the mountain an experience to be had only through text or other 

forms of simulation. Robun’s selection of Mt. Fuji as the destination for his narrative informed to 
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no small extent by felicity that 1860 had been designated as a year during which female pilgrims 

would be permitted access to the precincts of Sengen-taisha and its inner shrine atop the sacred 

mountain, precipitating a surge of enthusiasm on the part of many hopefuls and thus contributing 

all the more to the attractiveness of Mt. Fuji as a narrative topos, to say nothing of the incidental 

multiplication of fodder for the author’s humoristic treatment enabled thereby. Of particular note, 

however, was the fact that the trajectory from Edo westward permitted for a minor detour to 

Yokohama, which at the time was emerging as an object of fascination, a zone of depaysement and 

defamiliarization, due to the influx of foreign traders and the resultant hybridization of the 

sociolinguistic landscape underway.    

As Okitsu notes, the utilization of this new peripheral space was certainly novel in its own 

regard, but as with the attention allocated to Fuji in the first place, spoke to a broader sensitivity 

to matters of exceedingly coeval interest. Several of Robun’s pre-restoration works after Fuji mōde 

explicitly engaged with this growing interest, adapting Western geopolitical and historical topoi to 

the narrative and visual conventions of the gōkan (Osana etoki bangoku banashi, Stories of Myriad 

Countries Explained in Pictures for the Young, 1861, Figures 11-14) or producing fast and loose 

jinbutsu-retsuden compiled from foreign histories with little demonstrable preoccupation with 

chronological accuracy (Bankoku jinbutsu zue, Illustrated Guide to the Notable People of Myriad 

Countries, 1861) but the political unrest of the mid- and late 1860s was not entirely conducive to 
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leisurely reading, and as increasing deregulation ushered in an increasingly barbed politico-

discursive climate, the sanctioned channels of fiction production at the jihonya saw, either in reality 

or in the collective retrospective imagination21, themselves edged out in favour of more partisan 

publication weighing in on the pressing material and sociopolitical concerns of the moment – non-

fictional works, technical manuals, and accounts of Europe and the United States penned by 

shogunal delegates were published in ever greater numbers, while the political destabilization 

experienced during the latter half of the decade saw a concomitant admission into the discursive 

realm of polemic material that, irrespective of its partisanship, would not have been permitted 

within the purview of the Tokugawa rule.     

The unbridled disorder in the informatic realm inherited in the aftermath of the restoration 

by the new Meiji government was swiftly reined in with the Publication Ordinance of 1869, but 

this did not immediately assuage the apparent lull in demand for the author’s services, or address 

the hand of growing socioeconomic uncertainties that authors, together with the whole of the 

                                                   
21 Nozaki Sabun, for instance, reminisces that the publication of fiction in the late bakumatsu and early years of 

Meiji was “sluggish,” but illicitly circulated materials notwithstanding, publishing cycles were controlled by the guild 

system, which in turn was supervised by representatives of the bakufu, one of the factors contributing to the 

comparatively torpid pace of publication throughout most of the Edo period. To what extent the late 1860s saw a 

statistically significant lapse in fiction production and related kinds of publishing would require an inventory analysis, 

but the explosion of publishing after the restoration – and moreover, its uneven distribution – can be postulated to 

contribute to this vision of the early Meiji literary scene as in “decline” or as stagnant and moribund. One must also 

consider the institutional framework, the attempted but futile holdover of which demonstrably exacerbated the 

maladaptation of many publishers and book merchants.          
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population at large, were dealt. Robun relocated twice during this period, for a combination of 

personal and financial reasons, ultimately settling in Kyūzaemon-chō in Kanda, where he would 

remain until 1873; needless to say, at this juncture as in the past, relationships with patrons and 

other authors were indispensable in keeping Robun afloat, and in Kanda Robun found himself 

neighbours with fellow gesakusha Sansantei Arindo (1832-1902), perhaps better known as Jōno 

Saigiku or by his legal name, Kuwano Denpei. Facing similar straits, the men colluded to in early 

1870 to raise funds from the public goodwill, banking on their reputations as authors and their 

heritage as gesakusha, ostensibly to repair a monument to Santō Kyōden (Santō Kyōden 

tsukuezuka no hi), erected in 1817 by Santō’s student Kyōsan near Asakusa’s Sensōji, which had 

fallen into disrepair, but were chastened when rumour of their less than honorable intentions got 

out, and the response was largely inimical. Such missteps notwithstanding, Robun’s position as an 

author, and the potential value vested in him by publishers and book merchants, had undergone a 

significant shift by this time, when the submission of his manuscript for the first volume of 

Seiyōdōchū hizakurige garnered him a full ten ryō. This signaled the initiation of a reinvigorated 

albeit brief flurry of literary activity, proffering to the annals of literary history the body of work 

for which the author has come to be best known – needless to say through the commemorative 

mechanisms of such historiography – before the punctuating force of shifting socioeconomic and 

institutional circumstance impelled transition anew.  
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II.ii Remapping Trajectories: the Eastern Sea Route and the Western Ocean Road 

 

 Although the incidentally unilateral vector he delineates between Robun’s “debut” and 

this period of post-restoration productivity inevitably obfuscates much of the diversity marking 

the intervening decade, and, moreover, retrofits the author’s life narrative within the confines of a 

teleological, vocational entelechy informed by a late Meiji conception of the authorship, 

journalism and criticism, Nozaki Sabun’s exegetical account of Robun’s generic profile from the 

late Tokugawa to early Meiji period reiterates the then-increasingly canonical importance of these 

works from the early 1870s:   

 

人情世態を穿つことを心掛けて居たのだから、是より滑稽作者を以て世に

立たんと志したものらしく、維新後はあまり草双紙の筆を執らず、西洋道中膝栗

毛、胡瓜図解<ママ>、安愚楽鍋等の如き滑稽本を著述し、其れから仮名読、いろ

は等の新聞記者になつてからも専ら諧謔の文を弄して 

 

As it was his intent to plumb the depths of social mores (ninjō setai wo ugatsu), 

after [his success with Fuji mōde] it seems that he decided to establish himself in the world 

as an author of comical/satirical works (kokkei sakusha) and after the restoration he did not 

write much kusazōshi [illustrated narratives], instead penning kokkeibon [comic, satirical 

works] such as Seiyōdōchū hizakurige, Kyūrizukai, or Aguranabe.  (p.202-3) 

 

The first volume of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige was published in the autumn of 1870 from 

Bankyūkaku, and quickly became a modest sensation. As the title unequivocally avers, Robun’s 

narrative advertised its indebtedness to Jippensha Ikku’s Tōkaidōchū hizakurige, but even a 
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cursory examination of the works’ respective titles, and the playful lexical manipulation of the 

former by the latter, gestures towards the reconfiguration of geopolitical space and the horizons of 

narrative possibility in the social imaginary underfoot.  

    Like Fuji mōde, Seiyōdōchū hizakurige was also a member of the hizakurige-mono 

genre, but its self-identification with Ikku’s work were more outwardly apparent; while Fuji mōde 

shared many of the generic conventions of the hizakurige-mono paradigm developed by Ikku and 

his immediate imitators, it more crucially injected a certain novelty into the formula by salvaging 

and reincorporating genotypical elements which had been purged from it and rendered thereby 

exogenic to it at its birth, only to be re-collected subsequently by Sanba’s Ukiyoburo and works 

abiding by a similar rubric, such as the taxonomic katagi-mono socio-typologies. Seiyōdōchū 

hizakurige, by contrast, foregrounded its links to Ikku’s work, styling itself less as a new iteration 

in the genre and more as a pseudo-sequel, or, one could maintain, a sociohistorical 

recontextualization, and to such ends per force retains the kyōgen-informed narratological structure 

of its interlocutory text. The lexical play operative in the work’s title pivots on what initially 

appears to be a rather facile substitution – Seiyō for Tōkai – but which in fact operates not merely 

at demonstrative and descriptive levels, encapsulating the thematics of inversion, expansion, and 

always-precarious continuity mobilized in the intertextual entretien Robun’s narrative in part 

essays.  
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    Tōkaidōchū hizakurige takes its title from the Tōkaidō 東海道, or “Eastern Sea Route,” 

one of the five arterial land-roads composing what was collectively referred to as the Gokaidō 五

街道, and of them the most heavily travelled, connecting as it did the “two capitals” of Edo and 

Kyōto. A cursory survey of 18th and 19th century material and popular culture attests to the 

significance of the Tōkaidō within the register of lived habitus as well as that of the popular 

imagination: tethering together the old capital in the west and the de facto political center in the 

East, the route itself had been in use long before political reunification at the turn of the 17th century 

and thus itself could not be divorced from its ancillary function as evocative repository for poetical 

and historico-narrative toponyms, studding its length like so many nodes, and dōchūki often relied 

on cues from this poetical and historical canon to organize and explicate their itineraries; by 

contrast, the circulation of goods and their gravitation into the marketplaces of Edo, in conjunction 

with the greater mobility available to individuals of variegated class origins fed into an entirely 

contemporary geographical imagination, granted palpable form via an infrastructure of post-

stations which punctuated space and regulated (or attempted to) the flow of human bodies through 

the system, and the registries of regional goods and products associated with particular junction 

points (meibutsuki) or the thematization of the post-stations as topoi in popular prints imbued such 

remote and abstract spatial relations with a highly mobile, informatically dense somatic presence. 

The dynamic inter-permeation of space as empirically, phenomenologically experienced and as 
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reflexive mediation – as materially inscribed figurative representation 22  or cognitive 

schematization – was the generative crucible from which Ikku’s text emerged, and the fires beneath 

which it further stoked. Ikku’s narrative sets its Yajirobei and Kitahachi out on foot – the standard 

method of travel for those of middling and lesser means – from Edo to Ise Shrine, and subsequently 

to Kyōto and Ōsaka, recapitulating haphazardly the ambivalences of Edo’s contested spatial logic 

in sending its protagonists westward along the eastward road.  

   Robun’s work, instead, sets its Yajirobei and Kitahachi – grandsons of Ikku’s protagonists 

– on a no less eventful “pilgrimage” to a new site of ostensibly quasi-religious devotion, the 

International Exposition (hakurankai) in London. The transposition/perversely antonymic-

synonymic transformation signaled by the dissolution of the “eastern sea route” into the neological 

“western ocean route” is not a mere locative or scenographic substitution, but rather an exertion of 

ideational and conceptual resources simultaneously attempting to render cartographically 

intelligible a newly dominant spatial regime by equipping it with a well-worn rhetorical apparatus, 

on the one hand, while divulging the destabilization-in-progress of what had heretofore been the 

lynchpin holding fast the superstructural register of ideation and discourse to the infrastructural 

base of materially instantiated praxis. The Tōkaidō, of course, was and remained a real geophysical 

                                                   
22 By this one means to designate the dichotomic modes, each equally context-sensitive, of material artifacts to 

describe spatial relations, on the one hand overtly through conventional semiosis (demonstrative text, illustration, 

etc.) and on the other, through the irreducible materiality of their spatiotemporally-bound ontological presence.         
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entity, and despite having accumulated an aggregate surplus in its diachronic replication and 

redeployment, remained referentially grounded by the inexorable devolution back on its pragmatic 

functionality; by contrast, the extensional/denotative application of seiyō, and by necessity its 

intensional content, although firmly acquiring its current geopolitical valence by the early 18th 

century, was per force primarily an abstract, differential category, circumscribing a loose 

constellation of toponyms and their connotative residua. In supplanting Tōkai with Seiyō, however, 

Robun recoded, if only on the level of metaphorical language, as spatialized and traversable the 

otherwise diffuse and imprecise relative coordinates of Japan and the world beyond, converting 

the smooth surface of the globe into a unilinear trajectory, punctuated by Yaji and Kita’s outrageous 

exploits.  

       Concomitantly, however, the multivalence of Ikku’s choice of title, alluding both to the 

duration of the journey along the Tōkaidō (Tōkaidō-chū) and the iterative, incremental visits to the 

localities collectively known as the Tōkai region (Tōkai-dōchū), exposes Robun’s to an analogous 

reading, but not one that proves totally unproblematic, catachretically (mis)ascribing geo-local 

fixity to the fluid networks of ocean travel (and, furthermore, imputing that our heroes nevertheless 

undertake the journey on foot!) in the first case and conflating the supposed telos of the travel 

narrative’s vector (that is to say, Seiyō The West Western Europe [Britain and France]) with 

the intervening geography, if not subsuming, then effectively subordinating to the category of “the 
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West” large geographical zones of what would later be regrouped under the rubric of Tōyō, or “The 

East” – Shanghai, Macau, India. This is not to say that the exogenic was collapsed into an 

undifferentiated “West,” but rather the inverse – that the geographical specificity of the non-

Japanese and non-West was reinterpolated into a conceptual hierarchy dominated by the latter 

term; an examination of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige’s plot demonstrates the ubiquity of the implements 

of Western colonialism and their narratological importance for both enabling and structuring the 

narrative, as well as furnishing, by means of adaptation and translation, the epistemological qua 

socio-ethnographic and world-historiographic lens with which the authorial voice is compelled to 

contend. 

      Against this reshuffling of analytical categories, the narrative structure of Robun’s 

resituation of Ikku’s narrative to a great extent endeavors, regardless, to replicate that of its 

conscious model, and, like its model, follows an episodic structure. Each of the work’s total fifteen 

volumes (hen) is subdivided into upper and lower halves (jō and ge), and in this is slightly more 

rigorous than is Tōkaidōchū hizakurige23. Generally, each episode opens with an expositional 

passage, either an extradiegetic disquisition by the author-narrator which, via punning and 

                                                   
23 According to Ikku’s afterward to the second half of the fifth volume, his intention had been to publish it in three 

parts, but a lack of time, compounded by his own voyage to Ise Shrine, delayed his writing, forcing him push back 

the third, climactic section dealing with Yaji and Kita’s visit to Ise Shrine, to a separately published addendum (tsuika); 

whereas the eighth devoted the entirety of its three parts (jō, chū, ge) to its tour of Ōsaka, to match the three total 

sections (spread across volumes six and seven) likewise devoted to Kyōto.     
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associative wordplay, circumlocutionarily resolves back to the site of diegetic action, a 

recapitulation of the previous section’s events and the current position of Yaji and Kita’s party on 

their trajectory, or a (somewhat startlingly) perfunctory account of the geographical and 

sociological backdrop to the current chapter, before depositing the reader into the diegetic present. 

The stylistic inheritance of the hizakurige-mono genre, bequeathed by the dialog-heavy sharebon 

to the latter-day kokkeibon and ninjōbon genres, takes center stage, as direct discourse, in the form 

of a vernacularly-inflected, putatively transcriptive prose, dominates the textual space. Expository 

and narrative passages, charged with contextualizing the protagonists’ banter while carrying them 

through time and space, closely conforms to the grammatical and syntactic conventions of the 

written language, establishing a clear tonal and stylistic break with the focalized dialogue, and are 

moreover subordinated to it in their delivery, rendered in a compressed script half the width and 

height; occasionally, the author-narrator will interject himself into the narrative to provide 

additional elucidation or commentary, and regularly closes a full volume with an appeal to the 

reader regarding forthcoming developments in the narrative, and his hopes for continued patronage. 

As for the content of the narrative itself, each episode adheres to a fairly stable structure24: the 

                                                   
24 The structural paradigm of the narrative fissures somewhat after the eleventh volume, when Fusō Kan takes over 

from Robun; the relatively tight, self-contained structure of the individual anecdotes gives way to a looser 

organization, with episodes overflowing from one volume to the next, or terminating before the end of a given 

volume. The Robun’s use of kyōka as a punctuating device to end a given scenario is also abandoned in favor of their 

freer use, closer to Ikku’s.       
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protagonists arrive at a new destination, and subsequently find themselves ensnared in some 

difficulty of their own making, precipitated by a miscommunication, misinterpretation, or the 

uncritical imposition of personal expectation onto an unfamiliar context, which culminates in their 

public humiliation and/or excoriation at the hands of their superior; the persuasive, supplicative 

power of kokkei , in the form of kyōka is then deployed by Kita and Yaji in order to placate the 

authorities in a self-redemptive gesture, which, regardless of the severity of their transgression, 

proves unwavering in its success.  

      

II.iii Narrative and Structure in Seiyōdōchū Hizakurige 

    

   As discussed above, that the narrative vector originates in Yokohama and is bound for 

London, England, is implied by the title and made explicit by the end of the first volume. Yajirō 

and Kitahachi, incapable of honest work (西洋物の安舗を。二個の妻に打まかせ。自分達ハ

売込屋の。さいとりをして漸に。其日をごまかし辛き世を。甘く見なして[ Operation of 

their cheap Western goods store/ left entirely to their two wives/ they themselves go out brokering, 

amassing just enough in fees/ to make it through the day, looking on the hard world/ with soft 

eyes] ) and even less capable of making responsible use of what income they do come by (僅の利

益を得る折ハ。富貴楼酒楼 に歌妓を集へ。岩亀楼妓院  に娼妓を求めて  [On those 

occasions when they would amass a scant profit/ they would call together singing girls at the 
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Fukirō/ or seek out prostitutes at the Iwakamerō]), find themselves fallen on hard times, unable to 

read the market, and spend their “seven Sundays a week” (毎日ソンダク俗にドンタクと云西

洋日曜日休業  [everyday is sonntag, or conventionally donntag, the Western day of rest]) 

squandering borrowed funds on prostitutes and other entertainments; coming across a well-

moneyed student from the country, immediately identifiable as a non-local by his distinctive 

dialect, the pair attempt to parlay him into wining and dining them by taking advantage of his 

ignorance through dissimulating themselves as recognized authorities on local matters, banking on 

their “secondhand knowledge” to bluff their way into his confidence (この書生をいちばんごま

かすつもりなれバものしりめかしてきゝとり学をならべたてる[Intending to take in this 

student, they are feigning airs of erudition, putting on display their second-hand learning]). The 

profile Yaji constructs for himself and Kita knowingly latches onto the current spectrum of 

positively encoded activities – interactions with foreigners, translation of newspapers  – as well 

as well-established sources of cultural capital – class background, education and artistic 

accomplishment – and successfully exploits them (「當時武門を捨た身の上で外に活計のたて

やうがござりやせんから東京から此港へ流れて来て當時外国人に雑学を教へたり新聞紙

の翻訳や詩文の著述でもして遊んでゐやす」[“At the time, I had forfeited my bushi rank and 

had no way of making a living, so I found myself relocating from Tokyo to this port and diverted 

myself at the time by teaching foreigners a smattering of things, or translating newspapers and 
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writing poetry.”]) until Yaji and Kita’s disgruntled wives storm onto the scene, shattering the 

illusion carefully fostered by the two men, ultimately precipitating a brawl as the bewildered 

student and the inn’s employees are caught up in the confusion (MBZ vol.1, p.4-7).  

     Yaji and Kita’s benefactor Konpei arrives soon after to intercede, but in his long, rakugo-

esque monologue further humiliates Yaji and Kita, recounting as it does previous schemes of theirs 

and lamenting the numerous headaches they have caused him – their landlord’s constant 

complaints regarding their unpaid rent, their wives’ continued requests for divorces, to say nothing 

of the money borrowed from him under false pretenses; the women then chime in, mortifying the 

men even further, until they are reduced to begging that Konpei escort them out. A quick trip to 

the baths to lift their spirits ends in disaster, as Kita picks a quarrel with another out-of-towner, 

irritated by the man’s irritation at their boisterous clamoring, only to have his vain boasting to 

invite the heckling from other bathers, news of the afternoon’s debacle having already reached all 

four corners of Yokohama, and, adding insult to injury, the men find themselves victims of theft 

after emerging from the waters, their clothes and money gone. Without house, home, a shred of 

dignity or a strip of clothing to their names, the men in their dejection are approached by Ōharaya 

Hirozō who, in accordance with the implications of his namesake and his role as narratological 

contrivance, offers them the opportunity to accompany him to the World Exhibition in London.     

As Robun’s first chapter illustrates, character types of Kita and Yaji’s ilk are only 
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narratologically tenable when enfolded into a peripatetic programme; their primarily linguistic 

ontology operates through the mechanisms of discursive manipulation, a modus that, in the static 

space of Yokohama, is only viable when deployed against interlopers, susceptible precisely due to 

their insufficient integration into Yokohama’s aggregate discursive environment – members of the 

community familiar with Kita and Yaji’s pattern of behaviour are functionally immune, thwarting 

their basic homeostatic functionality. The status of language as fulcrum, and Yaji and Kita’s 

dependence upon it, is focalized, of course, in the staging of orality and dialogical exchange, and 

the subsidiary position allotted to diegetic action, as is conventional to the genre. The dynamics of 

language and discourse as the medium par excellence by which intersubjective relations of relative 

authority and advantage are negotiated are, as seen above, indissolubly intercalated into its 

narrative logic – propelling the movement through variegated social space – but also are integral 

to the posited extraction of pleasure through the act of reading in the rapport established between 

the reader and the polyphonically constituted text, proper.  

       Not insignificant, however, is that, as Yaji and Kita are shuttled from node to node on 

their trajectory, they nevertheless persist in occupying a shared space, and the shared field of 

discursive production resulting is, in turn, burdened with filling the bulk of the textual space. As 

various modes of linguistic intervention (arrogation, fabrication, self-interpolation, etc.) are the 

tools indispensable to Kita and Yaji’s iterative attempts to influence the real, phenomenal world of 
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non-discursive materiality, this is fractally replicated within this diachronically constant space 

shared by the two. For instance, the recurrent arguments over usage, often triggered by Yaji’s 

comparatively better mastery of Sinitic vocabulary and Kita’s proclivity for unintended solecisms 

and portmanteaus (for instance, giving shinki-ōhen 新規おうへん for rinki-ōhen 臨機応変, or 

jiron 字論 for giron 議論) highlight the contested site of language, even as they surgically separate 

and render visible the many layers which language as a conceptual totality comprises – phonetic, 

lexical-semiotic, contextual-intentional, and pragmatic-functional. Mistaken speech and lexical or 

phonetic association serve as the engine which keeps this space dynamically mobile, gliding from 

topic to topic, yet inevitably self-reflexively attuned and grounded.                

      This axial rotation, as previously mentioned, cannot perforce be constrained to a 

stationary orbit. The theoretical necessity for perpetual vagrancy in the case of Ikku’s Yaji and Kita 

is given practical exploration by Robun, as it is the unfeasibility of their continued survival within 

Yokohama and, by extension, Japan as a whole, which furnished the legitimating logic for their 

ejection from domestic space. Conscripted as members of Hirozō’s traveling party, Yaji and Kita 

proceed to depart Yokohama by steamship, docking in Shanghai (volume 2), Hong Kong (volume 

3), Singapore (volume 4), Ceylon (volume 5), Aden (volumes 7-8), Suez (volume 9), Cairo 

(volume 9), Malta (volume 11), Gibraltar (volume 12), South Hampton (volume 13), and finally 

London (volumes 14-15). As per the physiognomy of the hizakurige-mono genre, however, the 
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experience of these localities is primarily conducted through banter and repartee, and where such 

is deemed insufficient, the author-narrator’s supplementary doses of statistical or geographical 

information. The paratextual apparatus of illustrations, although varying widely in number, make 

up approximately no more than a fourth of the total page count in any given volume, and include 

scenes drawn directly from the narrative in conjunction with the occasional harbor or city vista, in 

addition to other paraphernalia – charts of the protagonists’ sea route, taxonomical illustrations of 

fauna or diagrams of local wares or tools, attributed to extratextual sources, such as Rai San’yō or 

Fukuzawa Yukichi; in comparison to more rigorously visual genres, these are paltry in their sum, 

but they too complement the primarily dialogically linguistic bias of the text by providing a 

visually figurative gloss, as well as reaffirming the genre’s modular, intergeneric profile (Figures 

15-18).   

      

II.iv The Politics of Language: Translation and Orthography as Narrative Devices 

 

  Space as a category of phenomenological experience, however, does not at the conceptual 

level figure as a component in the narrative – space is, first and foremost, configured as a 

precondition or occasion for linguistic performance and inter-generic play. Such narratological 

exigencies, however, when transposed into exogenic spaces governed by non-Japanese linguistic 

and valuative regimes, prompts Robun to introduce a third recurring character by the first half of 
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the second volume, Tsūjirō, an interpreter similarly hired as part of Hirozō’s party. Tsūjirō fulfills 

the critical function of interlinguistic mediator, and in this capacity expands the scope of Yaji and 

Kita’s sphere of possible action, as well as triangulating Kita and Yaji’s relationship with a corpus 

of linguistic and ethnographic knowledge, albeit one far from infallible, to which neither have 

direct, unfiltered access. Never erring on the side of excessive or superfluous exposition, the 

narrative first invokes Tsūjirō only when his presence proves indispensible, at the first junctive 

contact between incommensurate linguistic spaces upon the party’s arrival in Shanghai: 

 

亭主「今番権歇。歓天喜地。水陸倶 備。管待嘱付 女房「草酌少罪。尊偠。

横羅十字。トたちながら礼儀をのべてしりぞくあとにみな／＼ハふき出し 弥「ア

ハヽヽヽヽこいつハ大笑ひかんてうらいだ 北「唐人の寝言か小言か黄檗宗のお

経の文句かねツからさつぱり訳らねへ みな／＼「アハヽヽヽヽヽ 女同士「ヲ

ホヽヽヽヽヽ 弥「トキニ大腹屋の旦那今の男ツ唐人と女ツ唐人のぬかしたこと

ハ何といふのでごぜへせう 広「そうョおれにも一向わからねへがヲイヲイ通次

郎さんこれハ横はまの商家にて通弁をしたる男にて此度やとひてきたるなり彼奴

等が言ツたのハ何のこんだネ 通「左様サアノ亭主がソレきんぱんげんぺはんて

んぴんちりい。すいろぎいぽいくわんだいぢよふう。といつたのハ今般お宿をし

てよろこばしい山海の珍味をていねいに申つけ升たといふことでサ女房のしやべ

ツた。つあうちや。しやうそい。つをんぺん。おんろうじずう。トいふのハしか

し粗末なもてなしゆゑごゆるされまし御勝手次第に手足を踏のバしておやすみな

さいましトいふのでげストきいてみな／¥いちどにどつと腹をかゝへて大笑ひ 

広「ハヽヽヽヽヽトント国性爺の浄るりの二段目ときてなむきやらちよんのうと

らやア／＼で厄介なもんだぜ 

 

Master of the house: “Konban kenketsu. Ka ten kichi.Suiriku gubi. Kantai shokufu. 

Wife: “ Sōshaku shōzai. Son’yō. Ōra jūji. [They said while standing, making their 

politesses, and after they had withdrawn everyone burst out laughing]  Yaji: “Ahahaha, 

now that was a laugh! Kita: “I couldn’t tell at all if that was Chinese sleeptalking, 
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grumbling or lines straight out of the sutras of the Ōbaku Zen sect! Everyone: 

“Ahahahahahha The Two Women: Ohohohohoho! Yaji: “In any case, Mr. Ōharaya, sir, just 

what were that Chinese male and Chinese female blathering on about just now? Hirozō: “I 

have absolutely no idea, either. Hey, hey, Tsūjirō!  [This person is a merchant and 

interpretor from Yokohama who has been hired by Hirozō for for this occasion] What were 

those two saying? Tsūjirō: “Indeed. What the husband said was – here we go! – ‘Kin pan 

gen pe han ten pinchi rī. Sui ro gī poi kwan dai jyo fū,’ meaning ‘We are pleased to have 

you staying the evening, and have taken great care to have delicacies of land and sea 

prepared for you.’ What the wife said – ‘Tsuau cha shō soi. Tsuwon ben.On rō ji zū’ – 

means, ‘However, please forgive the lack of refinement of our hospitality. Please, make 

yourselves at home and rest well’ [Hearing this, everyone clutched their sides as they burst 

out in laughter] Hirozō: Hahahahahaha! It’s just like the second act of the jōruri play 

Kokusenya: Namu kyara chon nō tora yaa yaa – what a handful!  (MBZ vol.1, p.16) 

 

Tsūjirō’s ability to convert the dissonant maelstrom of spoken Chinese (Figure 19) into the 

intelligible but nevertheless discomfitingly unidiomatic register of a kind of “translation-ese” 

provokes a renewed round of laughter from Hirozō and the other members of the group, the 

redoubling of cognitive dissonance triggered by the realization that semantically unmarked 

phonology (postulated by Kita as either the “sleep talk,” inarticulate mumblings, or Buddhist 

sutras), its unexpected insertion into social intercourse already ludicrous to the cast, could 

conceivably be a receptacle for a self-evident plenitude of meaning precipitating a paratactic leap 

to Chikamatsu Monzaemon’s Kokusenya, its rhetorical flourishes on the one hand recalling the 

pure sonority of this first defamiliarizing encounter on the register of diegetic action, and on the 

other, metadiscursive plane, referring back to Robun’s shared complicity in the production of 

purely synthetic language. 
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    This passage furthermore condenses quite conveniently several of the linguistic and 

narratological particularities of Robun’s text: the multifaceted conceptualization of language – 

both Chinese and Japanese – evidenced by Robun’s layered orthography dissociates the phonetic 

from the semiotic as it toys with the ambivalence of its identity as at once both text and sound 

without being truly anchored in any resolute way in either textuality or sonority. Japanese language 

dialogue is presented as uninterrupted flow, the naturally-occurring cadences of which are 

embedded in the syntax, transitions in mood or between clauses being visually encoded by the 

selective use of katakana for adverbs or coordinating particles (トキニ, the citational ト, topic 

marker ハ); similarly, onomatopoeic, non-referential or purely pragmatic speech-events (such as 

laughter, interjections, or emotive/modal particles such as ヨ or サ) are likewise transcribed in 

katakana, establishing a working set of distinctions between semiosis and illocution, which have 

as their auxiliary purpose the facilitation of reading, inculcating in the reader their interpretive 

codes, theoretically co-linked to the reconstruction of the text as vocalized utterance, or to its self-

identity as simulation of the reciprocal process of enunciation and interpretive decoding25.  

Of course, the apparatus tasked with synthesizing this sort of verisimilitude catachrestically 

                                                   
25 In other words, instead of approaching orally produced language as pure abstract sound issuing from a given 

enunciator, an effect easily achieved through reliance on either hiragana or katakana used in isolation, Robun’s 

“transcription” of speech attempts to incorporate the indelible marks of its context-bound interpretation in its 

formal composition, making valuative distinctions between speech-as-meaning and speech-as-effect.       
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devolves on the visual device of script, an ambivalence that is reiterated by the use of kuten to 

impose intonational, rhythmic logic – precondition for the efficacious distillation of meaning from 

sound – onto an otherwise recalcitrant script26; the subdivision of this ersatz Chinese reinforces its 

ontic status as semantically-laden, but nevertheless does so by reversion to the annotative 

conventions of kanbun and kanshi, underscoring the textual-literary dimensions of this linguistic 

register – Yaji’s attempt at levity, punning on the name of the Ming author Ra Kanchū, as well as 

Hirozō’s invocation of Kokusenya, would seem to be symptomatic of this uneasy alliance between 

the trivial familiarity of literary and textual convention and the untrammeled wilds of real linguistic 

difference.  

     Additionally, the decision to render the speech of the innkeeper and his wife in kanji 

serves to adumbrate the variegated epistemological coordinates assigned to the author-narrator and 

Robun’s characters; the semiotic intentionality of speech – that is, its intersubjective purposiveness 

– is therein inscribed, but at the level of the narrative is overridden by its phonetic value, initially 

instantiated as one half of a semantic-phonetic colloid, with Tsūjirō’s reconstitution of its acoustic 

value. At the level of such linguistic concerns, the epistemological access granted the reader is 

                                                   
26  Interestingly, kuten are similarly used, albeit not in a systematic manner, in treating instances of English, 

transcribed in katakana, at times to divide clauses, while at others to separate individual lexemes. Furthermore, 

Japanese occasionally is subject to such subdivision, but such instances are restricted to passages in which the 

enunciator is adopting a particular oratorical cadence, as when Tsūjirō performs a kōdan narrative in volume 6.  
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comparable to that evidenced by the author-narrator, and occupies a register higher than that of the 

diegetically embedded figures, for whom the textuality of language is bracketed to the ends of 

stabilizing the space of narrative. The substratal asymmetry maintained between the protagonists 

and narrator inflects the reader’s projected response, complicating the dramaturgical mise-en-

scene of the comic or the ribald; in the passage cited above, a participatory rapport with the 

protagonists and their merriment is foreclosed to the reader, as the economy of information in 

which each is situated is differently structured – the deferred realization and defamiliarization in 

which Yaji and Kita partake is incompatible with the perdurative and compounded textual space 

in which the reader is located.  

    As with the narrator’s expository interjections and evaluative descriptions of character, 

stringent efforts are made to keep the position of the reader apart from that of Yaji and Kita; the 

insistence on the narrator’s part that whatever knowledge – the names of popular songs or houses 

of assignation not withstanding – its protagonists demonstrate is inauthentic or superficial, or the 

geographical and technical information ancillary to the progression of the plot works to emphasize 

the premium ascribed to information as a commodity and an index (or the individual units) of 

cumulative cultural capital, while also articulating the valid anxieties regarding its amenability to 

counterfeiture, occasionally realized, but only fleetingly, as the narrative recursively avenges itself 

against such infringement in the name of a hypothetically universal sense of justice. By positioning 
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the reader in this exalted specular register, the narrator guarantees, if only within the space of the 

narrative, the security of his readers’ real social worth and diffuses the ambivalent tensions vis-à-

vis the locus of epistemological authority, but these tactics are not without their limitations.  

  

II.v Tsūjirō as the Third Term: Translating the Narrative Act   

 

    At this juncture, a cursory analysis of Tsūjirō’s character, and the politics of narratology 

in which he is imbricated, is necessary before proceeding. Tsūjirō, as one notes in the foregoing, 

is not moved to laughter by the innkeeper and his wife, and moreover is called upon to adopt the 

interpretive posture reserved for the author-narrator, here parsing for the other characters the 

unfamiliar utterances of their hosts, but elsewhere intermediating between Yaji and Kita and the 

various ijin and dojin they encounter, explaining to the duo and recapitulating for the reader the 

causes for the ire they not infrequently incite, as well as proffer supplementary information 

regarding the byways, climate, or economy of the present locale. The delegation to Tsūjirō of these 

functions becomes increasingly difficult to read as merely fortuitous or accidental, as the 

sympathies between him and the character of the author-narrator are measure by measure 

magnified with the diminution in the qualitative discrepancy in their respective capacities. From 

the vantage point of emplotment and narratological propulsion, Tsūjirō is indispensible for the 

extraterritorial hizakurige-mono, as it is the adjunction of the capacities invested in him to Yaji and 
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Kita’s behavioral algorithm that enables the range of possible diegetic action evidenced in the text, 

refractively simulating through direct diegetic introjection the mechanisms of discursive-

contextualization otherwise comfortably subsumed into the narrator’s vocality; in order to 

circumvent the total naturalization of his dramatic scenography, Robun must bifurcate the 

narrator’s role and insert one quotient into the diegetic register so as to preserve the requisite 

distance, quantified as the calculable difference in aggregate epistemological matter or total 

knowledge, to sustain the mimetics of depaysement.  

   Robun, needless to say, toys with the implications of this configuration, molding Tsūjirō 

into an aspiring author of comic fiction and integrating his work into the idle conversation among 

the three men in volume 6; the particular works cited, however, are all too familiar to Robun’s 

followers, being none other than his Kyūri zukai and Aguranabe: while only the title of the former 

figures in somewhat altered form (虚誕八百河童平凡胡瓜図解 as opposed to 河童相伝胡瓜

遣)27, what constitutes a complete original chapter of the latter is included in full, and presented 

by Tsūjirō to Yaji and Kita as one of his many “drafts” kept squirreled away (Figures 19-21]. 

Continuing this metanarrative game, Yaji takes a jab at Seiyōdōchū hizakurige’s real publisher, 

urging Tsūjirō to see his manuscripts published: 

                                                   
27 One surmises that this is due to the first volume of Kyūrizukai not having yet been completed by the time of the 

publication of volume 6, which was released in the summer of 1871; Aguranabe, conversely, had begun publication 

in the spring of 1871.  
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 弥「なる程こいつハ當時の穿ちだ日本えけへツたら石町の萬笈閣にでも

上梓 せなせへ潤筆ハむかふえとられるから通「ばかアいゝなせへおよそ世の中

の穿ちなら今時の戯作者どもにやア真似ハできめへ此位の手際を捨て置のハ我

身ながら宝の持ぐされだと思ツてゐるが戯作なんぞに意匠を費やしちや大業の

妨げになるからうツちやツてをくのだぜ。  

 

Yaji: I see! So, this is satire of our current age! If we get back to Japan, you 

should get it published by Mankyūkaku in Ishimachi or something. You should be able to 

get a writer’s fee. Tsūjirō: Don’t be stupid! Even though I feel that it’s a great waste to 

abandon this skill the likes of which the gesaku authors of today cannot imitate, if I 

exhaust all my creativity on gesaku it will get in the way of my accomplishing great things, 

so I’ll give it up.  (MBZ vol.1, p.61)  

 

 Tsūjirō here indulges in a round of boastful self-congratulation, denigrating the current 

state of the literary field as a whole, while nevertheless vacillating between his dedication to “great 

works” (taigyō) and the actualization of his talents for satirical ugachi. Staged here in no uncertain 

terms is the conventional ideological conflict between gesaku as devalued field of sociocultural 

activity, recalibrated for the needs of the newly socioeconomically liberalized discursive space of 

post-Restoration, post-Saigoku risshihen Japan, wherein the ideational prospects of social mobility, 

individual industry, and national self-determination conveniently graph their coordinate antipode 

onto the durative marginality of fiction’s ostensible un-productivity. Tsūjirō evinces an acquiescent 

attitude toward the normative remonstrations of this dominant rubric, but his resolve does not come 

across as unflappable, particularly when the reader takes accounts of his unabashedly over-

enthused presentation of his writings – and his strident defense of them when made light of – to 
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Kita and Yaji. 

     The liminal contact zone established between Tsūjirō and the two leads does, conceived 

of as a theoretically real social space, lend itself to a more fluid engagement with such divergent 

registers of value and can thereby account for the countervailing impulses in evidence, but it 

behooves the reader to attend to Tsūjirō at this juncture as not merely a diegetic figure, but as a 

narrative mechanism aligned with the author-narrator complex. Indeed, Tsūjirō’s capacity as 

multivalent, transgeneric narrator-producer is further explored in the first half of volume 6, during 

his dramatic rendition of Napoleon’s last stand at Waterloo (all too telling in its predication on a 

snippet of foreign-language newspaper) and subsequently in volume 8, where the discovery of his 

journal – and the putatively objective record of Yaji and Kita’s exploits it contains, a sort of 

retelling of the first seven volumes in the dry, expository style of the tabi nikki – precipitates 

incensed debate over its accuracy. These alternative narrative methodologies impose themselves 

on the text’s physical organization, interpolating stratified registers (to approximate through 

spatialized metaphor, for instance, the synchronicity of the consumption of the interpolated text 

and its reception on the part of the characters) and other visual artifacts (the illustrations associated 

with Tsūjirō’s Aguranabe or the schematic entirety of his parodic saiken) in a haptic inquiry into 

the upper-bound limits to the genre’s capacity for cannibalization and synthesis.  

       Tsūjirōs’ consistent mobilization as an enabling factor for this sustained dialog, cast as a 
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narratological technician, does not guarantee him, however, a position of unmitigated authority or 

objective transcendence relative to the diegetic space– he is locked in ongoing struggle, chided 

and victimized by Yaji and Kita, and furthermore is not beyond seeing his linguistic and intellectual 

repertory malfunction to disastrous effect (as in volume 11, in which his role as intermediator sees 

the three men swindled in a ill-advised business transaction). Tsūjirō’s repudiation of authorship 

as a viable or worthwhile career option, then, lends itself to an ironized interpretation – though he 

adamantly asserts no interest in seeking out publication, his disavowal is fundamentally 

disingenuous, as it is a priori predicated on the realization of this same eventuality. As the author-

narrator’s distinct yet contiguous analogue, he moreover shares the rights to authorship not only 

to Aguranabe28, but Seiyōdōchū hizakurige as well.  

      The farcical incongruity stemming from this apparent logical dissonance cannot be 

deflected from devolving on Robun, whose complicity in elaborating this matrix of implied 

correspondences is evident to the reader. Lest such an endorsement be misconstrued as mere self-

loathing – the predominant interpretation allotted by posterity, for whom the paradigmatic phase 

shift governing the structuring of the channels of discursive articulation had rendered nigh 

                                                   
28 Tsūjirō’s Aguranabe is not a case of accidental doppelganger-ery or self-parodic reference, as Robun makes clear 

in the endnote to Aguranabe’s third volume, in which he urges his readers to read the continuation of his Aguranabe 

in the sixth volume of Seiyōdōchū, effectively bestowing official recognition upon Tsūjirō’s work as functionally his 

own and of comparable value, inlaid though in may be in another publication.    
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inapproachable as hermeneutic objects the configuration of earlier historical moments – it is 

instructive to retain in mind the general outline of the self-analytical discourse embedded in the 

sphere of gesaku production, so as to assist in gauging how the internal metabolism of Robun’s 

hizakurige-mono is impacted by the narratological exigencies of its chosen scenography. If Tsūjirō 

consigns to dialectical oblivion any hope for reconciling the aporia immanent to the schizoid 

discursive space of early Meiji, he likewise reconfirms, albeit synecdochically from intradiegetic 

coordinates, the untenability of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige’s putative narratological project. The self-

annihilating appurtenances of the gesaku author’s persona, as Robun manifests them, while not in 

diametrical opposition to the ethico-espitemological regulative posture of the narrative voice, are 

nonetheless antagonistic, insofar as they can but work to dislocate and destabilize the authoritative 

specular ground occupied by the narrator; in this sense, the reassuring, normative valence 

articulated by the overarching narrative structure and shouldered by the rationalizing voice of the 

narrator is divulged, through its (quite literally) contradictory juxtaposition with the attitude 

towards the narrative act articulated intra- and superdiegetically, as being irreducibly problematic, 

the text’s voracious heterophagy only exacerbating the interpretive difficulties it thrusts upon the 

reader.  

       In part due to these challenges, other readings of Robun’s text have for their purposes 

isolated specific textual substrata and focused their arguments around them, but this effects rather 
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egregious reduction: the Japanese party’s derogatory trivialization, for instance, of the linguistic 

byways of the Chinese innkeeper, is unbecoming, but that the reader is forcibly excluded from 

participating in this display, and that the smugness of Hirozō’s entourage is starkly relativized, or, 

that the ironic displacement of Yaji and Kita’s nationalistic hostilities onto a group of Sumatran 

plantation laborers – since “foreigners,” here a totally undifferentiated category, without exception 

“look down on the Japanese”29 – is prefaced by the narrator’s uncharacteristically effusive but 

resolutely tongue-in-cheek eulogy of Japan’s transhistorical glories, thwart such literalist 

interpretations as ultimately facile, flying in the face of historical precedent and obfuscating the 

extra-diegetical referentiality of the protagonists’ exchange, and gesture toward the un-amenability 

of discourse, both within the text and beyond, to a flatly diagnostic brand of hermeneutics. A 

literalist interpretation would identify the following preamble to the action of volume five, 

regurgitating as it does the collective myths of Japanese exceptionalism, as little more than jingoist 

rhetoric of the basest sort:   

 

山椒ハ小粒でもぴりゝと辛く我神洲は小国なれども皇統萬古不易にして。

大むかしから今日まで。けちりんほど外国に。敗を取たるためしなく。三韓も犬

つくばいに額づき。琉球も芋虫の転げてまいるハ。智仁武威の御宝他国のおよば

ぬ徳沢に。潤ふ民の仕合せにて。実にありがたき御国恩。 

                                                   
29  Seeing the laborers engaged in a wrestling match (sumō), Yaji urges Kita to take them on; when Kita balks, Yaji 

impels him on the grounds of national pride : 北「此奴等をなげつけるのハ孩児を手玉にとるやうなもんだが

チツト大人げねへわけだぜ 弥「べらばうめそんな遠慮がいるものか総体外国のやつらハ日本人を何でも

ねへやうに見くだしている (MBZ vol.1, p.44) 
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Pepper, though it may be small of grain, is hot and spicy, and that our divine land, 

though it may be a small country, has an imperial line has remains constant for time 

immemorial, that from long ago until the present, there has been no example in the 

slightest of its losing to any other country, that the three kingdoms of the Korean Peninsula 

obediently put their forehead to the ground, and that the Ryūkyū islands too roll up 

towards us like a caterpillar are treasures of wisdom, virtue, and military strength, and our 

people, enjoying benefits unrivaled by other countries, are happy – truly, how grateful one 

is for the blessings that come from being born in this country.  (MBZ vol. 1, p.43-4)       

 

Certainly, this paean to the exalted status of Japan and its sphere of influence, particularly 

with the memory of Japanese imperial rule in mind, scans for twenty-first century readers as self-

laudatory at best, and at worst, harbouring the seeds of the propagandistic jingoism that would 

ultimately see Japan’s incursion into continental affairs in the years to come. Nevertheless, this 

rather bold avowal is rendered ambivalent both through its diction and phraseology, on the one 

hand, as well as by its incongruity with its diegetic emplotment. Via simile Japan is likened to a 

small grain of pepper, diminutive yet potent, and must, before proceeding to enumerate her 

qualities, concede her lack of stature within the conventional measure of national wealth, territorial 

extent and population. What of her political influence in the region, then? Here, too, a curious 

rhetorical tactic is deployed, one which gestures towards the actual coordinates of this geopolitical 

imaginary; as an apparent stylistic flourish, Robun refers to Korea as sankan, designating the three 

clusters of states on the peninsula in the third and fourth centuries, and later, the Three Kingdoms 

of Silla, Baekje, and Goguryeo. The deployment of this rather innocuous historical reference, 
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however, gestures towards a dehistoricized, primarily textual vision of Japan-Korea relations, 

removed from the triangulated politics informing the negotiations between Meiji Japan, Joseon 

Korea, and Qing China – a set of contentious trilateral relations inscribed within and further 

inflected by the matrix of Euro-American economic and political interests. That recourse to the 

imperial line as “forever unbroken,” furthermore, abets the construction of an image of a stable, 

transhistorical polity, as does the assertion of its retention of autonomy in the face of external threat, 

conveniently eliding most Japanese political history and, perhaps most blatantly, the very recent 

Boshin War, the aftermath of which furnishes the very preconditions for Robun’s eulogistic 

rhetoric. Thus, by means of a double movement, the sociopolitical tensions of the immediate 

present, the uncertainties of a precarious and new world, are denied overt articulation as such and 

are thus sublated into the dissonant juxtaposition of the rhetorical self-assuredness of Robun’s 

narrator and the extra-diegetic social knowledge which it anticipates and against which it 

formulates its artifice. All the more, as noted in the preceding, this ahistorical depiction is soon 

undercut by Yaji’s complaint that the Japanese are regarded with unilateral contempt by all 

foreigners – in seeming contradiction with the narrator’s unabashed endorsement of the ten’on 

enjoyed by the Japanese people.  

         

II.vi The Changing Stage of Travel: Displacement in Reality and in Discourse 
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    Needless to say, approaching Seiyōdōchū hizakurige from a postcolonial perspective 

is not without justification, but to read the text merely as a sort of dystopian “imperialist nightmare” 

and to relegate it peremptorily to the status of symptom of the sociohistorical circumstances of its 

production jeopardizes one’s chances of apprehending it as a dynamic fulcrum in a set of 

multilateral negotiations, concomitantly facing inward and outward, back and forward. As the 

foregoing discussion attempts to demonstrate, the narratological complexity of Robun’s text 

renders such a reading untenable. Intertwined with the narrative vector and its conflicted 

heteroglossia is, of course, the correlated problematics of the genre of the hizakurige-mono itself 

and its configuration of spatial extent, to which we have alluded. That to which one would like to 

draw attention from the foregoing is, rather, the interventionist reinterpretation of the spatial 

imaginary which Robun undertakes in the process of rewriting Ikku’s hizakurige-mono and its 

vision of domestic space.   

       If Ikku’s narrative was able to delineate a radial matrix of social and spatial relations, 

diverging from the coordinate origin of Edo, and package it as a sort of putatively communal 

catalogue of social mores, customs, and sociolinguistic peculiarities, in emulating precedent 

Robun’s text took as its premise the same. The aesthetics of spatial displacement dominant during 

the latter half of the Edo period, buttressed by the mechanisms of metonymic transference 

indissolubly alloyed, for instance, to the rhetorical and citational apparatus of poetic diction or the 
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palimpsestic visual-narrative grammar of mitate and yatsushi, inculcated in authors a degree of 

fluency with a range of associative clusters and their common collocations; this, then, facilitated 

the quasi-automation of the sorts of games of imagistic juxtaposition, generally predicated on the 

telescopic compression of spatial distance by means of cross-registerial analogy and mimetic 

simulation common to the poetic and prose genres. Nevertheless, the perdurance of such 

convention across the historical and political divide could but see the individual terms of its 

formulae undergo substitution and transformation. The contours of this axiomatic receptive-

aesthetic modality can be seen, for instance, in Shakuyaku Nagane’s introduction to the second 

volume, which he frames with a prose summary of a poem in the fu 賦 mode on the theme of 

travel, vacillating between the mirthful and the dour, in which topographical and literary-citational 

loci are projected onto the otherwise semiotically void space of real travel: 

 

予嘗て旅の賦を作。其略に云、土橋を渡て又土橋を見る恰深川にて友を

訪が如く、並木を出て亦並木に入る殆浅草にて狐に魅が如し。巻藁に鯱立なせる

焼肴には、今井四郎が討死をおもひ、強飯に群鳥なせる蒼蠅には、伊勢平氏の敗

軍を歎く。木賃泊の居風呂は鳧の脚短といへども膝をこゆる事なく、大井川の歩

行渉は鶴の脛長といへども、胸をひやす事しきり也。雲助は裸虫の長として赤裸

の境界に終、出女は万物の霊として万客の弄物に老。見るもの都意馬の頭を低、

聞事皆心猿の腸を断。 

 

In the past, I once composed a Chinese-style poem in the fu mode while 

travelling; in summary, it says the following: Crossing an embanked bridge, only to see 

again another, is just like going to visit a friend in Fukagawa, while leaving behind lines 

of trees only to enter them once more is almost like being taken in by a fox in Asakusa. 

In the skewers of grilled fish standing like decorative shachi on rolls of bundled straw, 
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one sees the heroic death of Imai Shirō [Kanehira], and in the swarms of blue flies 

flocking around steamed rice, one laments the defeat of the Ise Taira. As for the bathtubs 

provided for travelers only able to pay for their lodgings in firewood, while it is said [in 

the Zhuang Zhou] that the legs of a duck may be short, one’s knees are never covered; 

and as for crossing the Ōi River on foot, while it is said that the crane’s shins may be long, 

one always winds up chilled up to the breast. The palanquin carrier, as the head of the 

bare, end up in the realm of the entirely nude, and the woman of the hatagoya, as the soul 

of all creation, grows old as the plaything of all the inn’s guests. All one sees makes the 

horse of one’s thoughts lower its head, and all one hears wrenches the guts of the monkey 

in one’s heart.  (NKBT vol. 62, p.82) 

             

       That the experience of travel as literary-linguistic phenomenon – arguably less 

experience than social performance – is always a priori enmeshed in the tissue of precedent is 

further echoed in Shakuyaku’s comments to volume five, wherein well-worn nods to Confucius’ 

injunction to “visit the old to know the new” (koseki wo tazune atarashiki wo shiru) are deployed 

to invoke simultaneously its literal and figurative dimensions, the intersection of extant 

geographical sites and literary forebears being the wellspring for Ikku’s achievement (koseki wo 

tazune, atarashiki/ shukō wo misuru fude), while textual production and mediation are construed 

as the primary avenues of acquiring socioculturally valued knowledge30. As can readily be inferred 

from the foregoing, and as Shakuyakutei makes explicit when lauding Ikku’s hizakurige for taking 

                                                   
30 「歌人は居ながら名所をしり、雅人は行て名所を探る。今年五篇目の膝栗毛を十編舎の主人、心の手綱

をかいくり／＼くりかけ見れば、伊勢の海千尋の濱にうがちて、洒落を花なる貝尽し、古跡を温て新しき、

趣向を見する筆のすさみに、予も寝ながら名所をしり馬、はねる顔にて序すること、是作者の需に応じて

とはうその皮、もとめもせぬに筆を採りしは、跡の一杯がすぎ田のむめの、香にひかれたるうかれ心、こ

れも亦余慶の仕事と謂ん歟」(NKBT vol. 62, p.230) 
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its readers one thousand miles in a single day31, Ikku’s narrative was unsurprisingly received by 

its contemporaries as a kind of armchair travel, foreshortening the otherwise arduous and 

potentially hazardous trip along the Tōkaidō, enabling vicarious access (evoked, for instance, by 

the segue from the quietude of intellectual contemplation to the jolt and sway of riding horseback 

effected by the kakekotoba apposition of the verb shiru with uma to produce shiri-uma, suggesting 

the reader follows on Yaji and Kita’s coattails) to a realm of only hypothetically attainable 

experience, neutralizing (or at least momentarily bracketing) in the process the real logistical 

barriers of class and gender. That Ikku’s protagonists are both male and of initially unspecified 

background additionally banishes any material impediments to their journey and thus stabilized 

the narrative’s faux verisimilitude – Robun’s staging of female travel, as one recalls, was 

encouraged by exceptional circumstances, but even then he did not opt to orchestrate Fuji mōde 

around the unified, discrete experience of a female pilgrim.   

      As has been documented by historians of early modern Japan, travel in the Edo period 

was not universally accessible, and not accessible in the same ways at all times to all members of 

society 32 ; nevertheless, ever-waxing quantities of information, commentary, narrative, and 

travelogue (kikōbun) ostensibly functioned to temper such qualitative inequality at the level of 

                                                   
31 「かばかり迅速のうちに駅路の情態を記て、全篇の功を成、此膝栗毛一日千里といふべし。」 

32  Again, for further elaboration on these topics, see Constantine Vaporis’ Breaking Barriers or Laura Nenzi’s 

Excursions in Identity. 
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popular discourse. By 1870, however, the notion that travel beyond the islands of Japan was in 

theory possible had firmly taken hold, and information about the world beyond, either in the form 

of translation or first-hand accounts by those who had been abroad – most notably Fukuzawa 

Yukichi, whose Seiyō jijō (published 1866-70) and Sekai kuni zukushi (1869) were key texts for 

introducing a wide readership to the geography and ethico-political topography of the world at 

large. Robun, of course, already had inserted himself into this budding discourse, producing 

narratives and texts symbiotically feeding off these rivulets, but the primacy of narrative interest 

over historiographical rigour, attributable to the asystematic introduction and dissemination of 

their source material and the absence of both a comparative frame of historical reference and an 

institutionally regimented pedagogical purposiveness for their production, is evident in their 

elective generic affinity, falling into the categories of kusazōshi and jinbutsu retsuden.   

      Realizing the theoretical, however, was without official government appointment or 

sponsorship incredibly difficult, yet by the same token, the political and administrative 

reorganization underway had dissolved many of the juridical barriers to free movement within the 

country, resulting in unprecedented migration that would later see thematization in the scandal-

fiction of the late 1870s and 1880s. As Robun’s explicatory notes to the first volume of Seiyōdōchū 

hizakurige argue, the social and spatial landscape of early Meiji had undergone change sufficient 

to warrant a corrective refashioning of Ikku:    
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元祖十返舎一九が作なる道中膝栗毛の初編刊行なりて世に流布せしハ享

和二壬戌歳の春にして當年を去ること既に六十九年に及べり滑稽の妙逆旅の奇

至れり尽せりと雖も所謂流行送れ[sic]の類ひに落目今の形勢に比すれバ人情齟

齬することのみ多かり」 

 

It was in the spring of the second year of Kyōwa [1802] that the first volume of 

Jippensha Ikku’s original Dōchū hizakurige was published and distributed throughout the 

land, marking now sixty-nine years this year. While it is said that the strange charm of its 

humour and the weird novelty of its travels are as good as it gets, it sadly suffers the flaw 

of being what they call ‘behind the times.’ Comparing it to how things are now, there are 

many places where it is at odds with the feelings of today.  (MBZ vol.1, p.3) 

  

Ikku was now “behind the times” not only inasmuch as he reflected an antiquated regimen 

of travel and its ancillary praxes – under assault from all directions with the establishment of the 

railway, abeyance of the toll system and expanded coastal routing – but that the outermost 

perimeters of his desiderative cartography had themselves been ruptured. This breach could be 

best understood in terms of a radical shift in scale, as the opening passage of the first volume 

articulates: 

 

夫天地者萬物の逆旅。光陰ハ百代の過客なり。而して浮生ハ夢の若し。

歓びを為すこと幾何ぞや。古人燭を秉 つて夜る遊ぶ。良に以有也と。李白が桃

李一編の。宿帳に落書せしハ。所謂一斗の酒興に似たれど。能乾坤の旅情を尽せ

り然ハあれども文明開化の當時の旅ハ往古に異りて。萬國世界 も親類附合。さ

るからに。陸にハ蒸気車海河にハ。蒸気舩 の器械を備へ。自国ハ庭中を巡るが

如く。鬼門関外遠しとせず。五十三駅六十九次。奥の細道蝦夷十州。大砲一発三

千里。首途の酒の醒ぬ間に。着府入港神速なるハ。實に天恩の御新制。最有難き

御世ならずや。  

 

Heaven and Earth are the boarding house of all creation, and light and darkness 
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are the travelers of one hundred ages. However, life, transient as it is, is like a dream. How 

many ways can there be to find pleasure? The ancients would, candle in hand, indulge in 

play during the night, and for good reason. So scribbled Li Bai off-handedly in some hotel 

registry as he was passing through, and although such may look like little more than 

eighteen litres’ worth of drunken revelry, it captures well the sentimentality of travel in all 

the universe. Be though as it may, travel in this age of Civilization and Enlightenment is 

not as it was in the past, and all the countries of the world carry on as though kin. So, on 

land we install the machinery of steam-driven locomotives, and on the open seas, 

steamships, and go about our own country as we would our backyards, not thinking even 

beyond the edge of the earth far. The fifty-three stations and sixty-nine posts; the narrow 

road to the interior and the ten countries of Ezo – a cannon in a single blast covers three 

thousand leagues. That one arrives at the capital or enters harbor so quickly, before even 

sobering up from the wine one had upon setting out, truly, this new government, a blessing 

from heaven – is it not a wonderful age?  (MBZ vol.1, p.4)                                      

 

Playfully trivializing Li Bai’s “Preface to a Spring Night Banquet in the Peach and Apricot 

Garden” all the while casting a knowing wink at the utter conventionality of its citation33, Robun 

locates in Li Bai’s desiderative affect, suspended by the perpendicular tension between the axes of 

the durative and the transient, an exhaustive inventory of emotive content of travel; notably, 

however, Li Bai’s formulation merely appropriates the language of travel as a means of animating 

a refractive, synecdochically allineated cosmology, one capable of giving expression to the sum-

total existential misgivings and frustrated yearnings immanent to human ontology by sublating, 

via personification, to the metaphysical plane that category of human experience in which the 

                                                   
33 Shakuyakutei’s preface to Ikku’s third volume makes reference to the same passage: 「天地の逆旅に居て独た

のしく、日月の過客にしたがひて」. Robun likens Li Bai’s “scribblings” (rakugaki) to “drunken revelry” (shukyō), 

and furthermore puns on the title of Li Bai’s preface (『宴春夜桃李宴序』) by referring to it as 桃李一編, evoking 

the homophonic 通り一遍.   
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amplitude of these said same affective pulses evidences particular volatility. In other words, travel 

serves as a collective lens for interpreting the pathos and pleasure of all human experience, but 

Robun, not unique in this respect, willfully halts at the rhetorical surface in order to wrestle literal 

applicative value from the figurative, effectively inducing a retrograde reverse engineering of Li 

Bai’s rhetoric.  

      The outcome for Li Bai, of course, is his reduction into tautology (as travel is reinterpreted 

as a self-reflexive metaphor, turning back upon itself ) but what Robun manages to achieve by this 

sleight of hand is to bracket the category of the experiential as affect or jō from the historical 

specific conditions capable of educing it from the subject. As previously outlined in the 

explanatory notes (hanrei), Robun’s professed purpose in composing Seiyōdōchū hizakurige is not 

to surpass Ikku, as “he had exhausted the skillful art of the ridiculous and the bizarrerie of the 

peripatetic life,” but rather to configure a text firmly located in the institutional and technological 

present; a comparative appraisal of “current conditions” (mokkon no keisei) with Ikku’s text 

betrays “discrepancies in human feeling” (ninjō), but “human feeling” is, it hardly bears 

mentioning, a socialized, intersubjective category, and as such is contingent in its manifestation on 

the patterning of the social habitus.  

     This habitus, of course, is what Robun refers to in his enumeration of the means of 

displacement available in the age of “Civilization and Enlightment” and its correspondent illusion 
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of “all nations of the world getting along like relatives” (bankoku sekai mo shinrui tsukiai), 

obsequiously attributed – not without a hefty dose of facetiosity34 – to the beneficence of the new 

regime (ten’on no go-shinsei). Not only the Tōkaidō and its fifty-three stations, but the sixty-nine 

stations of the Kiso-kaidō, the “narrow road to the interior” towards the northern outlands of Ezo 

and back to the ten states of the Kantō region – in brief, the nation of Japan and its farthest 

extremities as compiled in this toponymic incantation – are corralled together, the distance between 

them nullified by the ruptive force of cannon fire and the dizzying speed of steamship and railway. 

Li Bai’s allegorical proposition is, insofar as it pertains to domestic experience, vindicated, as 

domestic travel is, with Robun’s similitive twist (jibun no niwa wo mawaru ga gotoku), reduced 

to the provincial, the domestic, to the status of non-travel. This formulation, regardless, harkens 

back to the analogical, trans-registral uses of simile to modify and reinvest its target, but unlike 

Shakuyakutei’s doubled vision, Robun employs the trope to discourage, rather than to elicit, 

                                                   
34 Considering the fraught discursive landscape in the early years of Meiji, read in conjunction with Robun’s ludic 

self-deprecation and occasionally (a learned posture, of course, which will be the subject of discussion later on), 

lends credence to a somewhat ironical reading of Robun’s uncritical enthusiasm for the marvels of the enlightened 

age; one should be cautious, however, as from this one should not presume that Robun’s stance is to be read 

obversely as unremittingly critical, but rather that Robun anticipates the reception of his text within the uneasy 

environment of the early 1870s, and thus in suppressing or expunging any traces of real tension from the vocality of 

his authorial persona, is engaged in staging himself as purposefully jejune, satirizing less tangible positions on policy 

or social trends than the coeval predisposition toward hyperbolic immoderacy on either side, and at the same time 

the unlearned naiveté of the gesakusha; similarly, the repression of blatantly anti-imperial discourse in the preceding 

year with the promulgation of the Publishing Code indubitably a contributing factor and a likely referent for the 

particularly saccharine tone Robun adopts.             
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aesthetic meditation and the stimulation of the reader’s associative nerve, to short-circuit the lateral 

unfurling of landscape. Robun’s population of land and sea with the weighty machinery of 

transport, orchestrated by a ponderous parallelism, initiates the accelerative, bilateral assault on 

the topography they bookend, eradicating first the sensation of the distant with the neutralization 

of cardinal specificity before compressing into a lurching singularity the whole of Honshū with 

the punctuating, synchronizing blast of the cannon and the instantaneous displacement of its volley. 

Regardless, Robun presses on: 

 

茲に日本武蔵の国。昔の大江戸當時の東京かん／＼神田の八丁堀に。住居

ハ名ばかり大概ハ。旅にのみ光陰を送りし。栃面屋弥次郎兵衛。北利喜多八の二

個の者に。一個宛の男子あり。瓜の蔓に茄子ハ生らず。彼等もおなじく旅好にて。

親父の遺せし旅日記に。歩行余りし跡を踏み。関の東ハ房総常野。近郷近在普く

経巡り奥羽の途中で黄泉の。長旅に赴きしに。其又倅等二個ありて。是ぞ三世の

弥次喜太八。蛙の子ハ蛙と化り。角前髪の初旅に。抜参詣からぐれ出して。伊勢

へ七度熊野へ三度。立場と旅籠の飯に飽。近頃足をとめ女と。傀儡女郎に馴染み

が出来。その年明を銘々背負込。辛抱駿河の国元なる。親父々々の本家より。聊

なる元手を借受。お旅といへる縁により。蟹の歩行の横濱なる。弁天通へ合併世

態。 

      

Here, in Musashi, Japan, in what was once Great Edo and now Tokyo, in cling-

clang-Kanda’s Hatchōbori, the pair of Tochimenya Yajirōbei and Kitari Kitahachi, their 

residence a residence in name only, as they spent most of their time traveling near and far, 

each had a son. From a gourd’s vine grow eggplants not: these two were likewise crazy for 

travel, and picking up from where their fathers’ had left off in their travel diary, from the 

East they went through Awa, Kazusa, and Shimousa, and visited every town and village 

nearby, until while going through Mutsu and Dewa they made their way for the long 

journey to the hereafter; but these two also had two sons of their own, and these were the 

third generation Yaji and Kitahachi. The child of a frog grows into a frog himself. Their 

first travels before coming of age saw them taking off without permission for seven 
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pilgrimages to Ise and three to Kumano. Tiring of rest stops and inn fare, recently they have 

settled down and gotten familiar with a woman and ‘waitress,’ and each taking them after 

the end of their terms of service, and borrowing the a bit of capital from their father’s main 

households in Suruga – who can do little else than put up with them – have set up a shared 

household in Yokohama, since its name recalls their love for travel, the sidewise walk of 

the crab.  (MBZ vol.1, p.4) 

 

In a matter of a few lines the illustrious careers of Ikku’s protagonists have come and gone, 

their unnamed sons have explored the territories yet unexplored to the north east and the area 

around Edo, corresponding to the Tōhoku region and present-day Chiba, before departing for the 

nether realm, and a third generation, seemingly imbued with the cumulative wanderlust of their 

predecessors, rise miraculously from their ashes, making quick work many times over of the trails 

blazed before, before retiring in turn to Yokohama, its name evoking at once the perpetual lateral 

scuttling of the crab and the horizontal scrawl of alphabetic script, their itinerancy propelled 

centripetally inward to the entertainment districts and newly permeable zones of contact with the 

world beyond, after its exhaustive recursions. As the shift in historical perspective subsumes Edo 

into contemporary Tokyo, Robun’s Kita and Yaji have at their conception already assimilated the 

total surface area covered by their progenitors, in a sense embodying the putatively aggregate 

effect of the textual, informatic apparatus, fleshly incarnations of the “library of public 

information.” Crucial, however, is that this is configured as the precondition for narrative 

progression, not as its telos or culmination; indeed, the literary-historical attitude here inferred 
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retrospectively delineates the diachronic, sedimentary constitution of the socio-literary field up 

until the present, therein arguing for the legitimacy of its own annexation, and in this sense 

functions as an apologia for contemporary writing as well as to anticipate the linear, additive 

absorption into and metabolization by the collective imagination of the novel. 

     The argumentative rhetoric Robun deploys, however, betrays this instrumentality in the 

discomfiting friction it occasions between the logical maneuvering to foreclose travel-as-affect 

within the perimeters of the state (i.e. to void the Japanese archipelago of Li Bai’s ryojō ) and the 

indispensability to such ends of a conspicuously hyperbolic phraseology, the very premise of 

which is the accentuation of the phenomenological incongruity under different infrastructural 

regimes, language which all but focalize in exclusivity the wondrous and novel within the domestic 

sphere. Additionally suggestive is the evident unwillingness to engage with contemporary 

domestic travel on its own terms – whether this should be construed as a preemptive stratagem, 

designed to safeguard the validity of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige’s new shukō, or as indicative of the 

significant disjuncture between the circulation of information pertaining to new technologies of 

transportation and real access to them, firstly, and, secondly, the corollary difficulty of 

apprehending in any systematic or cohesive way the putative integrality of real domestic space, 

itself not inconceivable in light of the sudden obsolescence of the extant commentarial-exegetical 

apparatus in use, is difficult to judge in any definitive manner, but let it suffice to caution against 
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devaluing either in considering Robun’s choice of topos and method in its presentation. 

      In either case, that Robun’s rhetorical tactics and their proclivity for collapsing time and 

space to a great extent echo the sort of quasi-messianic language used to herald locomotive travel 

in Britain and France earlier in the nineteenth century35 is in itself self-evident, but like its Western 

analogues evinces a somewhat anticipatory, proleptic attitude, bracketing real phenomenology in 

favour of the dichotomization of old and new through the calculated imputation of contrastive or 

incommensurate attributes, which results in the exponential magnification – not without a 

significant margin of distortion – of their mutual difference; Robun’s preservation of jō as 

independent of the modes of its articulation speaks to some recognition of these relations on the 

level of theory, even as the necessities of narrative compel him to its disavowal.  

One should be reminded that the phenomenological domain of “real experience” as it 

antedates its own autopoiesis qua sociolinguistic encoding cannot be probed and anatomized so as 

to have its putative “true nature” apprehended through any examination of its encodings alone, as 

the configuration of these is embroiled in the homeostatic processes of the total machinery of a 

given culture; fluctuation and shift, however, by virtue of the shocks they afford, present heuristic 

opportunities for sounding out the algorithms underwriting such change. Robun’s assessment of 

                                                   
35 For a stimulating and well-researched introduction to the reception and reaction to new modes of travel in the 

European context, refer to Wolfgang Schivelbusch’s magisterial The Railway Journey.   
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the domestic techno-spatial landscape of early Meiji ultimately confesses its indebtedness to 

literary needs and literary device over any real perceptual shift or transfiguration of experience; 

such shifts were, indeed, underway, and it would be irresponsible to maintain such did not bear on 

Robun’s work, but to engage such discursive residua as inherently and explicitly denotative, as 

identical and coextensive to itself, is to risk committing a rather egregious category error.                                     

Such notwithstanding, the conflation or interidentification of praxis and discourse has a 

prehistory particular to it, a prehistory co-originary – in the most superbly a priori fashion – with 

the discovery of history itself: one need look no further than the Logos of the Greeks, Adam in the 

Garden, or, more proximate to the context at hand, the model of theogony found in the Kojiki. 

History and the historical, of course, can do naught but anticipate their own prehistory, which they 

perforce confront at the moment of their own genesis through the mythopoetic gesture that is the 

enunciative act itself. Thorough vetting of the genealogical record may prove the parentage of 

invention not to be in accord with the thesis proffered by the familiar proverb, but language, on 

the other hand, most certainly proves in this sense to be the birth-mother of metaphysics. The 

theoretical difficulty posed by language as an object of inquiry derives in great part, of course, 

from its multistable, superimposed identities as a closed system of self-referentiality at the level 

of operative structure and as a representational/deictic and interventionist technology at that of 

application, certainly, but furthermore from the polyvocality endemic to and constituting it. The 
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heuristic utility of Discourse as an analytical tool should not be discounted, but the ontology of “a 

discourse” or “the discourse,” isolated from the whole for the purposes of interrogation, must 

always be regarded as provisional, unstable. Discourse is always plural. Robun’s, as tentatively 

explored in the foregoing, is no less so, but situated as it is at the threshold of the radical 

reorganization of the literary and informatic sphere, it, and discourse of its kind, have been recast 

as the prehistory of their modern analogues, and such concatenation has as its corollary the 

concomitant diacritical emphasis placed on those valences most readily reconciled through the 

synthetic elaboration of a narrative logic – a modulation/reinscription of value through the 

mythogenic function of historiography, the hypertrophic proliferation of discourse through its 

conjunction and accretion.  

The work of Robun and other gesakusha, however, in its retrofitting, sees the introduction 

of a further complication: which or what threads are to be traced? How are the indices of etiology 

or entelechy to be retraced? Around what locus does one organize one’s investigation? If discursive 

categories, such as those of Literature or the Literary, are deficiently proleptic, perhaps 

recalibrating one’s frame of reference around social praxis can prove instructive. 
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Chapter III  

The Little Tugboat: Conceptualizing Gesaku Authorship in Early Meiji     

 

III.i Moving Parts: The Composite Structure of Text and Author  

     

Robun’s insistence on the self-evidence of the value of a contemporary “up-dating” of the 

hizakurige-mono as seen in the preceding chapter could be – and certainly has been, as our 

discussions of the retrospective analysis of the author’s career by Nozaki Sabun, Okitsu Kaname 

and others in Chapters I and V – interpreted through the lens of the later classificatory regime 

dominant by the late Meiji, segregating and redefining the spectrum of textual-productive practices. 

This would, of course, diagnose Robun’s astute interpolation of contemporary concerns into his 

writing as an index of a latent journalistic ethos, one which would only come into its full 

efflorescence with the coalescence of the requisite institutional conditions in the latter half of the 

1870s, but it would perhaps more instructive – and indeed, certainly less entelechial – to approach 

this preoccupation as predicated on the economic exigencies of quasi-professional authorship and 

the organic sociality in which authors such as Robun worked and played, rather than on the 

proleptic glimmer of what retroactively is tendentiously cast as an historical inevitability.    

From this vantage point, the instability of the publication industry in the early years of 

Meiji offered Robun an unprecedented economic opportunity, to which a comparative inspection 
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of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige’s publication history attests: the first ten volumes were published within 

the span of one calendar year, a blistering pace when compared to the twenty-one dedicated to the 

eight volumes of Tōkaidōchū hizakurige, and one further compounded by the number of projects 

with which the author was involved in tandem. Seiyōdōchū hizakurige assured its marketability in 

the abstract by promising its readers more of the comfortably familiar – more Yaji and Kitahachi, 

more humiliating antics, and more humourous kyōka to clinch each episode – coupled with the 

new literary and informatic space of Meiji. Responding both to the novelty of Robun’s topoi and 

fulfilling his obligation as prefatory contributor to promote his friend’s work, Kawahara Eikichi 

(d.1890), at the time writing variously under the penname Oka Jōki 岡丈紀, a homophonic pun 

on 陸蒸気 or the steam engine, and Kawa Jōki 河丈紀, a similarly oblique reference to the 

steamship, introduces Robun’s latest, beginning with a brief illustration rife with nautical metaphor 

of the contemporary figure of the author:  

 

稗官者流を。蒸気舩に比較て謂ば。各脚色の原稿ハ。檣火笛に彷彿。絵組

の器械に油を指て。走らす筆の車の両輪。彼石炭の烟に等しき。妄語と正説を換

骨奪體て。バッテーラの手段を盡し。看官の腹を測量。喝采を千里の外に採。評

を萬里に得まく欲せり。 

 

If one were to compare the profession of authors to steamships, the embellished 

manuscripts of each make one think of masts and steam whistles; the composition of their 

illustrations oils the machinery, and their pens as they run are like [the ship’s] two wheels; 

and switching up empty words and true accounts, like smoke from coal, they use all the 

barge’s techniques to measure the bellies of their readers and in the hopes of securing 

acclaim beyond a thousand leagues and repute at ten thousand.  (MBZ vol. 1, p.3) 
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In his recourse to the conventional technique of mitate, casting the author as an technical-

mechanical assemblage of spinning and whirring parts, the reader can discern Kawahara’s intent 

to match point for point the thematic and diegetic keystones of Robun’s work, and to such ends 

invokes the semantic field of seafaring, peppered with unfamiliar, transliterated and newly 

refurbished lexemes. Kawahara’s allocation of attributive semblances, however, goes to 

considerable lengths to articulate the variegated concerns of the author: the need to distinguish 

one’s work from that of one’s competitors as somehow novel or distinct, eye-catching even amid 

a similar multitude; the decisiveness of keen attention to the quality and composition of one’s 

illustration; the frenetic, harried pace of draftsmanship, belying the casual, almost lackadaisical 

tenor striven for; the indispensability of anticipating one’s audience, in the vainglorious hope for 

worldly acclaim and favourable appraisal from one’s peers.  

    The modular constitution of the literary text, byproduct of socio-material determinants, is 

encapsulated in this diagram, as is the valuative rubric operative within the sphere of gesaku 

production and its tense dialogical rapport with the differently constituted registers of sociocultural 

and epistemological value current en dehors the genre’s limits. Although Kawahara’s 

concatenation of the mercurial immateriality of smoke to the author’s admixture of falsehood and 

orthodox truth (uso/mōgo to makoto/shōsetsu) rests principally on the evocative visual capacity of 
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the image, toying as it does with the transfiguration of the dull yet stolidly concrete into the 

spectacularly delightful yet intangible through the causal linkage connecting billowing ash to the 

internal mechanisms of the steamship-author, this conceptualization of the author-as-engine 

nevertheless gestures towards the indispensability within the praxis of fiction authorship, if only 

articulated through the combustive metabolism of the former, of an ethically charged model of 

binary linguistic referentiality into which the processing technologies of the author interpolate 

themselves as a mobile, third term, suspended in abjection relative to the poles of “truth” and “lie,” 

yet nonetheless serving as their communicative channel. In an unanticipated felicity, Kawahara 

insinuates, and not mistakenly, that this orthodox opposition fundamentally serves as the fuel for 

fictional-literary production and, consequently, the structuring of its discursive language. In this 

sense, the pragmatics of the self-deprecatory utterance, a staple of any such a mode of textual 

production at once unable to lay claim to the privileged status of unmitigated truth yet recalcitrant 

to any unequivocal consignation to the voided register of falsehood, were per force embroiled in 

contentious negotiation with inimical hierarchies of value, but therefore could not in any 

satisfactory way be sundered from the total machinery of writing without jeopardizing that writing 

itself.  

As Kawahara segues from his humorous depiction of the author as type into more specific 

praise for Robun and his work, he cannot help but juggle these antithetical registers, the locutionary 
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modality of which emerges in its displaced form through Kawahara’s shifting between the diction 

reserved for self-reflexive reference and that for Robun:   

 

爰に著作す膝栗毛ハ。例の稗史と小同大異。新奇新聞西洋道中。先横濱を

発端に。筆採初し仮名垣大人が。滑稽自在の航海術。一度巻を披く徒は。於臍の

火筒で湯を沸し。腮の器械を破損つべし。嗚呼奇なるかな。魯先生。妙なる哉文

才子。實に此道の舩将（かぴてん）とも。称へて可なりと感ずる余り。僕水夫の

マドロスにて。旗の印も見分ねど亜剌比亜馬の驥尾に附。此大艦に乗組て。惣銕

張の鐡面黒皮。厚かましくも序すると爾云。                                                      

 

The Hizakurige written here, compared to the average narrative (haishi), has little 

in the way of the same, and much in the way of difference – a journey along the Western 

Sea Route, new, strange and novel. Yokohama as point of departure as he takes up his pen 

Kanagaki puts on free display his mastery of the humourous nautical arts. Those who open 

up this volume will boil water with the smoke stacks on their bellies, and break the 

mechanisms in their jaws. Ah, how strange, Master Robun! Ah, how wondrous a skilled 

writer! I feel all too strongly that he is the one to call captain on this voyage. I, a madroos 

sailor, cannot even tell apart the ships’ flags, but I latch on to the Arabian horse’s tail and 

climb aboard this great boat, entirely iron-plated in my shamelessness, I presumptuously 

make my introduction.  (MBZ vol.1, p.3) 

 

As expected, Kawahara locates superlative value in the novelty of Robun’s work, going so 

far as to thwart collocative expectation by playfully inverting the four character compound 大同

小異, before eulogizing Robun himself, fragmenting the phonemic composition of his name and 

redistributing it over two syntactically parallel clauses (Ki-naru kana. Ro sensei. Myō naru kana 

Bun-saishi ); Kawahara’s method of praise combines laudatory locutions held in common cross-

specifically (bun-sai-shi, tataete kanari to kanzuru), as well as terminology vested with celebratory 
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valence by virtue of its affiliation with the lexical field supplying Kawahara’s metaphoric idiom 

(kōkaijutsu, senshō/kapitan), together with rhetorical techniques anchored by phonetic and other 

kinds of wordplay, identifying the passage’s timbre as belonging most fully to the gesaku register, 

the whole carried by a quasi-elegiac tone. In so aggrandizing Robun, Kawahara turns his rhetorical 

sights on himself, casting himself as an ignorant madorosu (from the Dutch “matroos”) or sailor 

in contrast to Robun’s kapitan, masochistically elaborating the extent and degree of his bald 

presumptuousness in sharing the page with Robun. Although the logic of hierarchy within a shared 

social-professional space is certainly operative here, the nature of Kawahara’s self-negation is 

concordant with Robun’s own self-ironizing language instantiated elsewhere, and in this sense 

encapsulates the type of authorial persona expected by the genre.  

That the object of evaluation for Kawahara is in both cases a member of the same class – 

a gesakusha – but that nevertheless the treatment of each diverges in direct proportion to its 

particular coordinates vis-à-vis the site of enunciation (Kawahara) and the local and global axes of 

valuation (i.e. gesaku production as self-contained sphere and as outward-looking interface with a 

larger sociocultural discursive economy), points to the potential flexibility tenable in contending 

with such a stratified discursive environment and, consequently, to the contingency of the 

reproduction of its individual strata at the level of articulated discourse on their dynamic systemic 

positioning. Kawahara’s tone and style, as well as his contrasting configuration of Robun and Oka 
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Jōki as quasi-diegetic figures, incessantly refer back to the bifurcation within the master discourse 

between the theoretically aporetic yet functionally stabilizing antipodes of uso and makoto, which 

has the endpoint for all intellectual labour on the part of the fiction author inevitably “going up in 

smoke.”  

     In Kawahara’s model, the author is implicated as the productive agent who reifies a 

posteriori the qualitative divide between the orders of the sanctioned and marginal, yet at once is 

logistically in thrall to the locutionary strictures co-aligned to each. As touched upon in the 

foregoing discussion of some of the aspects of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige’s narrative, the co-presence 

of these two valuative regimes is of great import for the deroulement of the machinery of narrative 

and its attendant effects. Indeed, in order to abide by the protocols of the genre without fracturing 

or otherwise compromising its integrity, Robun’s novel shukō required certain innovations, such 

as the introduction of Tsūjirō’s character, or the calculated misrepresentation of domestic space, in 

order to rationalize the transplantation of the hizakurige-mono into untilled soil while offsetting 

the foreseeably deleterious aftereffects, the anomalous and palpable caesuric shudders, which 

could be occasioned by such an enterprise. The coalescence of the hizakurige-mono, as discussed 

previously, was contingent on the phylogenetic convergence of variegated strands of textual-

discursive production and its subsequent phenotypical emulation. While the focus allotted to 

vernacular dialogue, incidentally a decisive factor informing the later canonization of Ikku’s 
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Tōkaidōchū hizakurige, was indebted to established written and performative genres – Robun’s 

“loading up” of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige with remaindered specimens of other genres speaks, albeit 

through some reverse engineering, to this genealogical memory – its ties to the ostensibly more 

highly valued nonfictional and non-narrative genres (dōchūki, fudoki, illustrated encyclopedia, 

lexicographical and linguistic treatises, kikōbun ) can be seen to have endowed it with much of its 

genetic material, and had a commensurate influence on not only the selection of topoi or their 

sequential graphing, or the sorts of narrative detail or references scattered throughout, but more 

importantly inflected the way in which these materials were dealt with upon their incorporation 

into the work. Otherwise put, one prong in the process of the genre’s bricolage from repurposed 

stock found in the storehouse of cultural material involved fitting together parts that, in their 

immediate context, had functioned as mechanisms integral to their own native textual apparatus, 

or as components of such, and thus was quite literally a con-structive process that could not leave 

either the original materials or their target site unaltered. 

 

III.ii Guided Reading: Hanrei in the Hizakurige-Mono 

 

     While a more thorough analysis of this structural configuration is deserved, in the 

interests of economy we must constrain our discussion to the hanrei or guiding notes as they 

operate in the hizakurige-mono, as an examination of their comparative function from Ikku to 
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Robun is potentially instructive and offers further insight into the particular challenges faced by 

Robun’s latter-day contributions to the genre. As part of the paratextual apparatus framing the 

narrative proper, the hanrei, in both Ikku and Robun, follow the author’s or reader’s preface and 

immediately precede the opening of the diegetic action. The hanrei constitute an interlocutionary 

juncture between the author’s persona and the reader, functionally distinct but vocally contiguous 

with the similarly structured prefatory space; while the nominal function of the preface is to map 

out, either bilaterally or triangularly, the coordinates of the text relative to the author, his productive 

context, and the posited receptive environment of the reader, and moreover concerns itself only 

superficially with a description of the text itself, the hanrei, conversely, have for their primary role 

an explicatory anatomy of the text, its organization and use; their latent function, at the logistical 

level, is a surreptitious negotiation of the text’s identity, arguing for its inclusion in the 

confraternity of texts similarly configured, but in so doing furthermore intimates a dialectically 

inter-defined attitude towards the value of particular categories of information and the means of 

their dissemination and communication.  

    The expropriation of the conventions of hanrei in Ikku’s case serves the dual purposes of 

providing a reading gloss for his text, redressing erroneous expectations and preparing the reader 

for the proceeding, and serving as a platform for the adumbration of his attitudes, both implicit 

and explicit, towards the praxis of his work. It bears noting that Ikku’s use of hanrei in Tōkaidōchū 
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hizakurige’s eight volumes does not conform to a standardized formula, underscored by the 

author’s shifting system of classification: hanrei in volumes 1, 2 and 3, fugen narabi ni hanrei 附

言併凡例 in volumes 5 and 6, and finally jutsui 述意 in volume 7. This instability speaks to 

conscious and conscientious deliberation on Ikku’s part over the descriptive adequacy of the terms: 

the hanrei in the first two volumes are highly regular, detailed, and precisely divided by topic via 

bullets, while the harried tone of volume 3’s hanrei and its abandonment of the rigor of the previous 

volumes prefigures Ikku’s measured rechristening of the section as fugen narabi ni hanrei, opting 

for a more meandering prose style, centered more on the author’s discursive commentary on 

process and ongoing reception, and less the narrative or formal contents of the volumes 

themselves; jutsui sees a return to the bulleted format, but again devotes its attention to Ikku’s 

reservations regarding the volume’s shortcomings and their causes.  

      From such, one can observe the shuffling of expository styles into a hierarchal taxonomy 

based on their referential content and structure, with hanrei reserved for supplementary, exegetical 

information, as can be gleaned from the following selections from volumes one and two.     

 

○此書はすべて東海道往来之記、上貴人高宦の通行より、下抜参物貰の木賃泊、

雲駕馬子の俗腸迄、其下情を穿て、悉く弘著す 

○駅々風土の佳勝、山川の秀異なるは、諸家の道中記に精しければ此に除く。所々

の名物景物等に至つては、聊其滑稽詞を加へ記す 

○舘伴女傀儡の風流泊々の遊戯、その可笑みを純にす  

○巻中に着す夷曲哥は、排設地口を専にす。故に哂者は笑へ、予は風製落首体た

るを以て、入金を曾て出さず、却て其料を着服するは、是称を取より徳を執て、
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慚を愧と思はざる、予が性質仕方がなし。 

○此編は東部品川駅より、稍筥根駅に至つて畢る。其余草稿出来あれども、帖数

の過余を厭ひて、飯盛の跡釜に譲り、追焚して後編に著んとす。すべて茲年予が

戯作の帖挙倶に満尾に至らず、是則無性横着骨悋なりと、書肆の私言一言もなし

／＼  

 

○The entirety of this work is a record of the journey back and forth along the 

Eastern Sea Route, and from the processions of the uppermost nobles and high-ranking 

officials, to the overnight stays, room and board paid only in the kindling to cook their own 

food, on the part of lowly panhandlers and those absconding without permission on 

pilgrimages, to palanquin carriers and the fat bellies of horses, it satirizes their conditions 

and mores, and reveals them all to see. 

○Since the travelogues of other authors are replete with details of the scenic 

features of the region and descriptions of the particular excellences of the landscape at each 

station, we will forego them here. On the subject of the famous products or sights of various 

localities, we shall append a but a few clever words. 

○The mores and customs of the lady solicitors and serving women employed by 

the inns along the way, and the adventures to be had at each stopover, will be treated 

entirely for their ridiculousness.  

○The joking poems appearing in the volume are entirely based on forced doube-

entendres. For that reason, those who may laugh scornfully, laugh away – since my style 

in satire is to be spontaneous and capricious like the wind, I have never once paid any 

money to a publisher to help an amateur author get his blocks carved; rather, keeping the 

money for myself is what we call taking profit over reputation, not taking shame in the 

shameful, as is my nature – oh well! 

○This volume begins at the Shinagawa station in the Eastern Capital, and 

eventually ends with our arrival at the Hakone station. While there is still more manuscript 

finished, preferring to avoid having too many pages, I’ve left what remains to the serving 

women’s second pot, and will cook up a bit more to fill things out to have it appear in the 

subsequent volume. The whole of my gesaku works will not see completion within the year. 

In other words, this is because [the author] is hopelessly lazy and hates working – let’s have 

not a word of complaint along those lines from the publisher, please!  (NKBT vol.62, p.49) 

 

As if to remind the reader of the actual character of the book he holds in hand, the facetious 
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timbre of the gesakusha echoes as a sort of percussive coda in the latter two notes, but the diction 

and content of these notes are by and large lucid and direct, if not somewhat dry. The overall 

diegetic concerns are outlined in the first, while any confusion as to the disposition of or practical 

information to be found in the work is clarified in the second, before specifications regarding the 

nature of the work’s humour – bawdy and lexically playful – are elaborated. The attention paid to 

segregating the hizakurige-mono from its parent genres stresses their topical resemblance while 

underlining disparities in methodology: kokkei is the critical lens through which the landscape and 

the local byways are to be appreciated. The self-reflexive surplus of Ikku’s blithe comments are 

ultimately ancillary, but are nevertheless crucial in reconfirming at the modal level the typological 

distinctiveness of Ikku’s work. It should be noted, however, that despite making light of his 

relationship to his publisher or professing his shamelessly mercenary character, Ikku refrains at 

this juncture from casting himself in such a way that could be parsed as expressly deleterious to 

the product of his intellectual labour. In the author’s preface to the same volume, casually 

depreciatory remarks are in evidence (bad jokes and dialect/uselessness 無滑稽
ぶ し や れ

と方言
む だ

) but these 

are directed at the accomplishment of the work as an example of comic fiction; likewise, the author 

elsewhere modestly apologizes for his lack of talent (for instance, in the preface to volume 3: “As 

for the poor quality of its sentences, I say forgive the fact that my meagre talent isn’t up to the 

task.” 将其文の拙は、予が短才の及ざるを、視ゆるし給へとしかいふ  (NKBT vol.62, 
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p.135)) or his laziness, but this self-critique, facetious though it may be, does not impinge on the 

structural integrity of the work – though it certainly does bait the reader into making the most of 

his critical faculties, to test the applicability of the dismissive derision presumably anticipated.       

       If the notes to the first volume attempt to define Ikku’s hizakurige-mono in relation to 

adjacent genres, those to the second more concertedly articulate the scholarly apparatus informing 

the sociolectical topography of his narrative, enumerating the bibliographical sources 

corroborating his lexicographic notes:           

 

○駅々風土に随て音律に清濁の差別あり。俚言方語の通称に異なる事あり。笑ふ

べきに非ず。古代の詞じゃ却て田舎に残れりと、徂徠翁の謂なり。たとへば駿遠

両国にて、行といふを行ずといふは行んずる也。酒を呑ず飯を食ずとは皆呑んず

喰んずるなりと『物類称呼』に見えたり 

○恐しいといふ事を、相州にてはおつかないといひ、駿州にてはゑずいといひ、

遠州にてはこはいといふ。同国にて九ツをけゝねつといひ、心なしといふをけゝ

れなしといふ事は『古今集』に「かいがねをさやにも見しがけゝれなくよこをり

ふせるさやの中山」とあり 

○おぞいといふは、尾張にて物の悪敷事をいふ。駿河辺にては物事賢きにいふ。

『和字正濫』にからすてふ大おそどりの哥を、おほおぞどりと濁音によませて、

あしき鳥の事といへり。おぞといふ是也。いは助字也。 

○相豆駿遠にてまずといふは、味からずの下字をとりて、まずといふ。いは助字

なり 

○都て道中筥根より伊勢路までは、馬をおまといひ、又いまといふ。『日本記』に

馬をいまとよませり。仍て相通しておまともいふ 

○なぜといふを、あぜといふは『万葉』にあぜそも今宵よしろきまさぬとあり 

○うらといふは、我等の轉語おれらをちゞめておらといひ、おら又轉じてうらと

いふ 

○驚くことを、相豆にてはたまげるといひ、駿遠にはおびへるといふ。たまげる

は『源氏』に魂消と有 

○なでうあでうといふ詞は『紫日記』になでう女のまなふみとあり 
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○愚なるものを、駿遠にてひやうたくれといふ 

○相豆に、とてつもないといふ詞は『性理大全』に塗轍と有なるべし。駿州には

とひやうもないといひ、遠刕にはしやうくもないといふ 

○にしといふは主なり。にとぬと通へばなり 

○すはることをかうまるといふは、禪家に久しく座する事を行座といふ。行の字

は久しき義なり。仍てかうまるといふ。まるは居の心にて、ねまるかしこまるの

まるなり 

○是等の外勝るに暇あらず。只此巻中にあらはしたる詞のみを爰に解く。仍て排

設の趣は、俚俗の訛言方語のまゝを記して、其おかしみを純にす 

○逆旅木賃泊の憀慄ある体、六部順礼ぬけ参の患苦、雲駕馬士護摩の灰等の始末、

初篇にもれたるをこゝに記す。余は続編に譲ものならし  

 

○In accordance with the customs and environment at the various stations, there are 

discrepancies in clarity of articulation, and there are differences in the conventional terms 

for things in rural speech and dialects. It is not something one should laugh at. It is rather 

in the countryside that the words of antiquity survive, as Ōgyū Sorai says. For instance, in 

the provinces of Suruga and Tōtōmi, while they say iku (to go), for ikazu they say ikanzuru. 

Not to drink sake or eat rice (sake wo nomazu meshi wo kuwazu) is all nomanzu and 

kuwanzuru, as one can find in the Butsurui shōko.    

 

○Things that are ‘terrible’ (osoroshii) are in Sōshū said to be okkanai, and in Sunshū, are 

said to be ezui, and in Enshū, are said to be kowai. That in the same provinces ‘nine’ 

(kokonotsu) is kekenetsu and ‘indifferent’ (kokoro-nashi) is kekere-nashi can be seen in the 

poem in the Kokinshū that reads: ‘How I want to see Kaigane Mountain clearly! But rather, 

it is low Sayo Mountain that indifferently (kekere-naku) lies itself down on its side.’  

 

○The term ‘ozoi’ is in Owari used to describe something bad or evil. Around Suruga, it is 

used to mean something smart or clever. The Waji shōran has one read the poem dealing 

with a crow, there referred to as an ō-osodori, with a voiced consonant, and thus as ō-

ozodori, and takes it to be an evil bird. That is ozo. I is the grammatical ending.  

 

○In Sagami, Izu, Suruga, and Tōtōmi, they say mazui, which comes from removing the 

supporting syllables from ‘to not taste good’ (umakarazu) and saying ‘mazu.’ I is the 

grammatical ending.  

 

○Everywhere from Hakone to Ise, the word ‘horse’ (muma) is either said oma or ima. The 
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Nihon shoki has one read [the logograph for horse] as ima. Thus, since similar sounds are 

mutually interpretable, people also say oma. 

 

○That aze is said for naze (why) can be seen in the Man’yōshū [portion of the poem] that 

reads ‘Why does he not come tonight?’ (aze somo koyoi yoshiro-kimasanu) 

 

○The term ura comes from the derivative of ‘we’ (warera), orera, shortened to ora; ora 

then becomes ura.  

 

○‘To be surprised’ (odoroku) is in Sagami and Izu tamageru, while in Suruga and Tōtōmi, 

it is obieru. Tamageru can be found in the Genji monogatari as tama-kiyuru. 

 

○The words nadeu (whatever sort) and adeu (that sort) can be found in the Murasaki 

Shikibu nikki: ‘What sort of woman [reads] books in Chinese characters.’ (nadeu [sic] onna 

no manafumi [sic] [wo yomu]) 

 

○A fool (orokanaru mono) is called in Suruga and Tōtōmi a hyōtakure. 

 

○In Sagami and Izu, the word totetsumonai (incredible) likely should [correspond to] what 

the [Ming period] Seiri taizen gives as totetsu [a metaphor for the logical, written with the 

logographs for ‘road’ and ‘wheel tracks’]. In Suruga, they say toiyōmonai and in Tōtōmi, 

shōkumonai. 

 

○Nishi means ‘master’ (nushi). This is since ni and nu can be interchangeable.  

 

○That ‘to sit’ (suwaru) is called kōmaru comes from the fact that in the Zen tradition, the 

term for sitting for a long time is kōza. The logograph for kō here means ‘lengthy’ or 

‘continuous.’ Thus, they say kōmaru. Maru has the meaning of to be or sit (oru), and is the 

same maru as in nemaru or kashikomaru.  

 

○There is no time to give any examples besides these. I have only explained here terms 

that appear in this volume. Thus, the compositional style of the text retains the accents and 

dialects of the hinterlands, and makes this the source of its humour.   

 

○The grim desolation of staying as a free-loader in inns only paying one’s board in kindling, 

the suffering of pilgrims visiting the sixty-six holy sites and those absconding without 
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permission, the ultimate fate befalling the ashes of palanquin bearers, packhorse drivers, 

and pickpockets – those topics not included in the first volume will be recorded here. I may 

leave things to the next volume, as well.  (NKBT vol.62, p.84-6) 

 

Ikku demonstrates a passing familiarity with contemporary linguistic discourse and 

lexicography, referring his readers to the work of Ōgyū Sorai, Koshigaya Gosan’s Butsurui shōkō, 

as well as Keichū’s Waji shōran, and cites examples of regional and historical dialect from the 

Kokinshū, Murasaki Shikibu nikki, and the Man’yōshū, all with the aim of facilitating his reader’s 

comprehension of his text while pointedly carving out its place at the intersection of current trends 

in scholarship. The narrative’s secondary function as sociological catalogue is underscored by the 

enumeration of types to be covered in the final note. The attitude evinced here is invariably 

scholarly, even as its target is unabashedly the distillation from this sociolinguistic nexus 

unscholarly okashimi and kokkei.   

      While these early volumes see the most rigorous use of hanrei, Ikku’s lapse into 

informality in subsequent volumes is not to be read as an abdication of this posture, but rather its 

modulation. The stylistic turn incurred as hanrei cede to fugen in later volumes is matched by a 

renewed focus on Ikku’s own retracing of the Tōkaidō and its bearing on his composition: a sort 

of shift from bibliography to reflexive methodological discussion. Ikku early on presents his 

narrative as informed by empirical observation accrued during his travels, but the approach taken 

is in great part limited by the rhetorical parameters of prefatory space, as can be gleaned, for 
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instance, from the author’s preface to the third volume, excerpted below: 

 

予多年東海道に遊歴し、其行路中出川の佳境勝景なるを仮書して、旅袖に蔵おけ

るあり。それが中に、風土の異なる遺風を録し、亦土人の言語都会に替れるくさ

ぐさの多かる中に、往来旅客の光景、或は貴遊或は卑賤の患苦、雲駕馬士の木訥

なる、出女の姿けはい、なべて鄙情のおかしげなる有増を、白地にかいつけたる

道中の滑稽を、膝栗毛と題号し、初編二編祥にして世に行れ撰者が偶中の悦稍か

らず 

 

For many years, I have travelled back and forth along the Eastern Sea Route, and have 

jotted down notes of the resplendent landscapes and vistas to be seen along the way, and 

kept them in the sleeve of my traveling clothes. Therein, while recording differences in 

climate and custom, among the various ways in which the language of the natives differs 

from that of the city, the sight of travelers going back and forth, whether the misfortunes 

of either the exalted or the lowly, or the unsightliness of palanquin carriers and packhorse 

drivers, or the appearance and wiles of the mistresses of the inns along the way, along 

with the strangeness of the mores of the countryside – these I wrote down as clearly as I 

saw them, and the absurdities encountered on my travels I have entitled The Shank’s Mare, 

the first and second volume of which have gone out into the world; the editor’s luck in 

this accidental fortune is in no way slight. (NKBT vol.2, p.134) 

  

In his fugen, however, Ikku addresses criticisms from readers, either treating oversights 

regarding narrative verisimilitude and real customs – which the author acknowledges and offers to 

redress, drawing from his most recent excursions on the road, as in the following passage from the 

fifth volume: 

 

或人曰。此書初編より四篇に及ぶ迄、弥次郎兵衛北八なるものゝ、髪結月代をせし

所を見ず、こは大江都を立出しより以来、其事なきはいかにぞや。予答曰。こたび旅行の刻

しば／＼その光景を見るに、風土人情の差別、方言のおかしみ、其洩たること、欠たること、

筭ふるに十指を出たり。さればその足ざるを穿難じ給はるこそ、予が為の幸なれば、取あへ

ず其ことをもて追加に出せり  
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羇中飯盛おじゃれの戯れは、巻中毎に粗あらはして事ふりたれど、こた

び作者の旅宿にて、実に夜這といへることを、仕損じたることのあなれば、弥次

郎兵衛北八が、四日市泊の趣向とす 

 

A certain peson says: In this work, from the first volume all the way through the 

fourth, one doesn’t see Yajirōbei and Kitahachi tying up their hair or shaving their heads; 

what is the meaning of their not doing so at all once since leaving Edo? To which I respond, 

saying: On the occasion of this voyage, while I saw such a sight all the time, it would take 

more than ten fingers to count everything that has so far slipped through or is missing 

among all the differences in customs and mores, or strangeness in dialect. So, that one 

should point out this deficiency and criticize me for it is for my benefit, as in any case I 

have put it in the supplement to this chapter.  

Dalliances with serving women and prostitutes along the way appear in nearly 

every volume, and thus are a bit tired and conventional, but on this particular trip, the 

author had the actual experience of failing at what they call a ‘night crawl,’ so I use this 

as the motif for Yajirōbei and Kitahachi’s stay-over in Yokkaichi. (NKBT vol. 62, p.231-

2)  

 

 Or, the aesthetically unbecoming repetitiousness, descent into which the narrative skirts 

(to which Ikku witheringly reminds his concerned fan that aesthetic concerns are far outstripped 

by the monetary), as in the lengthy call-and-response found in the fugen to the sixth volume: 

 

○或人予に謂て曰、此膝栗毛、追々足下の骨折見ゆれ共、五編目伊勢参

宮迄にて、大かた事足れり。夫花は半開に詠、酒は微酔にのむがよいと譬の通、

ものは十分ならざるを却て壮観と心得べし。不侫は足下が贔屓じゃから言ます

が、今年も六編を書たといふことじゃが、よしにすればよいになア、足下の胸の

奥行も、もふ大概はしれてある、此うへ掃出さば、鼠糞やら鼻かんだ紙やら、色々

も穢いもの引出して、はては人の鼻に袖覆はするの罪にあらん。予答曰、趣向は

塵芥のごとく、今日掃て今日積る。胸中掃溜にひとしければ、狗の糞のしゃれた

るも、南瓜の花のむだなるも、作者の知恵のこやしにして、葛西船につむとも尽

ず。そは御見物の贔屓組から、こゝの塵も掃たがよい、あそこも埃だらけじゃと、

こちの気のつかぬ所を教て下さる岡目八もく、すかさず是へと反古張團扇にう

けとめた、塵埃の中から趣向はさまゞゝ、既に五編目凡例にいへるがごとく、弥
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次北八が髪月代をせし所なし。東都をたちしより日数を經て、其事なきはいかに

ぞやと、或人の批判したまひしことありしを、オツトまかせとすぐさま追加妙見

町泊の趣向とせし事御存知の通、なんでも人の懐をあてにする、そこが金じやと、

版元の欲心房がひとつ穴狐、化あらはした所が、三文が知恵もない、作者のはら

はたかくのごとし。 

  

A certain person says to me: ‘This Hizakurige appears very much to be the 

product of much hard work on your part, but as of the fifth volume, we’ve visited Ise 

Shrine, and things are by and large complete. As per the adage ‘one should gaze upon the 

flowers when they are only half in bloom, and drink wine only to the point of subtle 

intoxication,’ one should understand that things are more grand when not entirely 

complete. I only say this because I’m a fan of yours, but that you’ve written a sixth volume 

this year – wouldn’t it be better if you just gave it up? The square-footage of your mind 

is already more or less a known quantity. If you sweep up any more, you’ll be guilty of 

pulling out all sorts of filthy things, like mouse droppings or used tissues, and cause 

people to cover their noses with their sleeves.’ I respond, saying: topics and topoi are like 

dust and refuse – today you sweep, and today it accumulates. It is all the same if I keep it 

stored up inside my breast, but dried up dog poop and the useless blossoms of loofah 

gourds are the fertilizer for the author’s wisdom, and even if one tried to load it all up on 

one of those excrement-collecting boats, there would still be more. My fans, looking on, 

have eyes better than mine, and tell me, ‘oh, this dust is good,’ or ‘it’s totally dust-covered 

over there, too’ in places I didn’t even notice, and I immediate sweep up every bit with 

my old fan and pull out all sorts of new themes from this trash. As I already said in the 

fifth volume, someone complained that it was highly questionable that there should be no 

scenes of Yaji or Kita shaving their heads so many days after leaving the Eastern capital, 

and – whoopsy-daisy! – just like that, I added it in as the theme for their stop-over in 

Myōken-machi – as you very well know. Knowing that in all things, playing to people’s 

wants is where the money is, in cahoots like foxes in the same den with the avarice of his 

publisher, and his true form revealed, having not three mon worth of intelligence: such 

are this author’s insides.  (NKBT vol. 62, p.321-2)           

 

Ikku continues this sort of dialogue into the last two volumes, at which juncture the 

conciliatory, almost apologetic tone, devoid of any mirthful lilt, contrasts sharply with the first 
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round of hanrei, the otherwise stolid composure of which are inflected with a modicum of good 

humour. This shift in tone, and the circumstances prompting it, are indicative of the predication of 

the text’s ontological status – or, more accurately, the conceptualization of such on the part of its 

author – on the reliable management of empirically gathered and verified data; the destabilization 

of this bedrock is problematic inasmuch as it uproots one of the axes securing the text’s relevance 

within the matrix of social knowledge. Although Ikku’s text does not advertise practical use as its 

primary function, insofar as its conceptual identity rests on the lintel of a dynamic economy of 

information, occlusion of the channels connecting it to other sectors within the system is 

anathematic, and this state of crisis elides the sort of rhetorical leeway permissible under conditions 

of stability. It is precisely in this window that the copular, tripartite tension conjoining the formal 

convention of hanrei, intertextual informatic network, and critical empiricism as a regulatory 

mechanism of social value production becomes visible.            

       

III.iii Guided Writing: Hanrei as Formal Legacy 

 

    Over the course of the relatively rapid coagulation of the genre – rapid enough for Ikku 

himself to make note of the phenomenon before Yajirōbei and Kitahachi had even reached the end 
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of their maiden voyage36 – this mechanism could not resist stereotypic replication as one integral 

component of the genre’s total physiognomy, and such remained the case up to and including 

Robun’s early Meiji “updating.” As to be expected, Robun incorporates hanrei into his work, but 

the graphing of the genre’s geodesic lines over the distinct topography of which Robun availed 

himself did not, as was the case in plotting out the narrative, permit for a congruent, geometrically 

transformative remapping. As outlined earlier, Robun argues that Ikku’s narrative, sixty years 

having passed, fails to uphold in the current climate its contractual agreement with coevality, and 

in orienting his argument in this manner, draws quite plainly on the valuative rubric operative in 

Ikku’s work; the ontological justification for the hizakurige-mono in this regard remains coherent, 

despite the fact that it guarantees as its own mechanism of self-perpetuation the planned 

obsolescence of any one of its individual instantiations.  

       Nevertheless, a rather radical departure from Ikku’s discursive configuration is to be 

                                                   
36 「近比此書に類せし版本さま／＼゛出たりしを、予悉くもとめ得て閲するに、おの／＼滑稽の花実を備

へて、其おもむき尤ふかし。恐るべし、予が家の膝栗毛既に七篇の老馬となりて、他の駿足におくれんこ

とを。こや六編にして筆をおくにしかじとおもいひたりしに、書林栄邑堂のあるじ、連にすゝめて冊中の

騒客が浪花の津にいたらん限りまであめよと、乞ふによりツヽいなみがたくて、終にこれを著すものなら

し」 “Of late, many publications similar to this work have appeared, and on hunting them all down and reading 

them over, they each bear humourous fruit, and their style is very deep. How I fear! That my house’s hizakurige is in 

its seventh volume an old nag, that is will fall behind these swift-legged things. While thinking it would be best I lay 

down my pen with the sixth volume, the owner of the Eiyūdō constantly urged me on, saying ‘keep writing until our 

rowdy protagonists get as far as Naniwa’s harbor!’ Being entreated so, I found it hard to refuse, I came to write this.” 

(p.374) 
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found here, as the maintenance of a predominantly rigorous tone is abandoned before the first note 

reaches its conclusion. While Ikku did not shy away from referring to his mercenary leanings or 

depreciating his competences, such reflexive criticism, in particular that not of a personal or moral 

but an intellectual or literary character, tended to find space for articulation in the preface, Robun, 

conversely, transposes such humorous self-abuse into the space of the hanrei; continuing 

uninterrupted from his critique of Ikku, Robun states:「 僕年来戯作の筆に口を糊せど滑稽の

道に疎く笑語頗る不可にして斯る稗史を綴らんこと世の嘲りを招く似たれど活計を如何

せん」(“Although for the past several years I have kept myself fed with my gesaku-writing pen, 

I am unfamiliar with the Way of Humour and I am entirely incapable of telling funny stories, and 

trying to write a narrative like this would be like inviting the derision of the world at large, but 

what am I to do about making ends meet, hmm?”) (p.3). The two staples of gesakusha caricature, 

conventions in their own right, are unified here, but not in the space deemed appropriate for such 

in Ikku’s practice. That Robun’s intentions are the pure stock and trade of the humorist is evident 

in the flippant rhetoricism of his diction, marking the reader’s subtle collusion in the system of 

gesaku production as participant qua consumer, and thus calling out his bad conscience, but this 

would, if only in theory, seem to presuppose a somewhat different intended function for this portion 

of the paratextual apparatus, or at least a recalibration of the currents nourishing it. Indeed, the 

second note to the first volume is worth quoting in full, expounding in its way on this issue:   
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○趣向新奇を競ひ標目未発なるを可なりとするがゆゑに弥次北八の三世の馬子等

外国廻りの滑稽をもて此稗史の大意とすさるからに題号も西洋道中の目あり遮莫

僕が文盲なる書ハ草冊子の外を読ず何ぞ学バん異邦の事情然れども文物盛典の徳

たる近世福沢先生を始め諸々の洋学先生が著述されし翻訳の書とぼしからねバそ

の階梯にとりつきて大略お茶を濁すものなり杜撰麁漏ハ稗官者流の性来なれバ必

ずしも論じて意中をそこね給ふな恥書ことを平常とすれバ恥と思ふ事ハあらじ嗚

呼自己ながら達者なる哉  

 

○ Since it is in one’s interest to find something that hasn’t been done before in the 

competition over novelty in topics and themes, the general theme of this particular work 

will be the ridiculous antics of Yaji and Kitahachi’s grandsons as they travel through 

foreign countries. Therefore, it is similarly entitled The Western Ocean Route by Shank’s 

Mare. Be such as it may, I am illiterate, and as for books, I don’t read anything other than 

kusazōshi. How am I to learn anything of the affairs of foreign countries? However, how 

felicitous this modern age, with its abundance of culture! As the translated works written 

Mr. Fukuzawa Yukichi and other scholars of Western learning are by no means poor in 

number, I have latched on to the helping ladder they provide, and for the most part fake my 

way through things. Mis-citation and careless error are the nature of the author, so do not 

try to argue and find yourself disappointed. If humiliating one’s self is one’s regular habit, 

then one doesn’t think humiliation to be humiliating. Oh, how great I am – if I don’t say so 

myself!  (MBZ vol.1, p.3) 

 

     The valences of this passage are densely entangled when taken on their own, and become 

all the more so when read against their emplotment within the framework of the hanrei and its 

critical relationship with the text as a whole. Robun makes explicit the narratological continuity 

between Ikku’s work and his own, but, following on the heels of his cat-call to the reader in the 

foregoing note, cites market interests as the decisive factor in his selection of theme, elevating to 

the discursive surface the flagrantly commercial aspect of textual production. More striking, by 
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contrast, is Robun’s casual demolition of the pseudo-scholarly posture supposedly undergirding 

the hizakurige-mono – Robun’s fiction is “illiterate,” informed as it is by the reading of like 

specimens. This abnegation of scholastic learning is particularly interesting insofar as it addresses 

without prevarication the formalization of the genre through its reproduction, even as it gestures 

more explicitly towards Robun’s own literary education, delimited entirely to fiction. What is 

intimated here, albeit indirectly, is the surreptitious, almost imperceptible process of supplantation 

of referential ligaments unwittingly effected by recursive iteration, citation, and reproduction. If 

Ikku ostensibly acquires his working knowledge of hanrei from his reading of Edo-period dōchūki 

(and it is not a stretch to imagine that he had occasion to make extensive use of them, not only for 

the purposes of composition, but to assist in his own travels along the Tōkaidō), Robun admits that 

his acquisition and sense of proper use is derived primarily from reading Ikku and Ikku’s imitators; 

consequently, the original model has been irrevocably displaced in a protracted sequence of 

second- and third-hand citation, and in this light Robun’s travestied hanrei can be, on one level, 

accepted as second-degree inflection, a parody of the parodic.  

     Nevertheless, the parodic, although as a mode having recourse to inversion and reversal 

as part of its technical toolkit, is never reducible to such, and as much can be claimed in the case 

of the analogous relationship between Ikku and his sources, and Robun and Ikku. As parody 

demands punctilious, loving devotion to the formal appurtenances of its object, Ikku’s 
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preoccupation with faithful classificatory schema could be gleaned, as suggested, from his 

diffident stance regarding possible misattribution – hence the commensurate adoption of new 

terminology in response to shifts in prose and organizational style – and that with the galvanizing 

spark enabled by the syncretic coordination of inter- and extratextual source materials buttressing 

the genre, from the compulsive effacement of all outward marks of satirical intent in the face of 

danger. Similarly, as the parodic mode bolsters the conceptual protocols of the paradigms it warps 

and deforms, Robun, likewise, was demonstrably aware of the contextualizing function of hanrei 

in the context of Ikku’s work, both in its self-identificatory capacity, and in its appeal to the 

informatic economy – indeed, Robun’s reflexive denigration of his literature’s “illiteracy” and total 

co-dependence on the devalued genres of gesaku is itself a form of analytical critique, prompted 

by the recognition of the intuitively tangible yet cognitively/intellectually unavailable 

incommensurability smuggled in between Robun’s and Ikku’s literary praxes by the infelicities of 

historico-literary primogeniture. Robun’s turn to Fukuzawa’s work and other of the “numerous 

recent works by teachers of Western learning” in order to make ends meet “by hook or by crook” 

recapitulated, but in a radically inflected form, Ikku’s mobilization of Koshigaya and Sorai.  

       Such notwithstanding, this inflective recalibration inexorably results in an infrangible 

asymmetry, one perhaps not quite palpable within the safe enclave of conventionally “literary” 

intertextual relations, but altogether irrepressible in the wider system of knowledge production. 
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Whereas Ikku seeks to carve out a space for himself among and between his intertexts, and in this 

regard suspends his gesaku in a tenuous but nevertheless conscientiously tended continuity with 

them, Robun, if only at the level of direct discourse, eschews this tactic, preferring to hypostatize 

the categorical gulf between gesaku and the socioculturally valued – ubiquitously the work of 

“teachers of Western learning” – by dissociating them completely, effectively actualizing in full 

Kawahara’s model of the author as the driving force behind the percolation out of 

interdifferentiation between the dichotomized discursive registers of “truth” and “lie.”  

       As a result, however, the invaluable instrumentality of this body of discursive knowledge 

external to Robun’s hizakurige-mono was only magnified, and the organic symbiosis between 

textual genres recast as something more akin to parasitism (the posture of reliance embodied in 

Robun’s choice of diction more than suggestive). As discussed earlier, Robun’s conception of 

contemporary domestic space was informed less by real transformations in the sensorium than by 

the proleptic ideation triggered by uneven shifts and jolts in the social and institutional landscape, 

and in this sense, too, was not isomorphic to Ikku, when mapped against their respective productive 

contexts. Traveling the Tōkaidō was within the realm of the feasible for Ikku, but Robun’s Seiyōdō 

was a synthetic tissue woven together from an eclectic array of sources, even its sociohistorical 

moment woefully parachronistic -- the 1862 London International Exposition on Industry and Art, 

the ultimate destination for Robun’s Yaji and Kita, was by 1870 a textual relic, imbued with a 
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durative afterlife in the popular imagination through Fukuzawa Yukichi’s Seiyō jijō. Empirical 

verification, integral to Ikku’s conceptualization of the hizakurige-mono as a legitimate genre, was 

in no way a tenable part of the equation for Robun’s entry, but nor was its inaccessibility an 

nonnegotiable proscription against the composition of a work like Seiyōdōchū hizakurige, since 

the titular Seiyōdō arguably persisted as a predominantly textual or conceptual entity for the 

posited reader.  

     Thus, this intertextual informatic apparatus was vigorously engaged, and upon the 

prosthetic substrate it provided, Robun grafted his narrative. The absence of any empirical base, 

however, demanded a thorough reappraisal of the internal mechanics of the hizakurige-mono as a 

genre, as its referential imbrication in a socio-spatial field shared with the author’s readership 

furnished a good portion of its intrinsic interest, much as it lent it its sociohistorical relevance and 

calibrated its equilibrium vis-à-vis its intertexts. Compensatory responses materialize in Robun’s 

narratological praxis in a twofold manner: on the one hand, taking refuge in and affirmatively 

valuating secondary reference materials, echoing the ascendency of this new epistemic canon 

while formally conjugating gesaku to it, and on the other, redoubling his fastidious attention to the 

lexicographical dimensions of his work and its ostensible predication on the real sociolectic 

topography of contemporary Yokohama. These compensatory measures, however, do not stop at 

the level of framing discourse, but have overarching ramifications for the metabolic structure of 
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the narrative as a whole. At the paratextual level, this latter attitude manifests itself in Robun’s 

entreaties to the reader concerning the language his characters use, and the crucial position of this 

language in the success of the author’s project:     

 

○當編初輯より以下梓客流行に後れんことを怖れて作者画工傭書家剞劂氏を促す

こと火急なり故に著述の拙きハ云も更にて傭書彫刻も是に順ぜりかゝれバ誤字闕

字訂改とするに餘間あらず製本發兌の後作者其杜撰に驚けども六日の菖蒲十日の

菊悔めども前に立ず不知元来幼童の翫物にして具眼に布べき書ならねバ其儘にし

て唯に止みつ 

○初輯より以下不挍合なるを遺憾とする條は彫工の為に傍訓を謬たれたるのみ乍

ハたとへバ私[わたくし]といへる傍訓に「わつち」我等[われら]を「おいら」会所

[くわいしよ]を「かいしょ」一坏[いつぱい]を「いつぺヱ」此奴[こやつ]を「こい

つ」などいへる類ひの方言ハ支那の小説に所謂俗語に等しく東京の下賎が癖を穿

つ戯作者の関目なるを刎り去りたる行多かり因之て作者の意に違ふ縡少ならねど

見巧者ハ推すべしと罷程にして再挍の眼を休へり」  

 

○Since the publication of the first volume of this work, the publisher, fearful of falling 

behind the fashion of the times, has pressed the author, illustrator, drafter, and carver to 

work at a blistering pace. For that reason, to say nothing of the always poor quality of the 

writing, the illustrations and carving are of the same quality. Once begun, there has been 

no time to amend incorrect or missing characters; the author, only noticing the extent of 

this shoddiness after the books were bound and on the market, was quite surprised, but as 

they say, ‘an iris on the sixth or a chrysanthemum on the tenth are of no use’: though it is 

regrettable, there is no going back. Certainly, though, this is in any case intended as a child’s 

diversion, and not the sort of book intended for one with discerning eyes, so things have 

been left as they are.  

 

○Since the first volume, the only passages I find terribly regrettable were those not 

properly referenced against my manuscript by the carver, who furnished incorrect glosses. 

Such are, for instance, where the gloss reads watakushi, it should be watchi, or for warera, 

oira, or kuwaisho, kaisho, ippai for ippei, koyatsu for koitsu; dialectical terms such as these 

are equivalent to the so-called “common speech” in Chinese shōsetsu, and thus [due to 

these errors] there are many sections where the principal intention of the gesakusha 
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satirizing the habits and quirks of Tokyo’s lower class has been eroded. For this reason, 

while the above may be very much against the desires of the author, I ask for the 

understanding of the discerning reader, and that said, give my weary proofreading eyes rest. 

(MBZ vol.1, p.34-5) 

 

As is abundantly clear, the sort of punctilious attitude towards the minutiae of orthography 

– this is but one example of many – is not readily reconciled with the acquiescent or self-mockingly 

deferential elocution evidenced in Robun’s earlier hanrei, and can be seen as symptomatic of the 

shift in the hizakurige-mono’s valuative rubric; Robun is all seriousness here, even when the 

subject of such is supposedly the realm of play. Empiricism perdures as a vestigial element in 

Seiyōdōchū hizakurige, but it has been sublated from the plane of narrative objects to that of 

technical apparatus, as it is the language of the Japanese protagonists, and not that of the non-

Japanese figures that populate the narrative, that is attributed this sociological attention. This 

likewise returns the reader in a somewhat refractive manner to the treacherous negotiation of 

narrative and linguistic space, touched upon earlier, since the diegetic focus here is precariously 

cloven into two mutually decentered, and unstable axes: the exogenics of foreign space and 

language as narrative object, and the endogenics of domestic sociolect and familiar literary genre 

as the narrative mode; the relative objective-modular polarity here, however, is subject to reversal 

at a moment’s notice.    

       The super-evaluation of this intertextual apparatus, the former attitude, ultimately cannot 
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contain itself within the paratextual apparatus of the hanrei, hypertrophically colonizing the 

diegetic space of the text. In its multiplication, it contributes to the iterative rupture and quixotic 

misfiring which punctuate the narrative; beside the occasionally lengthy and usually illustrated 

excurses on such varied topics as the form and function of “bedsteads” and the physiology of 

“orangutans” – all of which are impelled by sudden narrative turns which, whether hinging on 

some misrecognition of Western convention or the protagonists’ flight from an unsightly beast, are 

bound up in the Mobius feedback loop of narrative hyper-anticipation that shapes and is shaped 

by the narrative – the predicative role of this externalized textual apparatus can be seen all the 

more clearly in what are otherwise narratively superfluous interjections, such as the following 

passage, taken from volume 7: 

 

○ 右ハ西洋旅案内の書中より抄出して彼風土の概略を誌せり然るに頃日の親刻

與地誌略を披読たるに亜細亜洲の部亜拉比亜の條下に云○亜丁の地方は紅海の入

口に在り三十一年前より英国に属し欧洲より東洋に往来する飛脚船の停泊場にし

て紅海咽喉の地なり故に漸に繁盛し近歳ハ其人口四萬にいたる云云 惟ふに旅案

内の説と人口の異同あること彼書の著者福沢氏の欧羅巴に航海せられしハ文久二

戌年にして今より以前十歳の星霜を経たり嘗て與地誌略ハ方今の新聞を交へたる

當年の新書にして各国開化日に進むの時勢粧人種蕃殖昨日におなじからざるを知

るべし僕當地の情景を綴るにおよびてこの一事に疑惑しが児戯の小冊敢て事実を

考据せんも所謂縁の下のちから持労して功なしとおもふものから両書の中庸を取

て能加減にごまかす事左の如し  

 

○The foregoing is a summary of the description of the region’s climate excerpted 

from [Fukuzawa Yukichi’s 1867] Seiyō tabi annai. However, upon reading a newly 

pubished world geography, in the section on the Asian Continent, under the subheading for 

Arabia, I found that it gives the following: the region of Aden is located at the mouth of 
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the Red Sea, and for the past thirty-one years has been territory belonging to England; for 

steamships going back and forth between Europe and the East, it is the common anchoring 

point, a crucial passage to the lands around the Red Sea. For this reason, it has at long last 

begun to prosper, and in recent years its population has grown to forty-thousand, etc. etc.. 

It is my thought that the fact that there are discrepancies between this and Tabi annai’s 

account of the city’s population is due to the fact that the author of the latter, Mr. Fukuzawa, 

made his trip to Europe in Bunkyū 2, what is now more than ten years ago. This abbreviated 

geography is a new publication this year, and mixes in recent news and information; one 

should be aware that in each country, with civilization and enlightenment progressing each 

day, the population continues to grow, and thus is never what it was the day before. When 

it came to describing the environment of this particular area, I was somewhat at a loss for 

what to do, but since this is a childish, playful book, going so far to try to determine the 

facts is like ‘a strongman under the veranda’: all effort and no payoff. So thinking, I took 

the average of the two books and cooked up something suitably vague – such is the 

foregoing.  (MBZ vol.2, p.64) 

 

The unresolved ambivalence between modes of intellectual labor here reverberates through 

the hollow gouged out of the narrative by this intervention, as what is finally adjudicated to be 

nothing more than an “inconsequentiality” within the circumscribed space of the abject gesaku 

mode and its narrative requirements – the disparity between informant texts – nevertheless hijacks 

the page, refuting through a sort of passive resistance or civil disobedience qualitative typology of 

texts set out in the hanrei to the first volume, discussed above.      

   

III.iv “In the West They Have Things Like the Novel”: The Practical Application of  

Modern Novelistic Discourse 

 

       As the foregoing demonstrates, Robun’s Meiji hizakurige-mono, in its efforts toward 
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emulation, instead found itself in the position of conducting a far-reaching recalibration and 

restructuring the genre, a process which certainly abetted the work’s commercial success – perhaps 

the most vital criterion for emulating, from the perspective of the professional gesakusha. Whether 

Robun considered his literary production during this period to be consciously engaged in such a 

process, or had some similar critical awareness or distance vis-à-vis his labour, is a question of 

secondary or tertiary order, but such is somewhat doubtful; rather, the more incisive conclusion 

would concern the capacity for conditioning new patterns of behaviour latent in the seemingly 

inertial physis of conventionalized praxes, and its disposition to self-divulgement at the chiastic 

threshold between formal continuity and temporal flux.          

Conventionality is not necessarily to be dismissed out of hand merely for being 

conventional, as it itself is constituted and buttressed by the latticework of multilateral tensions 

which equip such conceptual identification with ontological possibility. Apparent isomorphisms, 

however, are as we have seen a class of peculiarly slippery beast: they incline towards 

apprehension as an index of a certain status-quo’s stability, but depending on one’s analytical 

attitude, whether such stability is qualitative, quantitative, or merely superficial, and what it itself 

harbors for the surrounding topography, is not self-apparent. What presents itself within a specific, 

restricted context as a platitude nonetheless retains a critical-tactical function when approached 

scenographically or synoptically, and the foregoing discussions speak to as much.    
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Conversely, occasional disruptions in this diagrammatic survey of the discursive field can 

be ascribed to radical shifts in the sociocultural landscape – the birth and death of disciplines, the 

reorganization of knowledge, new horizons of possibility ushered in through material or political 

shifts and transformations, etc. On the other hand, sustained balance within the relative inter-

discursive economy obscures the myriad internal reconfigurations effected by the heterotrophic 

metabolism which regulates diachronic discursive replication – for instance, shifts in metaphorical 

language, the synthesis of neologisms or the emergence of new lexemes to articulate social and 

psychological experience, or the expropriation/reallocation of signs, gestures, or praxes from other 

spheres and the concomitant renegotiation of their function, both discursively (that is to say, on the 

level of semiosis) and metadiscursively, on that of pragmatics. To more precisely relate the 

preceding to literature and literary studies, one can look to the emergence of Literature as a 

conceptual category and subsequently academic field, in Japan and the West, as a cogent example.   

        As has been discussed exhaustively elsewhere, the development of Literature as a field 

of cultural production and epistemic category was one aspect of a wider array of synchronous, 

intercalated processes, which for most purposes we tend to bracket (for the sake of convenience 

and sanity) under the rubric of “Modernization.” Japan, between the 1850s and the first decade of 

the twentieth century, witnessed the destabilization of the publishing industry with the dissolution 

of the kabu-nakama guild system; the iterative introduction of new technologies of print 
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production and dissemination in conjunction with their subsidization on the part of the Meiji 

government; the aggressive promotion of compulsory education and the far-reaching 

infrastructural renovations of which it was part. These, in turn, saw the emergence of new forums 

for intellectual exchange (print media, such as magazine and newspaper) circulating information 

more widely and more rapidly than had previously been possible, on the one hand, while on the 

other, greeted a conceptual reformulation of writing in its variegated modes that enabled the 

synthesis of Literature as a self-evident category, underpinned by increasingly transnational 

intellectual trends in aesthetic and progressivist thought that in turn served to situate literary 

production on the axis of world history, as an ostensibly universal barometer of civilizational 

attainment. The tenor of consternation evinced by early twentieth century authors when confronted 

by the logically sound but consummately ineluctable imputations of their contiguity with the 

gesakusha of the foregoing generation is itself symptomatic of the disjuncture – or more accurately, 

what could only manifest as such from a given subject position within such a discursive 

configuration – between the conditions of literary production of the twentieth and those of the mid-

nineteenth. The specific gravity of these institutional reforms, of the transfiguration of the social 

imaginary, had significant effects on Robun’s literary production during this period, as we have 

seen, and would have incontrovertible ramifications for the author’s professional trajectory 

henceforth.   
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        Despite this gradual upheaval, the perdurance of trace elements of literary discourse – 

for instance, the reflexive apologia for fiction/haishi-shōsetsu as having a morally didactic function 

and its subsidiary narratological ramifications – through their recombination with exogenous 

discursive factors intimates the latent volatility of the otherwise inert. The development of the 

book trade and the proliferation of texts as an industry in the early modern period coincides, 

unsurprisingly, with the imposition of civil order and the establishment of a loosely centralized 

state. One cannot ascribe, however, the bakufu’s somewhat hostile attitude towards commercial 

literary production as purely an invention of its own devices, however, nor can one assume the 

complementary posture adopted by authors in response to be entirely novel – the ambivalent 

position of fiction vis-à-vis culturally valued genres (kanshi, waka, Confucian and Buddhist texts) 

has an extensive history. Citing accepted discourses regarding fiction production, the bakufu 

magistrates were able to fashion an auto-legitimating rhetoric amenable to deployment in its 

iterative attempts to intervene in a commercial culture rapidly growing beyond its feasible 

regulatory purview. The contractual agreement granting government recognition to the publisher’s 

guilds in exchange for compliance with and the exercise of self-regulatory censorship was a 

necessary compromise, safeguarding as it did the commercial interests of publishers, on the one 

hand, while constraining the production of superfluous or deleterious materials within acceptable 

bounds, on the other. 
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         However, this logistical framework arguably did much to shape the phylogenetic 

development of genres over the intervening decades, as in necessitating adherence to regulations 

concerning the propriety of content, authors were called upon to meet the stipulations set forth by 

the authorities and thus devise means by which to if not circumvent the mechanisms of censorship, 

then at the very least secure a space within its limits37. Although our discussion of Ikku and 

Robun’s hizakurige-mono has not allowed for an explicitly thorough exploration of all the 

components of the textual apparatus, a highly codified repertoire of rhetorical and orthographic 

techniques – the solicitation of lauditory prefaces; the historical transposition of diegetic action 

into the historical past; the expropriation of a heavily Sinified lexicon and conventional locutions, 

derived from Chinese vernacular novels; thinly veiled allegory; the use of prefatory hanrei; the 

intrusion of the apologetic and self-deprecatory authorial voice; and the mechanical invocation of 

                                                   
37 This dialogue between state censorship and the figure of the author has been an area of renewed interest on the 

part literary scholars over the last several decades, in great part due to the interdisciplinary gravity of New Historical 

methodologies, but it bears little mention that the predisposition of much criticism in this vein tends toward an 

arguably overdetermined focalization on a given author’s attempts to contend unilaterally with the institutional 

strictures imposed to foreclose enunciatory freedom – needless to say, romantic individualism and free expression 

are the coveted prizes of such struggle.  

       The particular confluence of factors furnishing the preconditions for the ethico-political valence of such 

criticism is certainly worth examining in its own right; doing so, moreover, could serve to critique productively the 

aporetic schematicism at work in most attempts to evaluate texts and authors according a contemporary political 

taxonomy. Due to the constraints of time and space, here, however, I can only allude to the correlation between 

institutional frameworks – in this case, the apparatus of censorship – and the conditioning of narratological praxis 

and the attendant synthesis of generic typology.   
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the injunction to “praise good and punish evil” – is demonstrably in use across a wide range of 

genres of commercial fiction, conceived within a discursive environment in which cohabitation 

with the strictures of censorship was inevitable, and their placation, either via emulating the 

registers of more prestigious literary or academic modes, or by obsequiously conforming to the 

dominant image of the gesaku author, is of necessity prescribed. As outlined in the previous 

sections, however, Robun’s engagement in these aspects of gesaku practice did not culminate in 

rote repetition, and in fact precipitated the sublation into other sectors of his work many of the new 

encumbrances it faced.     

       One is struck, however, by the endurance of many of these conventions into the early 

1880s, the supposed lull in fiction production during the first decade of Meiji notwithstanding, and 

moreover by their liberal use in the “political novels” of the 1880s and early 1890s. Although the 

introduction of modern Western literary theory to the Japanese intellectual climate is 

conventionally attributed to Tsubouchi Shōyō’s Shōsetsu shinzui, there would seem to have been 

some awareness of current trends in European literary criticism and its more felicitous treatment 

of literature as a social institution among gesakusha and their affiliates as early as 1872, as we 

shall see below. Writing more than a decade later, Shōyō’s attempt to “recuperate” the novel, 

aligned with a newly articulated notion of the fine arts, situates itself in opposition to this body of 

“un-novelistic” attributes. Nevertheless, despite Shōyō attempts to, for instance, dispense with 
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Bakin’s kanzen-chōaku paradigm as the fundamental kernel of literature, and instead supplant it 

with the objective depiction of human feeling (ninjō) and social customs (seitai-fūzoku), in allying 

himself with the positivist criticism of British statesman and sometimes-literary critic John Morley, 

Shōyō inadvertently sublates Bakin’s didactic model via a displacement from the realm of 

articulation to that of latent or implicit affect, and thus ultimately reinterpolates as the purpose of 

literary production a rebranded didacticism, of course resonant more with Morley’s laissez-faire 

social and economic policies than with Bakin’s professed paternalism, foisting any pedagogical 

burden onto the reader’s presumedly auto-didactic compulsions38.  

        While this internalization of and diffusion within the subject of the rhetoric of 

didacticism was proactively cultivated on multiple fronts in the two decades leading up to the 

publication of Shōsetsu shinzui and can be understood, in the vein of classical theses of 

modernization under the sociopolitical regime of the nation-state, as partially symptomatic of the 

move towards the sublimation within the individual the regulatory mechanisms of the state’s 

apparatus, the significantly earlier preface to the eleventh volume of Robun’s Seiyōdōchū 

hizakurige, penned by one Kubota Shigenobu 39 , touches on several of the same theoretical 

keystones:  

                                                   
38 See “Shōsetsu no shugan,” Shōsetsu shinzui. 

39 Little information regarding this individual is immediately forthcoming, although one can surmise that he was 

among Robun’s peers. 
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欧羅巴諸国にも小説草冊子の等類あり然れども稗史戯作などゝ支那風に卑め号へ

ず平等に書籍と呼べり抑小説の談趣向架空に出れども事情に於けるや世態に反す

る事なし故ゆゑに開化の見をもて論る時ハ小説も大道の栞にして寓言必ず確実の

証たりなんぞ戯れのみならんや唯文章に雅俗あるをもて学者の忌ところ今日に至

りてハ迂遠の漢学に終身蘊奥を極めんより寧年歳の小説を読書せんかた理なりと

すべし自今以て稗史の号を廃し戯作者の戯の字を除き著作師或は著述家と称て可

ならん友人仮名垣氏発義勧懲の著述談笑諷諫の意匠茲に歳ありて都て凡情を穿つ

や地道の如く流行に疾こと伝信機の音便を待たず他の知らざる深意を探索目の及

ばざる状景を見出すに至りてハ毎編看官の肝膽を冷から令言々奇々新発明嘗て魯

子が筆頭彼の自助論に所謂下情をもて政体とするの基本にして有名無実の腐儒輩

と同日の談にあらず僕当編を毎部閲して感心浅からず依て簡端に数行を譜し活眼

同好の披見を進勧しめることしかり 

 

壬申孟春 

                 蔦峯久保田重信識 

 

In the many countries of Europe, as well, there are things equivalent to shōsetsu and 

kusazōshi. However, unlike the Chinese-style of denigrating them with appellations like 

haishi [lit. small or lesser history] or gesaku, they call them equally books (shojaku) as they 

would any other. The plots of shōsetsu, their themes and devices are invented, but they are 

not in violation of their basis on circumstances or the nature of the social world. For this 

reason, when arguing from a civilized and enlightened perspective, shōsetsu are guideposts 

for the Greater Way – fables and allegories are always evidence of the true. How can they 

be only for play? It is only because of the distinction between elegant and vulgar in writing 

that it has been the object of scholars’ contempt. Today, rather than devoting all one’s 

energies to penetrate the depths of circuitous kangaku scholarship, one should recognize 

that it is more logical to read the latest shōsetsu. From here forward, we should abolish the 

term haishi and remove the character ge from gesakusha, and call them proudly chosakushi 

or chojutsuka. My friend Mr. Kanagaki, producer of kanzen-chōaku writings, his designs 

in funny stories and satire here show his skill – has he not poked fun at all the mores of the 

common man? The speed with which he fixes on current trends is like the speed of the 

earth’s orbit, faster still than a telegram. He susses out the deeper meanings unknown to 

others and finds scenes and vistas that the eye cannot. The result is that the readers of each 

volume get a shiver in their guts, each word strange and marvelous, each phrase full of new 

invention. Robun’s pen is the model for what in that well-known theory of self-help says 
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regarding ‘making governance from the mores of the so-called lowly;’ he is nothing like 

those rotten Confucians, famous in name but lacking in truth. I have read every part of this 

work, and I am not little impressed. For that reason, I have appended a few simple lines 

and recommend its reading to others’ eyes reading for our shared pleasure.      

 

Spring 1872 

                        Chōhō Kubota Shigenobu  (MBZ vol.2, p.96-7) 

  

       Familiarity with the sociologically positivist vector of Western criticism can be discerned 

in the preface penned by Kubota, but this critical discourse is mobilized to vindicate the satirical 

work (ugachi) of Robun and other comic authors as having immediate social value, not, as with 

Shōyō, to argue for the reform of the haishi-shōsetsu following its rigorous critical evaluation. 

What emerges here is an elective affinity between the standard defense of comic fiction (gesaku) 

as satirical/ugachi (and hence potentially instructive) and Western literature (shōsetsu-sōshi no 

tagui) as grounded in social reality, buttressed by their shared extensional referent, the extratextual 

sphere of social phenomena; the intersection of two discrete, historically constituted cultural 

praxes at this locus permits for the transcoding of social value across the sociohistorical gulf 

separating Japan and Europe, enabling Kubota to indulge in impossible speculation, one that sees 

the reconceptualization of the categories of haishi-gesaku and gesakusha in terms of both their 

lexical and sociocultural morphology.  

       The untenability of such a vision is nonetheless apparent in the incongruities embedded 

in the premises of its proposal, but more critically in the functional pragmatics of the formulation 
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as a contextually-bound speech-act. Kubota proposes to bring the Japanese idiom into a 

relationship of translative equivalence with its European analogues and thereby resolve a valuative 

discrepancy while simultaneously rehabilitating the shōsetsu; yet, the substance of the shōsetsu is 

posited as immutable – the conglomerate sociohistorical apparatus that produces the shōsetsu as a 

synthetic byproduct of its metabolism is to subordinate itself to its epiphenomenon and reorganize 

itself accordingly. Furthermore, to strip the affix ge- from gesakusha would collapse the specificity 

of the genre on behalf of which Kubota argues; this semantic reshuffling anticipates the dissolution 

of all internal differentiation within textual production, going so far as to suggest the diagnostic 

application of the ga-zoku binary to texts be in essence catachretic. Needless to say, this logic 

vitiates any galvanizing use-value to be located in the discrete category of ugachi, as well as 

negating the rationale for attempting to locate such value in the first place.  

          At this juncture, however, it behooves one to take stock of the formal framework of 

Kubota’s argument. While invoking the status of fiction in Europe, and thus at least superficially 

progressive, Kubota’s argument is logistically conservative, fulfilling as it does the normative 

conditions of the modular prefatory note as it operates within the commercial text: implying the 

primary author’s position within a wider intellectual community, while lauding, usually with 

recourse to humorous rhetorical devices, his incisive wit and vouching for the achievement of the 

work as an example of its type. Retracing the genealogy of the preface is of course beyond the 
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scope of our discussion, but for our immediate purposes we can tentatively suggest that, while this 

paratextual apparatus serves to confer authority to the text by authenticating its sociocultural 

coordinates, its putatively extratextual indexical function (oriented toward the constellation of 

author, reader, text and context), by virtue of its recursively formal reproduction as a module or 

component of a series of texts, comes to in greater part be deferred to its emergent intertextual 

indexical function (i.e. where the presence or absence of the preface signals the relationship of the 

text to other texts), at which point its semi-autonomous status as a module coalesces. This 

furthermore would serve as a requisite condition for the “preface” as such to be treated as an 

ontological whole, as a discursive object in its own right.  

       The semiotic multivalence (or perhaps more accurately, ambivalence) of the parodic text 

in great part hinges on its simultaneous predication on and manipulation of appropriated codes, 

reifying them while twisting – yet never completely flouting – them. In the case of Seiyōdōchū 

hizakurige the reader can discern this tension in the interstice between text and preface, as the latter 

must at once fulfill the mandates of its form and those of its generic affiliation. In this light, 

Kubota’s appropriation of the textual space afforded by the preface for mounting serious literary 

debate would appear to violate the protocols of the comic preface, unless one accepts his subtle 

invitations to read his treatise ironically and consequently apprehends his ostensible progressivism 

as an instrumental means to an end, that is to say, the burlesquing of elevated discourse and the 
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tragicomic-qua-self-defeating defense of fiction, which, within this economy of signification, is a 

priori asymptotically proximate to the parodic. Kubota’s invocation of “an enlightened point of 

view” (kaika no ken wo mote ronzu), which he configures as the prerequisite for indulging in his 

ahistorical speculation, immediately points toward the aggregate of sardonic and farcical attitudes 

sedimented within kaika‘s connotative field since the 1860s and further elaborated throughout the 

preceding ten chapters of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige, to say little of the numerous other works by 

Robun and other authors, of various political persuasions – those critical of and alarmed by the 

material and cultural changes of early Meiji, those critical of and alarmed by the aggressive and 

uncritical promotion of such new customs by the political and intellectual elite, and those, like 

Robun himself, who responded to these new conditions less from alarm or an urgent impulse to 

voice their criticism than from the vantage point from which they had heretofore approached social 

mores. That Kubota ultimately concludes his appraisal of Robun’s technique with jabs at the empty 

rhetoric of “rotten Confucians” (fujuhai), the preferred target of comic authors stretching back at 

least as far as Hiraga Gennai’s 18th century dangibon, lends further credence to an interpretation 

that would situate Kubota’s motivations squarely within the conventional logistics of the genre, as 

would the particular traits of Robun’s prose positively cited (“prose that promotes virtue and 

praises and punishes,” hatsugi-kanchō no chojutsu).  

         Shōyō ten years later would ultimately attempt to dismantle this explicit valuation of 
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kanchō and by extension probe the narratological praxes of domestic fiction production, but he 

would nevertheless ultimately fall back on a refurbished didactic functionalism to define the 

purpose and value of the shōsetsu. Kubota’s interpretation, on the other hand, does not subordinate 

the locally specific to the universal, as the parodic treatment of contemporary kaika discourse 

ensures its relativization and thus forecloses its attainment of transcendent status. What it arguably 

succeeds in doing, however, is to mobilize European literary discourse to inflect in a radical way 

the kanzen-chōaku model, imparting to it a rhetorical and legitimating gravity it had not heretofore 

had. This is not insignificant when resituated within the broader context of early Meiji social 

discourse and the private and public interests assiduously at work to reform the hearts and minds 

of the newly minted national body, to say nothing of the pivotal role to be played by new textual 

media in this enterprise. The redefinition of the social role occupied by fiction in the late 1870s 

and 1880s, as well as the structural form of domestically produced texts, such as Yano Ryūkei’s 

Keikoku bidan or Suehiro Tetchō’s Secchūbai, or the kinds of European literary texts selected for 

translation and methodology demonstrated therein, can be partially elucidated by reference to this 

sort of discursive grafting or cross-pollination; herewith, a pragmatically vestigial, calcified 

discourse is reinvigorated, abetting the expansion in range of movement and array of possible 

applications of its attendant media/container-genres – precipitating from this is a substantive shift 

in the pragmatic valence of kinsei-style didacticism-in-literature as an organ within the larger social 
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body.  
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Chapter IV    

Staying Current: Writing the Divide between Genres and Modes  

 

IV.i Praxis of Reform: From Gesaku to Civil Service 

   

    If the ambivalent relationship between ethics, aesthetics, social function, and fiction 

production would have to wait little over a decade for Tsubouchi Shōyō to initiate the process of 

its discursive reconfiguration and vouchsafe its eventual attainment, teleological though it may be, 

of a properly modern morphology as incarnated in the shōsetsu, Robun and other gesakusha were 

certainly not to be found either waiting in the wings or resting on their laurels. Soon after Kubota 

Shigenobu authored his preface in praise of Robun’s eleventh volume, Robun suddenly abandoned 

work on Seiyōdōchū hizakurige, as well as several other works for which he was still releasing 

installments – Aguranabe would not see its promised fourth or fifth volumes come to light, nor 

would the promising Tako nyūdō uo sekkyō (The Octopus Priest’s Fishy Sermons), see anything 

beyond its introduction. The success of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige, however, would see some closure 

for Kita and Yaji, albeit not under Robun’s guiding hand, and after a two-year hiatus, Fusō Kan 

(1841-1894), at Robun’s behest, resumed the moribund series in 1874, ultimately taking a 

comparatively protracted two years to see through its last four volumes. 
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From what one can infer from Robun’s closing remarks to this final volume to be penned 

by the author himself, however, the success of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige and his other works 

concomitantly in production would seem to have been at its apex: 

 

作者魯文看官へ謹ンで告條 

 

當編初輯より引続き御高評にあづかり三都府ハ勿論なり外客すら愛翫して国語

国文共に我国をさしていふに通ぜし徒は坐辺に置かざるハなしと聞けり作者の

面目何事か是に不如べけん遮莫英国博覧会をもて大団円とせまく欲す開場より

の腹稿なれば第十五編に積極せん目論なり然りと雖も北亜墨利迦洲なる合衆国

ハ方今大洲中有名無二の富国にして其大都府華盛頓「サンフランシスコ」「カリ

ホルニヤ」「ニウヨルク」なんど繁盛殊に勝れりと聞ものから此編十五輯の結局

に拾遺して 

 

『亜墨夜話 西洋膝栗毛拾遺 初篇』 

 

如此く表題を設け著述の腹稿意中に収めり當編は彼国へ航海し友人の紀行を借

得て目前の滑稽に僕が拙作の恢諧を潤色なしたれバ佳境はいと／＼深かるべき

小冊子なり當年此編の結局発兌を待ずして神速に著述の功を奏し引続きて出板

せまく欲せバ大方の花主右の表題を暗記給ひて不相変御求高覧の程一偏に翼望

し奉る條を梓客萬笈閣主人と共に希ふ 

 

    The Author Robun Humbly Informs the Reader: 

 

This work has continued to garner high acclaim from its first publication onwards, and 

while needless to say it has proved popular in the major cities of Tokyo, Osaka and Kyoto, 

I have even heard that it is beloved even by foreigners, and that there is none amongst 

those acquainted with the national language and national writing [kokugo kokubun] (here, 

I refer to those of our country) that do not keep it by his side. For the author, can there be 

any honour to match? In any case, I would like to bring things full circle with the World 

Exposition in England; and as I have a plan for a chapter from the convention hall, I plan 

to wrap things up with the fifteenth volume. While that may be good and well, the United 

States in America are of late unrivaled in fame as a wealthy nation; one hears that its great 
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cities of Washington, San Francisco, California, and New York are especially prosperous, 

so with the conclusion of this work with its fifteenth volume, we shall issue a supplement: 

 

American Night Tales: Seiyōdōchū Supplement, Vol. 1 

 

So establishing its title and having in mind an idea for its composition, for this work I 

have managed to borrow the travel diary of a friend who crossed the sea to that country 

and will embellish the ridiculous sights and sounds with the pleasant joking of my humble 

pen, so that it should prove an extremely pleasing little book. As I would like to quickly 

complete its composition and put it to print without waiting for the publication of the 

fifteenth and final volume this year, I humbly ask my loyal readers to memorize the title 

above and hope that they, as always, will seek it out and read it; this I pray for together 

with our publisher, the head of Bankyūkaku.  (MBZ vol.1, p.106)40 

       

The shift in tenor between this promotional blurb and Robun’s prefatory apologia opening volume 

twelve published in January of 1874, the first to be composed by Kan, is in itself striking, although, 

in light of Kan’s jijo to follow, one should not leap to take Robun at his word: 

 

西洋膝栗毛次編依頼之記 

   

野蕃未開の弥次郎喜多八。維新作の初編の始めに。飛脚舩の艫に属き。洋行に舩

足踏かけ。航海進みて開化の域に。着せんとする十二編、元来作者は不知案内。

浮雲瀬戸を越へんより。此邊で舩を乗換させんと。亜歐の境ひを區切にて。地理

に明るき寛舩生を。頼むは太平海上無事に。米國までも乗切らせんと。慮ふ不侫

が海母の蝦眼。萬芨閣と舩客を。依頼の一札後述の為め。杜撰の證書件の如し 

 

紀元二千五百三十四年第一月 

横濱櫻木町七丁目第十二號地         神奈垣魯文 

 

                                                   
40  It bears mentioning in passing that, in this promotional blurb, Robun intimates another convolution in his 

narratological approach, foregrounding the reliance on mediating intertexts, such as his acquaintance Tomida Saen’s 

travel diaries, so as to be a foundational element of the diegesis proper. 
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Record of Request for the Following Volumes of Seiyō hizakurige 

 

The barbaric and unenlightened Yajirō and Kitahachi, at the beginning of the first volume 

of this restoration work, grabbed hold of a steam ship’s stern and set out on their sea 

voyage, and now, having progressed in their passage, with this twelfth volume are about 

to enter the domain of Civilization. The author has been from the beginning ignorant of 

the route, and rather than attempt to cross uncertain straits, he thinks he should have them 

change ships about here, to have, at this border between Asia and Europe, asking Captain 

Kan, so knowledgeable in matters of geography, to take over would ensure a safe passage 

over calm seas, and to have him take them all the way to America – presuming as much 

certainly is like having a “shrimp’s eyes on a jelly fish.” Since this request of entrusting 

of Bankyūkaku and our passengers will be recounted later, the shoddy vetting of sources 

is as always. 

 

January, Year 2534. 

7-12 Sakuragi-chō, Yokohama           Kanagaki Robun  (MBZ vol.1, p.106) 

 

This sudden foundering of Robun’s confidence, and justification for delegating the 

responsibility – belatedly, no less – to his friend of piloting his narrative to its distant, promised 

shores as somehow induced by his unsuitability for the task of note in its own right, although one 

should be circumspect in how one should approach the interpretation of this particular rhetorical 

legerdemain. One should register the fact that, for Robun’s appeal to his lack of knowledge 

concerning geography to operate as the primary – and sole – criterion disqualifying him from 

fulfilling his duties, geographical and, by extrapolation, other forms of social knowledge, are 

prerequisites for the descriptive and narrative elaboration of the text; the intertextual and 

transgeneric physiognomy of the kurigemono, discussed in greater detail in the preceding chapter, 
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was and is to a great extent subtended by the mobilization of empirically acquired extratextual or 

intertextually mediated information, and while the selection of topos on Robun’s part necessitated 

a punctilious and at times overbearingly compensatory interpolation of such factual and statistical 

material, this nevertheless did not consign textual production itself to the realm of the unfeasible 

– to the contrary, it fulfilled a crucial generative function, enabling a kind of textual and informatic 

hypertrophy. Robun’s admission of ignorance as precipitating the abandonment of his narrative 

project would seem from a certain vantage point to shift the emphasis of importance vis-à-vis 

knowledge away from the textually mediated towards the empirically derived or fully metabolized, 

which, if so read, could lend itself as corroborating evidence in support of the argument that a 

hypothetical ideological shift, either on the part of the author as an individual, or as a symptom of 

a broader socio-discursive phenomenon, has taken place sometime between 1870 and 1874. Yet, 

despite being remembered by Nozaki Sabun as an accomplished kangakusha and a “proud monster 

of an intellect” (博識を誇る大天狗)41, Fusō Kan’s alleged strength in matters of geography was 

                                                   
41 It bears noting that Fusō Kan’s career, together with his position within Meiji literary history, has recently seen 

attempts at reevaluation, as he has tended to surface as either a footnote in Robun’s biography, or as the minor 

kyōka poet Tenpō Sennin 天保銭人, despite his rather prolific output across a variety of fields and genres (including, 

for instance, several introductory volumes to Western studies [Yōgaku michi annai, Bunseidō, 1874] or bunmei kaika 

ideology [Kaika no hashigo, Bankyūkaku, c. 1872]. Particularly informative in delineating the extent of his activity in 

these decades and relationships with journalist cum humourist Miyatake Gaikotsu (1867-1955) or Tokyo University 

professor and kanbun aficionado Dohi Gakken (1866-1933) has been the bibliographical research done by Kinsei 

scholar Saita Sakuraku (see “Kodōjin Fusō Kan no bannen” in the January 2011 issue of Nihon kosho tsūshin). 
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certainly not to be attributed to any actual travels along the “Western Ocean Route;” furthermore, 

Kan’s own introduction to said volume betrays the more pragmatic exigencies staying Robun’s 

hand: 

 

放蕩同盟<どらなかま>仮名垣兄簟瓢屡空<こめびつのがたつき>より立志<お

もひつき>て陳蔡<とうざ>の厄<あな>を免<うめ>くさと書肆<はんもと>と協議<なれ

あ>ひ子貢が貨殖<りうぎ>に従事<より>て此書を戯作<こじつけ>しに不圖<おもひが

け>なく時好<きげん>に適ひ甲乙丙丁<しょへんにへん>と底止<とめど>なく遂<とう

とう>續て十一編此是去歳の春正月<とつぱじめ>也爾来官途<しごと>に出身<ありつ

い>て生計畧定機会<くふにはこまらぬかぶ>となり痼疾<もつたやまひ>が復發<またき

ざ>し促之迫之為不聞抛擲<ぶつてもついてもうんともいはずうつちゃり>ぱなしの波及

失所措<とばつちりしようことなし>に書賈翁<いんきよ>より反責我<こつちへかゝつ>

た所由来<そのわけ>は仮名垣與余同是人間<あにきもこつちもやつぱりせけん>の廃棄

物同氣故<あまりものにたものゆへ>に同功<にたこと>の不能為<できねへ>ことはある

まへと連坐<ひっかけ>られるも允當<むりはな>い屠牛一鼎相喫<うしのいちまへつゝ

きぐひ>而後<それからあと>が雇車夫北門<くるまをねぎりきもん>へ行<でかけ>て疾走

下車地<おほいそぎおりるところ>花街柳陌徘徊悦目夜到二時<どてのしたぶらゝゝひや

かしおほびけ>の撃柝兀々斷膓<ひやうしぎかちゝゝぎよつ>と投宿<ねこみ>の今夜苦壓

臥<こんにやくおしつけ>に徹暁<あか>すハ陋巷<かし>の下等<ちよんゝゝゝ>樓で管仲

鮑叔何如我秒時十銭乞哀一小白垂憐沐浴す喫煙<くわんこうほうてきなんのそのちよ

いとひやくかせいつしゆかせゆせんたばこ>は不勝數於今猶窮乏我薄命諒察<まるつきり

いまでもこまるこつちのこんたんさつし>て十二編續撰<あとのしまつ>をバ代労<ゆづり

うけ>たる因故<いんねん>は如斯<かくのごとく>に御座候 以上 

 

My fellow partner in dissolution [no-good buddy] Kanagaki, because his reed-

woven jar was frequently empty [rice box was rattling], boldly resolved [got the idea] to 

escape the depredations of the countries of Chen and Cai [to fill up its current holes], and 

deliberated [got cozy] with a publisher, and devoting himself to Confucius’ disciple Zi 

Gong’s self-enrichment [following Zi Gong’s way of doing things], he wrote [forced 

together] this book, and unsuspectedly it met the conditions of the time [pleased people] 

and, without any sign of stopping, from one, two, three and four [the first volume and the 

second], finally the eleventh volume appeared last year at new years’ in the spring [at the 

very beginnin’]. Since then, he has moved up in the world, receiving a bureaucratic 
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position and thus being visited by the opportunity to overcome difficulty in his livelihood 

[got himself a job and is now not starving], and his long-held illness has once more 

manifested [that sickness he has has reared its head], and despite urgings or pressure, he 

listens not and has abandoned his work and he leaves what the spreading waves claim 

[punch him or poke him, he doesn’t make a peep, leaving his work untouched, and doesn’t 

make any move to finish things up], so the reason the book seller [the old man] then turned 

about and entreated me was that, since Kanagaki and I are both similar in sort, being the 

waste products of humanity [big bro and me are society’s leftovers] there is no way I 

wouldn’t be capable of the same work [ain’t no way I couldn’t do somethin’ similar], so 

it made perfect sense [made some sense]that he would have me sit at the same table [I 

would be dragged into this]. After mutually enjoying one pot of slaughtered beef [picking 

at one order of beef], we hired a driver and went to the northern gate [managed to barter 

a cheap fare for a car and set out in an inauspicious direction], and, making great haste, 

where we disembarked was the flower-town with its willow-lined streets [along the 

(Yoshiwara) embankment]. We wandered here and there, delighting our eyes, until the 

loud clacking of the wooden clappers at two in the morning [We idly looked around 

without patronizing any establishment until the clacking of the wooden clappers at closing 

time], which left us crestfallen [took us by surprise]. The night’s suffering in taking up 

lodgings -- where we wound up being forced to lie down through dawn was a low quality 

establishment in an unsightly neighbourhood [having no back-bone in finding lodgings, 

we were forced to wait until morning at some worthless place or another on the riverbank]; 

like Kanchū to Hōshuku: why, please allow me to sadly plead for ten sen for just a 

moment’s time [hey, just lend me ten sen], take pity and let dangle one piece of silver 

[lend me one shu], when it comes to bathing and smoking do not have enough [as for 

money for the bathhouse or tobacco I have not a cent] and even now I am extremely 

destitute [and even now I am in a bind]. He understood the fragility of my fate [sussed 

out my wants] – the reason for my taking over the composition of volume twelve is thus 

[accepting to finish things off is thus]. The end.  (MBZ vol.1, p.106) 

  

In this passage, where the playful juxtaposition of registers permits Kan to at once flex 

his intellectual muscle in tacitly nodding to his reputation as a kangakusha through his choice of 

style and ironize kanbun diction and its aura of erudition through the furnishing of vernacular 
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glosses which betray the former to be little more than euphemism, Kan paints a rather different 

picture from that provided by Robun: new employment and the fiscal security it promises – 

apparently a bureaucratic position, no less! – led Robun astray, and Bankyūkaku, rather than 

Robun, apparently quite comfortable with his new circumstances, has proven eager to fill the 

resulting void. It is not difficult to imagine that the factual discrepancies between the two authors’ 

accounts are themselves calculated, with Kan’s serving to inflect the reading of that preceding it 

while dutifully replicating the rhetorical formulae expected of the gesakusha’s performative self-

abjection, and through such get at least one parting shot off at Robun and his dereliction.          

Nevertheless, Robun’s promise to send Kita and Yaji to the Americas, outlined at the 

close of volume eleven, would again be recapitulated by Kan after the conclusion of the final 

volume released in 1876, but here without Robun’s dogged enthusiasm, which not only projected 

undertaking this new work in addition to his other commitments, but also guaranteed the 

completion of the remaining four volumes of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige within the year. This second 

nautical voyage would nevertheless not come to fruition, despite Robun’s hopes in 1874 and Kan’s 

reiteration of such two years later. Robun, however, did not vanish from the realm of book 

publishing, but the author’s resumption of activity in the following year (1873) was comparatively 

sparse, and betrayed a significant shift in focus: apart from vetting the work of friends such as 

Kawahara (Oka Jōki) through providing prefaces to their gesaku, Robun’s own publications, now 
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bearing more frequently than not the homophonous moniker 神奈垣魯文, avoided the fiction 

genres; instead, introductions to practical knowledge and geography (Bunmei no chikamichi, 

Shortcut to Civilization), simplified histories (Tsūzoku Naporeon-den Easy-to-Understand Life of 

Napoleon, 1873), and collections of didactic limericks (Sansoku oshie no chikamichi, Shortcut to 

the Three Teachings, 1873) made up the entirety of Robun’s production. What occasioned this 

sudden change in fortunes?   

      Two of the principal contributing factors were set in motion by the celeritous renovations 

underway in the administrative and judicial sectors of the new government. In April of 1872, the 

newly formed Ministry of Education (Kyōbushō, reformed from the remnants of the Ministry of 

Shintō Rites or Jingishō in 1872, dissolved and reabsorbed into the Home Ministry in 1877, and 

not to be confused with the later Monbushō), in its renewed bid to wrestle control over the confused 

ideological landscape of the early Meiji period after the failure, due to internal and external 

pressures, to establish Shintō as a compulsory state religion or extirpate Buddhist and Christian 

institutions, promulgated its “Three Articles on Education” (Sanjō no kyōken 三條教憲 or Sanjō 

no kyōsoku 三条の教則). These were to serve as the primary basis for the reeducation of the 

Japanese populace and the inculcation in it of proper civil consciousness, an enterprise demanding 

the mobilization of significant human resources: 

    

第一條 
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一、敬神愛国ノ旨ヲ体トスベキコト 

第二條 

一、天地人道ヲ明ニスベキコト 

  第三條 

一、皇上ヲ奉戴シ朝旨ヲ遵守セシムベキコト 

 

Article One: 

 To make the ideas of respect for the gods and love for one’s country the basis [of 

teaching]. 

        Article Two: 

 To make clear heaven and earth and the human way. 

        Article Three: 

 To make [the people] humbly accept the emperor and honour and follow the 

opinions of the court.  (Nipponica, “Sanjō no kyōsoku”)                             

 

 As can be ascertained from the text of the articles themselves, together they provided only the 

most threadbare guidelines for the battalion of “teacher-missionaries” (kyōdōshoku 教導職), 

comprising the trusted classes of priests and monks but also the lettered of different extraction, to 

be sent into the wilds of the rural countryside.  

       This redoubled concern with intellectual and ideological sanitation was, of course, what 

had prompted the passing of the Publishing Code (Shuppan jōrei) in 1869, which had reasserted 

many of the same controls exerted over the publishing industry before the late 1850s and 1860s, 

to the detriment of many of the bellicosely vociferous proponents of the moribund Tokugawa 

regime; at the same time, however, with the Newspaper Publication Ordinance (Shinbunshi inkō 

jōrei) new recognition was bestowed upon a class of publication which had, in its diverse forms, 
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heretofore occupied a rather ambiguous conceptual, formal, and legal space42. While government 

suppression had had an untoward outcome for the interventionary partisanship of early newspaper 

discourse, the legal enshrinement of the newspaper as a recognized conceptual entity and as a 

vehicle for potential public good, insofar as it could be used as an instrument of social reform, 

fertilized the soil for many private entrepreneurs, for whom the new availability of increasingly 

affordable galvanotypically produced fonts and ever-improving press technology seemed to 

intimate the ineluctability of an increasingly imminent rollover to high-capacity moveable print. 

Hot on the heels of the 1871 founding of the Yokohama mainichi shinbun followed the Tōkyō 

nichinichi shinbun and the Yūbin hōchi shinbun, in 1871 and 1872, respectively, effectively 

ushering in the age of the daily periodical, with the Yokohama mainichi shinbun fully transitioning 

to mechanical moveable type from wooden typeface by 1873.  

           The status of the book trade was also, as alluded to elsewhere, in a state of flux, and 

despite the opportunities it seemed to provide for some, the complex cost-benefit equations over 

such economic and managerial questions as the investment in mechanical print technology for 

individual publishers or the degree of control over the publishing, printing, and marketing process 

were kept at bay by the regulatory apparatus of the guilds, but all came to a sudden head with the 

                                                   
42 For discussion pertaining to the status of kawaraban broadsheets and their circulation in the Edo period, see 

Peter Kornicki, The Book in Japan and Mary Elizabeth Berry, Japan in Print: Information and Nation in the Early 

Modern Period.  
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unilateral dissolution of the system in 1873, in the interests of economic liberalization. Rough 

statistics describing the radical reconfiguration of the industry have been compiled by Maeda Ai 

and others43, but it suffices to mention at this juncture that in 1872 the industry was teetering 

precipitously on the edge of a commensurate upheaval, the newspaper industry was demonstrating 

healthy crescence, and the government, eager to outflank the still limited social utility of the not-

quite mass media, was preparing its civilizing and socializing mission into the outback. As Nozaki 

Sabun recalls, Robun was scouted by Kanagawa Prefecture, as the attitude of the current governor 

Ōe Taku was that, for observing and instructing the common people, it would be necessary to have 

on board specialists conversant in the byways of the people’s “real feelings” (kajō ni tsūjiru). If 

accurate, this proleptic inversion of Shōyō’s model, effectively reading the relationship between 

author and social reality as bilaterally navigable, is interesting in its own right for what it suggests 

about the notion of the hypothetical powers imputed to the fiction author as social technician or 

alchemist, but it would seem that Robun’s acquiescence to the offer – and his concomitant 

                                                   
43  Although the 1870s and 1880s see an explosion in the quantity of texts published, Maeda Ai’s seminal 

investigation demonstrates the high rates of attrition in the new kumi-ai which took over from the nakama guilds; 

the 145 publishers operative in the Tokugawa period, for instance, dwindles to a mere twenty or so by 1887, and 

the ranks of these new organizations were composed of mostly upstarts, the entry into the profession facilitated by 

the dissolution of the guilds, on the one hand, but also by the emergence of small-scale, contractual printing houses. 

Maeda Ai estimates that by 1877, Tokyo had only twenty presses, a third of which were owned and operated by 

newspapers, but by 1884 this number had grown to between sixty and seventy,  and had again doubled by 1890, 

to hover around 150 (Kindai dokusha no seiritsu)   
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rechristening as “Kanaga(wa)-ki Robun” – took little goading less due to some sense of mission 

than that of need; the optimism evinced by Robun for his productive capacity in the afterward to 

Seiyōdōchū hizakurige’s eleventh volume belies the frenetic pace to which he must have been 

impelled by simple financial necessity. The Prefecture was willing to salary its employees a 

monthly twenty-five yen – not a huge sum by contemporary standards, it would seem, but a livable 

wage, nonetheless.  

Reducing Robun’s decision to pure economics, however, is somewhat distortive. The 

amenability to recombination of bunmei kaika discourse had been invaluable to securing Robun’s 

place in the early Meiji literary market, and Robun’s role in metabolizing its strains and affects for 

his readership cannot be overlooked, but the institutionalization of kaika as policy and its 

enshrinement of state-centered utilitarianism reinscribed probative attitudes towards gesaku as 

constitutionally non-productive, if not outright pernicious, and could not but resituate such non-

productivity as essentially anti-social. Robun’s resistance, at once conciliatory and defiant, to this 

inhospitality is communicated lucidly in the hanrei to his discontinued Tako nyūdō uo sekkyō, 

published within months of the Ministry of Education’s promulgation of its articles: 

 

一、 此小冊史僕が例の筆頭に成る一時の戯作と雖看官の注意に因て又開化の

一端を踏むに至らん文章の卑俗きハ田童野婦に解読易からんを要とすれバな

り 

一、 無用の書を著述して有用を補全ふハ僕輩の是とする所贅語中自然微意あ

り稗史の卑きを捨ざる具眼ハ更に開化の得意たり 
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 While this little book may be the sort of ephemeral gesaku that rolls off the tip of 

my pen, due to the remonstrances of my readers, I seem to have managed to come 

to walking one edge of civilization. The lowliness of the prose is to make it easy to 

understand for children in the paddies and women in the fields.  

 Writing purposeless books for the sake of making complete the purposeful is the 

proper function of those of my ilk. Amid fatuous words are naturally subtle 

meanings. Discerning eyes that do not cast aside vulgar fiction (haishi) are all the 

more a point of pride for Civilization.  (MBZ vol.1, p.177) 

 

The hegemony of bunmei kaika is not, of course, challenged – nor could it have been, either 

practically or theoretically. Robun’s defense of fiction hinges, rather, on the coordinates of fiction 

production within this symbolic regime, citing the pseudo-didactic and complementary function 

imputed to fiction which had long served as its conventional reflexive legitimation, on the one 

hand, and appealing to the critical faculties of the reader, whose individually cultivated capacity 

for discernment and close reading is posited as both the intended telos of kaika and the redemptive 

mechanism for gesaku, on the other. In the latter formulation, however, Robun unwittingly 

divulges a prognosticative awareness of the ultimate untenability of sustaining his gesaku 

production, since the “trained eyes” (gugan) necessary to identify its “subtle meaning” (bii) are of 

yet still untrained, and require “vulgarity” (iyashiki) to make the contents of kaika intelligible. The 

aporetic circularity of this argument does not bode well for Robun, but it is doubtful that he would 

have desired certain readers to take him at his word – Tako nyūdō uo sekkyō, incomplete though it 
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may be, in its introductory volume alone offers, when read with care, a scathing critique of Meiji 

kaika discourse, the questionable benevolence of the monarch, and the incompetence and 

corruption of the new bureaucracy – safely relocated to the quasi-allegorical realm of the Dragon 

King.  

 

大地球東洋の海底に龍宮城あり大古地神四代の天孫彦火々出見尊天釣針

を索ねて海水を潜り此龍宮に入給ひて龍王の御女豊玉姫を娶り給ひ鵜葺草葺不合

尊を産し給ひしより父龍王神孫の外戚たる故を以て龍神の尊称を給り滄溟海を浮

漂州と名づけたり[…]此由来を以て代々の龍王深く神國の風儀を慕ひ鱗世界の政

令も諸事 大皇国を摸範として魚則魚法を立来たり[浦島太郎や田原藤太が優遇

された]事是皇国を敬尊の證とこそハ知られけれ于時両國橋吾妻橋の中央にて善

根功徳の人に出会ひ放し亀はなし鰻等龍宮界へ立歸り水に浮世の新聞を云々と言

上せしかバ龍王遠き御耳を傾けて聞し召れ諸々の鱗を召し集へ火烟の如き息繼ぎ

あえず駭然たる龍顔の汗を拭ひて曰ふやう汝等聞かずや方今人間界六大州中の各

國競ひて舊弊を一洗し文運を隆盛にし理学を研究し政令を改革し発明を一新し文

明開化の域に臨み君民一和して國を護り知覚をひらき知識を博め従事に進歩の最

中と聞けり 

 

At the bottom of the Great Earth’s Eastern Ocean lies the Dragon Palace. Long 

ago, the fourth generation earth god, the Heavenly Grandson Hikohohodemi no Mikoto, in 

search of the heavenly fishhook, dove to the bottom of the sea and entered the Dragon 

Palace and took the daughter of the Dragon King, Princess Toyotama, as his wife, and had 

her give birth to Ugayafukiawasezu no Mikoto; since her father the Dragon King was now 

in-laws with the Divine Grandson, he received the honorary title of Dragon God, and 

renamed the Deep Blue Sea-plane the “Floating Continent.” […] For this reason, the 

Dragon Kings from generation to generation are fond of the habits and customs of the Land 

of the Gods, and the Scaly World takes the Imperial Land as its model for its laws and 

regulations and all other things and thereby establishes their fish-regulations and fish-laws. 

It is well-known that [the reason why Urashima Tarō and Tawara Tōda were treated so well] 

was as proof of the deep respect they have for the Imperial Land. These days, there are no 

turtles who meet people of good moral fiber and virtue and are subsequently released 

around Ryōkoku-bashi or Azuma-bashi. When an eel or such returned to the Dragon Palace 
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and communicated to the water the goings-on in the floating world, the Dragon King turned 

his ears, hard of hearing as he was, and listened; he then summoned all the scaly-ones and, 

like fire and smoke, not even able to take a breath, and wiping the sweat from his flustered 

dragon-face, said such: “You all, have you not heard?! Currently on all six continents each 

country competes to do away with old conventions, make great their culture, research 

natural principles, reform their laws, renew their inventions, look forward to Civilization 

and Enlightenment, and making peace between ruler and people, protect their countries, 

grow in intelligence, spread knowledge – everything is in the midst of progress, I hear!”  

(MBZ vol. 1, p.178) 

 

The premise for Robun’s satire reveals itself unabashedly in these first few pages; in 

predicating his model for the universe of the Dragon Palace on the mytho-history provided by the 

Kojiki and popular legend, the author is able to deduce through a sort of narratological critique the 

sociopolitical space of the Dragon Palace – in other words, in acknowledging the narratological 

function of the Dragon Palace as it figures within its various diegetic contexts, one that tends to 

merely be that of expedient or foil, Robun is able to posit a logic capable of unifying these various 

instantiations in such a way as to project some kind of hypothetical social reality to it, while 

moreover revealing the absurdity of the very narratological exigencies determining the position 

and function of the Dragon Place in its various intertexts. Deconstructing the conventional mode 

of conceptualizing the Dragon Palace as merely an accidental analogue to the human realm, 

similarly replicating a set of norms presumed universal, Robun instead underscores the auxiliary 

status of Dragon Palace as a narrative conceit the ontological status of which hinges entirely on 

the land-dwelling protagonists whose interests govern the narratives in which the topos’ use-value 
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figures, precisely by transposing this metanarrative indebtedness into the register of narrative 

action. Here, the Dragon Palace is a satellite of Japan, in senses both geographical and ideational.             

 This interpolation of hierarchy introduces several additional complications, however. 

While the denizens of the sea come to learn of the ineluctable march of progress from their aquatic 

reconnaissance, and thus move to reform their government and society on the model proffered by 

Japan, the shock and awe evinced by the Dragon King in the foregoing, modest temporal delay 

notwithstanding, does but emulate, albeit on a fantastical level, the political anxieties of the former 

Tokugawa regime and current Meiji government; at first content to remain impartial and but 

observe matters from afar, the Dragon King recalls the modest yet troubling expansionist 

proclivities of Enma, lord of the underworld, and that the Dragon Kings of the Atlantic and Pacific 

Ocean have already begun to enact their own reforms on the continental model, thus posing an 

implicit threat to the autonomy of the Dragon King’s domain. The Dragon King’s subsequent 

admission of guilt in indulging in ludic and gustatory pleasures, and his vow to “return to 

governance of Dragon-Fish Amicability modelled on the political form of Constitutional 

Monarchy” (君民共治の政体に倣ひ龍魚交游の政治に歸せん), while echoing the political 

discourse of immediate post-restoration Japan, also dissolves the contentious political and 

administrational antagonism between the Tokugawa government and the Satsuma and Chōshū-led 

faction, rallying behind the young Meiji, which precipitated the restoration itself; the political 
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valence of the Dragon King and his regimes, both ancienne and nouvelle are thus consequently 

grafted onto the pre- and post-restoration governments, but without any attendant administrative 

reconfiguration. In one sense, this can be read as circumspection on the part of the author, its 

ramifications for the allegorical model elaborated are somewhat more interesting, insofar as it 

forecloses conceptual possibility of the self-laudatory narrative propagated in the wake of the 

restoration, rendering it entirely aporetic; if one should move one step further, one could argue that 

it identifies the shift in political power as being less a Manichean drama of opposing forces and 

ideological attitudes, and rather Baudrillardian dramaturgy, pure and simple, staged to facilitate 

the pursuit of other interests.                

More space could be allocated to a discussion of this short work’s sophisticated rhetorical 

structure, but for our present purposes it is sufficient to note Robun’s preemptive posture vis-à-vis 

the expected censure attendant to the increasing scrutiny of the field of gesaku production.                    

   

IV.ii The Recanter’s Idiom: Responding to a Changing Political Climate 

 

Tako nyūdō uo sekkyō was published in June of 1872; just one month later, Robun, together 

with Jōno Denpei, issued a statement to the authorities, published in the bunmei kaika-minded 

Tokyo-based bimonthly periodical Shinbun zasshi (later the Akebono) and subsequently collected 

in the second volume of Kyokkōken Shujin’s digest of selected news stories, Tōsei hitsudoku fuka 
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fuchi (Contemporary Must-Reads: No Good Not to Know), released from Hakubundō later that 

year. In it, the two men respond to the mounting public criticism of fiction authors, ultimately 

conceding to official remonstration and promising to mend their ways. Although functionally a 

profession of renunciation of the gesaku mode, the manner in which the argument unfolds is worth 

some consideration:                 

 

今般著作業道原因委細以書附可申上旨御諭示に付則奉建言候、抑戯作ノ儀

ハ虚ヲ主トシ実ヲ客トシ或ハ事跡名籍を仮用シ或ハ正史ヲ換骨奪体シ支那ノ羅漢

中李笠翁等ノ小説我源氏狭衣其他何物語ト唱フル物則是ナリ然レトモ高貴英才ノ

手ニ相ナリ自ラ巧拙尊卑ノ別有之候得共地ヲ変ユレハ後世ノ戯作ト其趣意同一種

ト奉存候夫ヨリ星霜幾多ヲ経テ浪花ニ井原西鶴八文字屋自笑古昔ノ物語ニ漢土ノ

小説ヲ折衷シ一種ノ稗史ヲ著ハシ候ト雖モ未だ戯作ノ称ヲ唱ヘスノチ安永年間東

武ニ平賀源内一に風来山人ナル者始テ戯作ノ称ヲ唱ヘ続イテ森島中良、立川焉馬、

芝全交、朋誠堂喜三ニ、唐来三和、等戯作者若干有之候得共多クハ一時好奇ノ余

に採筆セシモノニテ独リ山東京伝戯作ヲ以テ生活ヲ計リシヨリ以降曲亭馬琴、式

亭三馬、柳亭種彦、十返舎一九、等連續輩出シテ今日迄戯作ヲ以テ糊口仕候者数

十名ナリ然ルニ近年或ハ鬼籍ニ入り或ハ他業ヲ営ミ方今之ヲ以テ業ト仕候者僅ニ

私共両人其他両三名ノミコレ無他知見日々開ケ月ニ進ミ稗史ノ妄語タルヲイヤシ

ム所以ト奉存候実に文運隆昌ノ今日ニ際シ従前京師ヲ鎌倉ニ模擬シ其事柄ハ元禄

以内ニシテ其名籍は元弘建武ノ如キ識者ハ其原由ヲ知ト云ヘトモ不識者ノ迷ヒヲ

取候ハ勿論ノ事ニ御座候素ヨリ戯作ハ識者ニ示スニ非ス不識者ヲ導ビクモノニ候

尚依然トシテ守株仕候テハ迂遠ニ陥イリ曖昧に流ルル而巳ナラズ、其弊ツイニ人

ヲ過ツニ至ルベシ依テ爾後従来ノ作風ヲ一変シ乍恐教則三条ノ御趣旨ニモトヅキ

テ著作可仕ト商議決定仕候就テハ下劣賎業ノ私輩ニ御座候得共歌舞伎作者トハ自

然有別儀ニ御座候問右可然御含被成下度云々 

 

We make this address on the occasion of the recent imperial injunction, which 

requires that we speak in detail about the origins of the writing profession, in writing. To 

start with, the mode of gesaku makes the false its host, and truth, its guest, or it provisionally 

uses historical locations or names, or it “replaces the bones and steals the body” of proper 

history; in China, the shōsetsu of Luo Guanzhong and Liweng and others, or our Genji or 
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Sagoromo and all those things called Tales – that is what these are. However, while in the 

hands of those of distinction and talent, of its own accord differences between [works of] 

skill and shoddy or the noble and base emerge, should the place change, we humbly think 

that latter-day gesaku are of the same type, having the same basic premise. After much time, 

Ōsaka’s Ihara Saikaku and Hachimonjiya Jishō combined the form of the monogatari with 

the Chinese shōsetsu and produced a certain kind of haishi, but they did not yet use the 

term gesaku. Later, during the An’ei period, Edo’s Hiraga Gennai, the first-generation Fūrai 

Sanjin, used the term for the first time, and following him there were some gesakusha, such 

as Morishima Chūryō, Tachikawa Enba, Shiba Zenkō, Hōseidō Kisanji and Tōrai Sanna, 

but many of them only took up the pen out of momentary curiosity; only once Santō Kyōden 

attempted to make a living through gesaku did Kyokutei Bakin, Shikitei Sanba, Ryūtei 

Tanehiko, and Jippensha Ikku, among others, appear one after the other, and until today, 

there have been several dozens of people who have fed themselves through gesaku. 

However, in recent years, some have died and others have taken up other lines of work, 

presently leaving those who make this their profession only two or three, besides the two 

of us. We believe that this is the reason, as one can see, that day by day and as the months 

move forward, [people] regard haishi and their untruths with increasing contempt. Truly, 

today, when culture is prospering so, although the educated may know the reasons why 

[authors] do things like disguise the capital as Kamakura, or set the action before the 

Genroku [1688-1704] period, and make the names [of public figures] to be those from the 

Genkō [1331-1333] or Kenmu [1334-1338] periods, such of course leads to the confusion 

among the uneducated. Gesaku from the beginning is not for instructing the educated, but 

rather for guiding the uneducated. To doggedly adhere to past conventions as before would 

be not only to fall out of step with the world and drift towards ambiguity, its ill-effects will 

eventually lead people astray. For this reason, we have decided that heretofore our 

professional business should be to completely change our mode of production and to write, 

carefully basing what we do on the contents of the Three Articles. Thusly, though we are 

of a lowly and vulgar profession, we are naturally different from the authors of kabuki 

dramas. We ask: we kindly would like your proper understanding in this matter.  (p.12-

14) 

 

Regardless of the fact that the premise of notification is ostensibly to articulate a severance 

with the established narratological and topical conventions of fictional composition, Robun and 
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Jōno nevertheless organize their manifesto around a literary-historical genealogy of the gesaku 

mode, tracing its genotype back as far as domestic monogatari and continental shōsetsu. The 

historical trajectory of gesaku elaborated herein, however, neatly bifurcates its object into distinct 

but interlocking clusters of traits, the abstract and epistemological, and the formal and historically 

contingent. Gesaku – or rather, its principle (gi) – is first defined in terms of its privileging of 

artifice and expropriation – of real history, of actual events or persons – over “truth,” but recourse 

to the rhetorical binary of “master” and “guest” (aruji/kyaku) merely underscores the dependence 

of the former on the latter’s officially sanctioned channels of information and knowledge for its 

self-construction.  

       This constitutive principle, however, is not the unique property of gesaku alone, being 

held in common as it is with both domestic and foreign literary practices. Rather, it is more an 

attitude or posture towards the organization and synthesis of information, one amenable to 

transcontextual manifestation and thusly aspecific and transhistorical. The ideational matter of 

gesaku is in this sense supplied from without; the prototypical body, however, is historically 

located at the point of confluence between formal modes, namely the domestic tale and the Chinese 

narrative. Robun suggests that gesaku is not a lexically self-contained or coextensive category, but 

is rather structurally defined, considering its subordination of discursive self-identification to 

descriptive diagnosis in his ascription of its origins to Ihara Saikaku in the 17th century, long before 
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Hiraga Gennai’s use of the term to describe his practice. From this vantage point, Robun’s 

historical survey adumbrates a model which sees the visible liminality of discourse in a delayed, 

syncopated orbit relative to the material coalescence of gesaku around its attitudinal nucleus. This 

notwithstanding, the use of gesaku as a lexical signifier is itself implicitly problematized; Gennai’s 

forced precipitation of gesaku out of the pre-discursive ether gives to the series of authors that 

follow a concept around which to orient their praxis, but the friction of its diachronic transfer 

presents its own theoretical concerns. The etymological rationale behind Gennai’s selection of the 

term, for instance, resonates with a sociological configuration that is ultimately outlived by its own 

descriptive terminology; gesaku as the production of “play,” the indulgence of a passing fancy, is 

superseded and ultimately supplanted by gesaku as serious economic enterprise, its ge- prefix 

denoting the professed generic posture of the work, but no longer the attitude of the author to its 

composition.  

        This, then, puts the present on somewhat ambiguous footing in its interrogation of the 

intensive and extensive valences of gesaku; are its origins to be traced back to Murasaki Shikibu 

and Ra Kanchū, to Saikaku’s alloying of genres, to its emergence as a discursive figure, or to Santō 

Kyōden’s transformation of its pragmatic status? Approached in this manner, this historiography 

appears to enfold a series of recursively nested etiologies, the given value of each ultimately 

contingent on one’s method of anatomy. The utility of this refractory model, however, becomes 
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apparent when read against Robun’s formulation of the present state of the field. Robun’s account 

of the current devaluation of gesaku is framed in lapsarian terms, devolving on the attrition of 

competent authors from the field, either through death or the exigencies of making a more lucrative 

livelihood, and the obstinance of those of Robun and his ilk, whose subpar intellectual faculties 

have by association lowered the public estimation of the field. This configuration of gesaku’s ill 

fortunes in the present as an infelicitous eventuality of the accident of natural selection, of course, 

a forced reading, surreptitiously eliding the discomfiting relationship between the organs of fiction 

production and the master discourse obtaining throughout most of the Edo period, and which, 

moreover conditioned the very locutionary parameters Robun reproduces here in his simultaneous 

affirmation of continuity – of a tradition, of a profession – and admission of lapse or rupture – of 

real competence or quality.  

       The construction of such a quasi-hagiographic lineage, its roll-call of individual authors 

compounding the sense of immanent plenitude ascribed to the past by the imparity it evokes with 

the desolation of the present, enables Robun and Jōno to come to the defense of gesaku at precisely 

the historical moment when it can no longer withstand the exogenic pressures encroaching upon 

it: by a strategic dissociation that splits past from present, gesaku as a category and a body of texts 

can be redeemed in commemoration even as it resigns itself to its persecution and extinction. 

Furthermore, by encoding gesaku as fundamentally composite, Robun ensures that its specific 
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identity is diffused across the total surface of its multiple iterations, amplifying its subsumptive 

capacity.          

          The authors’ closing jab at playwrights for the Kabuki theatre – another target of 

criticism and reform during this period – reinserts, albeit belatedly, the rhetorical flippancy typical 

of the gesakusha persona into the manifesto, in a tactical move than in turn repercusses back upon 

the presumed humility evinced in the foregoing discussion, casting doubts on their promises to 

“alter [their] style.” While the reflexive rhetoricisms of the professional fiction author manifest 

even at this ostensibly somber juncture, the aporetic logic governing the limits of gesaku’s self-

descriptive language betrays the oxymoronic premises of the structured dialogue sustained 

between the high and low registers of culture, further exacerbated by the suppression of any direct 

indictment of this dialogue as so structured. As Robun and Jōno recapitulate in the latter half of 

their manifesto, gesaku is “not for the instruction of the learned, but for guiding the unlearned,” 

repeating in slightly modified form the conventional maxim deployed in the service of fiction 

across generic types from the early Edo period onward, that fiction is an expedient means for the 

moral edification of “women and children.”  

        The proposition that fiction could have any other value is not entertained, nor is this 

postulate in any way called into question; this is, of course, to be expected, with education’s newly 

assigned role in the machinery of bunmei kaika as a tautologically self-sufficient engine of value-
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production. Rather, the failings of fiction are identified at the level of narratological mechanics, 

construed as incompatible with the new discursive dynamism of the 1870s. The range of 

dramaturgical devices common to much Edo period fiction – the displacement of Edo to Kamakura, 

or relegating the events of narrative to the distant historical past – are here faulted for sowing 

confusion among the undereducated, such literature’s intended audience; only tacitly intimated, 

however, is the rationale underwriting this beguiling violence inflicted against historical truth and 

internalized in much gesaku narrative – the need to obviate incurring the wrath of the authorities. 

Thinly-veiled historical allegorization – often only involving the substitution of dates or toponyms, 

or the strategic inclusion of an historical personage – was a common technique employed to 

circumvent the proscriptions against publishing material on contemporary rumor or events, 

violation of which could result in fines, punitive confinement, or corporal punishment; its use as a 

convention, however, was induced by the inexorability of negotiating with the strictures of 

censorship. Nevertheless, the incorporation of such into the body of gesaku production, had not 

heretofore threatened or otherwise compromised the justificatory apologia for fiction as being for 

“women and children,” either because the reader was expected to be inured to a mode of quasi-

allegorical interpretation – analogous techniques were commonplace in the popular visual arts, as 

well as on the stage – or because the rhetoric of didactic intent did not, and was not expected to, 

intersect with the diegetic vector in any significant way.  
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       In either case, Robun admits that this system of conventions is nonetheless fully 

comprehensible to the educated elite, but that since gesaku is not intended for consumption by the 

educated, the only foreseeable outcome is one detrimental to the very demographic gesaku is 

intended to uplift. The implications of this paradox, however, are precisely the obverse of what 

Robun and Jōno argue, and hinge on the double suppression of the synthesis of gesaku’s repertoire 

of rhetorical and narratological devices via dialectic interchange with the prevalent valuative order 

of the Edo period, and of the real economy of gesaku production and consumption. If such a system 

were immitigably pernicious – that is to say, if its consumption were in fact to be circumscribed to 

“women and children” in need of guidance – it could not have reasonably come to occupy the 

naturalized position within the organs of fiction production that it ultimately did and, moreover, 

would not be worthy of the commemoration and sublative preservation Robun and Jōno attempt. 

The authors here divulge the logically abrasive effects occasioned by the defensive rhetorical 

parameters of the gesaku mode, as they inadvertently “out” at this juncture the discursively 

suppressed but intuitively understood actualities of wide demographic consumption of and 

participation in the circulation of fiction texts.  

Concomitantly, one should not overlook the shift in what constituted the body of 

knowledge worth teaching, as this was in itself a precondition for Robun and Jōno’s ostensible 

repudiation of the status quo; as our earlier discussion of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige attempted to show, 
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the new epistemic space of Meiji had rather dramatic ramifications for the reproductive 

mechanisms of established genres. Geographical or sociological information had, as we have seen, 

never been devalued, but the range of valence of “practical” or “scientific” information underwent 

a radical reexamination from the 1850s through the 1870s, as it could now be mobilized in ways 

not possible within the earlier caste system, and the interests of the young state were certainly 

conducive to such ends. The ethical injunctions given articulation in the formulae of kanzen-

chōaku certainly had in no way been phased out – the establishment of the Kyōbushō and its three 

articles were sufficient evidence that a high premium was still to be had on moral education, but 

the forces of institutionalization were moving to process education as a fundamental virtue unto 

itself (although this was on many fronts an uphill battle). The developing notion of pedagogical 

virtue Robun was in part complicit in advocating can be seen to have agglutinatively arrogated to 

itself the expanding textual apparatus, infusing heretofore neutrally charged information with new 

value. Likewise, the choice of the gender and age-neutral category of “the uneducated” (fushikisha) 

over the conventional “women and children” indicates acute sensitivity to the reorganization of 

the functional and conceptual role of education and its attendant idiom by 1872; needless to say, 

women and children were not expected to acquire a working education from the didactic subtext 

or overt injunctions in kokkeibon or ninjōbon, but rather (if only at the level of reflexive discourse) 

to have their ethical behaviour policed and putative norms reinforced, lest in their intellectual 
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febrility they falter. The hypothetical didactic role for the gesaku text Robun elaborates here 

instead takes as its object an undifferentiated social body, and posits reconditioning fushikisha into 

shikisha as its purpose.                                            

    Although Robun began his tours of Kanagawa Prefecture in 1873, the impetus for issuing 

this statement of reform would not seem to be entirely unrelated; the three articles, to which Robun 

and Jōno make pained reference, do not, in fact, deal with in any cogent way the position of fiction 

with regard to matters of policy, although one can posit an implicit indictment of gesaku, as Robun 

does, in its violation of the second of the three, that dealing with the inculcation of the principles 

of “Heaven and Earth and the Way of Humaneness.” Although one should avoid incautious 

speculation, it is interesting to note the bylaws established by the Kyōbushō regarding membership 

to the Daikyōin, the central meeting hall for its missionaries, issued in June of 1876, stipulate that 

“one at all times uphold the three articles,” “safeguard standard morality and demonstrate its 

practical application,” and that “those desiring to membership, first swear under oath to uphold 

and obey the three articles, only after which will they be permitted to sit.”44 The institution of 

these rules coincides with Robun’s commencing his tenure, but it is not unimaginable that Robun 

had some hope of seeking employment as a civil servant, or had already been approached by 

                                                   
44 See Ogawara Masamichi, “Daikyōin no seido to shoki no katsudo” for reproduction of the Kyōdōin’s internal 

bylaws.  
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representatives from the prefecture, at this early juncture, which would make the strategic worth 

of this very public profession all the more salient.  

 

IV.iii Writing for the People: Enlightenment as Entertainment 

 

In either case, Robun’s reentry on the literary scene was marked by, as noted earlier, the 

adoption of a refurbished penname, articulating his professional and geographic ties with 

Kanagawa Prefecture, on the one hand, but at the same time insinuating a casual buffer between 

his present and former professional selves. Nevertheless, one of the author’s more interesting 

works to enter circulation at this point, Sansoku oshie no chikamichi 三則教捷徑, was issued 

under his more familiar penname. As the title does more than suggest, this tract attempted to 

provide a “shortcut” to the three articles, rendering accessible their ideational content to the 

unwashed, uneducated masses. Despite its ostensibly didactic premises, the work is primarily 

humorous in its orientation, introducing each of the three articles in succession before indulging 

in highly digressive – and at times quite tenuous – illustrations of their applicative valences, 

supported by a bevy of playful analogies and puns, all packaged in verse (Figures 22-3). That 

Robun’s “shortcut” results in a text significantly more involved than the rather laconic principles 

it sets out to elucidate is not indefensible, considering its exegetical function, but its chosen method, 

evoking humorous or bawdy imagery to convey the internal workings of the sacrosanct realm of 
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the emperor, his metonymic status as head-of-state, and the position of the common citizen, does 

not do so much to inspire awe or respect as it does to decline in the register of common experience 

the ostensibly sublime.  

     One is hard pressed to attribute the selection of this method to some need to simplify the 

language of officialdom, as Robun’s text evidences far greater rhetorical complexity than the three 

lines it explicates; rather, the “difficulty” of the three articles was primarily conceptual, not 

linguistic, lacking as they did any substantial referential basis beyond the unmoored, unqualified 

abstractions of emperor, state, and civil obedience. The language Robun uses to deliver his 

expedient means to his reader undertakes the challenge of concretizing an abstract cosmology in 

an aphoristic, anecdotal idiom, but the language to which Robun has recourse makes it exceedingly 

clear that the methodology of gesaku and the persona of its author still had their utility:                       

 

蠢愚の蒼生を救はんとても、人毎に説き、戸毎に諭すべき物に非れば、仮

に術を設け其道によらしむるとこそ何やらの文には見つれ。こは方今説教をもて

民を導くの類になん 教導職おのもおのも朝旨を遵守し、三則の大声里耳に入し

むる物から、我輩の文学びなきさへその大略を知るを得たり、あな歓しらずや。

そが中に活業の繁く間なく説教の場に臨むを得ざる徒ありと伝え聞からに、余幸

ひ聴聞数度にして耳に止めたる三ツの則を、我も人も能く口馴たる俗言もて、か

き列ね、教の捷徑と号け、斯桜木に彫めて、その道の枝折とはなせり。器きたな

しとてその食を捨てな置かれそ。 

              物の本かき 

                                                               仮名垣

魯文誌 

 

In working for the salvation of the ignorant masses, one cannot preach to each and 
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every person, or dole out one’s remonstrations at each and every door; rather, establishing 

a provisional method to get them to come closer to the right path – I read this in something 

somewhere. This is of the same sort guiding the populace in this day and age with sermons. 

Since Kyōdōshoku , each and every one, respects and observes the will of the court and 

puts into the ears of those in the countryside the great voice of the Three Articles, even one 

with no book-learning such as myself has come to understand the basic outline of the Three 

Articles – can one not be overjoyed? However, I hear that there are those, however, busy 

with their labours, that have no occasion to come to the place where the lectures are held; 

luckily, I have retained the Three Articles, having heard them several times, and, writing 

in the vernacular familiar on the tongue to both me and my readers, have written them 

down, entitled it a “shortcut” to the teachings, carved it into blocks of cherry wood like 

this, and have made it branches to the Way. Though the bowl may be dirty, one must not 

toss out the food it contains.  

 

                             Writer of Serious Books 

 Kanagaki Robun  (Sansoku oshie no chikamichi, p. 1) 

 

It should first be pointed out that Robun identifies himself here as an author of “mono no 

hon,” or serious books, as opposed to jihon, or fictional and entertainment works. Robun here 

negotiates the treacherous interstice between his established reputation as an author of entertaining 

fiction, and his self-reinvention as educator and long arm of the state’s civilizing mission. 

Regardless of his emphatic adoption of his new katagaki, Robun configures himself less as an 

emissary of enlightenment than as a recent convert, himself having received the “good news” and 

internalized it, enabling him to disseminate it in turn. Crucial to note is that Robun’s identification 

with the kyōdōshoku remains asymptotically suspended – his opening proclamation, identifying 

the written word as the provisional technique (kari ni jutsu) best suited to overcoming the human 
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limitations of the missionary’s work, would suggest that Robun himself occupies this prestigious 

position, but the subsequent clause, lauding the work of these civil servants and the author’s 

indebtedness to them, subverts this reading, and resituates Robun as the site or target of this new 

socialization, and its most impressive accomplishment, implied by the adverbial sae – even one as 

illiterate as the author can be saved.  

       Finally, by assimilating to himself the missionary’s sermons, Robun transforms himself 

into an inflected, text-bound conduit for their further propagation. Robun hereby deftly 

manipulates his social coordinates, occupying three positions simultaneously: that of the 

pedagogue, that of the reader’s analogue, and that of the transformative, aspirational potential, the 

intended site of the reader’s emulative desire. The rhetorically pliant identity of the gesaku author 

permits this multiplication of roles, and in doing such, is able to extrapolate from the 

interventionary use-value of the main text and inlay in the prefatory framework of his didactic text 

a tantalizing narrative of social mobility, furtively grafted onto this discourse of regulatory social 

control. As propaganda technique, the facility with which Robun dissembles himself as missionary 

and convert points towards new applications for the gesakusha’s rhetorical tools, but whether 

Sansoku oshie no chikamichi itself can be read as a successful exemplar in this regard will require 

a more thorough analysis; let it suffice at this juncture to suggest that a close reading would betray 

certain affinities with the satirical attitude evidenced in, for instance, Tako nyūdō uo sekkyō, and 
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that, despite realizing its primary function of rendering tangible the amorphous conceptual space 

of the nation as a system of triangulated relations, it inevitably burlesques them, relying as it does 

on the formal conventions of comical popular song to enumerate a seemingly interminable defilee 

of lexically embedded puns and metaphors, transcoding into the register of the banal or bawdy the 

lofty ideals enshrined in the articles’ tenets. That Robun would not necessarily regard his position 

as a civilizing missionary with uncritical zeal is not altogether surprising, and some sense of his 

ambivalence can be gleaned from the marginalia of his output – as well as a rather cogent argument 

in favour of entrusting the Three Articles to textual inscription and proliferation. As a case in point, 

the first volume of Robun’s short-lived satirical cartoon magazine Nipponchi (June-July, 1874)45, 

a project undertaken with his long-time collaborator Kawanabe Kyōsai modeled on The Japan 

Punch (1862-1887), an illustrated humour periodical penned by British ex-patriot Charles 

Wirgman (1832-1891), corroborates a reading of Robun’s attitude towards his work as a civil 

servant as marked by a fair degree of skepticism: accompanying an illustration of a civil servant 

dressed in semi-Western style, one demonic child perched on his back and another hanging from 

his neck, in flight from a procession of rural villagers, is the following caption (Figure 24):   

 

人民のちゑ袋をふくらますハ道の師なり。その師ハ則ち天子様の御名代

                                                   
45 This can perhaps be considered a prototype of sorts for Robun’s later foray into the genre, presaging his Robun 

chinpō, published between 1877 and 1879, following the success of Nomura Fumio’s Dandan chinbun, to which, 

incidentally, Fusō Kan was an active contributor. 
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なれバ尤もたつとまざる可からず。/たとへ板づらな児たりとも教へてゆるがせ

ならぬを師のつとめにす。其道につうしむる案内者はくたびれぬ御用心。    

 

He who increases the store of knowledge of the people is the Teacher of the Way. 

Since the Teacher is no less than the representative of the Heavenly Son himself, he above 

all else must be shown the greatest deference. Even with naughty children, it is the 

Teacher’s duty to teach and not let go unfinished. The guide, so familiar with the Way – 

be careful not to collapse of exhaustion.  (Bakumatsu Kaikaki bungaku shiryōshū)               

 

The irony is certainly palpable. The civil servant, neither an object of veneration – albeit 

certainly one of a rather voracious fascination – nor a peerless exemplar of dedication to his 

vocation, is instead depicted in flight, incapable and unwilling to contend with the imposition of 

abuse to which he is subject. Certainly, the people whom he is to instruct seem yet to have 

metabolized in any demonstrable way the precepts of the Three Articles and regard with proper 

reverence the Emperor’s delegate46, but he is no more a model, either of or for, emulation; that this 

mediating organ of the imperial will should buckle so easily and be compelled to so ignominiously 

flee insinuates a rather jaundiced attitude towards the sort of ideological rhetoric of which the 

kyōdōshoku is to be the hypostatic embodiment underlying what appears initially to be the rather 

                                                   
46 Unless, of course, there is a secondary inflection to this ironization, to wit, that the stampede of villagers in hot 

pursuit of the kyōdōshoku very much have and do understand him to be a proxy of the divine emperor, and thus 

seek to reap the benefits (riyaku) of haptic exchange; this reading would suggest the plausible argument, attested 

to elsewhere and implicit in the urgency felt by the young Meiji regime, to recalibrate the affective and practical 

relationship towards the supernatural and divine on the part of its subjects. This response, then – divinity 

acknowledged but as irreducibly intimate, perhaps taking the contrived metaphors of kingship-as-kinship at their 

word – adumbrates the sort of conceptual and ethico-religious gulf standing between the government and the 

people can but hope to discipline.    
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cavalier attitude evinced by the cartoon.    

     

IV.iv Print of a Different Type: The Newspaper in Japan 

   

   Our attention should turn at this point to the awareness Robun evinces here regarding the 

utility of printed media, its ability to replicate at a distance and in fractal simultaneity the logistical 

situation of a given dialogical moment, as it is not incidental. Robun’s imbrication in the informatic 

economy – drafting broadsheets and kiritsukebon in the early years of his career, or synthesizing 

variegated sources in his fiction – was a longstanding affair, but as outlined above, the legal 

recognition granted to the newspaper medium offered another site of institutionally sanctioned and 

relatively stable space for discursive production. Indeed, Robun had at some juncture recognized 

the particular parameters of the newspaper as amenable to his skill set, and had begun writing for 

the Yokohama mainichi shinbun, making a comfortable forty-five yen salary for his contributions 

to their miscellany – significantly more than what he concomitantly earned from the State. By the 

time Robun had joined the ranks of the Yokohama mainichi, sometime in 1873 or 1874, the basic 

framework of the nascent Japanese newspaper industry had achieved some stability, and the 

Yokohama mainichi had grown from a threadbare publication devoted almost exclusively to 

shipping listings into a more substantial three-page paper, covering in addition to mercantile 

adverts and shipping information prefectural, domestic and international news. This 
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notwithstanding, as subsequent developments would make clear in retrospect, there was still much 

to be hammered out, as the storied history of the newspaper in Japan, ever balanced precariously 

at the limen between the material-technological and the ideological, would continue to unfold 

through the 1870s and 1880s.   

        The condensed narrative unto this point, however, can be summated as following. By 

the early 1860s, Europe and the United States were in the process of transitioning from flat-bed to 

cylindrical presses, with automated reel-feeding to follow by the end of the decade (Mack), which 

expanded the productive capacity for both monograph and periodical publication. In Japan, 

however, with its differently organized techno-material context, strategic potential was detected 

more immediately in the media issuing from the technology proper. The mutual reinforcement by 

the scale of its infrastructural base and the nestling of its self-perpetuating, commodifying rationale 

in the collective socioeconomic apparatus of the newspaper medium – a commodity itself reifying 

time, information, and civic participatory experience – was apparent to those on the ground with 

the rapid proliferation of foreign-language papers appearing soon after the ratification of the Ansei 

treaties and the incorporation of Japan into the sphere of Western commercial interest they signaled. 

The first of these, the biweekly Nagasaki Shipping List and Advertiser (1861), was followed by 

others such as The Japan Times and Japan Commercial News, before being recast as the Japan 

Herald upon its relocation to Yokohama, the new principal locus of foreign mercantile interest in 
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the wake of the newly gained access to ports apart from Nagasaki’s Dejima; the system of channels 

and relays informing the various summaries of international and domestic events carried in these 

papers were not immediately accessible to the Tokugawa government, but the information they 

could provide was seen as invaluable in navigating the unfamiliar waters of international 

diplomacy, on the one hand, and gaining some sense of the state of affairs within Japan as civil 

unrest incrementally grew, on the other.  

         In an effort to wrestle with this discursive landscape, the Tokugawa government 

commissioned abridged translations of the Dutch-language Javasche Courant furnished by the 

Dutch, who for their part were eager to ingratiate themselves to the shogunate in any way possible, 

their trade monopoly having been encroached upon by British and American rivals; published in a 

flurry of activity as Kanpan Batabia shinbun (Government Edition Batavia Newspaper) from 

January to February of 1862 for a total of twenty-three installments, and subsequently as Kanpan 

Kaigai shinbun (Government Edition Overseas Newspaper) for the month of March, followed by 

a five month hiatus before resuming for its final volumes in September of the same year, this 

publication, despite heralded by posterity as Japan’s first newspaper, saw rarified circulation, 

intended as it was for official perusal, and as the product of harried selection and translation, was 

in no way a timely record of current events. Hamada Hikozō’s similarly titled Kaigai shinbun 

(1864-6) followed the same basic model, summarizing in translation articles culled from a variety 
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of sources in digest format, and aimed to meet the needs of an increasingly uncertain and 

deregulated informatic sphere. Although distributed by Hamada and his associates to Edo 

booksellers for public retail, evidence suggests the fortnightly publication only tallied 

approximately one hundred units per issue, although avenues of circulation through private and 

commercial lending allow for more generous estimations of total readership (Bakumatsu Meiji 

shinbunshi zenshū). As could be expected, these publications relied on xylography (although early 

iterations of Hikozō’s “paper” forewent printing and were circulated in manuscript form), and for 

all intents and purposes resembled in their format and organization less their typeset models or 

even the illustrated fly-by-night kawaraban broadsheets, which on the criterion of timeliness alone 

filled a social niche proximate to that of the Western newspaper, than they did the standard bound 

monograph.  

        A certain conceptual space had been carved out for the newspaper or shinbun as means 

of contending, initially through translation and emulation but soon through politicized intervention 

(exemplified, for instance, by Fukuchi Ōchi’s short-lived pro-Tokugawa Kōko shinbun (Edo News, 

1868)), with an increasingly complicated informatic economy, but the identity attributed to it at 

this juncture was influenced more by its capacity as repository of information-content than by its 

situational or institutional character, dislocated as it was from a social context that had metabolized 

its consumption and circulation, and consequently displayed a rather hybrid profile. These 
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conditions would see rapid transformation after 1868, propelled in great part by the Meiji 

government’s proactive stance towards renovating domestic infrastructure in its pursuit of 

narrowing the gap separating it from the Western imperial powers’ technological apparatus – 

railway, telegraph, compulsory education – but the participation of private enterprise – necessary 

for the mobilization of capital and human resources to put at the disposal of the bureaucracy – was 

not to be underestimated. Xylography, while having certain strategic advantages over manual 

moveable type, had upper-bound limits to its productive capacity, as well as imposed an additive 

burden on publishers with the production and storage of the blocks themselves; yet, without a 

productive apparatus capable of making type a commercially viable product in its own right, there 

was little maneuvering room for would-be upstart publishers, and no incentive for established 

tradesmen to consider the new technology. Difficulties stemmed not only from the economic, but 

also the technical, side, particularly when confronted with the difficulty of producing exact, precise 

molds capable of withstanding the physical stresses of traditional casting.  

         The rapid transmission and cross-application of nineteenth century advances in 

electrochemistry are to be credited with providing a working solution; Shanghai-based missionary 

William Gamble’s experimentation with electrotype (galvanotype)47 to produce copper Chinese 

                                                   
47  Electrotypy is an electrochemical technique pioneered in 1838 by whereby, through conducting an electric 

current through an aqueous, copper-ion rich solution, a reaction is induced between the suspended copper ions and 
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fonts prompted Motoki Shōzō, born into a family of Nagasaki translators and early convert to the 

promise of moveable type, to apply it to moulds taken from carved type. Motoki’s operations 

(Shinjuku Seizō Kappanjo) were ultimately able to market a commercial type by 1870, but still, 

high initial investment costs, together with the lack of any immediate, pressing motivation on the 

part of publisher-booksellers, saw the initial adoption of mechanical type to be rather sluggish, 

limited primarily to organs of government and the larger of the new newspapers, which were 

inching towards daily publication and larger print runs; it was not until the central government 

intervened, establishing its own Department of Printing (Insatsu-kyoku) in 1875 outfitted primarily 

with type acquired from Motoki’s company, and began offering type at subsidized rates that 

entrance costs became a less significant hurdle (Mack, p.25-7). By the 1880s, the cost of type had 

dropped by nearly eighty-five percent, and numerous small-scale printing houses, catering to 

publisher-booksellers and private individuals, were marketing their services; Maeda Ai estimates 

that by 1877, Tokyo had only twenty presses, a third of which were owned and operated by 

newspapers, but by 1884 this number had grown to between sixty and seventy, and had again 

                                                   

a powered catalyst deposited beforehand on the inward face of a mould which results in the galvanization and 

subsequent precipitation of the ions as a solid film. In contrast to traditional casting, no smelting is involved, and the 

ability to use moulds derived from pliable or wet materials (plaster, paper-mache, unfired clay, wax, etc.) permits 

for the faithful reproduction of complex and intricate designs (Britannica). The low cost and diverse applicability of 

electrotypy its widespread use from its introduction onward, both for re- and mass production, as well as for 

architecture and statuary.         
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doubled by 1890, to hover around 150 (Kindai dokusha no seiritsu).  

This exponential growth in specialized, small-scale printing was itself predicated on the 

reconfiguration of the publishing industry as a whole, which began, of course, with the Meiji 

government’s need to articulate its stance vis-à-vis the world of print, occupied by the established 

publishing guilds, on the one hand, and the partisan voices which had turned to print media during 

the civil disorder of the 1860s. The Print Ordinance (Shuppan jorei) of 1869 was the first such 

attempt, and in its attitude sought to reassert control over the discursive arena by reinforcing many 

of the conventions enshrined in the guild bylaws which had delineated the activity of the guilds 

under the Tokugawa regime, but the enforcement of which had fallen into abeyance. Its legislation, 

however, did not restrict its purview to established institutions, instead extending it to grant tacit 

legal recognition to, but with the same gesture inhibit the freedoms of, discursive production 

falling outside heretofore sanctioned channels. While the socio-demographic and ideational 

foothold of the newspaper was still quite weak, empirical observation of the organic circulation of 

foreign-language papers proved exhilarating for those passing in and out of the foreign settlements, 

and due to their juridical autonomy, such publications were exempted from government regulation. 

This theoretically encompassed publications owned by non-Japanese nationals but published in 

Japanese, the most important example of which was perhaps the twice-weekly Yokohama shinpō 

Moshihogusa (Yokohama News: Moshiogusa, 1868-70), founded and owned by American Eugene 
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Van Reed and edited by Kishida Ginkō, Hamada Hikozō’s collaborator on the earlier Kaigai 

shinbun, and which followed M. Buckworth Bailey’s short-lived Bankoku shinbunshi (World 

Newspaper, 1867)48. 

         There was no prevarication in the publication’s stance vis-à-vis the preeminence of the 

newspaper and its contributions to the public good, nor in its opining on the failures of its 

precursors, citing pedantic, pretentious language, irregularity and tardiness as crippling 

shortcomings; suggestively, however, the pervasive lack of domestic understanding for the 

medium was given its share of the blame by the paper’s editors for its contribution to the stagnancy 

of the yet inchoate Japanese news industry, as is evident from the tone of the following passage 

from Reed and Ginkō’s Moshihogusa:  

 

おもへらく新聞紙ハはなハだ有益のものにて今ハ世界中文明の国にはこ

のものなき国はあらず然に日本にていまだにこの叓さかんに行ハれざるゆゑん

ハ蓋し新聞紙の世に益ある事をしるものすくなきとこれを篇集する人のミづか

ら学者ぶりてむづかしき支那文字つじつまのわからぬ文を用ゐると且は出板の

おそくなりて時おくれのめづらしからぬ評をかきのせるをとによる成るべし 

 

In our opinion, newspapers are extremely worthwhile things, and there is no 

country among the civilized nations that does not have them. However, the reason for 

which newspapers have yet to prosper in Japan is most certainly due to that few people 

know that newspapers are for the benefit of society, that those who serve as their editors 

put on pedantic airs and write unintelligible sentences using difficult Chinese characters, 

and that publishing is delayed, and the stories they carry are already behind the times and 

                                                   
48 See the Meiji Bunka Kenkyūkai’s collection of typeset reproductions of Bakumatsu and early Meiji newspapers 

discussed above in Bakumatsu Meiji shinbunshi zenshū, vols.1-6. 
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lacking in novelty.  (Yokohama shinpō Moshihogusa vol. 1, 1868) 

 

.Successful in averting regulation and attempting to mitigate some of the formal disparities 

between the Japanese language newspaper and its “civilized,” socially-integrated Western 

counterparts, Moshihogusa nevertheless adhered perforce to the material and formal constraints 

facing Japanese-language publishing at the time (Figure 25), but the bipartite role the paper played 

as an ideological platform, advocating the social need for a public press and furthering its 

conceptual currency, and as a stop-gap between the initialization of the Meiji government’s 

suppressive policy and the trepidant arrival of “modern” newspapers like the Yokohama Mainichi 

shinbun (1871), was not unimportant. 

        

IV.v Generic News: Narratology in the Newspaper 

 

     The Meiji government’s preoccupation with instilling a proper civil education in its 

populace obviously resonated at an isomorphic oscillatory frequency, and in this connection it is 

not surprising that Jōno Denpei, who had drafted with Robun the deposition in response to the 

Kyōbushō’s three articles in 1872, had as of March of that year been involved in the establishment 

and administration of the Tōkyō nichinichi shinbun (Tokyo Daily News), and thus had already 

maneuvered himself into a discursively and economically advantageous position; it is thus hard to 

imagine that the specific gravity of the newspaper, its pregnant weight hanging thick in the air, did 
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not factor into Robun’s decision to pen his manifesto or inform the particular stance exposited 

therein. Even as the private enterprise of the newspaper is suppressed from the body of the text – 

Robun and Jōno cast themselves as being the last remnants of a dying breed, but in Jōno’s case at 

least this disingenuous self-identification was more an admission of bad conscience – it was, of 

course, reinstated, albeit indirectly, through its method of delivery. Additionally, one should be 

reminded that Robun’s avowal to uphold and obey the tenets put forth by the Kyōbushō was a 

priori encompassed by the incrementally expanding radius of the press, and anticipated its own 

dissemination; Robun, for his part, did not allow this, nor his role as public servant, to erode his 

public persona, deploying the latter, as we have seen, instead to galvanize his work as educator, 

thereby carving out a new application for an established toolset.  

       The organizational structure of the newspaper, conversely, was not amenable to the same 

self-referential modality; despite the proximity between the sphere of gesaku, populated by authors 

such as Robun and Jōno, and the emergent format of the newspaper, early negotiations over the 

character and content of the newspaper, either as a lubricant for economic exchange, a repository 

for the adaption and translation of authoritative material, or a forum for voicing politically-charged 

content, did not invite the problematic inflections of the gesakusha’s voice, even as the institution 

itself filled its ranks with many gesakusha themselves. The suspension or suppression of such self-

framing rhetoric, however, is not to be misunderstood as the neutralization or dereliction of the 
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gesakusha’s repertoire of narratological techniques: as Robun and Ikku demonstrated, the 

gesakusha was a sort of discursive technician, capable of operating transgenerically and 

transregistally, but it was precisely this fluid, amalgamative posture that fostered the conventional 

character type of the fiction author.  

      The specialized, modular composition of the post-restoration newspaper, however, and its 

anonymous, corporate architecture, did not offer much in the way of room for the articulation of 

such self-descriptive disquisition, save in the text of the collective mission statement, or in external 

submissions (kisho) or petitions (kenpaku), which were in any case concerned with maintaining a 

semblance of formal and elocutionary coherence, in the case of the former, or strategically 

junctioning themselves to this coherence, in the case of the latter. The value of the discursive 

technician, however, becomes apparent at the level of the individual organelles of the newspaper 

when one considers the question of how social information – the “news,” so to speak – should be 

narrativized. Although the Yokohama mainichi did not provide bylines for individual news stories, 

the following excerpt from the October 2, 1874 edition illustrate the heavy narrative bias not 

uncommon to local reporting of the period, and fortuitously coincides with Robun’s tenure at the 

paper: 

 

○江の島情死の聞 

本県管下相州鎌倉郡江の島に祀る所の弁才天女ハ男女の好情を妬む事甚しく世人

若し妻妾を携へて詣拝するあれハ神必す祟をなして其縁を断つ事ありと是れ例の
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無根説なれ共頃日一男一女の痴情よりして其空言を實になすれは多少琴瑟和調せ

る世の才子佳人をして同車聨枕東海の一勝地を探討せんとするの意を阻せしむる

にも至るべし時に本月廿一日の夜江島境内なる旅亭片野栄精か三層棲上に一男一

女各手裏に皎々たる短刃を把り女ハ咽より右の耳下へ突き通せし疵 一寸五分右

の喉より左の耳下へ貫きし疵一寸五分身に白羽二重筒袖の長繻絆を着し白縮緬の

下帯同し細帯を廻らし華毛氈の上に坐を占め片手にハ白刃を握り片手にハ珠数を

懸け反伏臥して息既に絶たり其馬体正しく自裁と見ゆ[…] 

  案ずるに此痴男女既に死を誓ひし上ハ何そ必しも遠く江島に遊ぶを用ひん死

所固より近きに在るべし加之島産貝器を購蓄せし意を察すれハ其素志脱走を謀り

しに事の終に遂げ難きを慮り已むを得す死を該地に決せしならん而して天女妬心

の俗説をしも信ならしめしハ亦偶然の奇事といふべし 

 

 News of a Lovers’ Suicide at Enoshima 

 

In Kamakura, in the province of Sagami which is under the administration of our 

prefecture, the goddess Benzaiten worshipped at Enoshima is invidious in her envy 

towards the affections between men and women, and should one chance to bring with him 

his wife or mistress to worship there, the god will punish them and cause their relationship 

to fail. This is nothing more than that sort of baseless explanation, but of late, due to the 

foolish passion of one particular man and one particular woman, truth may have been 

given to those empty words, enough that it may dissuade those gentlemen and ladies 

looking to harmonize their relationship from considering the idea of exploring the most 

popular destination in the Tōkai region for riding together in cars and sleeping side-by-

side. It was the night of the twenty-first of this month, at the a man and a woman were 

found on the third floor of a lodge owned by Katano Eisei; each clutched a glinting blade 

in his hand; the wound on the woman’s neck, where she had plunged the dagger into her 

throat and drawn it to right below her right ear was one sun and five bu long, and the 

wound from where the knife entered her right throat and was drawn to below her left ear, 

also one sun and five bu. Her body was dressed in a long, straight-sleeved, white silken 

under-robe; around her waist were wrapped white crepe under-obi and a similar narrower 

hoso-obi, and was in a seated position on the flower-patterned carpet; in one hand she 

held fast to a blade, and in the other, a rosary wrapped around her fingers; she was slumped 

forward, and her breathing had long since stopped. From the looks of it, it correctly 

appeared to be a suicide. […] 

One wonders, though, that if this foolish man and woman had already vowed to 

die together, why did they have to come so far as Enoshima, when there must have been 
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places they could have died much closer. When one considers that they had thought to 

buy up a fair number of the items made from shell produced on the island, one can imagine 

that, realizing that things may be difficult to carry things to their conclusion if they should 

lose their nerve, they had no choice but to come to a distant place to die. However, that 

this has made people believe in the old folktale is just coincidence.  (Yokohama mainichi 

shinbun, 1874.10.2)      

 

While for the sake of brevity, we have elided about two thirds of the main body of the 

article, even in truncated form the intrinsic interest of the love-suicide described is palpably 

tethered to its emplotment, framed by the citation of local superstition and its eerie actualization 

in the enlightened present, and is narrated from a vantage point taking as its frame of reference the 

suitably spooked “gentlemen and beauties” who may now think twice before partaking in any 

amorous rendezvous. The incident itself delights in descriptive detail, providing the lurid specifics 

regarding the depth and shape of the lovers’ wounds, inflicted with the “glittering blades” (kōkō 

taru tanjin) each was found grasped in hand, as well as their garments and posture. The scene 

recalls without burdening the reader’s imagination the prototypical love-suicide and its 

appurtenances, and in its descriptive praxis and temporal sequencing seems to be informed by the 

dramatic vocabulary of yomihon or gōkan; absent perhaps is the dynamic animation of such 

narrative, but this lack is compensated for by the intervention of the journalist-narrator, who 

delineates his speculation regarding the motivations of the anecdote’s defunct protagonists in an 

attempt to provide some logical closure, before returning to the framing lens of the Enoshima 
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Benten and her penchant for jealousy, capping the article with some semblance of thematic and 

narrative cohesion.  

       It would be misleading to read this as a calculated attempt to flout established convention 

and bring the prosaic universe of objective, dry reportage closer to that of popular literature, 

however. Rather, this narrative attitude would seem to gesture towards an ongoing negotiation to 

delineate precisely what the parameters for “newspaper writing” should or could be, and the 

inexorable recourse to the tools of an established narratological lexicon to such ends. While the 

newspaper may have been configured within the intellectual space of the early Meiji period in 

terms starkly contrastive with those reserved for the low circles of popular fiction production, to 

articulate social reality, it could not obviate the use of many of the same tools – to which the ready 

assimilation of the likes of Robun and Jōno into its gears attests.  

    

IV.vi The Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth? Saga Denshinroku and   

Documentary Writing 

 

    This “working through” of the language of reportage can be seen all the more limpidly 

in what is often considered Robun’s first major work as a “newsman,” Saga denshinroku 

(Telegraph Records from Saga, 1874). Recapitulating the sequence of events culminating in the 

Saga Uprising and its suppression by the Meiji government, Robun relegates to a secondary 
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position any notions of evaluative objectivity, casting Etō Shinpei and his associates as cowardly 

kyōto and the forces of the Meiji kangun as paragons of virtue, superimposing on the factual record 

well-worn characterizations; the exigencies of producing a scintillating narrative, in conjunction 

with the need to navigate safely rather turbulent political waters, of course, can be seen to condition 

the contours of the narrative, configuring it as a laudatory paean to the Meiji state and its just and 

benevolent rule, but again, the generic baggage the plot carries cannot be sloughed off, and makes 

itself felt in ways anathema to the narrative’s quintessentially partisan moralistic framework. The 

willful bracketing of any nuanced engagement with the sociopolitical climate and the rationale for 

discontent on the part of Etō’s camp, or the tendency to attribute markedly more textual space to 

personalized characterizations and physical descriptions of the insurgents while the noble kangun 

languishes in banality, subsumed into an amorphous collective of forward-marching heroism, are 

indices of varying subtlety pointing elliptically towards the fulcra of established narratological 

conventions and their exploitation to the ends of repackaging historical information, ironically, 

considering the predictably denunciatory early comments made by the narrator in setting the 

diegetic stage, in a manner never too far removed – if not in its historical topoi, then in its 

mollifying, conciliatory rhetoric – from that prevalent under the previous regime. Robun narrates 

a highly truncated institutional history of Japan until the present in the opening passage, telling in 

its elisions of historical detail but accretitive surplus of institutional and material markers, 
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summoned to serve as a quantitative index of the current regime’s immanent ethico-historical 

legitimacy:  

 

老子曰天下の難事ハ必ず易きより作り天下の大事ハ必ず細きより作ると

抑我大日本の帝業神武天皇草創以降連綿として一系を断ず萬世不抜の国体なるを

政権一度武家に帰せしより至尊の王位も有名無實に属し太陽靄雲の為に光耀を覆

はれ月経雲客天を仰ひで嘆息の他なかりしが時なる哉去る明治改元の歳次全国勤

王の有志等振ふて錦旗の下に蟻集し大義を唱へ名分を正し一挙にして王政に復し

萬機の制度旧格を一新し封侯を廃し郡県を興し外から各国と交際を親くし内から

海陸の軍備を整へ学校を盛んにし法律を改典し鉄道電信航海術百般の技芸挙つて

功を奏せざるなき 

 

As Confucius says, difficult matters in the world without fail originate from the 

simple, and the great, from the small. From its inception, the office of emperor in our Great 

Japan since its establishment by Emperor Jinmu has continued as one unbroken line, a 

national polity immutable for ten thousand generations. However, once political authority 

passed into the hands of the military class, the most revered monarchical seat remained in 

name only: the sun saw its luminescence obscured by mist and cloud, and the high and 

noble turned their eyes to heaven and could do naught but sigh – until the time did come! 

In the passing year of the advent of the Meiji era, throughout the country, men of valor in 

support of the monarch rose up and gathered under the standard, intoned their great 

intention, and rectified the names, and in one stroke recuperated political power, renovated 

all the old systems of government, abolished the feudal system, established the system of 

counties and prefectures.  (Saga denshinroku vol.1, p.4-5) 

 

In the foregoing, the sort of quasi-patriotic effusion in which Robun exults is in step with 

the idiom of the State’s sanctioned mode of self-presentation, but of interest is the manner in which 

individual action is subsumed by a sort of collective affect, and the enumeration of institutional 

reforms subsequently delineated is equally the purview of an almost spontaneous, un-individuated 
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action, valorized less through any critical engagement with its significance, whether understood 

symbolically/metonymically or functionally/pragmatically, and with its sheer presence-as-fact.  

  Individuation, rather, in whatever form is the privileged domain of the deviant – degree 

and kind can but be measured in relation to the interpellative pull towards the null set of the origin, 

and it is in that quadrant between these loci that social identity coalesces. While occasional acts of 

heroism on the part of the government’s army are tallied and registered, that narrative interest lies 

less with the victors than with the vanquished proves difficult to ignore. Perhaps the most 

illustrative moment of this narratologically problematic fissuring of the putative objective of the 

account – to, as Robun describes in its hanrei, redress and rectify the errors and lacunae in public 

accounts carried in rival newspapers – is to be found near the end of the second and final volume, 

after Etō’s arrest:  

 

      斯て江藤主僕甲浦より高知県庁まで護送せらるるの路次之を観る者群をな

し或ハ謗り或ハ嘆じ褒貶毀誉の各心か喋々囂々口善悪なく里声の大耳に入らざる

も江藤ハ独り竹轎の透きより虚空をうち望ミ 

    時鳥声まちかねてついにはつ月をも怨む人ごころかな 

斯口吟て過ぎたりたるとぞ    

  

 And so, along the road along which Etō and his men were escorted from Kannoura 

to the Kōchi Prefectural headquarters, people crowded to see them, as some threw insults 

and others, laments -- what praise and condemnation in each heart? Not in any case lending 

an ear to the great tumult of voices outside, Etō, alone, looking up at the clear sky through 

the gap in his bamboo cage: 

        Unable to wait for the cuckoo’s first cries, at last extinguished – a man’s heart 

rues even the moon    
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                It is said he quietly intoned this poem as he went by  (Saga denshinroku vol.2,  

p.26-7)  

 

  Traversing the heavily sinified vocabulary and standard rhetorical conventions of 

contrastive parallelism, the diegetic space colonizes the interior of the cage in which Etō is being 

transported and, from within this quasi-internal, subjective space, relates Etō’s plaintive, half-

audible recitation. The narrator, as though aware that he has overstepped the boundaries of 

narrative possibility permitted by his trustworthy texts, pulls back, deferring narrative 

responsibility to an unspecified source with the citational to zo. This romantic focalization of the 

narrative’s unrepentant antagonists, otherwise described for the needs of sustaining the narrative 

as lazy, selfish, and ungrateful to the Meiji regime in the opening chapters, is further compounded 

by the appendices to the second volume, recording several of the poems composed by Etō and his 

men before facing execution, as well as heart-wrenching tales of the widowed. The division of the 

work into episodes (kai) additionally reinforces the links to the serial yomihon and gōkan genres. 

        If one were to tabulate any stylistic anomalies, however, one would remark the reliance 

on expository prose and the near total absence of direct discourse, an important component of most 

gesaku genres. The facticity of the narrative – the names, dates, troop movements – is certainly 

informed by documents and reports Robun collated through his position at the Yokohama mainichi, 

as claimed in the prefatory notes, but this faithfulness to external sources – in no way novel – here 
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too exerts its influence over the mechanics of the text; of course, the specific generic constitution 

of the yomihon and gōkan, diegetically centered and narratively smooth (in contrast to the 

dialogue-centric, uneven kokkeibon and, more specifically, hizakurige-mono), serves as the 

tentative rhetorical and narratological template, and thus instances of authorial intervention are 

minimized or naturalized within the steady voice of the narrator, the bombastic prose of which 

labours to supplement, for instance, the lack of dramatic dialogue. While sociopolitical reality is 

tacitly warped and flattened, Robun, typing himself the “editor” of the work, rather than its author, 

generally refrains from over-embellishment or over-focalization on a selected cast, instead filling 

his text with as many personal names and isolated acts of bravery as his intertexts allow, situating 

the whole in an ambiguous space, for which the conventional dichotomy of fiction and nonfiction 

is wholly insufficient. 

       The stylistic questions raised by the dubious taxonomy of fiction and nonfiction and the 

presumption that their encoded coordinates be narratologically hardwired is deserving of closer 

attention, but before proceeding to touch upon this problematic as it sees further development 

within the context of Robun’s career, it behooves us to take stock of Robun’s discursive 

configuration as a participant in and contributor to the social machinery of the newspaper.   

      

   ○此書事実の概略を得る者ハ僕近年横浜に寄寓し久しく新聞会社編漢の末机

に列するを以て佐賀県鼎沸の始より官軍凱旋の終り迄臨時公聞電報及び四方寄来

の投書社中報者の手記に到り毎日新聞紙に掲載する者号を次で其顛末結局を知る
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を要す其中偶々謬説誤聞なきにあらねば抄録の際各種の新聞紙に照対し或ハ実地

を経て確乎たる條件決して疑ひを容ざる信書等を選び順序抜粋する所数葉に充て

り然れ共新聞重複の名を遁れざるを以て徒に机下に束閣せしを一日盟友某草扉を

敲くの際之を机辺に披覧して刊行流布の挙を勧む元来僕が杜撰世に知る所今更に

固辞せざるハ聊か世利を益し且後戒の針銃たらんを思へバなり 

○前條陳るが如く此書重複に属すと雖も新聞紙の如き槿花一朝の観に似て當日

の刷行明日ハ陳腐に触れバ号を追て楮数を編綴し之を後世に収る者最稀なり其刷

紙の如きも多くハ洋製にて破裂に易く我史籍の製と同日の論にあらず茲を以て敢

て重累の誹りを懼れず編輯して以て一看に備ふ 

○此書記録する所各事確証あり彼太平記の如き往々浮屠氏の編術に成り巻々空

談妄説を混淆せる者と一束して看做す可からず公然歴史の一尾に附すとも虚飾作

文の軍書に比すれバ實に實録と唱するも更に又世界に耻ざる可し惜ひ哉僕が筆頭

の鈍なるを 

 

○The outline of the factual matters of this book were acquired through that in recent 

years, while living in Yokohama, long taking up my position at my desk as a newspaper 

editor, I by necessity came to know the full account, from the beginning of unrest in Saga 

to the triumphant return of the government army, as I ran in the paper everything from 

official telegraphed correspondances, submissions from North, South, East and West, and 

the hand-written reports of our own reporters from edition to edition. In their all their details 

they were not necessarily free from misreporting or misinformation, so on the occasion of 

making my selection, I at times consulted many of the other papers and at others selected 

trustworthy documents allowing no room for doubt, originating from the ground and 

fulfilling the requirements of certitude; and put in order what I excerpted from them from 

them over several pages. Nevertheless, this could not avoid considered a mere reiteration 

of what had passed in the paper, and without further thought cast in into my desk drawer; 

however, one day when a colleague of mine was paying me a visit, he caught sight of it at 

my desk, and urged me to its publication and circulation. The ever shoddy quality of my 

work is well-known to the world at large: my only cause for not staunching refusing was 

the thought that this could perhaps serve some benefit for society and as a monitory 

example to posterity. 

○As delineated above, while this work may be classified as a reprint, as things like the 

newspaper are reminiscent of the brief morning bloom of the hibiscus flower and that 

which is printed today will be stale and worn-out anon, there are exceedingly few cases of 

stories being pulled from back-numbers, compiled and preserved for posterity. Moreover, 

the paper used is often of Western make and rips easily, and cannot be compared to the 
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make of our histories. Thus, without fearing impugnations of redundancy, I have gone 

through with editing this volume and present it for inspection. 

○For all matters recorded in this work there is factual evidence. One should not lump it 

together with things of the Taiheiki’s ilk, which fall back time and time again on the Buddha 

and amalgamating undifferentiatedly imaginary narratives and misguided exegesis. When 

moreover compared to the military tales which outwardly claim to be extensions of history 

but are full of artifice and fanciful fabrication, this work has no reason to feel any shame 

in proclaiming publically to be a true record, truly. How unfortunate it is that my writing 

itself is so poor!  (Saga denshinroku vol.1, p.1-3) 

 

These beguilingly dense comments are illuminating in several respects, not the least of 

which is what should now be apparent as an emerging “journalistic ethos” – or rather, what could 

be interpreted as such in retrospect. The attentive reader, however, would parse the foregoing for 

its affinities with Robun’s praxis – both in its capacity as a description of a distinct praxis or method 

as its object, as well as in its capacity as the performance of a praxis in its own right – antedating 

his change in career the preceding year in order to tease out in what ways this posture is, in fact, 

novel. Robun’s underscoring the importance of factual accuracy, and the compilation of Saga 

denshinroku as a corrective gesture, serving in effect to rectify the inobviable misreporting 

incurred by the torrential pace and volume of the news machine, articulates a concern ostensibly 

shared with the reader-consumer, and posits such faith in factual and textual accuracy as an abstract 

ideal that supersedes the yet not-infallible institution of the newspaper.  

    Robun, not content with the material sources at his disposal, furthermore refers to his 

empirical investigation to solicit unshakeable testimony regarding events as they transpired. This 
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valuation of the putative ideal of accuracy, however, is not beyond conflict with the informatic 

economy which nurtures it and functions as its precondition, insofar as that informatic economy is 

calibrated to the biorhythmic cadences of the newspaper and its contents as a perishable commodity. 

Robun anticipates his reader’s skepticism, and attempts to mount a case in defense of his work, 

appealing to its moral didactic function (as kōkai) and as historical record; one does not need to be 

reminded that this first estimation of the text’s functionality invokes the well-worn apologia for 

the genres of presumably low caliber by conjugating them to the high, or that the second estimation 

of its generic classification reiterates the first, insofar as the axiomatic formulation of history as a 

mode is expressed in terms of instruction. Nevertheless, Robun cannot be assured beyond a doubt 

that such high-register attributive value can adequately compensate for the work’s lack of novelty, 

putting him at an ironic counterpoint with his slightly younger self, who had banked on the 

freshness of his shukō as the sine qua non of his success in less frenetic economy of fiction 

production. It is outside the perimeters of the newspaper itself, in the arena of the generically 

hermaphroditic monograph, that the discomfiting friction between the perceived ideological 

purport of the newspaper – a purveyor of social good, the communicative channel concatenating 

the mundane realm to that intangibly noumenal category of the True – and its pragmatic function 

– to be purchased and emptied of its contents – is staged.  

       Furthermore, while utilitarian history still has potent argumentative and deterrent force, 
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one notes a reshuffling of its extensional applicability, conducted over the contested topography 

of narratology and style. Historical narratives such as the Taiheiki and other gunki-mono are denied 

any historical valence, deficient as they are in terms of their construction of voice and the spurious 

entanglements of their plots; consideration as adjunctive or supplemental to history is no longer a 

tenable defense for narrative, as hollow artifice (kyoshoku) is deemed damning on any ground. 

Robun attempts to define through negation the stylistic method of what legitimately constitutes a 

“true record,” but this “true record” is, as we have seen, transpierced by the gestural habitus and 

idiomatics of a breed of literature closely associated with the particular examples Robun cites. 

Moreover, that the rhetorical frame enacts a certain violence on the living space of historical reality 

in what cannot be read as anything less than calculated deformation, the author’s insistence on the 

indisputable truth value of his work betrays anxiety over the location and identity of narrative 

language vis-à-vis the current symbolic and sociopolitical regime, which concomitantly both 

demands and rejects Robun’s chosen methodology.  

      Conversely, continuities with the transgeneric citational praxis of Robun’s earlier work 

are abundantly apparent, although the rhetoric reserved for describing it has undergone radical 

transformation. As Seiyōdōchū hizakurige before it, Saga denshinroku attempts to assimilate into 

its textual and diegetic body an array of sources, although the exigencies of no longer a textually 

instantiated or empirically contingent authority, but rather a dislocated, abstract authority, compel 
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on one level the synthesis of an ostensibly closed, smooth text, one capable of claiming the 

reconciliation of its composite parts. Needless to say, this is not actualized in practice, and the 

stresses incurred between an attitude thus professed and the intransigent logistical and technical 

obstacles imposing themselves on the process of composition erupt as aporetic tears in the textual 

fabric. Robun seems to allude to this cryptically in the construction of his authorial (or, as he would 

have it, editorial) persona, as well; residua of the gesakusha-esque mode of self-presentation are 

discernable in his self-abnegating trepidation in taking initiative to publish Saga denshinroku and 

deployment of an unidentified facilitator rearticulate the self-abnegating pose of the gesakusha, 

whereas the fervent vetting of his work as historically sound registers the same chord as the 

premiums placed on the sociological empiricism or exhaustive cataloging and demonstrated 

engagement with various intertexts. If one perchance were to assume that the ironizing proclivity 

of the former Robun has been expunged, one submits the author’s closing comment, lamenting the 

deficiencies of his penmanship, for scrutiny: perhaps it amounts to no more than a lexical accident, 

but does Robun not remind his reader of the young Dontei Robun, who peddled his digests and 

plot summaries for a mere two bu?                

    

IV.vii The Sociolinguistic Space of the Kanayomi Shinbun 

    

    At the level of ecriture, or the mechanics of narrative construction, the idiom of the 
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newspaper itself was equally, as we have seen in passing, hermaphroditic, but the diversification 

of the newspaper field triggered by expanding interest in untapped markets of readership, as well 

as the urgent need to engage these markets for dire sociopolitical ends, saw a linguistic, stylistic, 

and demographic “splitting of the breast.” The emergence of papers targeting a less literate but 

much more populous public, the so-called koshinbun, can be traced to the 1874 establishment of 

the Yomiuri shinbun in the aftermath of the political crisis triggered by the Saga Rebellion earlier 

that year, setting in motion a new wave of activity and instigating the elaboration of a new complex 

of multilateral exchange between the variegated sectors of the social sphere. The adoption of a less 

rigid, more vernacularized prose style, glosses furnished for most characters, ample inclusion of 

illustrations, and an heightened emphasis on entertaining and practical news over politically 

charged editorials were among the innovations brought to this new subclass of paper, effectively 

bifurcating the industry in two. 

  In June of 1874, antedating the publication of the first issue of the Yomiuri by nearly five 

months, Robun and his long-time collaborator Kawanabe Kyōsai, who had furnished the 

illustrations for Seiyōdōchū hizakurige, put out the first issue of satirical cartoon magazine E 

shinbun Nipponchi, avowedly inspired by Charles Wirgman’s Anglophone Japan Punch (1862-

1887), from the Yokohama mainichi’s parent company, Yokohama Shibun Gaisha. The magazine 

did not survive beyond its second issue, perhaps miscalculating its intended audience (the second 
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issue provides a glossery of the cartoons with explanatory captions, suggesting perhaps that the 

loose, asequential juxtapositions of image and text were met with consternation by some readers), 

or disappointing those anticipating a publication similar to the forthcoming Yomiuri or Tōkyō e-iri 

shinbun – despite its title, Nipponchi was not a “newspaper” in the current sense, xylographic and 

book-bound as it was. Nevertheless, Robun’s comelding of the “spirit of Aesop” with the 

“appurtenances of Toba’s funny pictures” for the purposes of prompting “enlightenment through 

laughter” adjusted, if ever so slightly, the framework for satirical ugachi, at the same time it 

reintroduced Robun to the public as a “serious” humourist. Robun describes the mission of his 

short-lived publication in the following terms: 

 

這絵新聞の趣意たるや古へ希臘の〔イソツプ〕が寓語を精髄とし我が鳥

羽僧正の戯画を皮相とし以て目今在留の英人〔ワクマン〕氏が鼓筆の〔ポンチ〕

に模擬し号て日本地と題する其事多く内国に関すれバなり文を粗き画の略なる

頗る滑稽戯謔に渉ると雖も妙悟を解頤の中に獲せしむる作者の意匠遠くは地に

劃して獄となし近くは南部の暦に取りて褒貶与奪を目睫の外に得せしむ看官其

器の穢きを怪ミて其中の甘を遺す事勿れ 

 

The conceit of this illustrated newspaper is to take the essence of the fables of 

Aesop of Greek antiquity together with the appurtenance of Toba Sōshō’s ludic drawings, 

and, in imitation of the title of “Punch,” authored by the Englishman-in-residence 

Wagman, we have named it “Nipponchi;” as its namesake suggests, it deals primarily with 

domestic affairs. The prose is rough and the pictures, sketchy, and are overall incredibly 

farcical and humorous; nevertheless, the designs of the author, to have the reader achieve 

enlightenment through raucous laughter, from afar will draw up the earth and make it 

hell/prison, and from close-up will draw from the southern calendar and have the reader 

doubt his eyes in its way of allowing for give and take, praise and scorn to be had. Reader, 

do not scorn the sweetness of within based on the apparent crudity of the dish.  
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(Bakumatsu Kaikaki bungaku shiryōshū) 

 

Perhaps not coincidentally, it was also at this juncture that Fusō Kan, taking over for 

Robun, resumed the publication of Seiyōdōchū hizakurige after its long hiatus; as can be 

ascertained from Robun’s reconceptualization of the historico-spatial thrust of Seiyōdōchū 

hizakurige’s narrative arc, however, the critical distance afforded by two years’ time would have 

made it difficult for the author to return to Yaji and Kita49.  

    Robun’s star within the Yokohama mainichi was too on the rise, as he was granted his own 

humor column in July of the following year. The apparent popularity of Robun’s humorous 

introjections into the space of the Yokohama mainichi, in conjunction with the proliferation of new 

publications directed towards a broader audience, made the establishment of the Kanayomi 

shinbun with Robun as chief editor in November of 1875 seem like sound business sense, 

permitting as it would the Yokohama mainichi to diversify and attract new readers through its 

subsidiary. Initially published on alternating days, the popularity of the new publication and its 

                                                   
49 Robun’s preface to the volume rearticulates the spatial journey of Kita and Yaji in explicitly developmental terms, 

from which one can infer the interpolation of both enlightenment discourse, and the rapidity with which the 

sociocultural climate had changed in the intervening years, into Robun’s estimation of the metanarrative contenance 

of the work: 「野蛮未開の弥次郎喜多八。維新作の初編の始めに。飛脚船の艪に属き。洋行に船足踏かけ。

航海進みて開化の域に着せんとする十二編。 […]」”Barbarian and uncivilized Yajirō and Kitahachi, at the 

beginning of the first volume, written upon the Restoration, took to the oars of the steamship, and over twelve 

volumes aimed on their journey Westward, pressing on, continued on their ocean crossing towards the Enlightened 

realm […].” 
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distinct tone saw it transition to daily publication in August, 1876, and ultimately relocating from 

Yokohama to Tokyo as the independent Kanayomi in March, 1877. Robun’s new enterprise was 

met with much enthusiasm, and during the course of its five year run saw through the further 

complexification of the young public sphere, a process in which Robun’s paper played a not 

inconsequential role. For the sake of brevity we will refrain from addressing the entire scope of 

Robun’s career at the Kanayomi or subsequently, at the Iroha shinbun and Konnichi shinbun, but 

it should be noted that in addition to his work in the journalistic field, Robun was active beyond 

the scope of the newspaper page, capitalizing on the popularity of shinbun jūransho 新聞縦覧所

with his Kutsurogi-dō 窟螻蟻堂, editing magazines such as Robun chinpō 魯文珍報, and vetting 

the work of younger authors by providing prefaces to their publications. Robun presided over the 

Kanayomi’s page with his proprietary sections, the self-referentially parodic “Kanayomi chinbun” 

かなよみ珍聞 and the gossip column “Myōmyō kibun” 猫猫奇聞, and it was with the successful 

transition to daily publication that Robun reclaimed his “Kana-gaki” 仮名-垣/書き moniker, now 

inflected by its associations with the popular paper.  

      The history of the newspaper in Japan would eventually see the erosion of the formal 

discrepancies between koshinbun and ōshinbun, but in 1875, the sense that papers like the 

Kanayomi served a very different market was apparent. As the Tōkyō nichnichi reported in its 

October 18 edition: 
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○横浜毎日新聞社でも読売新聞や絵入新聞の様な平がなにて女子共にも能く解る

面白い新聞紙を拵らへ[…]来月一日から隔日に出版し是は今日板行あらたまり世

に珍しき新聞紙を五覧じろと東京横浜を売り歩行ことに極りたるよし 

 

○At the Mainichi Shinbunsha, they have put together an amusing newspaper in hiragana 

script, easy for women and children to understand, much like the Yomiuri shinbun and the 

E-iri shinbun […] From the first of next month, it will be published on alternating days, 

and will be sold by street vendors in Tokyo and Yokohama, urging one to take a look at 

their rare and strange paper.  (Tōkyō nichinichi shinbun, 1875.10.18) 

 

 Likewise, in the Chōya shinbun:  

 

○絵入新聞の出来ました時読売新聞にては弟新聞が出来たと申しました此度また

弟の弟が出来ますとの事所は横浜古る株の毎日新聞社[…]神奈垣氏の得意筆にて

面白おかしく婦女子にも能く分かり沢山に売れませう  

 

○When the E-iri shinbun came to be, we said that the Yomiuri shinbun gained a little brother 

newspaper. On this occasion, the little brother has gotten a little brother. Where: the 

Mainichi Shinsbunsha, an old hand in Yokohama […].  With Mr. Kanagaki’s particular 

brush, it will no doubt be amusing, easy for women and children to understand, and sell 

quite well.  (Chōya shinbun, 1875.10.18)  

 

The clear articulation of a stratified hierarchy between papers “easy to understand” for 

“women and children” and the segregated dialogical space fomented by the interpellation of the 

reader as most likely neither “woman nor child” harkens back to the apologetic rhetoric of gesaku, 

and in doing such broaches the rather thorny topic of the contradictory discourses surrounding the 

notion of women’s education and its schizoid rhetorical configuration in the early Meiji period; 

but corollary to this, however, is the situation of publications like the Kanayomi within the sphere 
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of informatic circulation and social discourse.      

       As Robun himself would admit, even the journalists employed by his paper had to get 

their news from the other major publications (「種子少なの弊社杯は、同府の四大新聞を読ま

ざる可からず」”Our newspaper, thin on resources, must not neglect to read the four major papers 

published in Tokyo”, 1877.6.24), elliptically nodding to the appeal of the Kanayomi being not in 

its thorough reporting – or lack thereof – but in the discursive space it managed to construct 

between its readers and contributors, many of whom were from the lower middle classes or in the 

entertainment trade. As has been readily documented elsewhere, a thoroughgoing reevaluation of 

how and to what ends to manipulate the politics of language undergirded the development of wide 

interest papers like the Yomiuri and the Kanayomi, and the integrative impetus to interpellate the 

population into the shared space of readerly consumption, despite long being an integral tenet of 

the bunmei kaika mission civilatrice, saw subtle refurbishment, eschewing the unilaterality of the 

Kyōbushō’s three articles in favour of seductive coercion through participatory dialogue, but the 

preparation of a space conducive to such, of course, necessitated a comfortable idiom. Gossip 

about the theatre or entertainment districts – either in Robun’s “Myōmyō kibun” or Tomita Saen’s 

“Shintomi-za yakusha hyōbanki” – pulled actors, geisha, and their patrons into the social world 

described by the newspaper, and in the process became a medium through which these other 

sectors of the social body could intercommunicate inwardly and outwardly, becoming a sort of 
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prosthetic enhancement to their own self-administration; indeed, reader submissions or yose-gaki 

habitually occupied nearly half of the paper’s surface area.  

       The idiom that Robun and his staff adopted was to his readers indubitably familiar. A 

cursory comparison exhibits the radical disjunction between the prose styles instantiated in the 

Kanayomi and its parent paper. A perusal of the paper’s inaugural issue, following the long series 

of congratulations marking the first issue’s successful publication, finds one confronted with 

entries such as the following among a selection of items under the “news” heading:        

 

○ハイ五免鹿島屋ハ当家<こつち>だネ私等<わした>ァ三州豊橋布木町二丁目の者で

五座るがどうか小休みをさして下せへと同港弁天通三丁目の旅籠屋へ立寄る連は

三人なりモシ私等ァ異人屋敷を見物してくるから此荷物を預かつて下せへやしと

行李風呂敷包を置て出て行く[…] 

 

○Hey, Excuse me, the Kajimaya is this way, no? We’re from block two of Nunoki-chō, 

Toyohashi, in Sanshū, could’ya let us take a load off for a bit? The group of who had 

stopped at the inn in the third block of Benten-dōri in our Yokohama was a party of three. 

We’re gonna go take a look at the foreigners’ residendences, so in the meanwhile could’ya 

please look after our luggage? They say, setting down their trunks and baggages before 

going out the door […]  (Kanayomi shinbun, 1875.11.1) 

     

Although not all of the news items feature such orally redolent direct discourse, the 

acknowledgement of the space of the newspaper as capacious, receptive to variegated discursive 

modes and narrative styles, is certainly part of the subliminal argument mounted by the paper. The 

syntactic and orthographic parallels to Robun’s Seiyōdōchū hizakurige could be no more salient. 
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Elsewhere, conversational preambles introduce the content of a particular news story, or puns and 

witty turns of phrase finish them off with a bit of punch, recalling the narratological structure of 

earlier articles in the Yokohama mainichi, albeit generally lighter in tone. By contrast, the diction 

of the Yokohama mainichi predominately reads as kanbun-kudashi or what would later come to be 

dubbed futsūbun, as in the following:  

 

○合衆国大統領グラント君より我皇帝に贈る所の兵器類を携へて数週前来使せし

ゼネラルマイエル氏リウマチスムを病て保養の為箱根木賀に在り故を以て帰国の

期遅延すと云[…] 

 

○General Meyer [sic], who arrived on mission several weeks ago bearing arms to be given 

as a gift from US President Grant to Our Emperor, has been suffering from rheumatism 

and is convalescing in Kiga, Hakone. For this reason, it is said his return home will be 

delayed. […]  (Yokohama mainichi shinbun, 1874.10.2) 

   

  While conventional literary histories conveniently record the deathknell for gesaku – and 

the kokkeibon in particular – as resounding with Robun and Jōno’s highly advertised 1872 

reformation, the language and rhetoric of the newspaper came to be heavily informed by it, and 

only naturally so. The popularity of this polyvocal admixture – but also some enmity articulated 

towards it by proponents of the ōshinbun – cannot be attributed to some intrinsic “accessibility” 

inherent to its syntactic construction or orthographic convention, as, despite the superabundance 

of rubi gloss, the textual space is dense, and mastery of the inflections to be reproduced in reading, 

an acquired technique. Rather, its appeal speaks more to the associations of this language with its 
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generic confreres, both in printed form as gesaku narrative, or on the stage or in the yose hall. 

Nevertheless, without the economic and political interests nourishing the koshinbun, it is unlikely 

that the specific vocality of kokkeibon–inflected diction would have been permitted reentry into 

this sphere, considering its derivation from the linguistic register of the “low” genres.    

         The Kanayomi certainly provided an argument for a certain mode of inclusivity in 

public discourse, but this did not guarantee its emulation: indeed, complaints that the paper was 

“insufficiently serious” or that its emulation of the pseudo-erudite orthographic conventions of the 

post-Ming gesaku genres was detrimental to the proper literacy of its less educated readers seem 

to be indicative of a reactionary trend, within both the circles of the ōshinbun and koshinbun. While 

we do not have the resources at present to follow through with an investigation of the process in 

full, one would contend that the Kanayomi catalyzed in part the mutual inter-differentiation of the 

registers of newspaper discourse, problematizing the format and its still-unstable ontological 

configuration which, in turn, had extensive, multipronged ramifications for questions of language, 

education, and the social function of the newspaper far into the future. Simultaneously, the 

newspaper and its indebtedness to narratological practice had, as illustrated briefly above, its 

manifestations in the emergent conventions of packaging and disseminating socially relevant 

information, conventions the ultimate formal expression of which was at the nexus of multiple 

vectors. As Robun’s own quasi-historical reportage demonstrated, however, although analytical 
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categories of fiction and nonfiction were intellectually current, epistemological and narratological 

conundrums persisted: what are or were or should be the formal criteria for “fiction” or 

“nonfiction?” While Robun himself could not satisfactorily address such theoretical concerns in 

Saga denshinroku, the “primary narrativity” of the newspaper provided a zone for heuristically 

working through such pernicious quandaries. 

It is our intention to expand our discussion regarding the above in the following chapter. 

The ambiguity of divergent epistemological classes of narrative, orbiting around the tsuzuki-mono 

serial, emerging first as serial news installments triggered by the thirst for information during the 

Seinan War of 1877 before being recast as fictional narrative, pioneered by Kanayomi’s Kubota 

Hikosaku (1846-1898) and his Torioi Omatsu no den (Life of Omatsu the Bird-Chaser, 1878), soon 

adapted into the gōkan format as Torioi Omatsu kaijō shinwa (New Tale of Omatsu the Bird-Chaser 

on the High Seas) in 1878, shall form its subject.  
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Chapter V 

The Serious and the Serial: Narrative on the Newspaper Page 

 

V.i How Should the Newspaper Speak? Journalism as Language and Ideology 

 

The antithetical categories Fiction and its complement, Non-fiction are, for the majority 

of participants in modern consumer society, apart from being convenient mechanisms for 

organizing one’s library shelves or navigating the local bookstore, terms of relatively neutral 

valence. Indeed, the practical utility of such derives less from what they designate in terms of 

content than they do form – and here, one must be vigilant in safeguarding oneself from the 

commission of the common error of collapsing the latter into the former. A cursory survey of 

literary genres affiliated with both modes makes clear that abstract textual material – topoi, diegetic 

figures, thematic or critical concerns, lexical selection, etc. – are in no way the unique property of 

either; rather, denoted is the set of total possible organizational structures to which the posited 

reader is to submit, and to which he is expected to calibrate his interpretive apparatus.  

Bracketing for a moment the rather convoluted metaphysical concerns of “truthfulness” 

or extra-discursive/extra-textual referentiality (territory deceptively dyadic in its conventional 

formulation but all too ready to buckle under more stringent scrutiny – what constitutes or 

guarantees the reality-effect of a language that is synthetic?), the logic undergirding the bifurcation 
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of epistemological categorization with regards to textual production – and, one could argue, 

discursive production on the whole – devolves upon the hermeneutic position adopted by – or 

imposed upon – the reader. In this sense, discourse qua social information in all its dimensions is 

per force epistemologically and ontologically multistable, to borrow W.H.T. Mitchell’s term: the 

nature of its relationship with what it purportedly denotes is at once “true” and “untrue,” a body 

of “real fictions,” so to speak, with the onus of exorcising such ambiguity and anchoring narrative 

to the Real delegated to individual and collective arbitration.          

Thus, disquietude vis-à-vis the potentially disruptive or deleterious influences of rogue 

narrative has arguably been a perennial concern wherever the discursive sphere figures as a site of 

contestation and political negotiation – in brief, in all contexts that can be considered social (indeed, 

both terms, overused though they may be, presume the co-presence of multiple participants). Our 

interests lie at present with the moment at which, through the teleological lens of modern literary 

history, (literary) fiction sees a restitution of value and, ultimately, institutional enshrinement, both 

in the market and the academy, as it is this moment and the paradigmatic shift attendant to it that 

retroactively produces the early Meiji period as a discrete period of the developing field of literary 

history. 

The emergence – or rather, conscientious manufacture – of a civil society and a public of 

national subjects had as a dialectically imbricated facet or dimension the proliferation of the 
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newspaper as a technology of temporally sensitive and spatially untethered informatic and 

ideological dissemination. One should recall that the new economic opportunities for 

entrepreneurs and small-scale publishers in the wake of the liberalization of the book and 

publishing trade required the invention of new consumer markets, and the koshinbun successfully 

managed, in casting a wider net than their more stylistically Sinified and politically-inflected 

ōshinbun counterparts, to secure an important place in the discursive sphere and, moreover, 

broadened to the ends of seducing a larger swath of readers the sorts of social information to be 

circulated. Robun’s Kanayomi shinbun, in particular, quite literally capitalized on this point, 

incorporating into its linguistic space a density of gesaku- and kōdan-inflected rhetoric in 

conjunction with stories and gossip concerning popular entertainments – such as the theatre or the 

pleasure quarters – which won it a devoted and actively participatory readership, if not the 

unmitigated admiration of its competitors and their readers in both the registers of the koshinbun 

and ōshinbun50. This self-conscious fashioning of a distinct social space on the paper’s page, with 

Robun at the helm, could not help but indulge in the brand of satirical self-ironization reminiscent 

of that constitutive of the performative identity of the gesakusha, but of a kind that had certainly 

for its critical target the lofty pretensions of its competitors and their readerships: 

                                                   
50 A letter submitted to the Tōkyō e-iri shinbun dated 1877.5.11 typifies the readership of the current crop of popular 

koshinbun as follows: The politically-minded (政談家) follow the Yomiuri shinbun,, advocates of People’s Rights, the 

Tōkyō e-iri shinbun, and comedians, the Kanayomi shinbun. (“Fukkoku Kanayomi shinbun kaisetsu,” p.15)    
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當新聞は専ら下等社會を得意として自由の空気を吸込んだお方や民権家

のお目に触る品では有りません  

 

This newspaper concerns itself entirely with the lower echelons of society, and 

is not something to be seen by those individuals who have breathed the air of freedom or 

are activists for People’s Rights.  (Kanayomi shinbun, 1877.1.17) 

  

While in no way an activist publication, the wry wit palpable here aims its veiled fangs 

towards the ethical hypocrisy of rival publications and the dialogical construction of an 

exclusionary sociopolitical identity on the part of their readership in which they were very much 

implicated; certainly, the Kanayomi’s attitude of “no man, woman, or geisha left behind” served 

to demonstrate the untapped potential of a conventionally excluded or devalued class as consumers, 

as well as integrating them as both readers and participants in the broader matrix of sociopolitical 

discourse. It is unsurprising, then, that its success was sufficiently important that the paper was 

able to establish its independence from the Yokohama mainichi shinbun and relocate to Tokyo in 

1877, further expanding its urban readership and the breadth of its coverage.  

  As discussed briefly in the preceding chapter, the compositional tendency of much of 

the Kanayomi page was to a great extent indebted to the narratological and rhetorical devices of 

the fictional narrative genres – unsurprising, considering the provenance of not only Robun, its 

head editor, but that of his staff, similarly weaned on gesaku. One should, however, be mindful of 

the distinctions to be maintained between narrative form qua the agglutination of a set of 
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variegated techniques of informatic encoding (order or structuring of the diegesis, admissibility 

and kind of rhetorical figures, narrative voice, etc.) and the genres – strictly speaking, 

epiphenomena – into which such modular, composite structures tend to be collapsed. The 

bifurcation of the newspaper market into two streams with the arrival of the koshinbun around 

1874 – merely three years after the appearance of the Yokohama mainichi shinbun in 1871, quickly 

followed by the Tōkyō nichinichi shinbun, Yomiuri shinbun and Yūbin Hōchi shinbun – was not 

merely a question of informational content or legibility (in terms of presumed conversance with 

Chinese logographs, for instance [Figures 29-31]), but was also one of compositional methodology. 

As briefly discussed in the preceding chapter, the supposedly more serious ōshinbun were not 

exempt from demonstrating a particular style of narrativization informed by the conventions of 

prose storytelling51, affiliated most intimately with the narrative voice of works in the kusazōshi, 

dangibon or ninjōbon genres 52 , but the particularly jocular and vernacularized style of the 

Kanayomi did not see much in the way of imitation, and in the case of the Yokohama mainichi 

                                                   
51  One should not peremptorily attach to stylistics the designation of “fiction” out of hand; doing so risks 

hypostatizing the categories of fiction and non-fiction and obfuscating the circulation of mechanical and formal 

technologies between modes of discursive production. 

52 Again, the generic categorization of these particular works hinges on a concatenation of narratological, topical, 

and rhetorical factors, but the stylistic commonalities between them, particularly in the construction of the indirect 

narrative discourse of the ji no bun are not few in number.  
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shinbun, the more colourfully inflected pieces tended to be very much outnumbered by those 

drafted in an unembellished expository prose.     

This internal stylistic variegation strikes the twenty-first century reader as somewhat odd, 

particularly if his familiarity with early Meiji prose is restricted to literary fiction, which 

demonstrates considerable stylistic affinity, lexically or structurally in turn, with the early Meiji 

newspaper page. This cognitive dissonance is easily diagnosed, however, insofar as this moment 

antecedes the complete dissociation of literary and journalistic prose – or, rather, the imperative to 

recast them as narratologically and rhetorically distinct.  

As with the Literary as an analytical category, a reciprocal notion of a language from 

which individual style and rhetorical conceit has been all but expurgated, one privileging 

expository clarity, seemingly devoid of subjective bias and tasked with the important mission of 

representing the social world to itself, would begin to coalesce as an analytical and ethical category 

of discursive production by the end of the first decade of the twentieth century. While the term 

“journalism” in the Anglophone world, denoting the sphere of professional activities undertaken 

by journalist, was in popular circulation by the mid-nineteenth century, predated by several 

decades by the French journalisme, the transcription term jānarizumu would have to wait for a 

specific confluence of factors before demonstrating its necessity as an ideological mechanism. A 

brief philological meditation should be sufficient to dispel the false equivalence that could be 
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assumed colink the Japanese jānazirumu with its English counterparts; the lexical field occupied 

by the French “journal” and English “journal” and their derivatives – journalist, journalism – did 

have its equivalent in the Japanese language context: shinbunshi, the Japanese translation of 

“newspaper” begets shinbun kisha and shinbungyō, respectively, lexemes current by the 1870s. 

While the modular nominalizing suffix “-ism” in both French and English permits for a wide 

breadth of possible semantic valences – one only need to take stock of the divergence of its possible 

Japanese translations (shugi, setsu, kyō, etc.) to be reminded of its semantic ambiguity – whereas 

the compound nouns furnishing the functional equivalent of “journalism” in the sense of denoting 

a trade or industry have a much more tightly circumscribed extensional applicability. In this sense, 

jānarizumu as it would begin to circulate in the 1910s, as we shall explore later, was deployed, 

certainly in dialogue with the term in its ideologically inflected sense abroad, to bequeath 

discursive form to a nascent analytical category.   

Evidence suggests that this was not the case in the mid-1870s, however. Even as late at 

1885, the notion of a jānarizumu as a systematized ideology situated differentially vis-à-vis other 

modes of discursive production has yet to emerge – even on the part of the newspaper’s early 

adopters and proponents. In April 1885, Fukuchi Ōchi, having been nominated as one of Konnichi 

shinbun’s (later the Miyako shinbun) “Ten Great Men of Meiji,” submitted to Nozaki Sabun, who 

had followed Robun to the new publication, a curriculum vitae of his career theretofore; Ōchi, 
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whose polemic – and thus short-lived – Kōko shinbun (1868) had, together with Yanagawa 

Shunsan’s (1832-1870) Chūgai shinbun (1868), performed the function of circulating during the 

disorder of the Boshin War updates on the state of domestic affairs – albeit primarily to a selective 

readership of former bakufu retainers, recalls the contours of the news trade in the early 1870s: 

 

此時に当り新聞紙漸く再び世に行はれ（明治五年以来）新聞雑誌、日新

真事誌、東京日々新聞、郵便報知新聞、公文通誌（後の朝野新聞）横浜日々新聞

など其尤たるものなり、福地は大に喜びて思へらく是我志を伸すに足るの業な

りとて時々諸新聞に投書して時事を論じたり[…]此時新聞紙の業は未だ幼稚な

りければ執筆者も皆凡庸者流のみ其中にて錚々たるは僅に岸田吟香等の数人あ

るのみ其余は概ね戯作者一般の人物なれば世上に於て更に新聞記者を尊重せず

甚だしきは見て以て寒生の賤業なりと卑しめたり、然るに福地が其名を紙上に

掲げたるを見て世人は大に驚き親友は交々之を諫めたれども福地は断然聴かず

社長となりてより日々新聞の紙面を改良し社説を書きて時務を論じ岸田吟香を

して雑報を書かしめ忽ち世上の耳目を一洗して新聞紙の貴重なるを覚らしめた

り、是れよりして報知には栗本鋤雲、藤田茂吉あり、朝野には成島柳北、末広重

恭あり横浜毎日には沼間守一、肥塚龍ありて諸員粉々として各紙各地に出で今

日の如くに新聞紙の地位を貴重ならしめたるは実に福地が其嚆矢たるに由ると

云はざる可からず。  

 

At this time, newspapers were at last once more beginning to appear (after Meiji 

5), with such publications as Shinbun zasshi, Nisshin shinjishi, Tōkyō nichinichi shinbun, 

Yūbin Hōchi shinbun, Kōbun tsūshi (later the Chōya shinbun) and the Yokohama mainichi 

shinbun. Fukuchi was overjoyed and thought: This should be a way sufficient for me to 

fulfill my ambitions! And so he would occasionally submit letters to the various papers 

and argue his position on current affairs […]. At this time, since the newspaper trade was 

still juvenile, the writers were all completely unremarkable, save for a few like Kishida 

Ginkō and others; the rest were by and large gesakusha or ordinary people, and as a result, 

society at large did not respect newspaper journalists, and at worst, would look down on 

it as a lowly profession for poor students. For that reason, when people saw Fukuchi’s 

name on the page, they were greatly surprised, and his friends remonstrated with him one 

after another to desist, but Fukuchi would not listen at all. When he became president [of 
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Nippōsha], he improved the face of the Nichinichi shinbun’s page, wrote leading articles 

that discussed current events, had Kishida Ginkō take charge of the miscellany and 

quickly cleansed the eyes and ears of society and made them realize just how important 

the newspaper is. The fact that after this, at the Hōchi, Kurimoto Jōun and Fujita Mokichi; 

at the Chōya, Narushima Ryūhoku and Suehiro Shigeyasu; and at the Yokohama mainichi, 

Numa Shuichi and Koizuka Ryū all appeared everywhere at every paper, and raised the 

status of the newspaper to be what it is today truly was brought about by Fukuchi’s 

example – one cannot say otherwise.  (Watashi no mita Meiji bundan, p.116-7) 

  

Ōchi’s assumption of responsibility for the current glories enjoyed by the newspaper 

industry – to say nothing of his somewhat presumptuous attitude – notwithstanding, the overview 

he provides strikes the careful reader as suitably revelatory, albeit in a rather elliptical manner. 

Indeed, the particular image he paints of the status quo of the newspaper trade is not particularly 

flattering: a dearth of men of adequate talent, a general disdain on the part of society at large for 

newspaper journalists. One can surmise that the disaffection evinced here by Ōchi is informed in 

no small part by his rather robust experiences in Europe and the United States, beginning with a 

two-year tour between 1861 and 1863 through France, England, Russia, the Netherlands, Prussia, 

and Portugal, where the newspaper industry had long since taken root; Ōchi’s teleological attitude 

articulated here – that the Japanese newspaper in the mid-1870s was in an infantile state and 

therefore in dire need of reform – certainly is predicated on the intercession of the model proffered 

by the structure and organization of Western newspapers of the time (Watashi no mita Meiji 

bundan, p.107-10).   
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Yet, Ōchi’s vision was, as he readily admits, apparently not one shared by either the 

majority of readers or of journalists. Furthermore, Ōchi’s familiarity with the Western newspaper 

trade can also be inferred to have nourished the particular polemical posture of the Kōko shinbun, 

albeit not its material form. Nevertheless, what interests us at this juncture is the slippage 

adumbrated here between Ōchi’s conceptualization of the newspaper and its social coordinates in 

Japan during the 1870s. Ōchi, as early as 1868, approaches the Japanese newspaper less as an 

emergent genre or medium than as an inchoate emulation of a posited ideal, instantiated implicitly 

by the Western newspaper, and hence can only perceive the early newspaper industry, marred by 

its shallow institutional history and lack of consummate professional journalists, as a pale mockery 

of the Newspaper qua Platonic Ideal. In this sense, Ōchi’s self-laudatory attitude is understandable, 

insofar as through his efforts, the Japanese newspaper trade has come by the mid-1880s to more 

closely resemble its Western models.  

Ōchi’s Newspaper is a transhistorical concept, the transformations it undergoes through 

the first two decades of Meiji, less evolution than entelechy. However, precisely for this reason, 

the history of the Japanese newspaper he delineates subsumes ultimately incommensurate social 

and discursive phenomena under the shared heading of the shinbun. Although Ōchi conjoins the 

short-lived bakumatsu papers to the later Meiji papers as figuring as one and the same, the slippage 

between Ōchi’s outlook and that of his friends and colleagues demonstrates that the new shinbun 
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did not occupy the same esteemed position attributed to the Kōko shinbun, nor did Ōchi’s fame as 

the editor of the former seem to mitigate the apprehensions of his colleagues – if anything, his 

association with the Meiji shinbun was perceived as a potential liability, something that could very 

well tarnish his hard-earned reputation, a reputation paradoxically secured by his association with 

the bakumatsu shinbun. 

From an institutional perspective, as well, the Meiji shinbun were distinct in terms of their 

human capital, driven by gesakusha and “ordinary people,” and thus the purview of a class 

divergent from that which had fueled the late bakumatsu shinbun. If jānarizumu as an ideological 

category could be said to have a prediscursive prehistory, one could perhaps impute its earlier 

encoding to Ōchi and men of his kind, who had early on professed a sort of faith in the newspaper, 

a shinbun-shugi or shinbun-shinkō.  

Yet, belief in the newspaper’s intrinsic value should not be conflated out of hand with the 

axiological constellation of jānarizumu as an ideological and aesthetic category, as, theoretically 

speaking, its articulation as such would require additional factors to allow for the coalescence of 

what would be reconfigured as its intensional properties around a discrete lexeme. Indeed, 

jānarizumu as an object of discourse would be so encoded as to refer not solely to the ethical 

relationship of the journalist to his profession, and that profession to the social world at large, but 

comprise as well internally variegated rhetorical and stylistic methodologies vis-à-vis the 
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deployment and manipulation of language, as we shall later see, and as such find itself in 

conversation with the sphere of the Literary. 

But let us return for a moment to those erstwhile, “juvenile” 1870s. As discussed in the 

preceding, while a sense of the importance of the newspaper medium – whether as a vehicle for 

constructing a new, shared social space; disseminating government notices and proclamations; 

interpellating the reading public as politicized entities; or offsetting financial losses incurred by 

sister or parent publications53; or merely being a requisite organ of the larger apparatus of modern 

nation-state and its dizzying pursuit of bunmei kaika – was in circulation, its formal properties, in 

terms of its visual organization, on the one hand, and the rhetorical and narratological possibilities 

of its constituent parts, were still in the midst of an ongoing process of formulation. Should one, 

however, approach such as not merely a unilateral process of stylistic synthesis, but rather as a 

materially mediated, dialectical engagement implicating both the producers and consumers of 

discourse, it becomes possible to educe, at least hypothetically, the manner in which the postulated 

readership of koshinbun such as the Kanayomi were to derive value qua pleasure from their reading. 

The success of the Kanayomi and other koshinbun is often attributed to their legibility, but as we 

have seen, the rhetorical idiom of the Kanayomi and the participatory space it fostered was perhaps 

                                                   
53 The lattermost proved particularly true in the case of ōshinbun which were aimed not only at a restricted, 

politically-minded and predominantly male elite, but due to their preoccupation with political discourse, oftentimes 

incurred the ire of the authorities and would face bans on distribution.               
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not so much a question of legibility as such, but rather discursive encoding, or the mobilization of 

a register of language that, in its narratological and tonal affinity with popular forms of 

entertainment, succeeded in anticipating the mechanisms of pleasure production on the part of its 

readership. The E-iri shinbun, for instance, infinitely less contrarian that the Kanayomi in terms of 

its self-presentation, nevertheless mobilized the sensuous, heavily intertextual ninjōbon-inflected 

prose typical of the former gesakusha Takabatake Rasen (Tanehiko III) and Somezaki Nobufusa 

(Shunsui II) who stood at its editorial helm: 

 

此頃兵庫縣におゐて絞罪におこなはれし吉岡良太郎といふ者あり彼白井

権八が生國なる因州鳥取の士族にして年は二壹才とか男のよい事はむかしの権

八にもおとらずゑにかいた光氏さんの如くなりとて鳥取の町でも評判の色男で

ありしが去年神戸に来り一日花見のかへりがけ本町壹丁目の吾妻菊といふ料理

やへゆきてひと口呑たるとき此家の娘おふきとて年は二八を稍ひとつ越か越路

のしら雪もはづるばかりの仇ものが酌に出にけり我戀はものや思へばあちらで

も疾に心は有馬山いなの笹原否ならで露の情にぬれそめて其からのち一日も逢

ねば須磨の関よりも人目の関を忍び寐の[…]  

 

There is a man by the name of Yoshioka Ryōtarō who was put to death recently 

in Hyōgō prefecture. A member of the shizoku class hailing from Inaba in Tottori, the 

birth province of the well-known [as a character appearing in Kabuki and Jōruri drama] 

Shirai Gonpachi, he was twenty-one years of age, and in terms of his dashing good looks, 

in no way inferior to the Gonpachi of old; they said he was the spitting image of the 

Shining Prince, and had quite the reputation as a sexy man in the towns of Tottori. 

However, when he came to Kobe last year, and, after spending the day watching the cherry 

blossoms fall, stopped in on his way home the Azumagiku-ya, a restaurant in Honmachi’s 

1-chōme district, after having had one drink, the daughter of the proprietor, Ofuki – a little 

past her sixteenth year, but such a stunning beauty that even the driven snow on the 

northern road into Hokkaido would feel embarrassed to be compared – came out to refill 

his glass. To think, this yearning within! Her heart, too, already was like Arimayama or a 
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field of young running bamboo – no, rather, she was stained with the dews of desire, and 

henceforth if she could not see him each day, rather than cautiously slipping past the Suma 

barrier, slipping past people’s roving eyes, to his sleeping place […]  (E-iri shinbun, 

1875.4.17) 

 

While Ōchi scoffs at such gesakusha occupying the ranks of the newspaper staff, as 

rhetorical technicians, and in the absence of an institutionally sanctioned journalese – indeed, 

before the establishment of a clearly demarcated rhetoric of reportage, few else were adequately 

equipped address the nascent public. The conscription of gesakusha like Robun into the ranks of 

the kyōdōshoku, as individuals “conversant in the mores of the people” (zokufū ni tsūzuru) speaks 

to an awareness, albeit not one untempered by a certain degree of disdain, on the part of the 

authorities of the gesakusha’s particular linguistic faculty.  

Okitsu Kaname furnishes a retrospective analysis of this triangulated economy of pleasure 

and value production in the newspapers of this period in the following: 

 

「三條の教憲」を契機とする戯作者たちの転向によって、ほとんど新刊

の戯作のみられなかった當時においては、読者たちは、戯作のうけもっていた娯

楽性を新聞にもとめはじめ、新聞、とくに小新聞がこの要求に應じはじめたのだ

った。その結果、このような大衆の要求は、三面記事を、報道だけを目的とした

ようなたんなる三面記事としてとどめておくことをゆるさなくなってきた。と

いうことは、文章や趣向に工夫をこらすばかりではなく、内容的にもひきのばし

て、讀み物風にしたてあげねばならないところまできていたということだった。 

 

Due to the conversion of gesakusha with the event of the promulgation of the 

Three Articles, during this period when very few new gesaku were being published, 

people began to turn to the newspaper for the entertainment value that had been the 

purview of gesaku, and newspapers – and the koshinbun in particular – responded to this 
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need. As a result, this demand on the part of the masses reached a point where it would 

not permit page-three articles to remain simple page-three articles with mere information 

as their purpose. In other words, not only did a certain degree of ingenuity have to be 

deployed in the composition of the prose and structure, ultimately the content had to be 

drawn out and the whole dressed up as a kind of reading material.                            

(MBZ vol. 2, p.415)    

 

One should note that Okitsu’s argument very much presumes a prescriptive notion of the 

correct aspect of the news media and the idiom of articulation proper to it, one subscribing to a 

positivist metaphysics sundering content-qua-data/information from its channels of mediation, and 

therein celebrating a narratological paradigm ostensibly purged of narrative itself, or, at the very 

least, anything recognizable as such. Yet, when read against Ōchi’s lamentations over the state of 

the industry in the 1870s, it would seem as though this particular model, in which the Japanese 

newspaper deviates from its ideal form (before being set resolutely back on track) in fact inverts 

the newspaper’s developmental trajectory by reinscribing it within the perimeters of the epistemic 

regime prevailing at the time of his writing, which situate jānarizumu at quintessentially 

incommensurate with the Literary. Operative here, as well, is a redistribution of the categories of 

aesthetic pleasure derivation, one which attempts to marginalize “entertainment value” (goraku-

sei) as incompatible with the socially-conscious news media. It should perhaps be noted that this 

repudiation of goraku-sei sees its reciprocal function in the analogous denigration of the same in 

the Taishō-period fissure within literary-critical discourse itself, between “Pure Literature” (jun-
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bungaku) and “Popular Literature” (taishū bungaku), designating it as permissible in the former 

only as an incidental, auxiliary byproduct of the act of reading, while being the compositional telos 

on the part of the latter – and thus indicative of a crude submission of the individual artist to the 

economic demands of the publishing industry and the often base proclivities of his readership. In 

either case, the ideologically correct attitude vis-à-vis either jun-bungaku or the newspaper is one 

in which the manufacture of pleasure, either as a compositional or readerly impetus, must never 

be primary – and this negative symmetry is in itself telling.       

In this manner, Okitsu’s analysis does, despite itself, flirt with the profoundly ambivalent 

attitude towards pleasure as a function and desideratum of participation in the socio-discursive 

sphere, whether one be producer or consumer. Okitsu seems to overlook the question of discursive 

technologies as well, insofar as they can but be materially manifest in the form of human capital, 

instead reading this moment as a selection among fully self-evident, hypostatized discursive modes 

abstracted from their pragmatic contexts, freely available for the picking. While Ōchi may have 

upheld an idealized vision of shinbun rhetoric awaiting its preordained actuation, he, at the very 

least, acknowledges the sociolinguistic entrenchment of rhetorical forms – and finds some simply 

unfit for his purposes. For Ōchi, a programmatic intervention in the medium and its language was 

necessary in order to recalibrate the confused axiological economy colinking readers with the 

apparatus of the newspaper. Caught, of course, betwixt and between in this negotiation is the 
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question of readerly pleasure – Ōchi’s concern lies primarily with securing the sociocultural status 

of the newspaper as intrinsically value-producing; yet, as Okitsu describes the situation at this 

juncture, the koshinbun in particular were already a site of value-production, albeit one configured 

as “entertainment.” But pleasure, ultimately, is a secondary aesthetic response, and as such has no 

intellectual or discursive content of its own; it must, rather, be induced by other stimuli. 

Furthermore, such must be processed by the interpretive-cognitive faculties of the reader, and 

therefore cannot be rejected as purely sensuous and thus consummately unintellectual – more often 

than not the grounds upon which the boundary between the registers of the high and low is 

adjudicated. Although Ōchi may regard goraku-sei in the context of the newspaper 

contemptuously, one would be hard-pressed to presume that concomitant to such would be a 

wholesale repudiation of pleasure qua value – indeed, some synthesis of pleasure, whatever its 

mechanisms of production, would be a precondition for the amelioration of the newspaper’s status. 

En fin de compte, a lateral transcoding of the mechanisms of pleasure production from one axis to 

another, a sort of sublation effected by the modular disengagement and reconjunction of these 

formal mechanics with divergently valued discursive regimes, rather than a substructural 

transformation, best describes the process at hand: “Entertainment” must be sublimated into the 

Instructive, the Informative, the Progressive.      
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V.ii What Makes for a Good Story? Serial Narrative before and after Literature 

  

 That the Kanayomi soon began to run multi-part news items was, from the perspective 

of the interest garnered by the narrative bent of much of its material, not entirely surprising. While 

for a historiography eager to identify and secure origins, ascertaining with absolute certitude the 

precise progenitor of this genre of newspaper serial, or tsuzuki-mono, has been an endeavor in 

itself54, suffice it to say that, questions of “literary authenticity” aside, between 1874 and 1877, 

longer, stylistically embellished articles published serially began to grace the pages of the 

koshinbun in ever growing numbers. Unsurprisingly, later literary historians such as Okitsu deploy 

the category of “literariness” to diagnose these interstitial serial narratives and shore up the 

boundaries between authentic tsuzuki-mono as a discrete genre and these earlier serial narratives, 

but the difficulty encountered by Okitsu and his peers demonstrates the fungibility of such clear 

demarcations; ultimately, it is the “pure appeal to the reader’s interest” (kanzen ni dokusha ni apīru 

suru) and “essentially zero news value” (hōdō-sei wa zero ni hitoshiku) in conjunction with 

typographic factors – the enclosure of spoken dialogue within quotation marks, for instance – and 

the deployment of familiar narrative conventions.                           

                                                   
54 Candidates include “Torioi Omatsu no den” (Kanayomi shinbun, 1877.12-1878.1), “Kinnosuke no hanashi” (Tōkyō 

e-rir shinbun, 1878.8-9), and, at the earliest, Iwada Hachijūhachi no hanashi (Hiragana e-iri shinbun, 1875.10). See 

Okitsu Kaname, “’Tsuzuki-mono’ no kenkyū,” in MBZ vol. 2, 413-424)   
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What Okitsu cannot and does not readily deploy in his rubric, however, is the putative 

fictionality or otherwise of the serial narrative as determining its generic identity. What would 

come to be known as tsuzuki-mono serials were integrated into the fabric of the newspaper page, 

most frequently in the zappō or miscellaneous news sections of the paper – tellingly glossed more 

often than not as hanashi, or “stories.” When Nozaki Sabun, recapitulating, albeit in an inverted 

form, Fukuchi Ōchi’s dismissal of the early years of the Meiji period as “juvenile,” he mentions a 

particularly humourous anecdote, one which is intended to summate the extent to which an early 

Meiji readership was ill-prepared for anything resembling a critical relationship with their reading 

material: 

 

浅薄なる滑稽もの鄙稽なる人情本さては殺伐なる講談風の読み本等が歓

迎せられたのが第一の証拠で、大多数の読者は之を以て疲れた心を慰め是以上を

感受する能力に乏しかつたかも知れぬ。現に其頃の一例として、新聞小説中の継

子が継母に虐待される処を読んで、あまり可哀さうだから之を恵んで下さいと、

若干金を其の本社へ持参した人もあつたなど、嘘のやうな事実もあつたから、こ

んな時代に臨んで仮令一大文豪が出顕して汗水を流した処で、それは全く縁の下

の力持に終わつたかも知れぬ。兎に角当時の小説は読者の程度に準じたもの、即

ち国民文芸思想の反映であつたのではあるまいか。 

 

The greatest proof of this is in the enthusiastic reception granted shallow 

kokkeibon, lewd ninjōbon, and hyperviolent yomihon in the style of dangi recitation; the 

great majority of readers comforted their tired hearts with these, and were perhaps deficient 

in the capacity to get anything more out of their reading. In fact, one example from those 

days is the following: having read a passage in a novel carried in one of the newspapers in 

which a child is abused by her stepmother, a reader was moved to bring a small amount of 

money to the newspaper office, requesting that the money be conveyed to the child, her 

straits entirely too pitiable – unbelievable things like this in fact happened, so even if the 
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greatest literary genius had emerged then and worked himself into a sweat, he would have 

ended up like “a strong-man under the veranda.”. In any case, the shōsetsu of the time 

corresponded to the level of their readers – in other words, was it not a reflection of the 

literary thought of the people?  (Watashi no mita Meiji bundan, p.51) 

 

What Sabun fails to acknowledge, however, is that, in light of the heteroglossia of the 

koshinbun and Robun’s Kanayomi shinbun in particular, the newspaper at which under Robun’s 

tutelage Sabun received his formative training as a journalist, there was little in the way of a visual 

index to aid in distinguishing serial narratives from standard news stories; serials such as Kubota 

Hikosaku’s (1841-1898) Torioi Omatsu no den (The Life of Omatsu the Bird-Chaser, 1877-78) 

and Robun’s own Dokufu Oden no hanashi (The Story of Oden the Poison-Woman, 1879) were as 

serialized narratives buried within the “News” section of the paper, carried no indication of 

authorship, and were flanked on both sides by news items in diverse styles, themselves saturated 

with dialogue and onomatopoeia – usually hallmarks of narrative prose (Figure 26). That many of 

the most famous of these narratives were predicated on the biographical narratives of real 

individuals, awareness of whom had been propagated by stories carried in the same and other 

newspapers, only exacerbated the obfuscatory ambiguity of the newspaper page. Sabun’s overly 

concerned reader appears hopelessly provincial in the sanitized literary milieu of 1927, but her 

confusion is by no means unimaginable when read against the topography of the Kanayomi’s page. 
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   Some sense of its topography can be gleaned, interestingly enough, from Robun’s 

prefatory comments to the gōkan version of Hikosaku’s Omatsu, rechristened Torioi Omatsu kaijō 

shinwa (New Tale of Omatsu the Bird-Chaser on the High Seas):  

 

我仮名読新聞第五百四十號客歳十二月十日を以て始めて雑報欄内に記載

せし鳥追阿松の伝は間々本年一月十一日第五百六十二號に到り嗣出する事十四

回未だ結局に及バざるも僥倖にして千町万町の衆目に触れ喝采の声価を得たる

操觚者の歓喜の餘りに思はず筆を走足るなり然りと雖も春霞三筋を繋ぐ長物語

ハ頗る新紙の本意に違へば其概略を次號に掲げ大團圓となさんと欲すを錦栄堂

の主人遺憾として乞ふて其首尾を全くせんとす原由ハ遙か過去し明治元年の春

よりして同十年の冬に止る温故知新の大実録題して海上新話と號け茲に三絃の

緒を説くと云   

 

The Story of Torioi Omatsu made its first appearance last year in the general 

news column of my Kanayomi shinbun in issue 540, the December 10th edition, and until 

January 11th of this year, issue 562, had seen fourteen entries published; although not yet 

reaching its conclusion, it fortunately was read by many people in one thousand and ten 

thousand towns and the author, so happy at having received such laudatory praise, 

continued to let his brush run despite himself. While this was all good and well, as such a 

long running narrative, connecting the three strings of spring mist, was very much at odds 

with the original intentions of the newspaper, I had wanted to post a summary of the rest 

in the following issue and bring it to its conclusion, but the owner of Kin’eidō publishing, 

thinking this to be a great shame, has moved to allow for the story to see completion. The 

action of this great true record, the result of new discoveries through historical research, 

begins in the spring of the now distant first year of Meiji, and ends in the tenth year of the 

same, and is entitled New Stories Upon the Sea. Here we undo the bindings on the 

shamisen’s box.  (MBZ vol. 2, p.366) 

        

As Robun reiterates for the reader, the prototype for Torioi Omatsu kaijō shinwa made its 

debut nestled under the headline Torioi Omatsu no den amongst the day’s general news. Apart 
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from Hikosaku’s narrative, little in the way of evidence corroborating the historical existence of 

its protagonist, but the retroactive coincidence of the calendar year of the narrative’s figured 

terminus – February 9, Meiji 10 – with the prototype’s initial serialization – December 10 of the 

same year – at the very least suggests an effort at synthesizing through narrative a certain brand of 

historical verisimilitude predicated on a posited continuity between the present of its anticipated 

readership and the temporal locus of the narrative’s origin.  

All the more striking in Robun’s preface, however, is the rationale he proffers for the 

termination of the serial on the pages of his paper. Again, one should be cautioned against reading 

such as a transparent articulation of Robun’s ideological convictions, but that the incompatibility 

he identifies in Hikosaku’s serial narrative with the newspaper medium is less a question of its 

status as artifice than with its extenuated, serial form is worth noting. The “original intention” (hoi) 

of the newspaper medium as stipulated by Robun, one can infer, privileges the timeliness and 

topicality of its reporting and, considering as well the rather limited dimensions of the newspapers 

of the time (usually comprising little more a single double-sided broadsheet), an equitable 

distribution of textual space to the paper’s various subdivisions – current news items, editorial, 

and government notices, etc. – leaving little remainder for protracted serial narrative, popularity 

notwithstanding. It goes without saying that Robun, as editor, clearly recognized the economic 

interests to be leveraged through translating the popular serial from the newspaper page to the 
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illustrated gōkan, once an interested reading public had been all but guaranteed; such strategic 

maneuvering, of course, is partially camouflaged – although to what extent such tactics were 

expected in fact to dissimulate ulterior motivations or merely to constitute a self-ironizing 

performance – by Robun’s disinterested posture.   

The later ascendance of a conception of Literature as a discrete field organized around the 

fictional or quasi-fictional shōsetsu and bracketed as a subset of the aesthetic-expressive Arts 

certainly does much to elicit disapproval for works skirting uncomfortably close to the threshold 

sustaining the putative autonomy of generic modes. Interestingly, Robun does not cite the status 

of the narrative as fictional or otherwise – although the rhetorical structure of the text as well as 

its reproduction of standard tropes and character archetypes familiar to the contemporary reader 

betray its compositional affinity with the various genres of entertainment literature, the dubious 

valuative status of which had been by the late Edo period fully codified as an integral component 

in the self-diagnostic lexicon of textual producers – as the operative factor in conflict with the 

mandates of the newspaper format; to the contrary, while referring to Hikosaku’s text as a 

monogatari, or tale, Robun underscores its value as a “true record” (jitsuroku) bringing to light 

matters based on empirical investigation (onko chishin). 

This branding of the narrative as, on the one hand, unsuited for the newspaper due to its 

formal properties, but nevertheless being a “true record” (jitsuroku) predicated on factual 
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investigation, is worth noting, and prefigures the sort of ambivalent posture Robun adopts as author 

in his later Takahashi Oden yasha monogatari. If one permits the diagnostic categories of Fiction 

and Non-Fiction to intervene at this juncture, prescribing the particular morphology of the reader’s 

epistemological engagement with the text as they do, one is confronted with an altogether 

interesting aporetic. While the term Robun employs for narrative in this context, monogatari, is 

associated predominately with works of imaginative invention – although not to the exclusion of 

its valence with other forms of socially mediated informatic transmission – it is with the same 

gesture vouchsafed as a work of real social knowledge. That the narrative replicates the 

conventions of the sort of kanzen-chōaku paradigm repudiated by Sabun is, of course, 

unsurprising: Omatsu, for her sexual and criminal misconduct, is ultimately stricken by illness, 

goes mad and dies, despite receiving a crucial, life-saving donation of five yen on the part of the 

first of her many cheated lovers who, in the intervening years, as a reward for his virtue has seen 

his fortunes improve and who finds her, disfigured and unrecognizable, stranded in the snow. Yet, 

while this doubtlessly aligns it with other similarly structured texts, one should bear in mind that 

such an exegetical framework is in no way a convention specific to gesaku or fiction – one need 

recall only the narratological structure of Robun’s war reportage, discussed in the previous chapter.    

 As mentioned in the foregoing, the epistemological quandary posed by the tsuzuki-mono 

is not readily resolved, as seen in Okitsu’s case, without recourse to the analytical framework of 
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literary genre which promises to at the very least defer negotiation with this critical antipodes by 

transposing the problematic into the realm of the aesthetic, if it cannot hope to neutralize it entirely. 

For Okitsu and Sabun, the tsuzuki-mono is a priori a literary subgenre, the prototype for the serial 

shinbun shōsetsu, and as such should have a discrete ontology; yet, attempting to distill it from its 

intercalations with other elements within its shared discursive constellation would seem to prove 

more difficult, and the literary historian is confronted with what appear, by virtue of hindsight, 

indissolubly hybrid texts.  

The conventional literary historical import of Hikosaku’s 1878 narrative, according to 

mid-twentieth century revisionist scholarship, is, of course, attributed to its signaling a 

resuscitation of sorts of gesaku entertainment fiction during the literary drought precipitated in part 

by the issuance of the “Three Articles for Teaching” (sanjō no kyōken) issued in 1872 by the 

Daikyōin (House/Ministry of Great Teaching) and this organ’s urgent need to propagate the 

ideological tenets of the new regime while incorporating the common people into the newly minted 

category of national subjects – to which ends literate cultural producers such as Robun or Jōno 

Denpei (1832-1902) had been recruited and adequately remunerated as agents of the state, 

ostensibly for their conversance in the social milieux in most dire need of discipline, to say nothing 

of the destabilizing effects of the legal dissolution of the hon’ya nakama guild system in 1873 in 

the interests of economic liberalization. As the prototypical Meiji gōkan, Omatsu furnished the 
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template for other dokufu mono, or quasi-biographical narratives tracing the fortunes of “poison 

women” on the fringes of early Meiji society, although later exemplars, such as Robun’s own 

Takahashi Oden yasha monogatari the following year would take for their models persons of 

public interest, whose criminal careers – and ultimate punishment exacted by the judiciary 

apparatus of the Meiji state – were broadly publicized; nevertheless, bracketing momentarily the 

question of the masochistic socio-sexual erotics informing the discursive function of such narrative, 

operating as they do at once as interdictions against antisocial behaviour all the while indulging 

the seductive dimensions of their chosen topoi, an aspect of these narratives that should not be 

discounted is their dialectical imbrication in the production of the total reality effect of the 

newspaper medium, deriving putative legitimacy from their affiliation with their delivery 

mechanism while, in adhering per force to a chronologically linear narratological stricture modeled 

on the biographical den and jitsuroku modes, perform the function of reintegrating the present 

moment into a vision of social history that registers the politico-historical disjuncture of the 

bakumatsu period as the precondition for its narratological possibility. Schematically, the 

trajectories of both Omatsu’s and Oden’s respective careers, for instance, trace a vector originating 

with the possibilities occasioned by the increased porosity of the social fabric induced by the 

suspension of a coherent institutional/judicial framework and culminate in the reassertion of such 

authority in its capacity for policing the economy of human bodies. The ambivalent figuration of 
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the transgressive dokufu archetype, if she is taken to function in any way metonymically, is only 

at great peril divorced from the conflictual economy of desire through which she is posited as the 

limit of the social, insofar as her coordinates therein gesture towards and adumbrate the particular 

contours of the aporetic or negatively-dialectical structure of the discursive environment of the 

early Meiji period.                   

 Sabun, in his preface to the 1926 republication of Robun’s Takahashi Oden yasha 

monogatari as volume five of Tōkyōdō’s multivolume collection of popular Meiji period works 

(Meiji bungaku meicho zenshū), recalls Kangaku scholar and theatre critic Yoda Gakkai’s (1833-

1909) impressions of the Oden case as it unfolded in the public space of the newspaper in the late 

1870s, recorded in the third volume of Gakkai’s Tankai, originally published in 1888: 

 

賊婦お傳、人を殺し、財を圖る。明治十二年一月三日絞せらる。初めお

傳、詭辯百出、装つて復讐となす。言鑿々條理あり。聽く者亦これを疑ふ。後、

證據明白にして、遂に罪に伏す。余、甞つて新聞紙を閲し、その僞供を讀み、情

事貫穿、發端あり結局あり、殆どこれ一部の傳奇小説なり。亦、尋常の女盗に非

るを見るなり 

 

The lady-bandit Oden: she killed a man and stole his money. On January third of 

the twelfth year of Meiji [1879], she was hanged [sic]. At the beginning, Oden came out 

with a hundred false defenses, dressing up her crime as an act of revenge. Her words were 

deft and seemed to be reasonable. Those who heard them, though, doubted her. Later, 

when the evidence against her became clear, she acquiesced to her guilt. When, at that 

time, I would be looking through the newspaper and would read her false testimony, all 

the matters would be laid out in detail, there would be a beginning and an end – really, it 

was like a complete tale of the strange in the Chinese style [denki shōsetsu]. Further, one 
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saw that she was not your average female thief.  (Meiji bungaku meicho zenshū vol. 5, 

1-2) 

 

Sabun cites this particular response to frame the defense of the intrinsic interest – or, as 

we shall see, the ironic lack thereof – on the part of Robun’s adaptation, but more suggestive in 

this particular passage is its description of the sort of erotic relationship between the reader and 

the sphere of social knowledge as it exfoliates in the manner of diachronically sequenced – indeed, 

rationed, serial – narrative. In addition to the fascination bolstered by her sex and the violent nature 

of her crime, factors which resonate with the overdetermined interdependence of the economies of 

sexuality, violence and power, Oden’s configuration as both narrated object – a subject for what 

could perhaps be considered the longest-running of the early tsuzuki-mono on the newspaper page 

– and narrating subject – a sort of discursive machine, manufacturing testimony in a high-stakes 

game of narrative one-upmanship with the authorities – should not be overlooked. For Gakkai and 

others who spent over two years following the developments and reversals in Oden’s case in the 

wake of her arrest for the murder of Gōtō Kichizō in September of 1876, one can tender that the 

narrative interest furnished by Oden’s case was doubly inscribed, once at the level of the legal 

narrative arc, with its various twists and turns, as reported in the papers, and once again, in the 

framed narratives, themselves meticulously structured plots reminiscent of denki shōsetsu, 

furnished by the protagonist of the former.  
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While the consumption of Oden’s narrative on the newspaper page itself indubitably 

furnished a significant quotient of readerly pleasure for an avaricious public, the fact that Oden’s 

mode of self-articulation adhered, if one can take stock in Gakkai’s impressions, to the 

conventional parameters of genre narrative, and that this capacity for confabulation, which would 

ultimately be judged to be deception and dissimulation – discourse at its most transgressive, in the 

regulatory eyes of the judiciary – is that which secured her status as somehow exceptional (jinjō 

de nai) in the eyes of her readership. This faculty, however, would suggest that Oden herself was 

no less constituted by the sort of narratives she replicated in her defense – tellingly, the revenge 

plot (kataki-uchi mono), a staple of both the Edo-period page and stage – and as such, herself 

demonstrably a consumer of such narrative. In this sense, the Oden case dramatizes in a refractive 

manner the chiasmatic, recursive flows within the discursive economy, as material emerges from 

and returns to it, only to emerge and return once more.  

Robun’s contribution to this cyclical economy does not shy away from mobilizing Oden’s 

proclivity for duplicity for its own narrative ends; at the height of her career, it is more through the 

manipulation of discourse than through direct, material intervention, that Oden is able to 

successfully navigate the porous instability of late bakumatsu and early Meiji periods social space. 

Briefly serialized as “Dokufu Takahashi Oden no hanashi” from the February 1, 1879 edition of 

the Kanayomi before its conversion into an eight-volume illustrated gōkan, published between 
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February 13 and April 22 (Figures 26-8), Robun’s Oden traces the thirty-year trajectory of its 

eponymous protagonist from her illicit conception and subsequent adoption, until her arrest and 

execution at the age of twenty-nine. Although the portions of the gōkan corresponding to the 

serialized material, while embellished, reproduce the same course of events as the earlier serial, it 

is perhaps worth noting the subtle rhetorical shift evidenced in the narrative’s framing. First, the 

introduction to the first installation in the Kanayomi: 

 

○昨日東京裁判所で斬罪を申し付けられた例の毒婦おでんハ生国群馬下

上野國利根郡下牧村四拾四番地平民九右衛門養女高橋おでん「二十九一ヶ月」の

物語りハ兼てお約束ゆゑ本日より號をついでお目に觸ます 

仏説にいふ因果應報母が密夫の罪よりして終に娘の身に及し三十餘年今

に至りて非業の死のみか悪名を後世に傳ふるの一條は今より[…] 

 

Takahashi Oden, adopted daughter of commoner Kyūzaemon, of Plot 44 Shimo-

Makimura in Sane District in Gunma Prefecture, her birth province, who was sentenced 

to death by beheading at the Tokyo Courthouse yesterday: since the tale of her ‘Twenty-

Nine Years and One Month’ has been promised since before, beginning today forward it 

will be published in installments. 

It is karmic causality, as they say in the teachings of Buddhism: the sins of 

infidelity of the mother at last are mete out on the body of the daughter, thirty-some years 

later today, leaving only a wretched death to relay her wicked name to posterity […] 

(Kanayomi, 1879.2.1)                      

 

The invocation of inga-ōhō, besides establishing an implicit teleological vector for the 

narrative to follow, is interesting insofar as that, rather than assuming karmic causality itself to be 

the governing mechanism precipitating Oden’s criminality and ignoble death, it is here qualified 
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in its deployment, fulfilling its narratological function while disavowing any exclusive authority 

as an explanatory device. This is further complicated in the opening passage to version found in 

Oden: 

 

男女その性を異にして質に別あるハ造物主宰の機関にして唯人生を滋産

の妙工骨格瑣細の變化ある而巳蓋し霊魂の善悪女子にして男子に勝れる者ハ西

哲の所謂雌雄雙性の混淆に生じ来り加ふるに父母教育の親疎に依て白絲色を染

るの類か然れ共外面の菩薩内心必ず夜叉の如しと同一視するハ不可なり美女に

善行あり醜婦に悪行あり夫天姿國色ありて奸毒妲己呂后に等しき現今見聞する

の奇跡記して将来の懲戒めとす 

 

Men and woman are different in their sex, but in quality what is different is but 

in their Creative organs, only in the wondrous structures that produce new life, and 

otherwise there is but small differences in their form. However, that girls are greater than 

boys in the good or evil of their souls results from what the great thinkers of the West call 

the so-called mixing of the male and female sexes. Adding to this, according to whether 

the parents are well- or poorly educated is like the dye on white thread. However, one 

should take this to be the same as the notion that one who has the face of the bodhisattva 

has a heart like a demon. Beautiful women can perform good deeds, and ugly women, 

evil ones. In such things come into play the form bequeathed to one by Heaven and the 

particularities of environment; here, we record the strange events, as a admonishment to 

posterity, of what one has heard of one equal to a modern-day Daji or Lu Zhi, treacherous 

and venomous.  (MBZ,vol. 2, p.4)       

 

The didactic framework, as a cursory glance informs, still obtains, but in lieu of being 

buttressed by recourse to the explanatory measures of Buddhist cosmology, it is instead couched 

in the rhetoric – albeit rather loosely so – of Western-tinged physiology, moral philosophy, and 

sociology; rather than a model of physical and spiritual hierarchy between the male and the female, 
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physiological differences are recast as superficial, discrepancies in demeanor – or, rather, what 

could be parsed as an imputation of a magnification of affect in women – are attributed to vaguely-

defined biological factors, and the notion of social conditioning and the role of class and education 

are introduced. Nonetheless, these prefatory correctives, advocating a multiply-informed vision of 

moral character, are destabilized by the invocation of classical exemplars of beautiful and ruthless 

women from Chinese history, to whom the contemporary Oden is likened, reaffirming the 

indispensability of seductive wiles and moral turpitude as the requisite attributes of the dokufu 

protagonist, as well as the wellspring of her potent multivalence as an object of compelling erotic 

and narrative power.  

Functionally, however, this elision of karmic causality, in the form of Oden’s mother 

Oharu’s moral transgression, proleptically determining her daughter’s fate, and its supplantation 

by sociobiological factors – rather, heredity and social context are intimated to be that which 

predestine her to a life of dissolution – results in the construction of an essentially tautological 

narrative logic, isomorphic to that in the former model. In either, the author is permitted to 

complicate the text’s emplotment through the introduction of several characters otherwise having 

little to no bearing on the highly publicized narrative carried in the newspapers and thread these 

through Oden’s tale, to the ends of furnishing a proper and complete etiology of the protagonist’s 

criminality. In the text’s final section, the narrator, before indulging in a lengthy summary of 
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Oden’s transgressions before delineating in comparatively terse form the heroine’s nearly three 

years of incarceration, paraphrases American physician George H. Naphys’ (1842-1876) best-

selling The Physical Life of Woman (first ed. 1869, third ed., 1878) as though to confirm the 

medico-scientific basis for Oden’s degeneration:    

 

婦女生理一代鏡に女子隠密の悪習を説その事や年少なる女子有病の春

情を発動し且つ放肆なるがゆゑに身躬ら心と體を災害に暴棄るあり此事に就て

ハ既に數年前ありめりかの貴女何某がが檄を米國中の諸母に傳へたり其語に曰

く「隠密の惡は女子を墓穴や狂癲病院猶甚だしきハ賈淫所に誘出すと」此ハ是偏

に淫を乱すのみにして偸盗人殺しの惡に及ばず彼高橋お傳なる者ハ初発賭博の

莚に親みて稍春情を萠せしより高橋波之助と姦通し同氣相求めて遂に夫婦とな

ると雖ども漸々悪意増長し困難の場合無慙にも病夫を失ひいよゝゝ慢りて残忍

無頼淫を肆まゝにし放逸男子に勝り天網洩れず罪状爰至れども強情その止まる

処ろを知らず檻にありても本分の毒舌を逞しうして実を告ず嚴しく糾問せらる

れども唯前々の作り言のみいひ立て飽まで黒きを白しとなさんと足掛三とせ越

檻に在て悔悟の心更になく頼みに思ひししゝ倉も今宮もいひ甲斐なく頼みを受

しハ虚言なりとて明白に白状をしたりしかバ少しく力を落したれど大同小異の

事のみを申し立て夫より後ハ覚悟をきハめ断食などし餓死せんとまで計りしが

監守の者に悟られて遂に口供を定られたり其事ハ前にも言へるお傳が作り言に

して更に取とめぬ首尾不合の虚言なり          

  

In The Physical Life of Woman, girls’ secretive bad habits are explained thusly: 

there are cases where a young girl activates pathological lust and gives in to it wantonly, 

thus resulting in her damaging of herself her own mind and body. Already several years 

ago, some noble American woman circulated a petition to all mothers throughout the 

United States about this. It said the following: “The evils of secrecy lure girls to the grave, 

to the asylum, but most frequently, to the brothel.” This, of course, is only in regards to 

committing acts of licentiousness, and does not extend so far as the evils of theft and 

murder. That woman Takahashi Oden, however, first grew fond of the gambling dens, and 

once her lustfulness began to show, started having sexual relations with Takahashi 

Naminosuke; the two, likeminded, desired each other, and in the end became husband and 

wife, but gradually her wicked ways grew until under duress she lost her sick husband; at 
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last, [her depravity] grew, and she cruelly and violently followed her lascivious desires, 

her dissolution greater than that of men. None escape Heaven’s net: while her crimes had 

reached such a point, her obstinacy did not know when to stop, and even when imprisoned, 

she gave free reign to her venomous tongue and would not speak the truth. Although she 

was strictly interrogated, she would only reproduce the false words she had before, and 

tried to at worst make black pass for white. After spending three years in custody, she still 

had no remorse. Having to face that it had been empty words on which she had been 

depending fruitlessly on Shishikura and Imamiya, she made a clear confession, but though 

her strength had been somewhat depleted, her testimony was mostly the same as before. 

Later, redoubling her determination, she fasted and attempted to starve herself to death, 

but she was discovered by the guards and was forced to make a written confession. Its 

contents were the same fabrications as before, not matching up head to tail.  (MBZ vol. 

2, p.59-60)        

 

The Japanese translation of Nayphys’ best-seller, published as Fujo seiri ichidai kagami, 

appeared in March of 1879, a mere month before the final volume of Robun’s Oden, and as the 

alarmist tone of both the English original and Japanese translation make abundantly clear, the 

deleterious effects of onanism were not, according to the medical profession, to be regarded 

indulgently55. While Naphys’ admonitions are restricted to the domain of masturbation, Robun 

                                                   
55  To the contemporary reader, Nayphys’ highly elliptical discussion of female masturbation is matched in its 

puritanical repressiveness only by its almost farcical tenor. For the sake of diversion, we include the text of the 

relevant passage, from the monograph’s third edition: “We now approach a part of our subject which we would 

gladly omit, did not constant experience admonish us of our duty to speak of it in no uncertain tone. We refer to the 

disastrous consequences on soul and body to which young girls expose themselves by exciting and indulging morbid 

passions. Years ago, Miss Catherine E. Beecher sounded a note of warning to the mothers of America on this secret 

vice, which leads their daughters to the grave, the madhouse, or, worse yet, the brothel.  

Gladly would we believe that her timely admonition had done away with the necessity for its repetition. 

But though we believe such a habit is more rare than many physicians suppose, it certainly exists to a degree that 
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mobilizes this newly discovered sexual pathology to elaborate a sort of speculative criminology; 

Oden’s transgressions, although remaining confined for most of her career to the vices of gambling 

– signifying per force her self-interpolation into a predominantly male social space – and sexual 

libertinism, have but no other recourse than to escalate to attain the lofty heights of the 

sensationally antisocial, by virtue of the denouement promised by her life in the public eye; thus, 

this narrative inevitability, insofar as Oden’s conviction and subsequent execution form part of 

contemporary social knowledge, is subjected to a rigorous process of rationalization, and its 

inevitability is reinscribed within the text as both telos – the narrative terminus or culmination – 

                                                   

demands attention. Surgeons have recently been forced to devise painful operations to hinder young girls from thus 

ruining themselves; and we must confess that, in its worst form, it is absolutely incurable. 

The results of the constant nervous excitement which this habit produces are bodily weakness, loss of 

memory, low spirits, distressing nervousness, a capricious appetite, dislike of company and of study, and finally, 

paralysis, imbecility, or insanity. Let it not be supposed that there are many who suffer thus severely; but, on the 

other hand, let it be clearly understood that any indulgence whatever in these evil courses is attended with bad 

effects, especially because they create impure desires and thoughts, which will prepare the girl to be a willing victim 

to the arts of profligacy. There is no more solemn duty resting on those who have the charge of young females than 

to protect them against this vice. 

But, it is exclaimed, is it not dangerous to tell them anything about it? Such a course is unnecessary. Teach 

them that any handling of the parts, any indecent language, any impure thought, is degrading and hurtful. See that 

the servants, nurses, and companions with whom they associate are not debased; and recommend scrupulous 

cleanliness. 

If the habit is discovered, do not scold nor whip the child. It is often a result of disease, and induced by a 

disagreeable local itching. Sometimes this is connected with a disorder of the womb, and very frequently with worms 

in the bowels. Let the case be submitted to a judicious, skilful medical adviser, and the girl will yet be saved. But do 

not shut your eyes, and refuse to see this fact when it exists. Mothers are too often unwilling to entertain for a 

moment the thought that their daughters are addicted to such a vice, when it is only too plain to the physician.” 

(p.39-40) 
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and developmental entelechy – the full actuation of Oden’s potentiality as determined by her 

hereditary depravity. Oden’s “illness” considered a physical or genetic pathology, rather than a 

karmic sin, however, as mentioned in the foregoing, operates less to modulate the overall structure 

of the narrative than to resituate it within a differently articulated idiom of exegetical causality. In 

this sense, Robun’s Oden bears not only a strong genotypical affinity with earlier quintessentially 

kanzen-chōaku narratives organized around the axis of karmic predestination, but evidences a 

degree of homology with the concurrent plots of French Realist and Naturalist authors in the vein 

of Balzac or Zola – this is, of course, not to solicit an ahistorical reading of such narrative as having 

any direct genealogical correlation, other than perhaps that which can be attributed to a congruent 

mobilization of socio-medical discourse to the ends of galvanizing established narrative 

convention; in such, one can observe the analogous multivalence of abstract social knowledge as 

alternatively inert content and as a device amenable to modular, conjunctive redeployment in the 

service of the pragmatic organizing principles in the constitution of particular narrative forms.          

That this irony, that fluctuations in the discursive environment are not necessarily 

concomitant with qualitative transformations in the illocutionary or pragmatic domain, tends more 

often than not to be overlooked by those social actors participating in the perpetuation of both, is 
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itself a commonplace56. Sabun himself, acknowledging that within Robun’s oeuvre Oden figures 

more as a “timely” piece (kiwamono) rather than a “masterpiece” (kessaku) in the vein of 

Seiyōdōchū or Aguranabe, mounts a defense of the intrinsic interest of the narrative; the reader 

should take note of in what manner this is expressed: 

 

作者のやうに勧善懲悪の立場から見るのも無論一つの興味である。或ひ

は、これを、近代の悪魔派的な立場即ちボオドレエルやワイルド式な醜悪なもの

に美を認めるやうな立場から見るのも一つの興味である。或ひはこれを、マック

ス・ノルダウ式に病理学の爼に上せて見るのも更に他の一つの興味であるに違

ひない。 

今一つは、文化史的な興味である。お傳のやうな人間がどうして出て来

たか。お傳のやうな毒婦を生んだ時代は、そもゝゝどういふ時代であつたか。今

日に比べてどういふ時代の特質をそれが持つてゐたか―そして『夜刃譚』の生れ

たことが、如何に必然性を持つてゐたか―さういふ立場からの研究的興味であ

る。 

 

Of course, approaching [Oden] from the position of “Reward the Good and 

Chastise the Bad,” like the author, is one interest. Or, looking at it from the standpoint of 

modern diabolique authors, in the style of Baudelaire or Wilde, to recognize beauty in the 

ugly and repulsive, is another interest. Or, one could certainly put it on the cutting board 

of epidemiology, in the vein of Max Nordau, and look at it from that angle. 

Another, of course, is its cultural-historical interest. Why did a person like Oden 

appear? What sort of period was it that produced Oden? Compared to today, what sort of 

particularities did that period have? And the fact that Yasha monogatari was produced – 

what of its historical necessity? From that perspective, there is its interest for research. 

(Meiji bungaku meicho zenshū vol. 5, p.2-3)        

 

                                                   
56 The Ironic itself can be construed as a rhetorical mode that presumes an inter- or extra-discursive confrontation, 

either dramatizing disparities between discourses, or between a given discourse and the material world of social 

action.  
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That Sabun locates, after positing several modes of engaging with the text, its interest in 

its disposability to a sociological reading should not surprise the reader, considering Sabun’s 

involvement with the Meiji Bunka Kenkyūkai – indeed, the narrative and the circumstances of its 

production furnish numerable indices for the reconstruction of the Meiji period constituting the 

historiographical mission of the group. But is not this diagnostic interest, at least in part, similar to 

the didactic interest that Sabun finds so dissatisfactory, and summarily brushes aside? The template 

furnished by Oden’s public life and her selection as the subject for narrative stipulates as a foregone 

conclusion her “chastisement” – indeed, the only means of obviating such would be through a 

revisionist rewriting of her curriculum vitae, one which would cast her as unjustly victimized by 

the Meiji State and its judicial system. Robun’s retroactive elaboration of Oden’s life, as mentioned 

in the foregoing, is a rationalizing gesture, one that furnishes a logic for the public pageantry of 

Oden’s case, and thereby attempts to exorcize fiction – whether the fiction of Oden’s testimony or 

the fiction of her guilt – with its likeness. In a sense, the content of Robun’s narrative anticipates, 

from a methodological perspective, the first of Sabun’s queries, while its instantiation as social 

text, the second. With Meiji literary history now itself a category of social knowledge in need of 

restitution, it too must be subjected to the hermeneutical apparatus that guaranteed Oden’s 

preordination as a poison woman.   

From such a symptomological perspective, one of the illocutionary functions of such 
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narrative is fairly clear, sketching out as it does a cartography of the social domain and its horizons 

of (im)possibility. Certainly, the historiographical value attributed to this production, as touched 

upon in the foregoing, is not readily separated from its social investment – one only need consult 

the contents of the volumes reserved for early Meiji literature in the Gendai Nihon bungaku zenshū 

and the subsequent anthologies informed by its template which have through their literary-

historical stewardship iteratively revised the collective vision of the period’s topology through 

their annexation of new textual material. Sabun’s defense of Oden, in this sense, merely anticipates 

the longue durée of literary criticism and its complicated, at times problematic, commerce with 

the spheres of ethics and aesthetics.  

 It should come as no surprise, then, Sabun’s defense of Oden is articulated in 

contradistinction to the a priori literary value he imputes to Robun’s humourous works – and here, 

Sabun has few qualms admitting his aesthetic biases. Yet, perhaps more suggestive, however, in 

light of the countervailing tension between the registers of value – in Sabun’s words, the “interest” 

of the text – quantified through its amenability to instrumentalization, and that quantified through 

the pleasure derived through reading (a pleasure greater in kind for Sabun in the case of Robun’s 

“masterpieces”) is the way in which the question of modern “literary value” circulates at the 

substrative level.  
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魯翁は文章家ではなかつたが何でも書こなす健筆家で、まじめな『佐賀

電信録』だの『西南鎮静録』だのといふ軍記らしいものをも著し、『横濱案内』

だの『世界都路』だのといふ地誌めいたものをも作り、四角なものでは『白門新

柳記』の漢文へ訓點を施して出版したり、『娼妓評判記』だの『藝者之心得』だ

のといふ、花柳界を穿つたものも書いて居るが、翁の一番得意とするのは『安愚

楽鍋』『胡瓜圖解読』の如き滑稽物で、翁自身も此の二書には稍や会心の口吻で

あつた。どちらかと言へば草雙紙體の物語は翁の長處でなく、此類は二世為永春

水、山々亭有人氏等には及ばなかつたやうであるが、魯文といふ名前が賈れて居

た為に『夜刃譚』も評判よく、お傳に関する他の同出版物を壓倒して、四五千部

を賈盡したとの事であつた。   

 

Robun was not a professional writer, per se, but he could write more or less 

anything easily; he also wrote the serious Saga denshinroku and Seinan chinseiroku 

[Record of the Quelling of Seinan], which were sort of military records [gunki]; he 

produced Yokohama annai and Sekai miyakoji, which were a sort of regional geography; 

as for things in a more rigid style, he published in kanbun with diacritics an edition of 

Hakumon shinryūki, as well as writing Shōgi hyōbanki and Geisha no kokoroe, which 

satirized the world of the pleasure quarters. Nevertheless, what he excelled at were 

humourous works like Aguranabe or Kyūrizukai, and Robun personally would refer to his 

satisfaction with these works. If one has to say it, stories in the kusazōshi mode were not 

his strong suit, and it appears he was not as accomplished in the genre as Tamenaga 

Shunsui II or Sansantei Ariudo, but since his name was popular, Yasha monogatari was 

well-received and it overwhelmed the competing works regarding Oden, selling out all its 

four or five thousand copies.  (Meiji bungaku meicho zenshū vol. 5, p.197-8) 

 

One immediately registers Sabun’s distinction between the bunshōka and the kenpitsuka, 

as well as his marked avoidance of any of the other possible terms, overdetermined in their 

association with the modern literary field as they are, at his disposal (shōsetsuka, sakka, etc.). One 

can infer from the concessive tone employed that the bunshōka, or writer, is within the framework 

operative here situated above the kenpitsuka in the literary hierarchy – a writer in the sense of a 
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social and vocational identity, whereas the kenpitsuka is configured as a set of productive aptitudes 

or potentialities not bound to a discrete or unique social identity. Robun’s transgeneric production 

is cited as prodigious, but nevertheless he is denied admission to the circle of serious authors, and 

the commercial and critical success of Oden – what has vouchsafed its inclusion in this particular 

late Taishō series – is ultimately to be attributed to Robun’s visibility as a public figure, rather than 

any literary quality immanent to the text. A work such as Oden, failing to meet the criteria for 

literary quality, requires defense, even if such should take the form of denouncement and a 

displacement of aesthetic value into the domain of utility.  

But while Oden may fall short, what of Robun’s putative successes? Sabun is, as ever, on 

this point ambivalent, as we have seen elsewhere. The source of this subtle vacillation is articulated 

rather succinctly by literary critic and English literature scholar Honma Hisao (1886-1981), who 

furnishes a supplementary essay on the trope of the dokufu or “poison woman” following Sabun’s 

discussion of Oden: 

 

内田魯庵氏は、その著『きのふけふ』の中で明治の初期を猿芝居時代と

云はれたが、この言葉はいかにもよく當時の過渡期的滑稽な時勢相を穿つてゐ

る。 

この猿芝居式滑稽時代に、文學らしい文學のあるわけはない。すべて大

きな社会革命の渦きのたゞ中では、文學や藝術の華は咲かない。[…] 

しかし、文學らしい文學はなかつたにしても、何等かの意味で當時の一

般民衆の慰藉となり娯楽となつた讀本のなかつた筈はない。[…その中の高畠藍

泉著『怪化百物語』や萬亭應賀著『大鈍託新文鬼談』は]文學としての価値のな
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いのはいふまでもなく、その文化史的資料の上から見ても服部誠一の『東京繁盛

記』に劣ること数等である。   

 

Uchida Roan, in his Kinō kyō, called the early Meiji a “monkey show of a period,” 

but that description very much captures the transitional, absurd atmosphere of that time.  

During this “Monkey Play”-type period, there was no way that there could be 

any literature in any way literary. In the midst of the tumult of social revolution, the 

flowers of literature and the arts cannot blossom […] 

However, although there may have been no literature in any way literary, in some 

sense, it was not as though there wasn’t any reading material that served to comfort and 

provide entertainment for the average man. […] But it goes without saying that [among 

such, Takabatake Rasen’s Kaika hyaku monogatari or Mantei Ōga’s Daidontaku shinbun 

kidan] had no value as literature whatsoever, and that even as cultural-historical 

documents, are grossly inferior to Hattori Seiichi’s Tōkyō hanjōki.  (Meiji bungaku 

meicho zenshū vol. 5, p.201-202) 

 

Honma, a student of seminal intellectuals and literary critics Tsubouchi Shōyō and 

Shimamura Hōgetsu, predictably does not mince words in his expulsion of early Meiji textual 

production from the sphere of the properly literary. Not unlike Sabun, Honma, in his cursory 

evaluation of the literary output of the 1860s and 1870s, makes recourse to the scholarly or 

historical insight such materials may promise, despite a clear dearth of literary merit – although 

even many of these earn the critic’s scorn for failing to be of much use to such ends. Against such 

a discursive backdrop, the factors informing Sabun’s ambivalence become if ever so slightly more 

clear. The seductive, sensuous power of the text however instanced – Sabun’s appreciation of 

Robun’s kokkeimono or Robun’s own pride in his output – does not per force correspond to its 
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ideologically sanctioned coordinates, and in this disjunctive interstice festers a sort of bad 

conscience not easily palliated.            

Again, the process by which serial fiction comes to be visibly and paratexually segregated 

from “objective” social information requires further investigation, but the percolation of important 

currents of modern narrative fiction out of the newspaper – or, formulated conversely, the 

distillation of the news from the bed of fiction that armed it with its repertoire of narrative tools – 

was to have not insubstantial implications for the dichotomatic schema of Literature and 

Journalism in the early twentieth century, as well as for the retrospective appraisal of the trajectory 

of both disciplines. Robun’s death in 1894, while commemorated in the media, did not occasion 

much far-reaching retrospective reappraisal, either of Robun’s career or of the state of literature; 

Sabun provides a retrospective and accumulation of poems left by the dead Robun in the April 

1894 issue of Waseda bungaku, but evaluation of Robun’s literary merit or legacy is left untouched. 

It would not be until the end of the first decade of the twentieth century that the first attempts at 

such would be undertaken – unsurprisingly enough, on the pages of the daily press.  
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Epilogue  

The Discursive Divide: Literature and Journalism Revisited  

 

The rupture between literature and journalism finds discursive articulation by the end of 

the first decade of the 20th century – “jānarizumu” as a lexeme and discursive figure descends on 

the public sphere. An unaccredited column in the Asahi shinbun (1910.1.15) summarizes as it 

projects itself into the ongoing debate:  

 

暮なりしと覚ゆ、『国民』の文芸欄に初めてジョーナリズムの語を用ひたる人あ

りき、其以来大分彼方此方に引用せられて何時しか此語は『劣等なる文芸』のや

うの意味に用ひられ来たれり誠に心外の至りなり 

  

〇如何さま文芸の自由を云々する文芸家の目から見たらば束縛多きジョーナリズ

ムが劣等なる文芸と見らるゝも当然なるべし、さりながらそんなことを根に持つ

て此方よりも減らず口を叩かば今の文芸は『劣等なるジョーナリズム』とも言ひ

得べし、之では丸で坊主と医者との喧嘩なり、互いに他がプロフェッションに対

する敬意を失はざらん事を期せんは如何にぞや 

 

It was near the end of the year, I recall, in the literary arts column in Kokumin there was 

someone who for the first time employed the word journalism , and ever since it has been 

quoted here and there, and at some point has come to mean something along the lines 

of ”inferior literature.” This is exceedingly deplorable.  

 

From the eyes of those literarians who from high to low go on regarding the freedom of 

the literary arts, it is natural that journalism with all its restrictions and limitations would 

appear inferior. Be it as it may, if one were to take offense and shoot off our own mouths, 

we could very well say that the literary arts are “inferior journalism;”this is exactly like a 

fight between a priest and a doctor – is it too far out of the question to hope that we not 

lose mutual respect for the profession of the other?     
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“Journalism,” in its contemporary use here, is a negatively charged epithet, a convenient 

lexical shorthand for the sub-literary or failed literature, defined by the strictures imposed upon it 

by, one presumes, formal, economic, and institutional factors. Nevertheless, author finds fault with 

what he perceives to be a fundamental misrecognition on the part of “literary artists,” who fail to 

see categorical incommensurability of “literary arts” and “journalism,” effectively rendering the 

derisory use of the term illogical; while the author’s opponents impute a subsidiary or derivative 

social value to “journalism,” and in doing so effectively ascribe it a position subordinate and 

peripheral to what constitutes pure, unqualified bungei, the putatively “free arts,” within its 

vertically organized regime of value. The author, for his part, maintains their parity as mutually 

independent categories. This argumentative vector is developed further in the following: 

  

〇新聞紙の記事を社説電報雑報などとのみ分ちたらん昔は知らず今日にては其の

頃斉しなみに雑報と言ひなしたるが中にバーといふがあり、コレスポンデンスあ

り、インタービューあり、デスクリプチブ、ライチングあり、此中単純なるバー

を除きては大抵記者の主観を交ふるものと交へざるものとを分かたざるはちとゾ

ンザイなり、「雑報書き」などと言はゞ大抵の新聞記者は怒るべし、「雑報」と

いふ語が既に我等の仲間にては余り流行らぬ所なればなり 

 

They seem to want to divide up newspaper articles into just the editor’s opinion pieces, 

telegrams and miscellany; I do not know how things used to be in the past, but today, 

among that category referred to collectively as the miscellany there is the bar, the 

correspondence, the interview, the descriptive, the writingg; save for the bar and its 

simplicity, it is a bit sloppy to fail to distinguish between those [forms] that admix the 

subjectivity of the journalist and those that do not. If you call them “miscellany writers,” 
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most newspaper journalists will certainly get angry, “miscellany” already being a term 

hardly current among those in our field.        

  

Significantly, in order to prove journalism’s worth the author must extricate it from its 

assigned position as an isolated genre unto itself. By asserting that journalism encapsulates a 

spectrum of variegated practices and textual-verbal subgenres, he imbues it with internal structural 

complexity, a self-regulating physiology, and enables it to stand as its own fully functional system. 

Moreover, the variegated valences of these subgenres permit the elective articulation of the 

journalist’s subjectivity; this betrays the second crucial term at work in system of pulleys and 

levers orchestrating this debate, namely, the place of the (authorial) subject, and the free 

articulation of that subject through his intellectual labour. If the contempt evinced by bungeika for 

journalists is contingent on the latter’s suppression of his subjectivity in the pursuit of objectivity, 

the author refutes this assumption, rejoining that the space of journalism is amenable to its exertion. 

Yet, the ascendency of bungei as being constitutionally “free” goes unquestioned, and in 

subscribing to its metaphoric system, the author wordlessly gestures to the real, insuperable 

disparity in discursive power. Schematized for the reader in the foregoing is a distant extrapolation 

of the problematics of “truth” and “lie,” but so reconfigured as to be hardly recognizable. Romantic 

introjections of subjective humanism and the notion of intellectual production as being of a higher 
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order than other forms of labour inform this model; even as it struggles against them, it is 

imbricated in its valuative metaphor.    

       Three weeks earlier (1909.12.19), graduate of Waseda’s English literature department and, 

at the time, up-and-coming literary critic and novelist Chikamatsu Shūkō (1876-1944) outlined his 

position in his ongoing column “Bundan muda banashi” (Pointless Talk About the Literary World), 

which had begun serialization the previous year on the pages of the Yomiuri shinbun. In contrast 

to the article cited above, Shūkō transposes the categories of journalism and literature into the 

dynamic flow of history and subjective historical consciousness, while acknowledging the use of 

jānarizumu by its detractors as a pejorative:  

 

[…]此の現代主義は常にジャアナリズムの形をなして発現する。或いはジャアナ

リズムを方便として発現する。故の高山樗牛氏が評論に覇を称えていた頃、樗牛氏に

ケチを付けんとする者は「あれはジャアナリズムだ」「高山は雑誌記者だ。」と言った。

享保元禄の頃、[…]河原乞食と卑しまれた、今日の歌舞伎芝居の元祖は、芸術のジ

ャアナリズムであつた。沙翁などは、今日でこそクラシツク中のクラシツクとな

つてゐるが、保守的な英国の文学者―サイモンヅまでが、希臘劇に比べて近世様

式だと言つてゐる。[…] 今日の自然主義文学或は自然主義評論にケチを付けやう

とするものは、また「ジャアナリズムだ」と言ふ。けれどもそれは説者に、現代

を正当に理解し鑑賞する能力の欠けていることを証するに過ぎない。吾々は田山

花袋氏の小説のあるものをも時としては非難する。また自然主義と全然種を異に

してゐるといはれてゐる夏目漱石氏の小説のあるものをも時としては非難する。

けれども彼等の小説は、恰も三馬が三馬の現代を写し、大鏡の作者が大鏡の現代

を写したる如く吾々の現代を写さうとしてゐるものである。此の意味に於いて、吾

等は彼等の小説の存在を十分に必要とするのである。 

 

[…T]his modernism always appears taking the form of journalism. Or, appears with 

journalism as its expedient means. When the late Takayma Chogyū reigned supreme as a 
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critic, those that wanted to tear him down would say “that’s jānarizumu,” “Chogyū is a 

magazine editorialist.” In the Kyōho [1716-1736] and Genroku [1688-1704] periods, […] 

the originators of the Kabuki theatre of today, derided then as “riverbed beggers,” were a 

journalism of the arts. Shakespeare and his ilk are today classics among the classics, but 

conservative English literarians up until Simons claimed his style is pre-modern in 

comparison to Greek drama. […] Those who try to tear down the Naturalist literature of 

today, or Naturalist criticism, similarly say “That’s jānarizumu.” However, this is little 

more than proof that the speaker lacks the ability to understand the present and properly 

evaluate it. We may criticize something in some novel by Tayama Katai on occasion; or, 

on occasion we may criticize something in some novel by Natsume Sōseki, who is said to 

be of totally different stock than the Naturalists. However, their novels – in just the manner 

as Sanba sketched Sanba’s present, or the author of the Great Mirror sketched his – are 

things ever working to sketch our own present. In this sense, we very much need their 

novels.     

 

     Shūkō concatenates journalism to “modernism,” in this case defined as a 

confrontationally dialectical engagement with and habitation of one’s lived present, construing the 

former as the real manifestation of the latter; “journalism” is an epistemological and ethical attitude 

made incarnate, and, moreover, is historically transcendental, by virtue of its situational, 

pragmatically defined constitution. “Journalism,” however, is, in Shūkō’s estimation, not entirely 

synonymous with literary value, even if all instances of literature are, in accordance with their 

engagement with the conditions of the present, by definition encoded as “journalism.” Continuing 

on, Shūkō nevertheless cites the intercalation of historical discursive production, irrespective of 

genre, with the intellectual task of mapping a historical sociological cartography, as being that 
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which putatively safeguards the former from falling into total obsolescence, and that which 

redeems contemporary literary works of lesser aesthetic merit: 

 

吾等が、過去の哲学或は過去の雄著傑作は、之を仮令少なく読むとも、現代の

小著凡作悉く、必ずしも忽諸に付すべかずといふのも此の故なり。吾等はまた過去の書

を読む場合と雖も常に自己が現在人たることを忘れてはならぬ。 

 

This is also the reason we say that, when it comes to the philosophy of the past 

or its great works of genius – even if one does not read much of them – or all the 

contemporary works of small stature or ho-hum quality, they should not necessarily be 

condemned to oblivion. We must, however, be sure never to forget that, even when 

reading books from the past, we are people of the present.  

            

 Shūkō supplements his comments with a lengthy paraphrasis attributed to Bernard Shaw, whose 

argument reaches its apex with his conferral to Journalism as the absolute criterion for literary 

estimation:  

 

バーナード・シャウが此ジャアナリズムに就いて力説していることは、

世間の人は、大抵ご存知であらうと思ふ。シャウは、その危険と困難とをも十分

に認めている。さうして斯ういふことをも言っている。 

ジャアナリズムは、文学の最高様式である。何となれば凡ての最高文学

は常にジャアナリズムである。特に一時代に対してでなく、凡ての時代に応ぜん

ことを目的とする記者は、凡ての時代において不問に付せられるといふ報酬を

覚悟せねばならぬ。プラトーやアリストフアネスは彼等の日のアゼンス人に或

る意味を訴えた。シェークスピアは其の同じアゼンス人や、エリサベス時代の職

人や、ワーウイックシャアの猟師どもを同居せしめた。イブセンは諾威の田舎医

者や牧師を写した。カーバチオは、自分の隣家のレディを描けるものの如くサ

ン・ウルサラを描いた。さうして彼等の生命は、アカデミックな、学究的な、朝

生暮死のものと卑しんで、高慢面をして、ジャアナリズムの圧倒を回避している、

考古学的に几帳面に文学や芸術をば研究している幾千と数知られぬ人々の塵芥

の中にも尚ほ遍在して生きているのだ。自分もまたジャアナリストである。それ
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を誇りとする。注意して、自分の著作から、ジャアナリズムならぬ凡てのものを

除却している。ジャアナリズムでない文学に永久の価値はないジャアナリズム

でない文学は、よし存在していても何の必要もない。自分は凡て際物を取り扱っ

ている。けれども自分は現在のものの他は、何れの時代の際物をも研究せぬ。そ

んなものには自分はまだ通じていない。また将来とても通じやうともせぬ。劇作

家としての自分は、自分自身がまた其の一部分であることを認めぬ歴史的人物

やその他の人物に対しては、何等の関係も因縁も持たない。自分自身を書き、自

分自身の時代を書く人にして始めて凡ての人を書き、凡ての時代を書く人であ

ると言わねばならぬ。世人をして勝手に彼等の文学と称するものを開拓せしめ

よ。自分に取っては唯ジャアナリズムあるのみ。云々」私はそれにつけても切に

自分の言論の舞台が欲しいと思う。 

 

As most people know, Bernard Shaw has argued convincingly about this 

Journalism. He understands as well fully its dangers and difficulties. And that said, he 

says the following:  

“Journalism is the highest form of literature. In whatever case, the highest 

literature is in all cases always journalism. In particular, writers for whom the goal is to 

be relevant to all periods, and not just one, must be prepared to have for their reward to 

be overlooked in all periods. Plato and Aristophanes tried to impress a certain 

signification to the Athenians of their day. Shakespeare brought under the same roof these 

same Athenians with the craftsmen of the Elizabethan age, and the huntsmen of 

Warwickshire. Ibsen sketched the country doctors and pastors of Norway. Caravaggio 

painted Saint Ursula as he would have a lady living next door. And their vital energy, 

scorned as academic, studious, or ephemeral by the countless thousands who, arrogantly 

evading the pull of Journalism were punctilious in their archeological study of literature 

and the arts, still yet lives on everywhere, amidst the refuse of the latter. I too am a 

Journalist. I am proud of it. I take care to exclude anything from my works that is not 

Journalism. There is no eternal value to be found in Literature that is not Journalism; it 

may be very well that Literature that is not Journalism exists, but it is not necessary. I deal 

only with matters of the times. However, I do not research the matters of the times other 

than those of the present. I am not yet familiar with such things. Further, I do not think to 

try to become familiar with them. As a dramatist, I have no relationship or connection 

with those historical personages or other personages of which I do not recognize myself 

as a part. One must say that, only when one writes oneself and writes one’s own age does 

one first write all people, and all ages. Let the people of the world develop what they want 
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to call literature. For me, there is only Journalism. Etc., etc.” I likewise very much want 

a place from which to speak. (Yomiuri shinbun, 1909.12.19) 

     

While Shaw evaluates the literary through its social functionality as journalism and 

adjudicates literary value as an auxiliary or corollary to its primary journalistic value, Shūkō would 

seem nevertheless to maintain a minute yet crucial distinction between the rubrics reserved for the 

properly literary and properly journalistic, regardless of the historical awareness he deploys in his 

attempt to reconcile them in theory – one need but recall the disposability of the works of a Katai 

or a Sōseki to some form of criticism, despite such ostensibly submitting to a descriptive paradigm 

assuming as its professed object the social world. This hesitation may preclude Shūkō from going 

to Shaw’s lengths and granting universal amnesty to “literature” in all its historical instantiations, 

but it does go to considerable lengths to situate all literary praxis in an analogical constellation, 

thereby threading between them lines of commensurability; praxis and posture are vindicated, but 

the quality to be located in any literary text is itself subject to modulation proportionate to the 

historical configuration in which the reader is situated.    

     It is quite telling that at this same moment, when these entanglements between literature 

and journalism have broken to the surface and spilled out across the newspaper page, the first 

stirrings of a critical retrospective on modern literary history are to be discerned. Nine days before 
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Shūkō’s column appeared in the Yomiuri, the following, entitled “Kanagaki Robun bossu,” ran in 

the Asahi (1909.12.8): 

 

今の文学を口にする徒、古作家を目して戯作者と貶し、文字を知る幇間と

罵り、出身の野卑なるを嘲けり、素行の醜悪なるを指弾し、修養を疑い、心術を

憐れみ、吉原の御用記者となし、奥女中の奴隷となし、金銭以外、徳義もなく、

節操もなく、酒色以外、識見もなく、廉恥もなき太平の寄生虫、文芸の有毒菌と

して、仮令世を隔つるとも、之れと肯するを恥とするのである。誠に御道理千万

である。古作家の多くは、自ら謙して戯作者と称し、其のはかなき作り物語の根

なし草なるを羞ぢ、僅かに勧善懲悪の名目に隠れて、世を誤り人を戕はんことを

虞たのであつた。花柳文学、若旦那文学、通人文学、奥女中文学、御家騒動文学、

侠客文学、博徒文学、之れを描くに筋を以てして、場面を以てして、趣向を以て

して、唯だ輪廓をのみ描いて、彩色もなく、感じもなく、表情もなく、生命もな

いのであつた。現代の作家の立場から見れば、実に憐れむべき不見識の者である。

併しながら現代の作家が新時代に対する使命を帯びて文壇に出現したる如く、彼

等も亦時代の産物である。現代の作家が能く現代のライフを捉へ得たりとすれば、

彼等も亦当年の社会を描破したのである。殊に過渡期の文学をして、兎も角も持

続し来たつたのは、徳川期の生める戯作者仮名垣魯文、山々亭有人（條野採菊）

為永春水（染崎延房）笠亭仙果（篠田久次郎）、[…]の功に帰せねばならぬ。就中

染崎延房は、東京絵入新聞に在つて、筆々人情の機微に触るゝ文体を以て、一種

の雑報文を創め、條野伝平は東京日々新聞の創立者として、やまと新聞の社長と

して、流暢なる小説を行はしめたのみならず、神田区選出の府会議員としても、

一方の論客として迎えられ、劇場に対しても一の重きをなしてゐたのであつた。

殊に仮名垣魯文に至つては、当時彼は横浜に『かなよみ新聞』を起して[…] 

 

Those who speak of literature these days look upon the authors of yore and deride 

them as gesakusha , insult them as “lettered hangers-on and sycophants,”scorn their vulgar 

station, point out the ugly aspects of their daily habits, doubt their cultivation, lament their 

morality, see them as hired propagandists for the Yoshiwara, slaves to the maids of the 

women’s quarters, denounce theirdearth of principle or restraint beyond the dictates of 

money,having no knowledge save for that pertaining to wine and sex,shameless, common 

parasites, bacteria toxic to the literary arts – even if a world stands between them, they 

consider affirming them an embarrassment. Of course nothing could be more appropriate, 

more natural. Authors of yore out of their own humility called themselves gesakusha, and 
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felt shame by the baselessness of their ephemeral fictions, and, taking the barest refuge in 

moral didacticism, ever feared misrepresenting the world and deceiving its people. 

Pleasure-Quarter Literature, Young Dandy Literature, Playboy Literature, Maidservent 

Literature, Succession-Struggle Literature, Tough Literature, Gambler Literature – to 

compose these they would take plot, situation, and device, and trace only the outline, 

without colour, without feeling, without life. From the perspective of contemporary authors, 

they truly do appear ignorant creatures deserving of the utmost pity. Yet, as our current 

authors appeared on the literary stage with their mission vis-à-vis a new age, they too are 

products of their age. If modern authors are able to apprehend “life” (raifu) to effect, they 

too were able to seize in its entirety the society of their time.In particular, one cannot but 

attribute the maintenance of literature through this transitional period to the efforts of the 

Tokugawa-born gesakusha Kanagaki Robun, Sanzan Arindo (Jōno Saikiku), Tamenaga 

Shunsui (Somezaki Nobufusa), Ryūtei Senka (Shinoda Kyūjirō) […]. Among them, 

Somezaki Nobufusa while at the Tokyo e-iri shinbun pioneered a new kind of miscellany 

reportage, making use of his stylistic treatment of the intricate subtlties of human feeling; 

Jōno Denpei, as the founder of the Tōkyō nichinichi shinbun and president of the Yamato 

shinbun, not only allowed for the serialization of clear and fluent shōsetsu, as elected 

council member representing Kanda ward, was welcomed on the page as a public pundit 

and intellectual, and furthermore stressed the importance of the theatre. In particular, when 

it comes to Kanagaki Robun, he at that time started up the Kanayomi shinbun in Yokohama 

[…]     

 

The historical and epistemic rupture irreconcilably separating the young devotees of 

literature of the late Meiji from their counterparts in the 1870s and 1880s furnishes the basic 

scenography for the author’s argument; a transhistorical or idealist conceptualization of literature 

reasserts itself in ghoulish ways when its logic is applied retroactively, for in doing so, the young 

authors of today are confronted in the looking glass of history by an incongruous, entirely alien 

image, one that elicits nothing short of horror, revulsion, and moral probation. The modern 

author’s refusal to acknowledge any genealogical connection with the abject gesakusha of this 
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bygone era in part speaks to an oversight in Shūkō’s formulation – if one’s particular attitude 

towards an object is constitutive of a journalistic ethos, and literature can serve as its phenomenal 

expression, then it should follow logically that transhistorical sympathy or mutual recognition 

should be a foreseeable outcome, but the young literati to which the author of the article 

offhandedly refers would not seem to be able see themselves – or have any desire to – in the 

“shameless parasites” of the bakumatsu and early Meiji periods.  

      Nevertheless, the conceptual and historiographical lens deployed here does not move 

toward a culturally constructivist or relativist argument, which would liberate the modern from its 

ties to an unwholesome past, although the author flirts with such briefly in his admission that the 

authors of yesterday, like those of today, are historically and contextually conditioned; the 

implication of this, however, is not that literature or literary value themselves are contingently 

configured, but rather that the these were withheld by circumstance from the benighted. Instead, 

to suture the historical fissure marring the surface of modern literary history, the author mobilizes 

journalism as a self-contained, value-producing mechanism. While beneath contempt from the 

perspective of literary accomplishment, the sociocultural contributions of former gesakusha in the 

public sphere are enumerated as constituting the literarily encoded value foreclosed to them within 

the contemporary cultural economy. Despite the discomfiting tension between journalism and 

literature in the present, and their contestation over the cultural capital of sovereign subject-hood, 
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intellectual and artistic productivity, social-mindedness and perspicacity, here the antediluvian 

monism of “literature” and “journalism” is ever so faintly adumbrated, as it operates as the only 

means of transcoding historically discrete systems of “literary” value.    

 Indeed, should one bracket the logistical factors of institutional self-perpetuation 

implicated in the total equation, the expanding purview of literary studies and its willingness to 

admit in fits and starts otherwise problematic texts – not only those of the kind treated herein, the 

historical remoteness of which all the more facilitates their recuperation by an ethics of 

historiographic and archival completionism, but, at the fringes, other less-than-literary 

subcategories of literature, e.g. genre fiction or narrative sequential art – can perhaps be seen to 

have an affinity with the interdependent organs within this system of value production, insofar as 

their legitimacy as objects of analysis is configured by recourse to a location of significance outside 

themselves. Axia, in this sense, divulges its fundamentally indexical, recursive character. In this 

light, the early excavations of Meiji-period cultural history in the late Taishō by the Meij Bunka 

Kenkyūkai were able, the historical importance of their object newly accentuated by the violent 

confrontation with its material fragility, in part to obviate direct engagement with the most vexing 

theoretical challenges posed by early Meiji narrative to the bundan in the early 1900s through a 

total sublation of the problematic itself – in a sense, literary history demonstrated that, for better 

or worse, it very much could “have its cake and eat it, too.”                     
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As the real chronological gulf between the present and the early years of Meiji has grown, 

so too has one seen a burgeoning historical interest in a fast-disappearing world – one accelerated, 

moreover, by the twofold violence done to its fragile material instantiations in the fires of the Great 

Kantō Earthquake and the wholesale destruction of the latter days of the Second World War. The 

flummoxing position of intellectual and discursive production in the early years of Meiji would 

hinge – and in many ways continues to do so – on its intractability and inaccessibility to 

contemporary ethico-literary sensibilities, and its consignation to the status of merely “transitional” 

and the appraisal of its products as merely catalogues or indices of historical detritus serves as a 

convenient means by which to negotiate by bracketing, on the one hand, what appears to be 

palimpsestic zone of treacherous intercalations, but, more critically, serves on the other to 

hypostatize the historical present as itself stable, to distract from the vacillations under one’s own 

feet, and assists in domesticating both present and past, by splitting history evenly down the middle. 

Retracing the grooves of what is to literary history a quintessentially lacunar phase and to social 

history an impossible swell of overdetermining factors, is itself an exercise not immune to critique 

– indeed, it itself has as its necessary preconditions the intellectual and literary-historical formation 

against which it situates itself, and in so being, cannot extricate itself from its reluctant collusion 

with the discursive atmosphere which has engendered it. But, perhaps some solace can be taken in 

the allegoretic capacity of scholarship – what can Robun’s career and its problematic emplotment 
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in Japanese literary history teach us about the mechanics operative in the total sphere of cultural 

production and in that of cultural memory? It is only keeping with what has been heretofore argued 

to locate, if any should be found, the value of this cursory study outside its own perimeters, and 

that perhaps should constitute our “journalistic endeavors.” 
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Appendix of Images 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Portrait of Kanagaki Robun,  
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Figure 2: First Page of Robun's Debut Work, Seidan Aoto no kireaji. 
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Figure 3: Opening pages of the first and second parts of volume 28 of Kanayomi Hakkenden. 
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Figure 4: Robun's authorial digressions, above; and an example of the explicit content digressed 

from, below. (Source: Nezumi-zome haru no iroito, part 2) 

 

 

Figure 5: Cover and Preface to Naniwa-otoko Danshichi Kurobei, with Dontei Robun moniker. 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Profiles of Yajirōbei and Kitahachi, from the Hottan volume of Tōkaidōchū hizakurige. 
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Figure 7: Frontispiece of the first volume of Kokkei Fuji mōde 
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Figure 8: "Illustration of Fellow Pilgrims to Mt. Fuji, Men and Women Alike," Kokkei Fuji 

mōde, vol. 1 
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Figure 9: "Aspect of Pilgrims Climbing Mt. Fuji." From Right to Left: "Appearance upon just 

Starting Out; Appearance En Route; Illustration of a Strong Labouror Carrying the Luggage of 

Pilgrims Climbing the Mountain; Harried Appearance; Mountain Climber’s Appearance; 

Appearance on Reaching the Summit.” (Source: Kokkei Fuji mōde, vol. 2)  
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Figure 10: Different Social Types Speak. Kokkei Fuji mōde, vol.7.. 
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Figure 11: "An American Beauty," right; North American landscape, left. Osana etoki bankoku 

banashi, vol.1, part 2. 
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Figure 12: "Illustration of the Prosperity of the Castle Town of Washington," Osana etoki 

bankoku banashi, vol. 1, part 2. 
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Figure 13: Entries for Russia and England, Osana etoki bankoku banashi, vol. 1, part 1. 
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Figure 14: Entries for France and North America, Osana etoki bankoku banashi, vol.1, part 1 
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Figure 15: Map Indicating Yaji and Kita's Trajectory, Seiyōdōchū hizakurige vol. 6, part 2. 
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Figure 16: Explanatory illustration and description of a Western washstand. 
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Figure 17: Yaji and Kita flee an orangutan. Typical of the diegetic illustrations depicting 

narrative action 
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.  

Figure 18: Immediately following the protagonists' encounter with the large simian, the author 

interpolates an explanatory citation from Yochi shiryaku, furnishing information on the 

orangutans of Borneo, to which is contrasted a citation in kanbun credited to Rai San’yō, 

describing the Japanese macaque.  
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Figure 19: The Master of the House and his wife address Yaji and Kita's party in phonetically 

glossed Chinese. 
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Figure 20: The first page of Tsūjirō's parodic Saiken, superimposing, as the gloss to the 

occidentally stylized script indicates, contemporary geopolitics on the genre of the Yoshiwara 

ranking guide. Seiyōdōchū hizakurige, vol. 6, part 2. 
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Figure 21: Various countries of the world arranged as though mapped on an avenue of the 

Yoshiwara, right; Tsūjirō's preface, left. Seiyōdōchū hizakurige, vol.6. 
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Figure 21: Tsūjirō's version of Robun's Aguranabe overtakes the textual space of the page. 

Seiyōdōchū hizakurige, vol.6. 
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Figure 22: A Kyōdōshoku expounds on the Three Articles to the unkempt. Sansoku oshie no 

chikamichi. 
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Figure 23: Encouraging ethical behaviour. Sansoku oshie no chikamichi. 
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Figure 24: A Kyōdōshoku flees an over-enthusiastic crowd, tormented by a child enjoying the 

benefits of "freedom." Eshinbun Nipponchi. 
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Figure 25: The xylographically printed and bound Moshihogusa. 
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Figure 26: Reproduction of the 1878.2.2 issue of the Kanayomi shinbun,, bearing the 

continuation of of Robun's Dokufu Oden no hanashi (lower left of page 2, continuing onto back), 

and an advertisement for the gōkan expansion, Takahashi Oden yasha monogatari (page 4, lower 

left).. 
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Figure 27: Oden's mother Haru caught cavorting by husband Takahashi Kanzaemon with her 

criminal lover, Seishichi, above; below, corresponding narrative text showing the typeset format 

of the first volume of Robun’s Takahashi Oden yasha monogatari.  
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Figure 28: Oden deploys her mastery of narrative rhetoric to mollify Hamaji, one of the many 

victims of her guile. Note the shift in formal aspect and integration of text and image, in contrast 

to the first volume. Takahashi Oden yasha monogatari, vol. 7, part 3. 
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Figure 29: The first issue of the Yokohama mainichi shinbun, 1871. 
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Figure 30: The thirty-fourth issue of the Yokohama mainichi shinbun, 1872. Note the increased 

organizational complexity and informatic density. 
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Figure 31: The Yokohama mainichi shinbun in 1874. Note the increasing length, as well as the 

establishment of a column for readers’ submissions.  


